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l'ItEFACE

, ...

T0 Knott. Outle Ivo, Volumes One and two, The Iteilort of tloCO.mmission
on Canadlim Studies, was relcaled by the Assfatintion of Universities and

Colleges of Canada in March 1976. That publica don marks an helium step in.
the evolution of higher cducatfon in Canada, The work of the` Commission
provided' a thorough and detailed asseSsatent of the level and quality 'of
Canadian Studies in higher education and a Measure olcanadian content in a
host of,diseiplines and professional programmes in Canadian universities and
colleges, It exposed our shortcomings and proposed is new wise of value about
thing' Ca midian in higher education;

Mikis Luis' happened since that publiation, Programmes in Canadian
Stinnes have been established in many Canadian universities and colleges, it
number olprogra Mules concerned with regional studies have been initiated, and
in many other programmes across the country course content includes more
illttlillion to matters Canadian. Research on our history, literature, cultural and,
social developments bits begun to Ilowe! and hai gained respectability. Students
have increasing opportunities to know ourselves, not by dispensing with
knowledge of the wider world mid its peoples. but in order to better understand
the world and our place and time within it. . -.

In the same time Canadian studies have been .losteed in asnumber of
universities abroad, reflecting at least In part the interest of others in Canada, in
!heroic of ourcountry, and reflecting as well th,e,maturing status of higher
education in Canada generally. The insights and assessments of others about
Canada and Canadian's,Iudies can only he helpful to our own understanding.

,.. Volume Three of the Report cif the Commission, Some Questions' of
lialane: Human Resources, Iligher Education, and Canadian Studies is n d'w
published by the Association. In this, the final volume of the Report, Thomas
11.8. Symons, now joined by James' E., Page, examines a number of issues of
concern in Canadian higher ethicist ion. Some of these have become, since 1975,
of greater significance for the fulture than they were a decadeor more ago.. Many
of the issues relate to faculty ana its composition, to students, and tattle need for
highly qualified persons in our rapidly changing society: Significantly these
issues are'diplt wit I),,in the context of financial constraint thin is now'rt fact of life
in Canadian higher education to an extent not ckntcmplated when the first two
volumes of the Report were published.

The issues discussed, the assessments and proposals made, arc, of course,
those selected by the authors. The Association publishes this volume,in the
expectation that the work of Thomas Symons and JaMes Page will further the

4
.,
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thwihooll wt the 1%it140 they have raised, within institutions of higher eduvation
and annli; rill those who tiave responsibility for their Kencird

Wink many individuals and 01 irdiiiiitions contributed to the work or the
on C:titartinn Studies and to the dintiot% of its reports, the

outstanding wars; orate author% of this volume 1111%1 be
n limner senior NIA ff Dumber of the C.'orninistion 01141 Cttratil hor of Volume

I litre, lot Mads on outstanding cidrihtition: -I he 161(10'00p rind the work of
Prof essor Symons on the entire f)lqiCel evcr !lime than a decode 11114 Iwo)

..004410111i11411),: Ile hit% l'o A'ttow Our trItyi

hecl molor %Indy, li, hill impact of which on developing odium
only our,,siiccessots in time will be able to wises!, properly,

Ilisher education in Canada and those,conierned kith .studies About
Collittlit and its people are indebted to ThotiiiisNyinons for oil his work, and to

him and Page lot this %lignte,

W. Andress 1114ickiy
President, ,

Associotion 01.1iiiversities rind (.'ollcitcs of Canada
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Some Questions of'Balariee

is is the, third' volume of To Kno purselves; the Report of thP
Commission on Canadian Studies. Estiblished by the Association of

w-

Universities and Colleges of Canada in 1972, the Commission's task was.
Outlined in an extensive acid challenging mandate. Since that time, the
Commission has carried out its research, released tte three volumes of its Study, .

-*assisted with the Preparation of numerous paPers and reports relating to its
work, andieen involved in farfeaching Consultations about many proposals
and reforms arising$'om its studieS: ° '

IIIn Volumes I and Illthe Cbmmission.ciocufnented the negl i of teaching
yand research about Canada in Manareas of postsecondary eduction . In light

of its findings, it called for a reasonable, balance in,the curriculum and research
activities - of. Canada universities and colleges that would allow adequate
attention to be given to the particular "weds and to the histolical aqd,-;'
contemporary circumstances of this country. In this third voldme, continuing
and extending the theme of meeting C )Lnadian needs, the Commission examines

etions about the current and futijre supply of human resources trquired to
slupport Canadian teaching and research. As in the first two volumeS, the :
Commission calls ,for a reasonable balance in higher education, in this case in
order to meet the country's, preset and future needs for -highly qualified
graduates.

From its research,"the Commission concludes in this voluMe that few areas
of teaching and research about Canada'have been more neglected than the state
of Canadian higher education itself and, in particular, the examination of
questions about the country's reqUirements for highly qualified graduates.
Following its review of the present and projected supply of Canadian graduates,
the Commission argues that the most serious problem facing teaching and
research about Canada and, indeed, the whole of Canadian higher,educatiOn, is
the need for balance, realism; and equity in the development'evelopment and deployment of
highly qualified graduates. Looking ahead, the Commission believes that, in
addition to the correction of imbalances, many more opportunities must be
opened up for Canadian graduates in teaching and research if our educational
system is to come anywhere near to meeting future Canadian needs for highly
qualified personnel. - . .

A. ABOUT THE MANDATE OF THE COMMISSION
AND SCPME TERMS OF REFERENCE

The mandate of the Commission included, in addition to its broad general).
responsibility to examine and report upon the state of teaching and research in
studies relating to Canada, study and assessment of: the number and content of
courses offered at the undergraduate and graduate levels in the various fields of
study relating to Canada; the location, nature, and function of progranimes and
institutes concerned with,-Canadian studies; the, location, extent, and access to
library holdings, archives, and other material resources relevant to Canadian -..

16
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studies; the sources and adeqvacy of financial support for the;teaching of
Canadian Studies; the opportdnities and support for research in Canadian

studies; the scope of present and future requirements for sitialified peisonnel for
teaching and iesea'rch in studies relating to ?anada; the possibilities and neds
for new IprOgrammes,and future directions in studies relating to Canada;nd
"any other related matters."'

As reflected in these' terms of reference, thrCommilsipn oLt Ca dian
Studies,was appointed in response to a veryteal concern on the At of itiany
members of the academic community, and of the public at large, that there(
should be a careful examination to determine Whether the country's universiti

. and colleges, were paying adequate attention to ankdian condi 'ons a d )
circumstances, and ,to the needs and problems o this country,.:u their
programmes of teaching and .research. In shOrt,,haw adequate is the at tion
given to teaskizg and research about Canada? and how adequaje are the human
and material rdbueces available to support such work?

In addresiing these questions, the Commission has taken as its definition of
Canadian studies "teaching or research in any field that as,one of its major
purposes,, promotes knowledge about Canada by dealing with.some aspect of the

' co4ntry's Culture, social conditions, physical setting, or place in the world."2 The
Comtnission is also concerned, however, with the adequacy of attention given to
the Canadian contentNadd to the Canadian context of teaching)and research
conducted in this country, hether or not the promotion 9f knowledge about
Canada is one of itsispecificand major objectives. While the first Aim volumes of,
the Commi§sion'S'report focussed Upon questions of content and orientation in'
teaching and research, this third volume examines queVions about the
composition and adequacy of the supply of human resotirees'upon whom such
teaching and research must depend.

The ComMission devoted considerable attention to the rationale , for
Canadian audies in its first volume. It conclUded that the most valid and
compelling argtfment for*Catiadian studies is the importance of self-knowledge,
ihe need to know andto understand who we are; wheie we afe in time and space;
where we have been where we are going, and in what ilirections we may want to
go; what we possess; what our responsibilities are to ourselves and to others.3 We
believe this rationale ;has stood up well to the ,testing of critics and cynics.
Canadians need to know and' to understand their social and physical

Ol environment, their institutions ,and cultures, and their historical and
contemporary experience in order to make sensible decisions about their affairs,
and also in order to be able to make their full contribution to the international
community ,or knowledge. A curriculum that does not contribute to an
appropriate extent to this end, amongst other things, lacks balance and common
sense. Every society has a fundamental need to know itself through academically
rigorous study, research, and reflection. Thus, studies of the Canadian situation
should occupy an appropriate place in the curriculum and research interests of
every university and college in Canada.

17



Sane Questin4.of Balance,

, : 6.

In advancing this rationale for Canadian studies,the Commission made no
...

xenophobic argument tor discounting, or neglecting teaching and research
about other Matters. Noydoes a il6 so here:- Indeed,. L warned against, and
Continues to warnagainst, the danger Of confusing nationalism and scholarship. '
The argument.for Can'adiaifstudies based on theneed for sVanowledge has the
clear. corollary that tOiknew'One;elf one Must know others What is "required is a
reasonable balance of two if is no service to the international community Of
scholars tb becrisdainful of scholarship about ones own community.

TheCommission'has alio'warned against the dangers of seeing' Canadian
studies as a political or. propagandist instrument to promote some particular

,,,

perception of 'Canada.. In teaching and research relating to.Canada, ?sin every
other area of scholarship, the function of the university is to train the critical.
intellect and t-- fo ter icnowledge 'for s own sake, no/ to inculcate bpliet.

With these co sidbrations in nd','the Commission examined some fifty :
academic areas in the first volume of its reports and gtiggested that in each of
These areas, in both teaching and reisearch, there was need and opportunity for
greater attention to be paid to the particular problems and circumstances of this
country. It foun.his tic be true of the areas it examined in the sciences and
professi9ns as well as in the humanities and social sci ences.

Volume II explored the problems"and opportunities for teaching and re§eatOh
,,

..., about Canada at universities in other countries; surveyed the state bf Canadian
studies in the comm ilnitkcolleges; discussed the role of Canadian archives as the
foundatipn for Canadian studies; inquired into the quality, extent, and .°-
accessibility of audio-visual resources and other'rnedia support for Canadian .

r.
stddies; and examined the present and potentialciole of the private onor in ,le

tielpineto foster,teaching and research about Canada.)
..,

B. THE RESPONSE TO THE COI .MISSION

The response to ttl'e public invitation from the Commission 'for,liriefs and
submissiontwaS extraordinary, demonstrating in an unmistakable manner the
widespread Concern about the matters on which it had been askkd to report.,
Over One thousand briefs and nearly thirty thousand let* wereqeceiyezr: In
addition, nieti9Pgs with the Commission were requested by representatities-of
Over 'titro :4iiidred academic societies,- eduCatiOnal organizations, and other
associations.. More than twenty-tivehuned people attended the publiC
hearing§ held' at universities and colleges across Canada, .Few Canadian

.1
comnlissions, and perhaps none concerned with higher education', had elici$01_____.;
such a massive response (romgie university community and froni the general, -;
public.

This remarkable response w. glepeated when the Commission's reporfwas
published. The\flow of le has continued unabated, and many more
submissions following up far points or opening up ntv ones have been
received. All the papers rece ved by the Commission and relating' to its york
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64,-

,
'heave been'tran4eited to the,arehives of Trent Universit3, where they arg being
)preserved and catalogued'for the possible future use of ifterested scholars and
members of the public.; All told, these pdpeiS new., occupy some fifty filing

:caljnets: Together; they constitute an ex4raordinarfil, teresting and ,aluable
source of information and opinion ablaut the issues of concern to Canadians and
about the way4in Vyhigh Canadians havepeiceiyagfieM'selves and their country
in the decade fro rti 1972 to 1983.

Egtensiys coverage of the report in the media, often not overly'accurate,
triggered widespread and sometimes heat_ed 'discussion. Many, but nOt

°
universities established to' review its findings and,recommendations,

,4

a did a large number of learned societies, educational organizations,
p ofes?ional associations; and government depart ents. and agencieV-The '20

a pearance of numerous 'reportS o the report' pared by universities.andg
other bo-dies,,ando6artieleS and revievin many scholarly Journals; helped,,to
tna ke possible a more informed consideratiOn oft! 'recommendations, as did the
p tilicatiOn.Of a pa,perback synopsis commissioned by the Book and Periodical, 4' !;'
D'.velocimentCotincil of Canada and'the Ontario Arts Council

On, the whole, the response, afteesote initial durinoil, has been immensely:',"
itive and constructive. Of the 295 specific recoinmendations and additional--;p
thousand general suggestimade- i-the text, a great many h4ve beef_,` ","

i plemented and there has been at least swipe action on well over one-half of
th se proposals. Perhaps the most importaq consequence has been a change in
th academic climate from a Iciood of sometimes militant indiffercence
Ca Adian studies. RI one in which the academic legitimacy of teaching and
re earch, about Canada has been more widely regnized, if not always
w Icoined.5'

Despite the growing.number of dedicated teachers and scholars'w king in
these fields,.however, much remains to be done before a reasonable bala e will

ha eteen achieved between the attention deVOted to Canadian studies and to
at ter matters. It is still true that our universities are. frequently slow& than
universities in many other countries to respond to their Obligations to.dciticate
student' to undertake systematic research; and to foster knowledge with the
needs L own society specifically in mind: To the- exted.that Canadian
univ Mies id collegeS study their own society, they often tend,to do so as if
they were a group of anthropologigts observing-an Amazonian tribe in the last
process of disappearing.

The massive a"ottlively response to To Know Ourselves i0vOLVe xtensive
demands upon the time .of the Commissioner and of mapy of those who had
worked; with him in the preparation of the report. Requests cattle from more
than 'three-qrters of the universities and colleges of Canada for fur/her
information, and for advice and assistance, in dealing with the recommenda-
tiohs advanced in the repiirt. In many instances multiple requests were received
from the same institution, comihg from various faculties,or departments, or
committees, as well as from the central administration and from many_
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- ?individual scholars. Such requests'Ame,,,alsoi from,several.hundred muniversities
. ,-in other countries. In addition, tiaie Ccinimission wa4s;askeds by many government.

departmen'ts and agencies, by ii' :'0 r ib is schblarly and educational ass.ociations,
4 and,IN many othet ofiganizatiOns to assist with their reviews of programmes or . :...,
with tlanning and eNtuation of new ones. On a number of occasions the
Commission wal'askedVa*elp to sort out some apparently intractable problem's
or to mediale situatiO, / tfiat threatened, to erupt into destructive battles. ..

° 'This on-going sef icefunction 4ai accepted by :the CoOmIssion as air
I

V, infeiral:part of itsjw k, and it was one that Was cledrly'expeCied of it by the°,,..
aca,clerNic comrn, d y many public bodies. As one dean observedifffor Out, -

of this university, the service function of the
n even more helpful than its formal report." Under these

eeision was made to defer the preparation oithi§ third volume
toVegPio 'nd. t6 the extraordinary demands placed on the Commission

'.-- bl' t'ica ion of Volumes I and .I I. It should perhaps be noted thatno
f assistance were.' imizilable to help meet thedemands for this

ervice function,. so that it was ,p`tovided on a voluntary basis..
ating to the m4ndate of the Commission. was oontinued, however;
aration of Volume III, was resumed ini198 I wh 'the demands made
Mission arising from the earlier volumes beca a somewhat less

0 .

FRESENT VOLUME: SOME QUESTIONS
° f , OF BALANCE(

This, vOlu e is the reSult of .a collaboration between the Chairman of the
Corrimission,- mas JIB. Symoils,.the Vanier Professor at TrentUniversity,
and Jarnes_E. ge, the founding president of the International Council for

StCanadian Studies who-had served as a'consultant to the Com missioduring the
preparation'of the two earlier volumes and aided with the suhsfque serxice

. function. in addition, many members of the original staff and adviso panel'
contributed their time to help with the work, in particular by confmenting on.
drafts of the text.

The issues of concern to Cariadiarl higher education have evilved rapidly
since 1976, when the first two volumes of l'o Know Ourselves appeared. Vis is

i
lt,

l'''. not to say that the-issues of the mid-I 970s have gone away. But universities have
, changed ana so has the world around them. In particular, changing

cikumstalices in the economy' and in the sio5ial and political climate have
brought forward tiew. priories. Changes in the-attftude of government and the
public about education are ralected itt:the substantial decline in the proportion'
of public flicids devoted to education fZom over 22 per cent in 197046 16 per cent
in 1980.6 Within the total expenditure of public ftinds on education there has
also been a decline in the proPortion spent on university educatIhn from over 23
per cent in, 100-71 to about 19 per cent in 1981-82.7

20/ If



Intro. duction

Priorities and perceptions have also changed in regard to curriculuth
'content and the orientation of research. Some of these changes reflect the
opening of, new fields of knowledge and the deVelopment of new intellectual
interests. Others have come inTesponse to changing circumstances and attitudeS, .

-including those .brought about by the work of the Commission on Canadian
Studies.

At the same time concerns about the supply; composition, and deployment
of highly qualified graduates have become more pronounced. Questions abOut
human resources have become the key issues in Canadian postsecpndary
education, although this faCt is not yet always clearly perceived.

These and other changes in the. priorities and circumstances of higher
education affect profoundly, of course, the current state and future prospects of

,teaching and research about Canada. To meet such changes. in circumstances
and priorities, the focus of this volume has been shifted from the wider table of
contents originally envisaged in order to concentrate on issues elating to the
supply off human resources produced byand for Canadian higher education. The
authors of-this volume hope, hopever, to prepare in due course some further
publications dealing with a number of additional specific topics relating to
Canadian studies, drawing upon the experience and materials of the
Commission.

91,,, Entitled SOme Questions ,of ,Balance: Human ,Resources, Higher'
EdycaViln, and Canadian Studies, the current volume examines a number of
questions about the supply of higplyquaiified graduateg in Canada, noting that
it is. going to be difficult to imrove much further or faster on the state of
teaching and 'research about Canada, or indeed in many other areas of

-'scholarship, unless qatisfactory answers can be- found to these questions.
Succeeding chapters examine the need for more adequate statistical information
about Canadiarf postsecondary educatiob and about current and future
'requirements for highly .qualified 'graduates; set the historical context by
reviewing the problen.g')f maintaining equilibrium in the great period of growth
in Canadian higher education froin01945 to i97S; explore the faculty citizenship
question, including an examination of its implications and of the concerns it has
raised; discuss some concerns about the current state of Canadian higher
education, in particular problems and uncertainties, about enrolments and
finances and the relationship of these to the development of Canadian studies;
review Canadian `requirements for highly qualified' graduates, rioting in
particular problems arising from shortages and imbalances in the supply of
doctoral graduates and the need for a national strategy to avoid the loss of an
academic gene ,ration; assess, the situation caused by the age structure of the

. professoriate4and the lack. of jobs for yoUng scholars in Canada; 'review the
human resource questions arising from the national goals set for research and
development; report on the 'status of women in Canadian academic life and the
implications this has for teaching and research about Canada; and discuss the
role. Of foreign students in the promotion of knowledge about Canada, both

21
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1

within Canada end abroad, suggesting the need for a national approach to the
formulation of a foreign student policy.

In preparing the volume, the authors have been assisted, as noted in the
acknowledgements, by the information and views provided by a great many
institutions and organizations. They are particularly grateful to
members OPthe staff -of Statistics Canada with .whom they have worked closely
throughoutthe research and writing of this -report.

Neyertheless, many difficulties were encountered in the course of this work.
As with its first two voluines, the Commission's research proved often to be a

,!rail-breakipg exercise and, once more, it found that the trail bps many hazards.
.Chief among these were the absence of firin, agreed data and the frequent lack of
-concensus even about the definitions required for statistical purposes.. While the
authors. were inundated with a well-intentioned flood of .`fact's; and statistics,
these often did not agree or were sometimes in direct conflict with one another..
Anyone who has tried to write on postsecondary educational questions will
kn0w the sensations that must be felt by someone trying to build atfouse on
quicksand,. as statistical data shift, 'often radically and rdpeatedly, during the
course of the exercise. The frequent inaccuracy, incompleteness, or total absence
of essential data about many- basic aspects of Canadian higher education is,
indeed, one of the major findings _of the Commission and one that lead's to a
group of recommendations at the conclusion of the next chapter which is
devoted to an examination of these problems abbut data.

Given this situation, it is not surprising that the Cqmmission encountered
myths abounding about the subjects it examined. Noris it sur rising that so
much of the discussion of these topics has been characterized re by rhetoric
than by factual content. Some of this mythology has a capacit for.iiiischief or-
even to 'do harm. Too much of it has become publid lore. So much. of a
.pessimistic nature has been written and said, for instance, in recent times about
job opportunities is Canada for university and college graduates that it is.no
wonder that many prospective \postsecondary students, and their families and
teachers; have became confused, discouraged and uncertain about the value of
higher education. The headline of one national newspaper article, "66% will
discovel. University degree uselegs, report says", is a good example of the kind of
statement that has contributed to this unfortunate and unnecessary confusion.8
The report referred to in the headline, a publication of the Ontario Manpower
Commission, pointed in fact to an overall shortage of 15,000 to 32,500 university
and college graduates in Ontario for the period 1981-1986.9 It said nothing about
university degrees being useless. It did, however, note that at ;least 88,100
university graduates in this period would be unable to find "jobs which are filled
primarily by university graduates", and that thes' graduates would therefore
have to look for, and to compete for, jobs in a wid r field. Many people would
regard this as no bad thing, either for the graduates c ncerned or for society as a
whole. It may well be time for a broader conception f the value of a university'
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,
education than the one criterion of immediate employment in the occupations
that have been traditionally thought of as requirupg a university degree..

The report referred to by the newspaper also pointed to a number of areas in
which there are already shortages of highly qualified manpower and predicted a
growing demand for gr a uates in these fields. But this substantial aspect of its
findings did not, of urse, receive the media attption given to the
misinterpretation of its findings expressed in the headline, "66% will discover
university degree useless". Uninformed talk and distorted reporting along such
tines have heated a negative climate in which many promising students are being
deterred from continuing their education, to our loss and to their own.
Governments, too; fin'd little encouragement to maintain or increase their
support for postsecondary education in such a climate. Why sei#good money
after bad? Who wants to buy a ticket for the second voyage of the Titanic?

Contrary to such myths and distortions, and the negative climate about
higher education that they create., this Commission would emphasize that a great
range of needs and opportunities exist now for willing and capable graduates in
many fields and that many more opportunities will be opening up for well-
qualified graduates in the.future. lf, for-example3.the,Canadian community is to
be able to employ science and technology in the pursuit }of national goals, the
country must have the skilled graduates required for the task. Yet, it is evident
that Canada does not have, and is not preparing in sufficient numbers, the highly
qualified people necessary to achieve essential national goals for research and
development. ,.

Such arguments are perhaps most easily made in speaking of the sciences
and professions. But they 'apply in every field. Many people are so preoccupied
by the current economic problems that they are not seeing the large future needs
of a young country for well-qualifieg graduates. Both more knowledge and more
knowledgeable people are needed to bring about the social, cultural, and''
economic progress of which this country is capable. We will need to call upon the
totality of our human resources to fulfill the promise of this country and to
resolve the many problems that it faces. To rQeet these problems, and to achieve
these prospects, it is essential to ensure that our society is provided with
adequate numbers of well-qualified graduates, and that, to an appropriate
degree, their education, and the research that stands behind it, have beenrelated
to the needs rand particulartcircumstances of Canadian society.

-a

A discussion about the nature and extent of the country's needs for highly
'qualified graduates is, at a deeper level, a discussion about the npture and future
of Canada itself. Canadians are.still a long way from realizing the fundamental
importance of knowledge and of the development of highly qualified manpower
to the well-being and progress of every aspect of the life of their society. The
fostering of a wider public understanding of the vital role played by higher
education should, thus, be the number one priority of the universities and
colleges of Canada.

23



10 Sothe Quesikms of Balance

Education is needed about the value of education. In particular, the case
must be made for the sheer value to society as a whole, as well as for the
individuals concerned, of a better educated citizenry. The existence of an
educated citizenry is essential to the successful functioning of a democracy.
Canada needs citizens with the capacities to continue to learn, and to think
critically and conceptually, in order to resolve the increasingly Omplex issues
that confront our society. There is an acute need for-thoughtful graduates who
can understand how this country has developed, perceive its problems and
opportunities with clarity, and bring well-informed and constructive minds to
the building of its future. In this sense, a country cannot have too many educated

( citizens, nor can it have enough knowledge of itself and of its place in the world.
Far from any slowing or cut-b4s in the preparation of graduates; the country
should be pursuing a policy of steady and well-planned expansido in post-
graduate work and, indeed, in the entire range of postsecondary ethication.
Within this broader arguMent, the point must alS'b be made that there is much tos-1

bec,done in teaching and reiearAabout Canada itself in order that the country
can manage its affairs to bet)er advantage and contribute more fully to the
international cona.kunity (k knowledge.

.

Given Canada's rich hunian resources and potential, it is nonsensical that
this country is still relying heavily on other countries to meet its needs for
qtplified graduates in many fields. At this point in its development, the country

,Should surely not only be meeting its own requirements, it should also be
contributing more substantially towards the growing needs of the less developed
countries and of the international community for highly gualified graduates.
Yet, as things now stand, we are continuing to depend to Aarge extent on the
skills of graduates from other countries, including many from the less developed
countries, at the same time asour society is apparently unable to make full and
proper use of the talents of many capable and well-qualified graduates from its
own educational institutions because of lack of planning and organization.
Indeed, projections indicate that, because of lack of foresight, this country could
very well face in the 1990s the prospect of having again to import faculty on a
massive scale to staff its universities as it did in the 1960s and early 1970s.

The need for balance n the preparation and deployment of hu an
resources at the postsecond .y level of Canadian education is a central th e of
this btok. The Commissio ihus shares the concerns expressed to and b the
Parliamentary Task Force on Employment Opportunities for the '80's will
reported that "All across Canada, witnesses expressed concern over labour
imbalances", high unemployment on the one hand and labour &hortages on the
other.'° But the Commission's concern for balance goes beyond the basic
imbalances in the labour market that the Task Force observed, serious as these
are, to imbalances of Many other sorts in the human resources circumstances of
Canadian higher education. These imbalances include, for example, questions
about enrolment; the supply of doctoralgraduates and their fields of study; the
differing roles and needs of the humanities, the social sciences, the natural
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sciences, the life sciences, and the professions; the composition and age structure
of faculty; university funding; insufficient attention to research and

'development; the status of women in Canadian academic life; the absence of any
rational policy towards foreign students; and the relationship of all these to
balance in the attention given to teaching andresearch about Canada. In its call
for balance in these and other areas, the Commission is looking for 'balance' in
the sense of reason and justice, and a general harmony between the parts, as well
as in the sense of equipoise and equilibrium. It has also in mind the need in many
situations to strike a balance in higher education that reflects the geographical
and cultural variety of Canada, and that can enable our universities and colleges
to draw strength from the academic richness inherent in the significant diversity
of this country.

There is urgency to the, need to find some better balanCes in the supply,
composition, and deploynof Canadian highly qualified personnel. The
career prospects of many tens of thousands of people, including a large part of
one entire academic generation, are at stake. So, too, are the general health and
the intellectual vitality of our postsecondary systems. The issues involved would
be of front-rank importance at any time. But in a time of economic difficulties
likd the pre *ent it becomes even more important to serve and to manage our
human resources to the best pasible effect.

A study of the information set out in the following pages should make clear
that the problems involved in our present situation will not go away, nor will
they cure themselves. Wellrplanned and deliberate action is required, in which-
the academic community works in_ a creative partnership with those responsible
for public policy and the public purse. The alternatives are not attractive: a
contiguat ion of imbalances and inadequacies in regard to theluman resources
circumstances of Canadian higher education, with the immense and growing
loss that this entails for individuals and for society as a whole; or a more
ektensive and unilateral intervention by government to direct the use of the
limited financial resources available in order to achieve the highly qualified
manpower results that it may think.to be in the public interest.

D. THE WAY AHEAD

Canadian universities and colleges thus face a considerable challenge
arising from present and projected imbalances and inadequacies in the huMan
resource circumstances of higher education. These circumstances have, in turn,
profound implications for curriculum and research including, and perhaps in
particular, teaching and research about Canada. The problems involved are
inter-related and they concern most of the fundamentals of the postsecondary
system: enrolment; funding; student and faculty mobility; research; post-
graduate education; the curriculum; faculty and staff morale; and public
confidence.

k
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12 Some Questions of Balance

13Many of these problems are the result of an absence of policy lack of co-
operation and co-ordination, ineffectual planning methods, or the ursuit of a
haphazard, piecemeal approach, to the issues concerned. The fact that
university-government communications have not developed to keep pace with
new needs, in fact have worsened in some instances, is also a major contributing
factor, - . -

-A strong response is needed to meet the challenge posed by these
circumstances. But there is a good deil of inertia and even of defeatist mentality
to be cleared away before such a response can be generated. What is required is a -1!

basic re-thinking of the goals and purposes of Canallian higher education. New
Policies and directions must be found to meet society's needs and to extend the
opportunities for 'both students and teachers to enlarge their skills and
knowledge. In particular. there is-a need to take a longer view of the situation
Short-term solutions to current problems have already contributed too often to
the more severe problems that universities and colleges must face in the longer
term, including each, of the problems discussed in this volume.

In searching out an appropriate path for sustained development based on
planning and cooperation, it will be helpful for our universities anekolleges to ---.
look back now over the period of_the-mid 1950s to the mid 1970s and tgtteflect
thoughtfinly upon what happened to them during that period of mingly
endless growth. One of the leisons of that experience is surely that w d, as an
academic community, to lift up our gaze at regular intervals from q ediate.
problems that confront each of our individual institutions in order ock'
of our genet al situation, to see where we are goingand what is happe : as

a total university system, and then to consider in what ways it makes g o nse -
and in what ways it does not. It is important always to have an overview and to
keep ii up-to-date. We)tailed to maintain a sUfficient overview during those two
decades, and it is only pow that we are beginning to take stock of what happened
to us during those bopming years and to reflect upon where they took us.

The present crisis, for it is thgt, should not be entirely unwelcome, however.
It challenges our universities and colleges to think freshly and creatively abo
their problems and r sponsibilities, and it could result in a revitalization of th
postsecondary systc . It provides a chance to recoup from some of tti more
extreme consequence

,
e of the rampant academic elephantiasis of the preceding

decades.
The state of Canadian studies is an important pdrt of this challenge. Indeed,

how the universities and colleges treat teaching and research about the society
. which supports them a d of which they are a part is one measure of their own

general balance and he 1th. It is also a measure of how well these institutions are
relating to the needs o That, society.

At the heart of the challenge facing our postsecondary institutions is the
task of educating the uman capital that is required to meet the needs and
opportunities of plural' tic country, add the international community of which '
it is a part, in a time hen societies everywhere are increasingly shaped' by

I
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technology and information. It is a time for a wider conception of the
appropriate clientele for universities and colleges than the one that has irrgeneral
prevailed. To a much greater extent than is now the case, higher educatioircan
and should be opened up to women, to all age groups, to the disadvantaged, to
the less well-to-do, to the Native Peoples, to the cultural minorities, and to the
many groups and elements in society that have so long been under-represented.
One consequence of this under-representation, in addition to its inherent
injustice, has been the lack of balance in teaching and research about our own
diverse community.

As with Volumes 1 and 11 of the Commission's report, the recommendations
in this third volume are add fessed in general `to whom it may concern.' However,
many of the recommendations are sharply focussed and are directed tospecific
organizations, institutions, and departMents or agencies of government. Such
recommendations frequently call for concerted action by more than one party in
rder to achieve their objective. All told there are 85 specific, numbered

recommendations that will be found at the end of the chapters upon which they
are based. Thdre are also many further suggestions and recommendations,
implicit and explicit, in the text. The Commission hopes that each university
might wish t6 ask 'a conimittee of its Senate or other senior academic body to
examine, and to recommend action on, matters in this volume of the report that
are relevant to its own situation. Other interested bodies might wish to conduct
similar reviews.

Many of the recommendations advanced in this volume call for
expenditures of money, in some cases for large expenditures. A number of
recommendations, however, would result in economies or reductions in
expenditures. In several cases such reductions could be substantial. In 1981-82,
the most recent year for which such information is available, over seven billion
dollars was spent on postseconda,ry education in Canada, nearly five billion of
this on the university sector,' Itis one of the arguments of this report that better
value could be obtained from these massive expenditures through more
attention to longer term planning and to the better shaping of policies and
priorities in higher education. Such expenditures could also be appreciably more
cost effective if there were greater co-opeiution among educational institutions,
between such institutions and government, and within and among governments.

The report points also, however, to the need for new directions in the
financing of Canadian universities, in regard both to policies and mechanisms.
The present arrangements are not working well, and they will work less well year
by year in the next phase of our academic history, A strong case can and must be
made for moresupport to be given to higher education, by government and also/ by the private sector.. The present underfunding of research and higher#
education, that has persisted for-more than a decade, is not an economy. It has,
immense social costs and large adverse economic consequences for Canad
Because of the systematic underfunding of s)many of our postsecond
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institutions, we are squandering our human resources and losing significant
opportunities as a nation.

Our universities and colleges now face difficulties greater than any of those
they have encountered in the past. The essential task, in surmounting these
difficulties, is to work out reasonable policies that can be applied in a reasonable
way. The authors of this volume are confident that this can be done, provided the
problems are properly,yecognized and addressed in a co-operative spirit. These
problems bring with them a rare opportunity for our universities anholleges,
and for government and the private sector, to exercise their innovative spirit and
creative capacities, upon a large scale, to effect some fundamental changes and
to set some genuinely new directions for higher education in this country.
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he importance of assembling and making available adequate statistical
information about Canadian postsecondary education and about highly

qualified personnel questions is illustrated and emphasized throughout this
volume. The Commission wants to stress at the outset the urgency of this need
for data, and r analysis, concerning human resources and postsecondary
education. In so ing, we do not wish to imply any criticism of the work that
Statistics Canada has been doing in this field. On the contrary, we should like to
express appreciation for the admirable and useful service that Statistics Canada
has, bccn giving despite its present very limited resources, for such work. The
thinness of the shoestring on which Statistics Canada has to conduct its work in
the fields of higher education and highly qualified personnel has been described
as' laughable by senior public statisticians in other countries with whom the
Commission has consulted. Yet these are fields of critical importance for

An accurate and up-to-date statistical base is essential for intelligent
decision making ant for long-term planning in higher education. It is difficult to
develop a balanced attention to teaching and research about Canada within the
broader postsecondary programme in the absence' of adequate statistical
information and analyses about Canadian higher education and highly qualified
personnel conditions. Indeed, the lack of such information and analyses is in
itself an example of an area of Canadian studies in which much more work is
required.

Because of the limited financial resources available to Statistics Canada for
such work, it is understandable that its surveys of highly qualified personnel
questions and of postsecondary education are often incomplete, or insufficiently
detailed, or that they frequently lag far behind current situations. Indeed, in
many areas of highly qualified personnel information, including some of great
significance, Statistics Canada has been forced by financial exigmcies to
abandon altogether the collection and, analysis of data. Thus, statistics about
part-time enrolment and about the trades-training programmes of the
community colleges of Canada have not been collected since the mid-1970s. Nor
does Statistics Canada collect information from The community colleges on the
citizenship or country of final degree of the teaching staff, or on the disciplines in
wh)ch instructors' degrees were , earned. College presidents have chastised
Statistics Canada, perhaps unfairly in view of its budget and staffing limitations,
for collecting only degree information (as. limited as it is) for college staff, when
most feel that work experience and specialized diplomas or certificates may be
more appropriate measures of staff qualifications for their institutions and
programmes.

Similarly, statistical surveying and data collection on adult education were
stopped by Statistics Canada in 1978 as a result of a federal budget cut which was
applied with particular severity to its work. As a consequence, the only data
available on adult education in Canada are on part-time studies for credit at the
university level. We have virtually no data on the non-credit work of the
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universities, and no statistics on continuing education at the community colleges .

or at the secondary schools whether of a part-time credit or a non-credit nature.
Surveys of partrtitne credit courses in secondary schools were discontinued in
1977, The job-vacancy survey and the occupational employment survey have
also been discontinued, Thus, in a number of areas relating to postsecondary
education and highly qualified personnel requirements, we have less

information now than was available in the 1970s.
As our society gro s in size and complexity we need more information, not

less, in order to ma both personal and community decisions relating to
postsecondary edu non and to highly qualified personnel questions. The need
for such information was urged by the Canadian Association of University
Teachers in a 1977 resolution of its Council which called upon academic,
professional, and government agencies to co-operate in the preParatiOn,
publication, and annual revision of five- to ten-year projections of Positions
available and of graduate,. degrees granted in each academic discipline at
Canadian universities. As the C.A.U.T. noted, such projections would allow
individual students a better opportunity to plan future careers, and universities a
better opportunity to encourage Canadian talent in areas of projected needs
through the development of adequate graduate programmes in those areas.

Many articles and reports before and since that time have pointed to the
need for more and better information about highly qualified personnel trends
and requirements upon which students, educational institutions, governments,
and the private sector could base sensible decisions. Eva Ryten, for example, has
drawn attention to the fact that sufficient information about highly qualified
personnel requirements in the medical sciences is not available, and to the need
to collect more detailed data to support medical manpower forecasts.' Many
professional organizations, such as the Canadian Council of Professional
Engineers, have also called for national studies of the supply of and demand for
graduates in their field.2 None the less, as a report commissioned by the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities of Ontario has observed, Canadian studies of highly
qualified personnel have been largely limited to descriptions or origins, and to'
some current work characteristics of certain groups.3

In another report prepared for the Ontario Ministry of Colleges and
Universities, Paul Anisef and others have pointed to "the remarkable fact that
no regular and rellable-monitoring-strategy-for-identifying-accessibility-irends
has ever beendeveloped for the province or for Canada as whole".4 Max von
Zur-Muehlen and Jo-Anne Belliveau have noted that no.systematic attempt has
ever been made in Canada to find out what happens to university teachers who
resign More broadly, no research has focused directly on the issue of job
mobility of academics and professionals. Indeed; as Linda K. Moffat has
observed, "there have been more studies of the immigration and emigration of
professionals than on internal job changes in the Canadian market".6 More
information and analyses are needed about such aspects of postsecondary
education: as enrolment levels, participation rates, student mobility, and
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university financing including fees, salaries, and categories efcosts. The basic
data needed f6r state Of the art studies have yet to be colleCtedtor most academic
disciplines and professions. We need to know, as well, more Ana whattis going
on in other countries and what their statistics and analyses kay,iudicate or
suggest about our own operations.

The list of basic data not gathered and of fundamental w k. not done
concerning postsecondary education and highly qualified person Canada
is a long one. When even the fundamental tasks of data collection have been so
neglected, the condusion of Dr. Laura. Selleck that "the methodology of
occupational forecasting is still underdeveloped" and that "reliable4recasts
three or four years in the future have not yet been produced" should come as no
surprise_' As the OECD study of 1976 showed, the absencC of such research anti,
of informed long-term planning has been a striking characteristic of Canadian
higher education." '

It is not only in Canada that researched data about highly qu4lified
personnel is in short supply. A research seminar in the United Kingdom, for
example, recently concluded that "the scarcest commodity in the marked for
highly qualified people appeared to be information."0But, despite the obvious
need for such information, there are hesitations and even resistance on the mrt
of the university community to the compilation of data about highly qualified
personnel and to the preparation of analyses or projections based upon them. °
There is clearly a fear that the assembling of such data, and the preparation ai
better informed analyses and projections based upon them, will lead to more.
government intervention and direction in manpower planning. Three questions,
may be ventured about this point of view. First, would it not be'better for

,everyone concerned to have more complete information and1.3.etter projections
than are now available? Second, is 'it conscionable for universities with their
commitment to the enlargement of knowledge to oppose, hosVeVer subtly; the
enlargement of knowledge about the current state and futur,e requirements
for highly qualified personnel,in our society? Third, does it necessarily follow
that more and better knowledge about highly qualified personnel Conditions and
needs will result in governments telling the universities what to do?

4.49,.

Certainly, the Commission docs_:_ttot ad vocatemore gov_ernMent_____
intervention in the affairs of universities, including' the manpower planning
aspects of higher education..The Commission does note, however, the urgent
need for more and better information concerning highly qualified personnel ih
order that individuals, institutions, professions, and public policy-makers'can
reach. more informed decisions and d6 a better job. It does not follow that they
availability of such information will lead to greater dirigisme. Whether it does or
not will depend on how well the universities themselves, and other educational /

institutions, make use of the information. 'But perhaps the most important
consideration is' the need, and the right, of the individual to have access tSuch
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' information, As the CarnegickCommission observed years ago:
If we are to rely in large part on the sensitivity of student choices of.
fields . . ., we need to provide students with the best possible
information.'0 4-

, Professor David'Stager has noted that there is a good deal of evidence that
students do respond to detailed labour market information in making or re-
adapting their course of studies and career plans." However, as Professor Stager
also points out, students need dynamic as well as static information. "Dynamic
information includes changes, such as changes in relative earnings or entrance
elualifications which would lead potential employees to revise career choices,
while static information deals with enduring conditions such as differences in the
work environment of biologists and accountants."12 Students are reasonably
well aware of the static information or they will not find it too difficult to obtain.
But they are not well equipped with the dynamic information about current
conditions and prospective Changes, and they will awe great difficulty in gettin
such information because no one else is very wey informed about such matte
either, including their parents, teachers, coup ekoys, guidance officers; an
governments.

I the current circumstances of tight Employment, financial constraints,
and sifting economic conditions, it is vital that such dynamic information be
avails to students and to educational institutions. Such information has
always been important. But the need for it is acute in today's conditions when
many young people face crushing problems in terms of career planning and job
placement. Thus, highly qualified personnel data must not only be researched
and assembled; it must be properly disseminated and allowed to be of service. It
is only by making such information widely available-I-hat some of the
exaggerations and distortions about the employment prospects of well-qualified
graduates can be corrected. The need of students and others for information
about job op'portunities and labour market conditions points also , to thq,
desirability of shifting the emphasis in highly qualified personnel statistics from
the collection of enrolment data (in-take) to the assembly and analysis of
placement data as die basis for educational planning.

It is an unfortunate fact that federal-provincial rivalries and lack of co-
operation in the fields of manpower and education have contributed
substantially to the incompleteness, unreliapility, and time-lags in Canadian
highly qualified personnel data. For the purposes of gathering statistical
information by Statistics Canada and by many other national onanizations and
agencies, Quebec, at least in.the sphere of postsecondary educ ion, might be
described as having de, facto separated from Canada. In abutation nfter
tabulation it will be found that Quebec data are either esti ated or missing.
Given the size, cultural significance, and demographic importance of that
province, the implications of this statistical apartheid for national data
collection and planning are enormous. Among the other provinces, some have
been more co-operative than others. Moreover, as noted in this volume; serious
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-I
problems also arise because,of lack of agreement on definitions, or lack of co- ,
operation between departments of government ,tad among3t educational
institutions and organizations.

Such rivalries and lack of co-operation, combined with inadequate
provision of financial resources,arising from a failure' grasp the fundamental
importance of good information about the requirements for highly qualified
personnel, have deprived Canadians in many situations of the information they ,
need, individually and as a society,:to make informedand sensible decisions.
Given the challenging economic an :`highly qualified labour market problems
the country now faces, it is essential 0 develop an,effectime national capacity to
collect; analyse, and disseminate information about Mlle tion, highly qualified
personnel, and labour market conditions and-prospects: To this end, a major
and sustained effort is required in which the federal and p ovincialtovernments
work together in co-operation with repre,;sentative .4:if the educational
'ommunity and thc private sector. ThcCommission is posing. therefore, the
stablishment of a Canadian Centre for Educat al St sties. If circumstances
revent the establishment of such a Centre, the mmiss nwould propose that,

at a minimum, there be created a National Com ittee o cation and Labour
Market Statistics, representative of the federal and prov al governments and
of the educational and private scctor commuhiti s, t dvi$e and support
Statistics Canada with its work in this field. E her way it,it is imperative that
Statistics Canada be given thes financial resourc .s require to enable it to meet
more fully the country's needs for information and analy, about poitSecondary
education and highly qualified labour market conditions. The Commission
recommends:

'1

the creation of a Canadian Centre for Educational Statistics;
that the Centre be housed in StatisticV,Canada and funded by the,
government of Canada;
that the Centre have a national advisory board co ed.of presenta-
fives of appropriate departments an agencies off f dera government,
of the Council of Ministers of Edtk , of the ational community.
and of the private sector including) refessicins,industry, and labour;
that the. Centre be given a clear man, a to collect, to analyse, and to pub
lish data on educational questioiW-inclu g labour market conditions
and placement projections for high graduates;
that the Centre, through Statistics Canada, b given the financial resources
required to enable it to meet the country's s ds for statistical information
and analyses about postsecondary ed cation and highly qualified
personnel questions;
that the Centre work closely with Employment and Immigration Canada
on the analysis of both labour market and educational statistics in order to
in cease the ability of the educational system to respond to the need for
hi hly qualified personnel in Canada.
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Much has been said and, written about the social, cultural, economic, and
political development of Canada since the end of the Second World

War. During the years from 1945 to 1975, there was a revolution in the
expectations of the Canadian people and a rise in Canadian cultural
consciousness. Some of the cultural mile-posts along the way were the Massey-
Levesque Commission, the advent of Canadian television, the formation of the
Canada Council, the renaissance of Canadian theatre and arts, the work of the
Royal Commission on lli lingualiSm and I3iculturalism, and the emotional
outpourings of Centennial Year and .1.;xpo '67.

The period also saw, among other phenomena, the awakening of a new
sense of identity and mission in Quebec, a flexing of economic and political
muscle in the West, the emergence .of a new Set of concerns in the North, a
growing pattern of mul ti-culturalis tn. an increasingly militant movement among
the Native peoples, and a renewed concern about the problems of
Americanization and Canada's role as a separate and sovereign nation in the
North American context. Canada became an immensely more complex society.

.., both culturally and politically:
During these three decades Canada experienced, as did other Western

industrialized nations, unprecedented economic growth and personal
prosperity. Government became increasingly involved in the lives of Canadians
and the social history of the period is marked by the development of a great array
'of governinent programmes and policies. One oldie most important areas of
social change was education. The post-war baby boom and the decision to
increase access to education had. momentous results for schools, colleges, and
universities. .

The national advance to power, plenty, and cultural 'self-expression
imposed on the universities, in particular, enormous responsibilities and made
them the focus of significant expectations. A university education was viewed as
the key to personal, social, and economic mobility. Education was packaged as if
it were nothing more than a commodity and young Canadians were exhorted to
stay in school: a ticket to the good life could be won in the libraries and lecture
halls of the land. There was more. University graduates were seen by industry as

.
the human stock for our developing industrial base and for our research
capacity. Through these graduates, and for them, the arts and letters would also
bloom. Because of these attitudes and expectations, a national infatuation with
education began and thp university was the object of much of the attention:

This infatuation has been described in a number of ways 'and in a large
number of reports.The reasons for the interest in postsecondary .education.
particularly in university education in Canada, were outlined in the Bladen.
Report of 1965:

Perhaps the most important fact& has been the strAdy increase in
personal incomes which has made it easier for mere and more Ca-
nadians to finance higher education. At the same-time. there have
been strong influences reinforcing their desire .for urther educa-

.
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lion; the excitement of the explosion tit knowledge; the growing
recognition of the high firrcial return which could he expected,
on the average, from investment in quell education; the fears of un-
employmeM in an age of automation, and the belief that the inci-
dence of unemployment varies, and will continue ta.vary, in in-
verse proportion to the number of years of schooling; the recogni-
tion that social mobility is most effectively promoted by wider
participation in higher education, so that the ambitjous.and

mobile seek it. Thotie who wished to promote a more egalitarii,,
an and democratic society were encouraging studedts to seek
higher education. (loVernments, c'oncerned with economic growth
and national security, were preaching "don't be a drop out" .

Such attitudes gave' rise tq a dramatic increase during this period in the
number of, people who wanted to pursue postsecondary education,
Governments responded to this interest with an open purse. Indeed, government
pressure was a major factor in university.expansion, As Professor Peter 'Leslie
has.observed, "the xpansion of Canada's universities in the latter 'fifties and
throupotit the ies was not merely unrestrained: it was stimulated by

'governments, industr , and the universities alike ..."2 it is not surprising that
the scale of' university expansion was unprecedented and that it outstripped all
expectations. During this period, too, the various provincial community college
sysymr; wqre developed in response to the growing demand for non-university
postsecOndary, edlication.

Full-time university enrolments doubled between 1955 and 1962, and they
doubled again between 1962 and 1969. For a longer-term view, Table l_indicates
the growth in university enrolment for selected years from 1920 to 1980. Table 2
indicates the number of degrees awarded by Canadian universities in each of the
same years over this sixty-year period.

Although student enrolments and the number of degrees awarded provide
an obvious index of growth, there are other possible measures of change in the
system, including increases in the numbers of staff, the development of graduate
schools, the grOwth of research capacity, and investment in physical plant. Chart
1, from the Leslie Report, provides some selected indices of growth between
1954 -55 and 1975-76. Capital and operating expenditures are shown in constant
dollars with expenditures at the 1954-55 level assigned an index figure of 1.0.
Full-time enrolments at the graduate and the undergraduate tlevels are also
indexed. As the chart indicates, undergraduate enrolMents grew fivefold over
the twenty -year period, while both opera'ting expenditures and graduate
enrolments grew twelvefold in the same period of time. It was in capital
expenditures, however, that the pattern of growth was most dramatic; constant
dollar investments in physical facilities attained twenty-three times their former
height in a period of little more than a decade, and then dropped sharply,
especially after 1970-71. A further dem6nstration of changes in investment
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CHART I

SELECTED INDICES OF UNIVERSITY GROWTH
1954/55 TO 1975/76
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Sources: Statistics Canada. Financial statistics of education, 1967/68 to
1974175 (Cat. 81'-208); Prices and price indexes, various yeari
(Cat. 62-002); Education in Canada, 1973-1977 (Cat: 81-229); Fall
enroIntentVt. universities Part 1, 1975776 (9,t). 81-204).

Leslie Peter, Canadian universities 1980 and beyond. Ottawa,
1980, AUCC,.p. 6.
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TABLE 1'
FULL- AND PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATE AND

GRADUATE UNIVERSITY ENROLMENT FOR
sliEcnii) YEARS, 1920 - I98()

Aeildeitti(= Year Full-Time Full -Time Pnrt-Tinte Total Average
Commencing: U udergraduate (iraclunte Total University Annual

Growth

1920
1930
1940
193(1

1960
1970
1973
1980

(THOUSANDS)

22.8 0.4 _ _A 23.2 b
31.6 1.4 _ _A 33.0 b
34.8 '1.6 _ _A 36A b
64.() 4.6 _ _A 68.6 b

107.2 6.5 _ -A 113.7 h

276.3 33.2 156.6 466,0
330,5 39,9 185.1 555,7

340.1 42,5 245.1 627.7

3,61)
1.0 h
6.5 h
5.2 h,
10.5'

3,6
2.5

otes: at not available
b/ enrolment only

Sources: Statistics Canada. Historical compendium ofeducation statistics,
Ottawa, 1978; (Cat. 81-568), and Statistics Canada. A siattviical
portrait of Canadian higher education, Ottawa, 1983, Table I,
p. 26.

. patterns is provided in Chart 2, also from the Leslie study, which expressci
capital expenditures as a percentage of annual operating budgets.

This period of growth was one of frenzied optimism. Universities, it seemed,
could or would know no bounds. It was a time during which academic'empires
were built on promises to the Canadian taxpayers which Could not, in retrospect,
be fully kept. The economic value of a university education, and of the university
itself, %yds loudly proclaimed. Rather than selling the public on the more
legitimate.notion that higher education aids the development of knowledge, of
intellectual abilities, of humanistic understanding, and of aesthetic sensitivity,
and that it can thereby contribute to the enjoyment of a fuller life and to the
general welfare of society, governments and many educators stressed the

01)
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CHART II

RATIO OF UNIVERSITY .CAPITAL EXPENDITURES TO
OPERATING EXPENDITURES 1954/55 TO 1974/75
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Statistics Canada. Financial statistics of education, 1967/68 to
1974 / 75, (Cat. 81-208); Education in Canada, 1976, (Cat. 81-229).

Leslie, Peter, 'Canadian universities 1980 and beyond, Ottawa,
1980, AUCC, p. 7.
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economic benefits, perhaps in large part to still concdns about the enormous
costs- being incurred. In 1973-74, Ontario universities alone spent over 800
million .dollars, and in the period from 1974-75 to 1978-79 university
expenditures in this one province totalled nearly six billion dollars:; The
arguments about the economic benefits of higher education have played into the
hands of those who now argue that the economic returns from the investment in
university education are no longer worth the-cost -However,-as-Peter Leslie--

writes:
It was not a period for thinking much about where the money was
coming from or the conditions which in later years might be imposed
upon the universities in return for continued public support. Nor
was it a time in which the universities could always afford to apply
the highest standards in, hiring, or to hesitate over the duration of the
contracts which staff recruits were enticed to sign. A university which
did not eagerly snap up public money and scarce talent would lose

out in the race with other more aggressive universities which were
after all, only responding to the prodding of governments to open up
new places for the progeny of the high schools.4

The boom in enrolments and the massive expansion of the university
physical plants brought with them a host of problems. There was a need, for
example, to develop graduate programmes in order to train the highly qualified
personnel required to staff the universities and to serve Canadian society,

TABLE II .

DEGREES AWARDED BY CANADIAN. UNIVERSITIES
IN SELECTED YEARS, 1920 TO 1980

Years Bachelors and First
Professional Degrees

Masters Doctorates Total

1920 4,007 218 24 4,249

1930 6,231 458 .46 6,735

1940 8,153 587 75 8,815

1950 17,185 1,564 202 18,951

-1960 19,797 2,228 306 22,331

1970 60,523 8,424 1,372 70,319

1975 80;754 11,068 1,840 93,662

1980 86,4 i 0 12,432 1,738 100,580
ff.,

Sources: Statistics Canada. Historical compendium of education statistics.
Ottawa,, 1978, (Cat. 81-568) Table 28 p. 247; and tabulations
provided by Statistics Canada to th-e-COmmission1983.
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generally for the future. In some cases, programmes were launched with
inadequate staff and scanty laboratory, or library resources. Very often such
programmes had diffictilty attracting students_of_the calibre that justifies
graduate training. But there was a sense that in the competition with other
universities for resources and prestige, each university had to seize every
opportunity. to and_to_attractiunding_Prestige_and resources were vital in
another competition, the race to attract qualified personnel. One result was the
expansion- ofgraduateprogrammesduringmuchofthisperiodwithout
adequate overall planning and co-ordination within universities, between
universities, and between universities and governments.

The great expansion in the university community posed fundamental
problems in regard to faculty recruitment. University administrators had to find
staff both for existing institutions as they expanded and for the new universities,
of which more than twenty were established across the country in the 1960s. The
number of full-time faculty members in Canada in 1960-61 was 7,760. By 1970-
71 it was 24, 612.5 An estimated 24,000 new faculty members were engaged
during the decade to take care of both growth and attritiOn.6 But the total
number of doctorates awarded in Canada during the decade was only 8,684.7
Moreover, these highly qualified people were in demand by government and
industry, as well as by the universities, with the result that not more than two`
thirds, about 5,600, were employed by the universities.

Of course, not all the university faculty appointed during this period held
Ph.D.s. But many did, and the doctorate was fast becoming in Canada as in the
United States, for good or ill, the sine qua non of academic employment. Despite
the fact that Canadian administrators were well aware of the immense shortfall
of Canadian Ph.D.s to staff our universities, they nevertheless increasingly
insisted on this qualification for university employment. Given this insistence,
the additional numbers had to come from elsewhere. As shown in Table III, they
came on a large scale from other countries. In the three academic years 1968-69,
1969-70, and 1970-71, a total of more tan 6,000 non-Canadian faculty were
hired, representing over two-thirds of the new appointments made by Canadian
universities in those years. For the nine-year period, from 1962-63 to 1970-71,
10,366 of the 19,043 new faculty appointments, 54.4 per cent, went to citizens of
other countries.

The sheer magnitude of these numbers and percentages created
,:considerable controversy, both in Canadian academic circles and among the

v"public at large. There was a growing fear that the uniVersity'systems of Canada
were being alienated from the Canadian community, and a growing uncertainty
about whether Canadians were receiving fair consideration for academic
appointments. One of the oft-stated reasons for importing academics had been
to help in the developmentoof Canadian graduate- schools in order to produce
scholars to staff the universities of the 1970s and 1980s. But as the flood of
foreign acadeducs grev7there was increasing concern .that there would be
serious problems in providing employment for well-qualified Canadian
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graduates when they became avaitable,,to apply for positions in Canadian
univ',e0iiies. Would not the jobs. forIhich Canadian graduates were being
prePared already be filled by those who had been brought in from other
countries to teach them?.Wouldkniversityrexpansion continue indefinitely, thus
opening an unending series -of acaernivf)cancies'? If not was it reasonable to

__eweLtbaLmany °Et he_professarswhodiad'come from..elos_e_whece would be_able___
or:willing to return to their own couriirit's in order to make room for Canadian

--graduates -in the universities of this -cOu6fry? By the early 1970s these and other
questions were beginning to be asked with increasing insistence.

TABLE 3.
TOTALS OF NEW UNIVERSITY FACULTY. REQUIRED.

AND TOTALS AND PERCENTAGES OF-NON-CANADIAN
. UNIVERSITY TEACHERS HIRED, 1962-1963 TO 1970-1971'

IYear total
Full- -time
Faculty

(in study)

New Faculty Hired
to Fill New
Positions

New Faculty
Hired as

Replacement

.

Total New Total of Percentage. of
Faculty 6; Non-Canadians Ne* Faculty

(in study) Hired that were Foreign
(in study)

1962-63 K.003

1963-64 8.881

1964-65 10.322 .

1965-66 11.762

1966-67 14.063

1967-68 16364

'I96K-69 18.665

1969770 i 21.742
_3.077

1970-71 24.300

878-

1.441

1.440

2.301

2.301

2.301

2.558

200

222

25)(

294

352

409

467

544

1.078

....1.663

1.69K

2.595

2.653
.,

2.710

3.544

3.102.

390.

539

672

1.0k5

1.410.0

1.9)(6
.

.

2.398

1.886

36.2

39.6

32.4

41.8

733131

67.7

60.8

totals. 1962-63 to 1970-71 19.043 10.366 54.4

Note: Data derived.from the Department of Employment and Immigration. Given the basis of the sample used, the
figures differ slightly from the official Statistics Canada data.

S011fCC: von Zur-Mueblen. Max. "The Ph.D. dileiiimdin Canada: a case siudy7 from Canadian higher education in the
Aeventie, Sylvia Ostry (ed.). Ottawa. Economic Council of Canada: 1972. P. 95..
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T
.

he issues involved in the faculty citizenship question are large, complex
,

;,.,4nd sensitive. For many people the issues are very personal, touching, for
example, on the value of their own qualifications and capabilities, on their
livelihood and career prospects, and on their feelings about their country. More
broadly, the issues are concerned with the nature 'and extent of the highly
qualified manpower, needs of Canadian society; more broadly still, they deal .

with the nature and future 'of Canada itself.
It is, thus, not sullrising that discussions of faculty citizenship questions

have often turned into arguments highly charged with emotion. In these debates,
charges and counter charges have been hurled about which have created an
atmosphere in which it has been exceedingly difficult to work out reasonable and
acceptable solutions. Indeed, by the mid-seventies the situation had become so
intense, the debate s \strident, and the faculty so polarized, the problems were,
at least for that teme, virtually insoluble. While much of the academic
community was sharply divided on the issues, those who held views somewhere
in the centre saw no hope of actually establishing middle ground. They beCame
alienated from the entire dispute and simply hoped that the question would go'
away. This however, has not happened. Although some of the circumstances
have changed, the basic issues have not gone away. On the contrary,. unless
appropriate steps are taken now, Canadian universities will again be confronted
in the coming decade with an acute shortage of qualified teachers and with the
consequent prospect of once more having to import teaching staff in large
numbers from other countries.

The Commission hopes that passions have now cooled sufficiently to allow
a rational discourse about the issues and that these issues can at last be addressed
in a fair and sensible way. The evidence does support the view that many of the
concerns that have been expressed about the faculty citizenship question are
justified or that there is at least some substance to them. The universities. have
been lax and have lacked foresight in their handling of many of the issues
involved. The Commission has no interest in assigning blame for what has
happened, nor would that be a profitable exercise. To do so would simply re-
open the debate in terms that would once more render acceptable solutions
unlikely. The need now is for more empirical data and for broad agreement on
some postsecondary objectives and on appropriate policies to attain such
objectives.

The Commission cautions against the dangers of xenophobia and flag-
waving in this area of academic,policy making, as in every other area As in, its .,

first two volumes, the Commission stresses the importance of a full and balanced
Canadian participation in the activities of the international scholarly`'
community. It makes no arguments for impeding the'range and freedom of :
academic inquiry or for building educational barricades against the intellectual ,3
and research achievements of other lands. On the contrary, it unclea.s. , again,'
the importance of the spirit of free scholarly' inquiry, of imp ved scholarly
communication, and of the free exchange of information and ideas..What the ,,

, Itig4 11 '
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Commission does want to urge in this volume is that Canadian scholars, now
and in the future, be given full and fair opportunities in their own Country to
obtain academic appointments, and that there be balance and reciprocity in the
hiring of foivign faculty. In making this argument, the Commission is
continuing and extending the theme of its fifst two volumes, 'which pointed to
the need for a reasonable balance in the curriculum and research interests of our
universities and colleges that would allow appropriate attention to be given to
the particular needs and circumstances of this country.

The two themes, of scholarly interest in Canadian studies and of fair
opportunity for Canadian scholais, are closely linked. The Cobtmission does
not agree with those who believe that the citizenship of a professor is a reliable
indication of that person's interest in or capacity to contrilAte to teaching and
research about Canada. There are many examples of faculty members who are
citizens of other countries making a special contribution to teaching and
research about Canada. There are also, unforkunately, many examples of
Canadian academics expressing indifference and even hostility towards
scholarship about their own country. None the less, every academic
appointment has implications for the content of curriculum and for the
orientation'of research. It is understandable that faculty members from other
countries bring with them their own background of interests in teaching an
research, and that these Will often be concerned with the perspectives and subject
matter of their own societY,Just as the interest of many Well-qualified young
Canadian graduates will be engaged by the Canadian problems and subject
matter that are at hand and with which they are familiar.

A. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT
There had/been concerns in the more distant past about the development of

the Canadian' professoriate and about the directions of the university:
Our university must be a national one, not a colonial one. We cannot
afford to have the growth of our national spirit tampered with or de-
layed. We must have our professors in touch with Canadianism . .

I do not believe in giving the chair (in political science) to a Canadian
only because he is a Canadian. It must be given only to a competent
man. But if there is a Canadian with the natural ability to fill the
chair, then he has the prior claim, for his salary comes out of the hard
earnings of Canadians . . .

Why should we, starve Canadian genius and fatten foreigners, the
glory of whose achievements Canada can never claim? Why should
we drive our men away to fill chairs_in the United States, and re-
fuse them admittance within our own university? Let it be known
that Canadians'are preferred and Canadians will straightaway pre-
pare themselves for such important positions. Must we supply the
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money and some other country supply the brains? Surely this is
humiliation . . , the sooner we think, for ourselves the greater and
more honourable our country will become. Is our University to be a
shelf for foreign scholars, or is it to be a developer of Canadian
thought? .

The author of this letter was taking a stand in the debate surrounding the
Appointment to the firit chair of political science in Canada, at the University of
Toronto. The letter appeared in The Varsity of 3 March, 1888. Other members of
the University of Toronto had written to The Varsity about this particular
appointment, too. The arguments posed 'Olen,- regarding nationalism vs.
internationalism in faculty appointments and the orientation of curriculum;
parallel quite closely the kinds of arguments that appeared in theacademic and
public press in Canada in the 1960s and 1970s as the debate about the
Americanization of Canadian universities heated up.

However, the debate at the University of Toronto in the 1880s was some-
what unusual for its time. The Department of. Political Economy at that,
university was consistently headed by British academics fromthe appointment
of W.J. Ashley in 1888 until the selecti&n of Harold Innis, the first Canadian
head, in 1937. To a substantial extent, English=speaking Canadian society was
intellectually colonial with a Britannic focus, from Confederation to the First.
World War and later, while French-speaking Canadian society owed much to
the influences of continental Europe, A change in focus, towards the United.
States, primarily in English-speaking"Canada but also in French-speaking
Canada, began to occur during the inter-war years and accelerated after 1945. In
the earlier period, Canadian universities applied themselves "chiefly to the
transmission of a European cultural heritage, "" largely ignoring the realities of
their own social and physical context. Consequently, it is not surprising that to
many people "education seemed somewhat exotic, European rather than
native."2 Thus, the social sciences in Canada commenced by importing the major
disciplines as mature and well-established techniques from Europe and, later,
from the United States.3 From time to time alone cry against this patterr was;
heard, as the 1888 letter to The Varsity demonstrates, but generally speakiqg the
colonial tradition of Canadian universities was left unchallenged until well into
the middle of the Twentieth Century.

One of the results of these colonial attitudes was that Canadian universities
were slow to develop roots in their own country, depending instead upon their
older roots in other countries and in other traditions. This dependence 4; kyk,
turn, to, an unquestioning reliance on the universities of other countries fOr the
pioduction of a large proportion of the highly qualified personnel needed by
Canada at the graduate level. Rather than developing graduate schoOls at
Canadian universities, our institutions imported the faculty they, required and
urged promising young Canadian graduates to pursue their studies at the
universities of the United Kingdom, the United States, or Europe. A reading of
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Hugh MacLennan's account'of his.early years at McGill conveys the atmosphere
in which the importation of foreign academics to take up posts as professors and
department heads at Canadian universities was corfiriton and not -too often
challenged.4 Thus, it is not surprising that, when it became clear inthe 1960s that
Canadian universities were, faced with a crisis of manpower, their: almost
automatic response was to import teachers from foreigemiversity_osystems
rather than pursuing fully the potential available in Canada.

Representatives of the Council, of Ontaiio Universities, appearing before
the Ontario a islature's Select Committee on Economic Cultural
Nationalis in the early 1970s, described the choices before the universities in
the follow' g w y. Canadians could "limit the growth of the universities", but
this option was unrealistic given the growing needs otT. the country for highly
qualified manpower. Alternatively, Canadians could "build second-rate
institutions staffed by improperly qualified faculty or inadequate numbers of
faculty", but the question of what constituted properly qualified fatuity was
never clarifie
faculty and I
testified that

. The third choice was to ". . . meet the demand by importing
wing off the generosity of the U.S. and the _U.K." The C.O.U.
he "latter choice was the only choice and in fact was consistent with

our history of importing skilled people until we are in a position to produce our
own." Thes three options were presented. in much the same way by many
university leaders all across Canada, although francophone universities often
made a greater effort to foster and recruit indigenous staff (Table 13).

One may well dispute the way in which the options available to Canadian
' universitie I were presented by such spokesmen and wonder. 'whether other
alternative were sufficiently considered. In particular, might it not have been a
reasonable and legitimate experiment to have given probationary appointments
to many rnore young Canadian graduates and, thus, to have allowed them an

.y to show their merit, whether or not they had yet published much
r completed a Ph.D.'?' More could also have been done to recruit

potential university staff from other sectors of Canadian society.
However, only a few voices argued at the time for these and other measures

that woul have reduced the dependence of 'Canadian universities on-foreign
faculty an given a greater opportunity to many promising Canadian. scholars.
Instead, th third option, a massive importation of foreign faculty, was adopted.
This option is still being pursued to a considerable extent. Despite the growing
ability of anadian universities to produce well-qualified graduates, non-
Canadian to chers are still being recruited in large numbers by Canadian'
universities. s indicated in Table II, more than one-quarter (27.6%) of the
university tea hers hired in 1980-81, the most recent year for which statistics are
available; wer non-Canadians.

The extent oft thethe country's dependence on other countries for the
preparation of ' ighly qualified manpower and of the need to develop more
opportunities fo post-graduate education in Canada were underlined by the
findings of the Highly Qualified Manpower Survey of 1973. As shown in Table

opportuni
material
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4, Canadian, institutions had produced much less than one-half the doctorates
(42.3 per cent) then held in this country. Very nearly one-third of the doctoral
degrees in Canada had been earned in the United. States. As shown in Table 5,

more than three - quarters of the doctorates ineconomics (78.4%) and sociology
(77.4%), nearly two-thirds of the doctorates in English (63.4%), and about one-
half the doctorates in engineering (50.9%) and chemistry (463%) had been

earned in other countries. ,

Problems about the availability and reliability of data make it difficult to
report on the citizenship of university staff in Canada with any accuracy before

1976. "Informatioi) on the citizenship status of university staff has been

published as an integral part of the (Statistics Canada) survey (of universities)
since 1972 but prior to 1976 the response to the question (about citizenship) was
insufficient to permit the generation of valid statistics for all stafF'.5 For that
reason, the statistics Presented in Table 6 for the citizenship of full-time
university faCulty in 1976 provide perhaps the first reasonably complete and

accurate picture of the-citizenship of faculty at Canadian universities. Even then
it must be noted that Statistics Canada has often, in the absence of firmer data,
taken the country of a faculty member's first degree as a proxy for his or her
citizenship. In doing so', Statistics Canada has assumed that "most of those who
received their first degree in Canada are either native-born Canadians or at least
naturalized Canadians of long standing . . . "6

As Table. 6 indicates, 72 per° cent of the full -time' faculty teaching in

Canadian universities in 1976 possessed ,Canadian citizenship. There were
notable variations by region. : Ini the Atlantic provinces, 29.2% of university
faculty were citizens of other Fotintries, 20.8% in Quebec, 25.7% in Ontario, and
36.4% in the western provinces. In Canada, overall, more than a quarter of all
university faculty members, 28 percent, were 'citi2ens of other countries.

comparison of these figures with the percentage of non-citizens teaching
in the universities of other eountriesi is instructive. In 1976, 92% of the
professoriate at British universities were British, 98% 4 the professoriate in the
United. States were American citizens, 99% of the faculty,of Swedishuniversities

wee Swedish citizens, and virtually 100% of the faculty of French universities
were French citizens. At the same time only 72 per cent of Canadian university
faculty were Canadian citizens. Yet, in that same year 36 per cent of the new
appointments made at Canadian universities went to citizens of other countries
During the period 1964-70 to 1972-73, aS indicated in Table 7, the number of
Canadian citizens teaching, at American universities averaged about one-tenth
of one percent (0.1%) of the total number of university faculty members in the

United. States. Yet in 1976, as shown in Table 6, American citizens constituted

more than 10 per cent (10.4%) of the full-time faculty at Canadian universities.
In the mid-seventies, Canadians were being forced to competewith the world for

anada,academic appointments inside a while having only very limited
., . .

opportunities to compete for such ap ointments in the universities of most other
,

countries.

so
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TABLE 4
DEGREE ORIGIN OF HIGI-11,Y QUALIFIED MANPOWER 'A,-

IN CANADA BY COUNTRY, 1973

Countries Where
Degrees Awarded

Earned ef,
Masters * *. Doctorates*#'

Canada

United States

67,815-
(72.4)

a

20,565
(21.9)

11,595

'(42.3)

8,730
(3'

I

United Kingdom 1,980 3,825
( 14.0)

Other Europe 2,445

( (9.0)

Other Countries 1,470 810
(2.1) (3.0)

Sub-total Foreign 25,905 15,820'
(27.6) (57.7)

Total (in study) 93,720 27,415
(100.0) (100.0)

Source: Highly qualified manpower survey of 1973, unpublished data, and
von Zur-Muehlen, Max. Foreign students in Canada and Canadi-
an students abroad, Ottawa, Statistics Canada, 1978, p. 14.

**The masters and earned doctorates columns include also those degree holders
who have obtained their graduate degrees betwpc,n 1971 and 1973 in Canada, but
excludes landed immigrants who arrived after 1971 and those _Canadians who
returned, after 1971 with a graduate degree.
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TABLE 5

ORIGIN OF EARNED DOCTORATES BY COUNTRY
AND SELECTED SCIPLINES, 1973.

Country Economics Sociology

Canada 200 105

(21.6) (22.6)

United States . 485 280
(52.4) (60.2)

frilted Kingdom 80. 30

(8.6) (6.5)

France 65 30,

(7.0) (6.4)

Other Countries 95 20

(10.3) (4.3)

Sub - Total. Foreign.
Countries 725 360

(78.4) (77.4)

Total 925 465

(100.0) (100.0)

English Chemistry Engineering

350 1,630 1,230

(36.6) (53.7) (49.1)

390 435 520

(40.8) (14.3) (20.8)

160 665 570
(I .8) (21.9) (20.8)

.5 30 25

(0.5) (1.0) (1.0)

50 275 210

(5.2) (9.1) (8.4)

605 1,405 1,275

(63.4) (46.3) (50.9)

955 3,035 2,505
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

Source: von Zur-Muehlen, Max. Foreign students in Canada and Canadi-
an students abroad, Ottawa, Statistics Canada, 1978, p. 16..
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TABLE 6

CITIZENSHIP OF FULL -TIME UNIVERSITY TEACHERS

BY REGION AND IMMIGRATION STATUS 1976

REGION Canada United United Other Employment Total Number

States Kingdom and Other Non. *Reported

Visas Canadian

Percent

Atlantic 70.8 11.6 6.3 5.5 5.8 29.2 3,552

Provinces

Quebec 79,2 5.1 1.8 7,5 6.4 24.8 6,952

Ontario 74.3 12.1 5.5 5.6 2.5 25.7 12,657

Western 63.6 11.6 5.1 4,4 15.3 36.4 8,487

Provinces

Canada 72.0 `. 10.4 4.7 5,7 7,2 28 31,648

Source: Statistics Canada. "Citizenship of university staff" Service bulletin: education statistics, Vol. 3, No. I, (1981), p. 6.

(Cat. 81-002).
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Thp composition of the faculty of the Canadian university system in the
mid- 1970s, at the end of the great period of expanSion, was strikingly different
from that of other countries. No other industrialized nation was'so dependent on
the university systems of other nations forthc production of highly qualified.
personnel, and no other university system in an economically developed.country
was so heavily staffed by the citizens of other countries.

This situation had been created by the nature of the Canadian response-to
perceNed university needs. Expansion of Canadian universities on such a
massive scale in such short order would have been handicapped without foreign
teache'rs. Canada had relied on imported skills for the development of virtually
every ;facet of the university structure. Our country was, and is, a nation of
immigrant. The British and the Americans, in particular, had played a major
role in the develoPment of our academic life both through the training of young
Canadians in their university systems and through the export to Canada of many
university teachers. It is not surprising that, when the demand:came for large and .

rapid i expansion, the university administrators of the country turned to foreign

TABLE 7.

THE NUMBER OF CANADIAN CITIZENS
TEACHING IN U.S. UNIVERSITIES, BY

YEAR AND PERCENTAGE

Yea Total U.S.
. Citizens

teaching in
the U.S.

Total Foreign
Professors in

the U.S.

Total Canadian.
Professors in

the U.S.

Total
Number of
Professors
in the U.S.

1969

19701-71

1971

1972-

-70

\

72

3

533,341
(97.7%)

561,953
(97.9%)

581,687
(98.3%)

589,152
(98.2%)

12,659
(2.3%)

12,047
(2.1%)

10,3 t3
(1.7%)

10,848
(1.8%)

677
(0.12%)

652
(0.11%)

579
(0.09%)

600
(0.10%)

546,000

574,000

592,000

600,000

Source Figures from Open Doors Publications and from the U, S. Office
of Health, Education and Welfare.
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academic communities, and especially to the universities of the United Kingdom
and the United States. There was, apparently, little recognition of some of the
problematic consequences of this action for the longer-term development of
Canadian universities with respect to the restriction of future opportunities for
Canadian graduates and to the desirability of ensuring that a reasonable amount
of attention would be paid to teaching and research about Canada itself in its
own universities. P

Canada had imported academic manpower in the past, but it had done so
for a small and relatively undeveloped university system. This time it was
importing on a vast scale for the development of graduate schools and to provide
universal access to postsecondary education for the children of the baby-boom.
Working .on the assumption of ever increasing numbers and flush with the
financial resources required for expansion, Canadian universities adopted the
cosiest and mast familiar solution to their staffing problems.

Other interests in Canadian society left the universities to pursue this short-
term solutiOn to their staffing problems without hindrance and with little
comment. The federal government, through the Department of Manpower and
Immigratiolf,as it was then called, issued immigrant visas without question to
foreign, academics destined for the university. In addition, the federal
government provided a two--year "tax holiday" to attract presumably luctant
foreign professors to our shores. In theory, those who came on the tax h
scheme were to return to their own countries at the end of the two years. But in
practice, after enjoying the benefits of this exemption from taxes for two years,
many arranged to stay on Under the point system, danada's immigration policy
was heavily weighted in favour of prospective applicants for university
appointments. Furthermore; there were no restrictions placed on the number of
university teachers adMitted to the country. This open door policy was followed
until 15 April, 1977, when 'new procedureS were introduced to require the r
university to " . .. prove to the Employment and Immigration Commission that the
position was thoroughly advertised in Canada, thereby ensuring that Canadian
candidates have been properly considered." The government was, moving, not
too effectively as it turnercroui, to close the, barn door after the horses had come
in.

Although federal immigration laws stated that a Canadian employer could
not hire a foreigner, defined as a person who was neither a Canadian citizen nor a,
landed immigrant, unless the employer could prove that there were no qualified
Canadian candidates for the job, universities and colleges were explicitly
granted exemption from this condition. From April, 1977, universities and
colleges were required only to prove that they had advertised the teaching
position in ,Canada. In 1976-77, there had been 2,162 new appointments in
Canadian universities, and 65.3 per cent of these had gone to Canadian citizens
(Table 11). In 1977-78, the first full year in which the new procedures were
applied, 69.2 per cent of the 2,106 appointments went to Canadians. Despite the
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new procedures, more than thirty per cent of the new appointments at Canadian
universities were still going ,to non-Canadians.

It is presumably because these procedures were judged to be ineffective that
the Minister of Employment and Immigration announced another policy. on 7
May, 1981, requiring universities to advertises in Canada and to evaluate
Canadian candidates for positions hefore seeking foreign academics for teaching
posts. More will be said about .this news, further on.

Froth the late 1960s to the end of the period of large-scale university growth,
about 1975., a serious and extesivC debate had developed in Canada about the .

wisdom of sucli,heavy deliendence on citizens of other countries to staff the
universities of Canada. There was, in particular, deep concern about the
concentration of Amcricans in the institutions that hold a major responsibility
for Canadian intellectual, scientific, and cultural life. Many questions were
raised About the impact on Canadian universities of such large numbers of
professOrs from the United States in terms of-curriculum;.course content, and

.. research priorities. Concerns were raised about what was seen as the destruction
of indigenous patterns of higher education: the erosion of the honotirs B.A.; the
weakening of the Canadian tradition of high quality undergraduate education in
the arts and sciences; a down playing of the importance of good teaching in the
academic world; the growing addiction to the Ph.D. syndrome and t.9 the related
belief that one must publish or perish; and the new and immense priority given.to
graduate and professional education. There 'w.hs disquiet about the cultdral
impact on Canadians of a university system so largely dominated by teachers
from other societies. The'fact that so much of the publishing industry in Canada
was American owned or controlled added to this disquiet.

As the newly founded or recently expanded graduate departments
produced young Canadian Ph.D.s, espeCially by the early 1970s, the competition

`.)(6 t? positions became intense and there was a groWing suspicion that the
universities_were gradually being closed to Canadian job- seekers. Canadian
graduates found themselves increasingly in competition for jobs at Canadian
Universities with American graduates from those universities in the United
States that had produced so many of the members of the hiring committees. It
was charged by some that "hiring networks or "old-boy" networks, dominated

by faculty from or trained in other countries, were blocking qualified Canadians
in the selection of faculty for Canadian universities.

The issue of the citizenship of the professoriate, especially the question. of 1

the Americaaiiation of the Canadian university, quickly overshadowed many of
the other pr4sing postsecondary .issues of the day. The debate was joined on
campuses across,Canada; the issues were discussed in ,legislatures and in the

. media. Organizations of concerned citizens and academics spoke 'out on the
matter. In Ontario, a Select commiitee of the Legislature on Economic and
Cultural Nationalism included the question of faculty citizenship in its terms of
reference. Various national scholarly bodies,especially some of those most
directly affected by the situation, debated strategies and took positions on
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questions of research orientation; methodolOgy, curriculUm .content, hiring,
promotion, and tenure. Articles and monographs appeared, of which the best
known and most influential was. The Siruggle for Canadian Universities, edited
by .Robin Mathews and James Steele.8

B. SOME IMPLICATONS OF THE FACULTY
CITIZENSHIP ISSUE

The debate about faculty citizenship was, in reality, a debate about human
resources: about the extent 'and nature of,Canadian needs for highly qualified
manpower and about the preparation and proper use of highly qualified
personnel. At an even deeper level, it was a debate about the nature and future of
Canadaitself. At one end of the spectrum, were those who felt that Canadian 7

universities had been seriously damaged by the importation of excessive/
numbers of foreign faculty and that the !clinger we continued to depend on the.
United States for academic staff and academic models, the more the damage
would be compounded. At the other extreme were those who, styling themselves
internationalists, deplored any concerns about faculty citizenship and Canadian
content as a: form of narrow provincialism unworthy of the ideals of a university.
At this extreme, too, were some of those who, having been invited into Canada
and having been paid out of the Canadian taxpayers' pocketsi made a point of
dehigrating things Canadian and exacerbating the situation by their determined
insensitivity to Canadian issues and circumstances. Unfortunately, the negative
feelings generated by people in this latter category often obscured the fact that
many of those who had come from other countries to teach at Canadian
universities were making very significant contributions both to Canadian
education and to scholarship about Catiada. A large body of people, who found
themselves_ in the middle of this human resources debate, were often confused
and uncertain about both the scope of the probleM and the suggested solUtions.

As more and more well-qualified Canadian graduates vied for positions at
Canadian universities, the focus of the,factilty citizenship debate shifted from the
general issue of the importation of so many foreign academics to more specific
questions about the development and operation of "chain migration" systems
that were said to play a major role in recruiting faculty members fralai other
countries. The existence of "hiring networks" or "old-boy networks" was
diffictilf to prove and virtually impossible to quantify. But it is a fact that,
throughout the years of great expansion, most Canadian universities did most of
their faculty hiring without advertising the positions concerned and without
holding open competitions for these posts. Presumably contacts in academe
were employed by, search committees. Only one-sixth of the academic job
vacancies in Canada were advertised in the AUCC vacancy lists during the
period between 1964 and 1968, and between 1970-71 and 1971-72 probably only
one-third of the available positions were recorded there These were the years of
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the heaviest immigration into the Canadian professoriate, especially fromthe
United States.

A report prepared for the Deputy Registrar of Canadian Citizenship of the
Department of the Secretary of State examining university faculty and
citizenship acquisition questions with the University of Calgary as a focus for
research, concluded that there was an historical hiring pattern at the University
of Calgary which linked that institution to universities in the United States, The
authors said:

This process has been identified as the "old boy network", or in
more scientific terms; "chain migration". A careful assessment of
the national background of various de-partments in Canadian uni-
versities will reveal a clear, pattern. During the period of hiring
"foreigners", networks were established between the. Canadian
university (actually a department) and various academic depart-
ments in the U.S,A. or. Great Britain..(In fact, other evidence sug-
gests that this is true for other nationals in Calgary.) These contacts
were maintained and sustained because recruitment was necessary
every year to meet the increased enrolments, The networks became
very regionalized and reciprocal patterns emerged. Departinents in
Calgary would send their M.A. and Ph.D. students to these schools
that were in turn sending teachers,tg qanada. The 'result was a high
proportion of instructors 'for some apartment from a region or
country . . ..The introduction of Canadian Ph.D.s educated in Cana-
da into the Canadian, market was'slo'w in -coming.I0

Using the hiring patterns of one university as a basis for their study, the authors
concluded that hiring networks, especially with universities in the United States,
did indeed exist. There can be little doubt that their conclusion is correct and
that the practice of recruiting faculty members from other countries through
unofficial, "old-boy", hiring networks has been, and still is, widespread.

True or not, the widespread belief among Canadian academics and
graduate students that considerable "chain migration" was taking place through
old-boy hiring networks was often damaging to the morale of Canadian citizens
working within the university system. They felt engulfed in a process that took
decisions out of their hands and involved them in a competition in which the
rules of the game were unclear, unequal, and unfriendly. It was also damaging to
the morale of many young Canadians aspiring to a career in Canadian academe..
The sense of anger and frustration apparent in many of the briefs and letters
receiVed- by the Commission, as well as in theacademic and popular press,
revealsTdeeply held conviction that the competition for academic positions in
Canada was loaded against Canadian. ,graduates of Canadian universities.

The sense of anger and frustration arising from thig perception of
discrimination in faculty recruitment can be illustrated by several examples from
the Commission's files. One professor wrote:
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The massive hiring of foreigners in the 1950s and 1960s may have
created a situation that is virtually irreversible. The percentage of
foreigners in Canadian universities is not the key figure; rather it is
the figure of the number of departments in the English-speaking unl-
versities that are controlled or significantly influenced by foreigners.
I think the figure is enormous, and thatlh whcrc the problem lies. I.
have not the slightest hesitation in saying that Americans have used
theirti/nfiuence in the Universities to hire fellow Americans. Nor do I

' blame them why should they hire anyone with a degree and back-
ground thcy don't understand when they can hire someone with a
degree from a university they respect and the support of someone
they know and trust.

At any rate, I believe that non-Canadians are now holding down
dozens if not hundreds of positions that Canadians are qualified to
fill. Thc frustration and resentment of persons like myself would ex-
plode were it not for two things: we are afraid to speak out because of,
the, number of foreigners on committees; and most of us regard the
situation as hbpeless, our actions as futile.

Thereis little faith in senior tenured Canadians -- after all they
helped create the problem; they hired the Americans; they let the
Americans dominate; thcy are the ones who say it is anti-American
and anti-academic for a Canadian to demand a job in Canada; and
they are the ones who often believe that American students are better
than Canadian ones. When you add this group to the foreignerstu
have the reasons for the prtsent situation, the reasons why it will be
extremely difficult to change it, and the reasons why people in by
situation do not protest, namely fear and hopelessness.

Another Canadian academic wrote:-

The days of university expansion are over; staffing is virtually fraien;
"'and American academics currently employed in our universities are
for the most part unable to leaVe, for few new appointments are being
madein the U.S. Still, dead men's shoes should provide an oCcasion,
al opening for a Canadian to slip through . . .

Many Canadians (myself included) employed in the Canadian
versities are made to feel like foreigners in their own land Of my
tone seems somewhat strident, I can only observe that I am one of
two Canadians in this 22-Man department ... for years ,I
one and the problems listed above become intensely p rsonal.

The same sense of anger surfaced at faculty meetings, at meetings of learned
societies, and in the press on numerous occasions. For example, iton article in
The Chronicle .of Higher Educatibn reporting on the 1975..meOting of the
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4, .Canadian Association of UniVersity Tem:hers (CA 0 t evqlopmcnt of
uot d' as saying that,, CAUT's "Canadatitization" gUisletine* one ofe.

the guidelines:Were "an, attempt,tprepress fi uati we have allowed
some of our most important 'cUltuts 1 ihstitiik'TO to b olonVed and, in fact,
continentithiefri. t!, * same eeting, not/ tfeisor observed that
"Canadit has been a;flumping ground for 'me c in ac demics," and that some
departments ,"sil.cloininated by *mericans:t1 at y do their only serious

. . ,

reerriting at meeti s of" the 11,§, acailedile". e les such as the Modern
Langiji ssociatip " As the Arlie e in,7iit," (Miele of Higher Education
noted

ne-, reason tjte Americans rankle 'so uch =- addition to their
sheer is that US, L apartment regulations make

' ...., f it'extremely difficult, fOicane '.academicians to take permanent
4.. tdctililjotis'nt%Ainerienn,nniv sities. In contrast, almost any non -
' Carib an with A bizhia frae offer can get through Canadian

,itnig

1, receiy,e4 aprrespondence on this point from many
' Cana nsC,vorki in d Upittd States or seeking employment in that country.

or exams p, this e ap Aed in a letter from a Canadian citizen who had
worked', in the ;I 't'd for several years and who, on applying for an

."immigrant visas t s denied,permission to stay in the United States
on the, r(RindS that Am ans were available to fill faculty positions in his field.

,''' He int entally;,, had cd nd had failed to find employment in Canada.

t.e. -ApparentljiJacadenic positions in the United States are beingttfec-
, ,11,1,ely-ieserVe' 4American citizens through denial of certification

. :"7 by the Depe ment okLa'bour and Compulsory waiting periods. This
f: tigliCy ha ei,cre impliCations for all Canadian Ph,D.s and graduate
udents 0$ho'lre obliged to compete with Americans, for the few'Alositicnis tn Canada, but are demed access to opportunities in the
V riited States .' ...: Some recent advertisements by American tiniver-
sites in profeisionalcjou als specify "U.S. citizens only."

Another example of th acuities faced by Canadians in finding
employment in Canadian universities, which is also instructive about the

,operation of Old-boy hiring networks, appeared in Canadian Forum in
`;September; 1972: A Canadian desolbed how he obtained a teaching job at a
university in Western Canada. from a temporary teaching position at an
American uhiyersity. Theepisode took place at the time when the debate about
Americanization and charges about, the existence of American hiring networks
had reached 'a high pitch. Clearly-a Canadian candidate was required to help
404se the,issue in the university in question.
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The way I got the job, is interesting. A member of the search commit -
,'tee at the university (in western Canada), a U.S. citizen 'phoned
some friends in New York and Boston to find out if they know a
person preferably Canadian who could fill the available job.
These friends were former classmates of mine in the U.S. and sug-
gested my name; eventually a inisition was offered. It was, however,
through a network of U.S. contacts that I was able to find the job. I
had sent a letter to the same university in response to a University
Af%airs advertisement but had received the usual form letter in reply.

Even more interesting, and depressing, is that about one week before
officially accepting the job and sending my signed contract back l'"
received a letter from the Department of Manpower and Immigra-
tion ... it was a personal letter noting that I had been appointed to a
university position in Canada. It advised me to get in touch with
Canadian Immigration immediately in order to make sure I com-
plied with Canadian immigration 'requirements. Itseems that a large
enough percentage of new university appointments in Canada is`
filled by U.S. citizens for such letters to be sent automatically, I more
or less had to.masqugrade as a U.S. citizen to get back into Canada
and am evidently being received as one.12

Reports like the Frideres and Goldenberg study and accounts of personal
experiences such as those cited here indicate that faculty hiring networks have
existed in this country. Despite the increasing availability of well-qualified
Canadians in many disciplines, especially in the social sciences and humanities,
there are reasons to believe that these networks still operate, giving preference to
foreign academics, although on a reduced scale. In 1980-81, the most recent year
for which reasonably reliablestatistics are available, 27.6 per cent of all nevi'
appointments .(both replacement_and newly created positions) were filled by
citizens of other countries (Table II).

As the Commission has reported in Volume I of To KnowOurselves, some
American sociologists working in Canada were forthright enough to tell the
Commission that they would not hire Canadians for "their departments
becatise "once one hires a few of them they will be pushing for mo'id and more."
It is no wonder that the Commission encountered Canadian academics who felt
themselves strangers in their own land,

More often than not however, it was not the existence of any scheme to
exclude Canadians that influenced hiring decisions. Rather, it was that good
scholars trainedin another national tradition were blinded to the possible merit
of scholirs raised in the academic traditions qf this country who might have
teaching and iesearch interests, and approaches different from their own.
However, when non-Canadians -and. Canadians trained in othei systems
fav9ured "thoscctheY know and trust" at the expense of Canadian university
graduates or Canadian professors, the result was the same as if there had been
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formal restrictive hiring practices or the operating of deliberate "oldrboy"
networks, None the less, over the past several years the percentage. of Canadians
receiving- university appointments has increased and the percentage of these

' appointments going to citizens of other countries has declined. Whereas in 1976-
77, :34.7 per cent of the new appointments at Canadian universities want to
citizens of other countries, this figure, as shown in Table I I, had dropped to 27,6

. per cent, by 1980- I, As Professors Frideres and Goldenberg concluded;

Recently, I owever, changes have taken place, First of all, Canadia
universities are producing their own Ph.D.s. Secondly, there is much
less need for a large number of Ph.D.s. Enrolment is dropping and
the number of vacancies per year is small. itt addition, immigration
policy changes have forced a more thorough evaluation of potential
Canadian applicants before allowing external search. Because of,
these factors, the networks between other countries and Canadian
universities have slowly been Woken as intra-national pressures anti
ties haV erged as challengers,D

...-,
The Commission has taken pains in its first two volumes to point out that it

makes no argument for impeding the rand freedom of academic inquiry, or
for raising barriers against the cultural and research achievements of other
lands. On the contrary, it warned against the dangers of intellectual xenophobia
and urged the importance of is full and rounded Canadian participation in
international scholarly activity. What the Commission argued for in those two
volumes is the need fora reasonable balance in the curriculum of our universities
and colleges that will allow sufficient attention to he given to the particular
problems and circumstances of this country.

What the Commission argues for in this volume, continuing and extending
that theme, is that Canadian scholars be.given full and equal opportunities in
their own country to compete for academic appointments. The Commission
argues, fuflher, that many more opportunities must be opened up for Canadian
graduates in teaching and research if our educational system is to come
anywhere near to meeting future Canadian needs for highly qualified personnel.

On a related point, while it is, of course, important for the Canadian
academic community to partitipate in and to contribute tot international
scholarship, this essential aspect of its work should not be pursued to the
exclusion or detriment of teaching and research in areas of national interest, or
vice versa. As John Holmes has written, "We have been intimidated by the
almost universal belief in unity as an end in itself, by the insistence that
internationalism requires the extinction of nationalism . . . Internationalism too
often has been a negative belief that barriers should be torn down, that national
boundaries are unnatural and offensive to human dignity.T4

It is important, as well, that we do not have a false idea of what constitutes
internationalism in the world of scholarship. Perhaps unconsciously, and
perhaps also as the result of a long process of conditioning, many Canadians

g7
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tend to confuse and to equate conti entalism with internationalism. We have
"international unionism", which is in reality continental unionism. We sign
agreements with the United States hat tire in reality bi-lateral arrangements and
we call them "International Joint

/
ommissions", or some such name. We have

grown accustonied to participating in a vast array of organizations and activities
which are styled 'international', but which arc, in reality, American
organizations and activities with Canadian bits and pieces tacked on the end. In
academe, as in many other fields, Canadians have become used to taking part in
a multitude of societies and activities that are called international but that are
really American activities in which Canadians participate. In scholarly activities
as inother areas of endeavour, such a restricted interpretation of international
links can obseure perceptions and retard development. Academie 'continental-
ism, while it may often be worthwhile in itself, is a limited or stunted form of
academic internationalism.. Canadians should not continue to mistake

0 continentalism for a truer and more complete internationalism, which must
involve 'association and participation in the world beyond: North America.

As the Commission noted in the chapter on curriculum in Volume I of To
Know Ourselves, a number of disciplines in Cahada including, for example,
sociology, anthropology, and political science, exhibit signs of continentaliza-
tiOn. Criticg of'the situation and of the proccss that brought it about have been
labelled nationalists who have no true appreciation of the importance of
international.' scholarship. But the editor of Saturday Night has Rut this
argument in 'perspective: .

. . . American professors and their supporters argue, of
,
course, that

they are not interested in issues of nationalism, as such; what con-
cerns them is excellence and international standards:lir-fact, they
are no more "international" in their outlook, than anyone else. They
reflect in their work thewoild that prochiced them: the American
university system and its values.15

Without. abandoning their valuable American ties, Canadian universities
and Canadian scholars should surely be seeking to participate in, to contributc
to, and to draw from the wider international community of scholarship, while at
the same time developing a Canadian perspective on the world and advancing
knowledge and understanding about Canadian issues and circumstances. In
short, Canadian universities should be to Canada what British universities are to
Britain, French universities are to France, -or American universities are to the
United States. While this may be simple to say, however, it is difficultto achieve.
The universities and the scholars of Canada need, and deserve, more, public
support to help them to realize these goals.

Most 'other western or, developed countries have a serious regard for the
nature and composition of their academic communities. Perhaps too much so in
some instances. France and some other European countries,, for example,
require all professors to be citizens and, indeed, to be civil servants. By
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comparison, it may fairly be.argued that Canada has been lax in its attention to
the nature and composition of its acadeinie community, This has led to some*
curious situations. Globe and Mall of 17 September; 1974, could report that
China had cancelled entry to an official Canadian delegation because it had only
two Canadians among its seven members, A similaf concern Was expressed in

one letter to the Commission:

What is to he done about a country that allows itself to be represen-
ted at Commonwealth university conferences by American citizens
who happen to he on Canadian faculties?

What is regrettable is that these situations, and our tolerance Of a one-sided
academic common market with the United States, are justified with the rhetoric
01' internationalism when the internationalism concerned is in reality only
continentalism.

Comparative statistics make clear that most other countries think it is

important to hire their own citizens to teach in their universities and colleges.
The two countries from which we draW the largest proportion of our iMported
faculty, the United States an'd Britain, recruit relatively few foreign professors,
In the United States 98 per cent Of the academic community arc citizens of that ,

country and in Britain 92 per cent are citizens of the United Kingdom. Yet the
_universities of these two countries are well respected for thei?contributions to
international scholarship and to 'human understanding. Those who seek to
perpetuate the present (acuity mix in Canada, or to justify the continuing
extensive importation of .faditIty into Canada at a time when there are callable
young Canadians qualified and willing to teach in our universities, argue that a
higher proportion of Canadian faculty members would make our. universities
closed and parochial institutions. That argument is nonsense, as the experienee
of .so many other university systems around the world amply demonstrates. In
fact, the argument

to
an insult to Canadians, especially to those who have

devoted their lives to the development of what is steadily becoming aworld-class
university system. .

We need to provide in our-university system a creative outlet for our most.
talented and brilliant minds. By building a university system that relics unduly.
on manpower imported-from elsewhere, and in so doing denying opportunities
to our 'own graduates, we run the risk of driving some of our own brightest
people out of academe, if not out of the country aliOgether. It may also be that
we risk importing many of those who are not able to compete in the highly
developed university systems of their own countries. It has been argued by some
of those corresponding with the Commission that we have, in fact,,been ableto
attract only those who have lost the race in their own countries and further, that
by sending so many of our students ab'ittiad to foreign graduate schoOls, 'rather
than developing our own, we have alsb.,acc.eleeated the .permanent export of
some of our best minds. This kind of aigument, if pressed too far, docs a
disservice to those Canadians who are working in our university system, as well

6
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as to the many immigrants and new Canadians who arc contributing greatly to
our intellectual life. Hut there is, none the less, a grain of truth in this line of
argument, Many who have come to Canada to teach appear to he waiting
eagerly for the first opportunity to return to their own country. As Frideres and
Goldenberg put it:

The present study characterizes American professors as permanent
sojourners. That is, American professors subjectively define their
position in Canada as temporary but do not act accordingly. This
stance is taken when they first decide to move to Canada and is car-
ried through their early years in Canada. With the now restricted
market movement and t hepressure by Canadian universities to "hire
Canadian", the American professOr is Caught between 'objective
realities and subjective definitions. a^

At the heart of the debate ;Sold fitenIty citizenship are disagreements about
what constitutes good scholarship and teaching, about what arc appropriate
research priorities and methodologies, and about what are appropriate attitude,:
towards the national community in which the universities arc located; The issue
is not siniplYa question of the legal status of individuals. What is important are
the lath udes;.value's, and approaches that individuals bring to their teaching and
research. The .bias, background, and perspective of teachers and researchers arc
very relevant. considerations in any effortbya university community to achieve a
semblance of cultural balance. The Canadian cotmnunity cannocbe well served.
if it is dominated by academics who. base their teaching and research on

A assumptions, priorities, and orthodoXies developed , in an alien educational
system. 'this is particularly so if these persons, be they Canadians, new
Canadians,: landed immigrants, or foreigners, implicitly or explicitly denigrate
the scholarly interests 'and traditions of Canada.

In its first two volumes, the Commission reported that insufficient effort
had been put into the development of teaching andresearch about Canada in the
first half of .the 1970s by CanadianuniversiticSald colleges. FewOther countries
with a developed postsecondary system wer4aying so little attention in the
.university curriculum and in research to the study of their own culture,
problems, and circumstances. In some situations, the interest shown by students
and younger faculty in Canadian studies had .becebuffed, or even actively
discouraged, by the attitudes of indifference or hakility adopted byr.some
members of the facUltieS and administrations of Canada's universities. Indeed,
the Commission found that in some disciplines the amount of attention directed
to Canadian concerns had actually been diminishing at many universities.

The central legacy for Canadian universities from the period of thc I 950s to
the mid -1970s was.a. continuing and more pronounced disequilibrium. in the-
composition and supply highly qualified manp.owen This had, in turn,:
implications for.,balance in the attention given to Canadian 'subject 'matter in
both teaching and research. Our universities adopted policies, based on certain
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halliti and assumptions, which solved an immediate shortage of highly qualified
manpower but , created a longer-term human resource problem of immense
complexity. fly adopting a short-term and relatively easy' solution to the
problem. of a shortage of professors, they created a situation that has contributed
to the erosion of pUblie confidence in the university, limited the scope of action
of silbsequent university administrations, and stunted the growth of teaching
and research about Canada and of a Canadian perspective on the world.

C. CONCERNS ABOUT FACUL'I'Y CITIZENSHIP
IN THE 1980s

On 7 May, 198 I,,the Minister of Employment and Immigration, the lion,
Lloyd. Axworthy, announced ti new policy with respect to the importation of
foreign academies to teach in Canadian universities. Given Abe .fact that,
comparedo the earlyand mid-seventies, relatively little had been written or aid
about the faculty citizenship iss e recently, this announcement may have come
as a surprise to those who belie ed that "the citizenship question, which was so
prominent a few years ago, seems to have subsided and may become a non-
issue, ' ..

The new policy of the 'Department of Employment and Immigration
requires Universities to advertise for Canadian candidates and to evaluate their
suitability before seeking foreign academics .to fill post-secondary teaching
positions in Canada. The policy prior to this, established in 1977, had allowed
universities to advertise and to seek for academic staff simultaneously in Canada
and abro It was intended to ensure that, with certain exceptions (exchange
and.visi ofessors, guest lecturers, graduate assistants), foreign academics
were nu .ted to Canada to take a university appointment on a permanent

._

or tem p
,

.basis and unless the university involved had demonstrated
that the position had, through adequate .advertising, been brought to the
attention. of Canadian citizens' and permanent Studies conducted by
the Department caused it to conclude that there, were major problems with this
earlierpolicy and to move a step further, to the policy announced in May, 1981,
under which universities arc required to assess applications generated as a result
of advertising for Canadian candidates bcforc resorting to recruitment of non-
citizens from Outside the country. Only if no suitable candidates identified by
this means will thc Einployment and Immigration Commjssion'approve a job
offer to a foreign applicant. In effect, this policy embodies a decision by the
Canadian government to require Canadian universities to determine whether or
not a suitably qualified Canadian is available before seeking candidates
elsewhere. This poliemame into effect in the 1982-83 academic year.

Announcing the hew policy, the Minister stated: "Because of e large
number,of postgraduates now leaving our universities each year, I feel it s only
fair that we find out if there are qualified candidates available on the Ca adian
market before advertising abroad." As in the past, the policy leaves it entirely to

ER
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the universities to judge the merits of competing candidates and to select the
candidate they vonsider best stilted, as long as the posithin lists been advertised in
accordance with the guidelines Of the Employment and Immigration
Commission,

As might have been anticipated, the reaction to the announcement of this
policy has been lively and diverse, Many of the executive heads of universities,
but not all, have protested against the policy and urged the Minister to re-
consider or withdraw it. An ill-conceived and unhelpful discussion of the subject
took place between some heads of universities and the Minister at a turbulent
meeting of the Association of liniversitieti and Colleges of Canada in Winnipeg
In the fall of 1981, At the other end olthe opiniii`teLitaide, the Minister has had
litany hundreds of letters in support of the policy. More than half of these have
been from members of the academic community. A recurrent -theme fn these
letters is the concern expressed that the university hiring system is still not
operating in favour of Canadians and, indeed,. that it continues to allow
conscious and/or unconscious discrimination against Canadian candidates. it is
puzzling. and disturbing, that many of the academics expressing these concerns
request anonymity lest they he penalized by their universities for holding such
views.
__The most recent year for which comprehensive and reliable staAstics about

the citizenship of faculty at Canadian universities are available from Statistics
Canada is 1979-80. Statistics are available for subsequent years, but they are
often incomplete and are progressively less reliable. Statistics for 1980-81 and'
later. for example, do not include data for Quebec. For 1981-82 and 1982-83,
data are missing for a largen umber of universities elsewhere in Canada as well as
in Quebec. Moreover, the accuracy of such data as Statistics Canada does have
depends on whether the information given to it by the universities is accurate and
up -to -date. This, in turn, depends upon whether the personnel files kept by ihe
universities are complete. The universities depend, in their turn, upon their
faculty to provide accurate and current information. It is, as yet, a slow,
oumhersome, and not very reliable chain of communications.

There is a particular problem with information about the legal status of
newly appointed faculty. At many universities there is a sizable group for whom
such information is simply "not reported", as indicated in Table 8. In 1980-81,
the legal status of 76' newly appointafaculty mcmbcrs at one university was not
reported. At another university, the legal status of 50 new familty members was
not reported. For the four-year period from .1977-78 to 1980-81, five universities
failed to report on the legal status of nearly 500 newly appointed faculty
members. Such large numbers of "not reported" point to the need to review both
reporting procedures and monitoring arrangements for. statistical data about
citizenship and legal status.

There are other problems about data concerning faculty citizenship that are
reflected in the discrepancies in the figures and percentages. provided on this
subject by Statistics .Canada, by the universities, and by other organizations.

67
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These and re aced statistical problems, both of reporting and of interpretation,
have been iscussed earlier in chapter Iwo of. this volume where some
lecommenda ions are proposed to remedy die situation, Despite these-
pro ilems, tlt following tables and data do give a realistic overall indication of

present situation,

TABLE 8
UNIVERSITIES WIIICII IIAD A SIZABLE GROUP IN `Till

"LEGAL STATUS NOT REPORTED" ,CATEGORY
AMONGST NEWLY APPOINTED FACULTY MEMBERS,

1977-1978 TO 1980-1981

Institution 1977.78 1980-81I 97i.79 1979.80

A 8 12 10

II 10 6

(' 5 10 . 10

I) IS 26 27 50
70 41 81, 76

Total 103 72 136 146

Source: von Zur-Muehlen. Max. Foreign academics at Canadian univer-
sities: a:statistical perspective on new pppointments Jur* the
seventies, Ottawa. Statistics Canada. 1981, Table AL15. p. 33.

I able 9 reports m the citizenship. Of full-time university teachers by
teaching field in the academic year 1979780. In that year, slightly less than one-
quarter (23,2) of full-time teachers at Canadian universities were citizens of
other countries and 76.8 per cent were Canadian citizens, The percentage of
Canadian citizens varied from a high of $3 per cent in education, engineering,
and health sciences to a low of '66 per cent in fine and applied arts.
Approximately 27 per cent of full-time teachers in both the humanities and .

social sciences were chi/ens of other countries. Nearly 4,000 full-time teachers at
Canadian universities (12%) were citi/ens Of the United States, including over 20*
per cent of the full-time faculty in fine and applied arts. Close toone in six of tine,,

full-time teaching staff in both the humanities and social sciences were American
citizens, Even in education, more than one in ten were citizens of the United
States.

Table 10 provides data idr 1980-81 abbut the citizenship of university
teaching field at Canadian universities. excluding Quebec-for:which such
infOrmation was not available. The point that a higher proportion of Canadian
citizens are employed by the francophone universities than by the anglophone

6 8
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universities is reflected in the eact that when data from Quebec is excluded, the
percentages of Canadian faculty members are lower for Canada as a whole and
for every academic field. Similarly, the percentages of university teachers who.
are citizens of the United States are higher in every academic field, when data
froth Quebec are excluded. About 14 per cent, or one in seven, of the teachers at
Canadian universities, excluding Quebec, were American citizens in 1980-81.

As Table 10 also indicates, nearly 20 per cent of the faculty members with
senior administrative duties at Canadian universities in 1980-81, excluding
Quebec, were citizens of other countries. For the purposes of its table, Statistics
.Canada defined university faculty "with senior administrative duties" to include
deans, vice-dear,, associate deans, department heads, co- ordinators,, and
chairmen. More than 10 per cent of these senior positions are held by citizens of
the United States.

There has been notable increase in the proportion of fyll-time university
teachers who are Canadian citizens. This proportion has risen/rom 57 percent in
1969-70 to nearly 77 per cent in 1979-80.18 To a substantial extent, however, this
rise in the percentage okanadian citizens-amongst full-time faculty is the result
of landed immigrants who were already on staff taking out citizenship in larger
numbers than had previously been the case, rather than of the appointment of
iarger_numbers of Canadian&

The importance of this factor, that is of changes in' citizenship.. by those
already on staff, is underlined by the fact that in every year since 1972 the
percentage of Canadian citizens among nevly appointed full-time university
teaching staff has been lower. than the percentage of Canadian citizens already
on staff as full-time teachers.'9 Again, theme is debate and uncertainty as to the
exact figure But the essential point is clear: the increase in the proportion of
Canadian citizens who are full-time teachers at. Canadian universities is less the
result of university hiring policies than of otlfer factors. As Table 11 indicates,
there has been an increase in the percentage of Canadian citizens amongst newly
appointed full-time university teachers from 59.1 per cent in 1972-73 to 72.4 per
cent in 1980-81. But in every year this percentage was less than the percentage of
Canadians already on staff and the nine-year average for the percentage of
Canadian citizens amongst those newly appointed was at 67 per cent, barely
two-thirds, of the'new appointments made by Canadian universities.

Table 12, also from Statistics Canada, gives higher figures than does Table
11 for the percentage of dians among newly appointed full-time faculty for
the (Or years, 1977 -7$ The difference between the figures in the two
tables may lie in the -,fa, at the number of those whose legal status is not
reported" is much higher able 12 than it is in Table 11. It would appear that
thie higher the percentage of those whose legal status is not reported" then the
higher the percentage of. Canadian citizens will appear to be One might perhaps
conclUde from this that a high proportion of those whose legal status is not
reported" are not Canadian citizens. As Table 12 indicates, the legal status of
more than 600 newly appointed full-time faculty members was not reported

re



TABLE 9

CITIZENSHIP OF FULL-TIME UNIVERSITY TEACHERS BY TEACHING FIELD,

1979.1980

Other Total

United United CoMmon, Belgium/ Other Riporied Not Total

Canada States Kingdom 'wealth France, Europe Other (in study) Reported (in study)

Humanities

Social Sciences

tE) Agricullure & Biological Sciences

Engineering

??,

Health Sciences

rz 5.9

Mathematics & Physical Sciences

Subatal

as

=
Not Reported

TOTg.

2,6091 1330 83. '40 33 21 29 3,145,

(83,0) (10,5) (2,6) (1:3). (1.0) (07). (loom)

1,008 .329 90 25 8 47 15 1,522

(66.2) (21.6) (5,9) (1,7) (0.5) (3,1) (1,0) opp,p)

4,116 889 276 60 106 119 50 5,616 25 / 5,611

(73.3) ,
(19) (4.9) (1.1) (1.9) (0.9) 000.0

5,890 1,256 311 176 ,147 135 165 8,086 47 8.133

(73:9) (15.5) P.9) '12.2) (1.11) (1.1) (2.0) (l00.0)

1,770 295 113 45 22 35 21 2,301 14 , 2,315

(769) 112,8) (4,9) (2,0) (1,0) (1.5) (0,9) (100.0)

1,988 109, 98 54 47 55. '42 2,393

rl
(83,1) (4.5) (4.1) (2;3) (2.0) (2.1) (1.7) (100.0)

3,964 249

L1Ui1 (83,1)' (5,2)

69 2,462

294 '96 31 68 70 4,772 1 4,791

(7,2) (2.0) (0,6) (1,4) (1,5) (100,0)

3;276 408 245 110 48 115 68 4,270

(76,7) (9,6)' (5.7) (2.6) (1,1) (2.7) (1,6) (100,0)

24,621 3,865 ..1,516 606 442 593 ,460 32,195 251 32,356

AL120111.7111.9) (1,4) (1.9), (1,4) (100.0)

106 28 20 . 3 2 2. 2 363 84 447

24,921 3;893 1,536 609 444 597 '462 32,468 335 32,803

(76,8) (12,0) (4.7) (1,9) (1,4) (1,8) (i.4) (100,0)

. .

von 'Zur-Mtiehlen; Max. Foreign academies at Canadian universities: a statistiral perspective on new appointmentsduring the seventies; Ottawa,

Statistics Canarl'a, 1981, Table 3, p. 6;'revised and upilated, 1982..
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TABLE 10

CITIZENSHIP OF TEACHERS IN UNIVERS IES, BY TEACHING FIELD;

TOTAL CANADA EXCLUDIN QUEBEC, 19801981

Canada

No. %

Total' 19,238' 75.6

B, By field

clucation 1,874 82,0

Fine and applied arts 634 60,6

Humanities and related 3,379 72.3

Social sciences and related 4,411 71,8

Agriculture and.biological sciences 1,329 75,8

Engineering and applied sciences 1,443 84.6

Health professions,and occupitions 3,157 81.4

Mathematics and physical sciences . , 2,518 77,3

Other 493 68:6

E By administrative duties

With senior administrative duties 1,934 '81,1

Without senior administrative duties 11,304 75,0

United States United Kingdom Other , Belgium

Commonwealth France

o

.3;497

281 ,

293

790

1,125

254

80

245 ,

345

84

259

3,238

1 1,386

12.3 71

28.0 72

,16,9' 257

1.0 259

T4.5 97

4,7 79

6.3 283

10.6 213

11,7. 55

10,9 124

14.0 1,262

531 2,1 116

3.1 34 L5

6..9 12 1,1 4 A

5.5 51 1,1 68 1,5

42 152 2,5 20 'e 3

5.5 44 2.5 2 1

4,6 38 2.2 4 .2

7,3 .97 2.5 2

6.5 77 2,4 6 ,2

7.6 25 3.5 7 1.0

5.2 30 1.3, 8

5.5 501 2.2 108

Source: Statistics CanadaTiatiuirs in univerAies, 1980/81 Ottawa, 1982, Table 2D, 0. 30. (Catalogue 81-241).
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TABLE 11

4TIZENSHIP OF NEWLY APPOINTED FULL-TIME UNIVERSITY TEACHERS,
r

Tto

1972.1973 TO 1980-1981
?,

Year of appointment
1.

1972.13. '.'

Other France

United United Common. & Other; Sub. Not Total Total'

Canada States Kingdom wealth Belgium Europe Countries 'Total Reported (in study) Faculty

2,306 27,903

"(8,3),

3 1
"1,937 28,458

3.6 1,8 3,8 3,9 10010 (6,8)

1976.77

1,280'' 361 117 64 '4311' 51 69 2,051 203 2,254 29,710

62,4 17,4 8,6 3.1 2:1 28 3.4 100.0 (7,6)

1,293 325 144 18 40 '62 72 2,014 134 2,148 30,784

64.2 16.1 7,1 .9 2.0 3.1' 3.6 100.0 (7,0)

1,399 319 I54 87 44 51 84 2,144 18 2,162 31,648

65.3 14.9 1,2 4.0 2.0 2,7 1.9 1100.0 (6,8)

197778 1,422: 213 148 56 41 148 67 2,055 51 2,106 32,181

69,2 13.3 7,2 '17 2.0 ' 2.3 3.3 100.0 1(6.5)

1,143 250 153 63 37 56 62 . 2,364 26 2,400 32,645,

73 10.6. 6,5 2,7 1.5 2.4 2.6 100.0 (7.4)

1979.80 1,518 228 138 67 33 55 65 . 2,104 56 2,160 32,890

72.1 10.8 6,6 3.2 1.6 '2.6 3,1 100.0

1980.81'` 1,302 , 231 10% 50 9' 37 67 1,798 63 1,861 33,411

72.4 .11.8 5,7 2,8 015 211 3,7 '100.0

Nine year totals (in study) .12,159 2,615 1,315 597 334 505 . 605 18,130 1,204 19,334'

67,0 14.4 7,3. 3, 18 .2,8 '3,3'' 100.0

=:-) 1978.79

'Newly-appointed faculty expressed as a percentage of total faculty in brackets.

Note: 11980.81 figures arc based incomplete,data.

Source: von Zur.Muehlen, Max. Foreign academia at Canadian universities: a starivical perspective on new appoiaonents during' 'he:seventies, Ottawa,

Stalisticaanada, Decembei, 198,1; table 4, p, 7,I)ata for '19740 and 1980.8I"revised and updated by Statistics Canada subsequent to

publication. .
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TABLE _12
LEGAL STATUS OF NEWLY APPOINTED FULL-TIME

UNIVERSITY TEACHERS, 1977 -1978 to 1980-1981'

Canadian citizen Not-reported

1977-78 1,743
(71.3)

1978-79 1,743
(76!0)

1979-80 1,537
(76.9).

1980-81 1,568
(77.6)

139

105V

181

-184

Total'(in study) 6,591
(75.2)

609

Note:

Source:

For Queb,ec unkversiiies, as well as for four other universities,
19-79-80 dgita have been substituted for 1980-81.

-vonZur-Muehlen, Max. _Foreign academics at Canadian univer-
sities: a Vstatiseral perspective on new appointments during the
seventies, Ottawa, Statistics Canada, 1981,. Table 5, p.- 9.

during this four -year period. As shown in Table 14, the legal status of nearly one
in five of those appointed, to the rank of full professors between 1977-78 and
1980-8-1was -not-r-e-parted----

t -

An examination of the legal status of newly appointed full-time university
teachers by region reveals considerable variations from one part of the country
to another and between English-speaking and French-speaking universities in
the perceraage of Canadians appointed (Table 13). In the four-year period from
1.977-78 to 1980-81, of the new full-time university appointments -68 per cent
went to Canadians in 'Western Canada, 72.5 per cent in Ontario, and 73.6 per
cent in the .Atlaritic Region. In Quebec, 88.3 per cent.;,of the new full -time
appointments at French-language universities went to Canadians, whereas-only
52.9 per cent of such appointments went to Canadians at the Eng1ish-language
universities. . .

An eXamination; of the citizenship by, academic rank of newly appointed
full-time university teachers for the -four4eai period, 1977-78 to 1980-81, also
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TABLE 13
GAL: ST S OF NEWLY APPOINTED FULL-TIME

I'VER TY TEACHERS BY REGION, FOUR YEAR
TOTAL: 1977-1978 TO 1980-1981

Region Canadian Citizen
%

Atlantic 894 73.6

Quebec English-Speaking
Universities 258 52.9

Quebec French-Speaking
Universities 1,197 118.3'

Ontario 2,272 72.5

Western 1,922 68.0

Sub-total 6,543 72.6

Other Institutions 161 82,

Total (in study) 6,704 72.8

Source: von Zur-Muehlen, Max. Foreign academics at'Canadian univer-
- sities: q statistical perspective on new appointments during the

seventies, Ottawa, Statistics Canada, 1981, Table 7, p. 1 1.

raises some interesting questions (Table 14). At the full professor level, almost

four in every ten appointments (38%) went to citizens of other countries. At the
associate professor level, 33.6 percent of the new appointments also went to
citizens of other countries. Thus, in the two senior academic ranks at Canadian

universities, more than one-third of the new full-time appointmbnts went to
citizens of other countries in the most recent four-year period for which statistics

are available.
At the level of assistant professor, nearly three in every ten (27.2%) full-time'

appointments also went to citizens of other countries. Even at the junior levels of

lecturer and instructor, more than one in six of the new appointments (16.7%)

went to citizens of other countries.
One may wonder if Canada is indeed so barren of qualified,and capable

people that close to 40 per cent of its most senior academic appointments must

go to citizens of other countries. It is even more puzzling that at the most junior
levels, where reputations have yet to be made, so many of the full-time academic

appointments are going to citizens of other countries at .a time when many well-

qualified young Canadian graduates are available.
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TABLE 14
LEGAL STATUS OF NEWLY. APPOINTED FULL-TIME

UNIVERSITY TEACHERS BY ACADEMIC RANK,
FOUR YEAR TOTAL: ,1977-1978 TO 1980-1981

Canadian Citizen Not Reported.

Full Professor 307
(62%).

Associate Professor 625
(16.4%)

Sub-total 932
(64.9%)

Assistant Professor 2,645
(72.8%)

Instructor/ Lecturer, 2,173
(83.3%)

Sub-total

Other

Total (in study),'

4,818
(77.2%)

391
(74.0%)

6,141
(74.8%)

',It
`74

165

234

135

Sonrce: von Zur-Muehlen, Max. Foreign academics at Canadian univer-
sities: a statistical perspective on new appointments during the
seventies, OttawaSiatistie.s_Canada,--1981, Table-6,-p. 10.

From the foregoing it would seem that the concerns that lie behind the new
policy announced by the Minister of Employment and Immigration in May,
1981, haye substance, and that the intent of the policy to ensure that qualified
Canadian graduates receive fair and equitable consideration in the filling of

'!( university teaching appointments ---- is not unreasonable. There are, however, a
"number of problems' arising from or related to this policy that need to be

-addressed. Moreover, some of the deeper issues involved in the faculty
citizenship debate will not be resolved simply by the enunciation of advertising
requirements for academic vacancies or by other stipulations from the
Department of Employalentird Immigration.

75
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D. GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Concerns about the size and impact of the foreign faculty at Canadian
universities have been sharpened by the emergence of a number of issues about
the supply of, and job-opportunities for highly qualified Canadian university
graduates. As noted elsewhere in this volume, this country may ,find itself,
through lack of planning and organization, unable to make full and proper use

9

of the talents of many capable and well-qualified graduates. of its own
educational institutions. At the present time,ld familiars to come; there are
and will be comparatively few university teaching aisearch appointments
available. Because of the present age structure of the faculty, the potential
retirement rate for faculty members at Canadian universities over the earning
decade is exceedingly low. At the same time, current economic conditions and
demographic factors point ahead to the probability of a period, of continuing
cut-backs and to the certainty of limited growth for the universities.. In this
climate of little or no growth and of financial retrenchment in the mid-tit-late
.1980s and into the early -1990s, the job placement is for Canisdian
university graduates interested in teaching at the niversity are bleak indeed.
'Moreover, many of those who are on the faculty in junior or non-tenured
positions may well feel threatened. The prospect is not encouraging for youri
untenured Canadian university teachers or for promising undergraduate a
post-graduate students who migCbe considering a career in teachin
research.

As noted in a subsequent chapter, it is estimated that Canada will be
producing more than three doctorates for every university position available as
the result of mortality and retirement during the five years from 1983 to 1987.
While the odds improve somewhat thereafter, there will still be two Ph.D.s
graduating in Canada for every opening available at a Canadian university until
well into the 1990s. For the first time in our history, we have now and for the
foreseeable future a surplus stock of well-qualified young Canadian academics
who are graduates of our own institutions.

While there are serious problems now and in the immediate futui'e if we are
to find appropriate employment opportunities for some of these graduates,
projections make clear that in the 1990s there will be a sharp increase in the
demand for qualified academic staff because of the combination at that time of
expanding student enrolments and more numerous faculty retirements. If
arrangements are not made now, despite the current adverse economic climate,
to prepare the Canadian graduates who will be needed for these academic
positions, this country will again face in the 1990s the prospect of having to
import foreign faculty on a massive scale to staff its universities as it did in the
1960s. Aside from whether or not it would be desirable to do this on academic
and national grounds, demographic patterns similar to our own exist ,in many
other coyntrieuparticularly in the United States, and a similar reservoir of,,
foreign candidaTiS for Canadian postmay not then be available Thu, 0. .

7g
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of future circumstances, both external and internal, Canada needs to proceed
.with the development of its own resources of highly qualified personnel,_Far

from discouraging our citizens whO have the interest and capabilities to pursue.
graduate work, we need to assist and encourage more of.them to develop their .

talents and qualifications in preparatign for careers in teaching and research, as
well as in the whole range of activitips that mark an increasingly complex society.
We need, as well, to develop ways to involve them in the, academic life of our
universities and colleges in the short-term,:so that they will be able and willing to
join the university, community in the longer-term .wheii. the demand for
experienced faculty once more increases.

Given this situation, it is surprising that so many of the limited number of
appointments at Canadian universities, more than one-quarter (27.6%), are still
going to citizens of other countries.Whilejt is true that in some academic fields,
such as management and administrative studies, there are not yet sufficient
qualified Canadian graduatesaklilable to fill such appoihtments, one may ask
why so many of the newly appointed faculty in many other fields, for example
some 25. per cent in the social sciences; are being drawn from other couiliries
when many well-qualified Canadian graduates are at hand?20 One must wonder
if this practice suggests that those engaged in hiring the faculty for Canadian
ikniversities lack confidence in the quality of the product they themselves have
prod uced

Indeed, the attitude of many university administrators towards an orderly
and thoughtful discussion of the issues involved in the foreign faculty qu6tion
would make an interesting research project. A frequent phenomenon observed
by the Commission was that the dean or other senior academic administrator
would conclude his or her defence of the present situtation by pointing out that
he, or she, was, after all, aCanadian and the fact that he, or she, had made it to
the top was proof positive that there was nothing very much wrong with the
system. This attitude comes dangerously close to the philosophy of "I'm all right,
Jack. If someone else is having trouble it must be their own fault." From this
point of view, the fact that other Canadians of similar or even greater merit are
having difficulty is unfortunate but irrelevant. It is understandable that those
who often have been prevailed upon..against their own wishes to undertake the
unenviable responsibilities of academic administration in these difficult times
are disinclined, to tackle the very sensitive and complex issues involved in the
foreign faculty question. Their daily lives are already a constant series of
harassments and frustrations, crowned in too many instances by humiliation
and ignominious departure. None the less, it must be said that the reluctance of
many senior academic administrators to address the_ issued squarely, and
sometimes even to acknowledge their existence, is a major factor in the
substantial gap t exists between the declared policy of many universities of
hiring qualified Canadians and the reality of the statistics.

The reality of the statistics cannot be ignored. As shown in Table I.3, in the
four-year period from 1977 -78 to 1980-8,1 almost one-third (32%) of the new full-

Z7
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time academic appointments in Western Cana went to citizens of other
countries, as did more than one-quarter of all su ll_appointments in Ontario
(27.5%) and in the Atlantic region (26.4%). In the English-language universities
of Quebec barely one-half (52.9%) of the new appcintments went to Canadians.
Only in the French-language universitie§ of Quebec, where nearly ninety per cent
(88.3%) of such appointments' went to Canadians, wa§ the picture appreciably
different. Overall, more than one-quarter of the full-time faculty appointed by
Canadian universities in thig recent four-year period were citizens of other
countries. Moreover, as shown in Table 12, the legal status of 600 of the newly
appointed faculty members was "not reported".

It was presumably, in the light -of such figures that the Minister of
Employment and Immigration, the Honourable Lloyd Axworthy, announced in
Mayit 1981, the new policy concerning the recruitment of faculty for
postsecondary teachinkpositions in Canada requiring universities to advertise
for Canadian candidates and to evaluate their suitability before seeking foreign
applicants for academic appointments. Only if no suitable Canadian or
permanent resident is identified by this means will the Employment and
Immigration Commission approve a job offer to a foreign candidate. As in the
past, this new policy leaves it entirely to the university to judge the merit of
competing candidates and to make their selection, as long as the procedures
required by the new regulations are observed.

Announcing this new policy, the Minister expressed particular concern
.about the large number of foreign appointments still being made at the junior
academic levels, where candidates "are selected as much on their potential as on
their record of academic achievement." Given the large and growing number of
Canadian graduates, he felt it "only fair that we find out if there are qualified'
candidates available on the Canadian market" before looking in other
countries.21

The announcement of the Minister was, of course, roundly denounced by
many, although not all, university administrators. Some saw it as an
infringement on academic freedom. Others saw it as a measure that would
undercut the attainment of high international standards. Still others were
concerned that the new requirements would slow the hiring process and drive up
advertising costs. But many graduate students and members of faculty
welcomed the new policy. Some, indeed, thought it did not go far enough. The
Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Association, for example, urged a much
tougher pot* y: that, if no qualified Canadian were available, the vacancy should
remain ope until one was; and that "for a five-year period there should be an
absolute m ratorium on the hiring of other than Canadian citizens for any
positions av ilable to sociologists and anthropologists..."22

There are certainly some question marks and unresolved problems relating
to the new policy. Moreover, many of the key issues about faculty hiring will not
be 'solved by go 'ernment announcements. Answers can be found only within
the universities themselves. None the less, it is not unreasonable that the

7 s
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Department of Employment and Immigration should take seriously its
responsibility to ensure that the employment opportunit.ies of Canadian citizens
and permanent widents are properly protected by legislation and regulations
relating to immigration. Whatever its imperfections, the new policy announced
by the Minister is an attempt to address at least some of these questions audit
Should be perceived by the universities as a signal that they had better work out
their own solutionS to these problems before Public. opinion leAds to further
goVernment policies that could represent a real intrusion on their. academic
freedom.

Some of the ambiguities and difficulties relating to the new policy
announced in May, 1981, have been sorted out in subsequent discussions and
negotiations between the Minister and, the universities. It has been clarified, for
example, that permanent residents are to be treated on the same basis as
Canadian citizens under the new policy, and that it is not the intent of the policy
to exclude from eligibility Canadian citizens who may be living outside Canada
at the time an academic vacancy is advertised. Assura es have been given by the
Department of Employment and Immigration tha permits will be issued as
promptly as possible, to offset the time taken in tp se cases where an academic

° appointment is offered to a citizen of another country after first:seeking and
rejecting Canadian candidates. There has also been agreement on some
reduction in the amount of information universities must provide to support
thei request for permission to hire non- citizens. There has been, as well, some
revision in the terms and wording of the advertising stipulated by the
Department. In particular, andmost happily, the Employment and Immigration
Commission has made clear that its concern is with the recruitment process, to
ensure first and fair consideration for Canadian candidates, and that it has no ,;
wish to intrude upon the assessment and selection process which it recognizes to
be an exercise in professional academic judgement. However, a number of
significant questions still remain to be worked out. To what extent, for example,
is the Department prepared to make 'exceptions in the case of particular
academic fields in which university representations can successfully establish
that there is an acute sho age of qualified Canadian candidates? Such an
exception has been made in he case of management and administrative studies.
Are there other academic a eas for which exceptions should be made, in order
that universities may seek c' nd idates in other countries at the same time as they
are seeking Canadian can idateS, without having to delay their foreign search
until they have completed their Canadian search? What should be the criteria
and. procedures for the granting of such exemptions?,

How will some of the other provisions for exceptions in the new policy
work? For example, exceptions can be made e uriider the existing policy in
instances "where a person of international renown in his field of specialization is
sc ght by a university." By what criteria and procedures are such candidates to

identified? And by whom? So far, no university has applied for an exemption
from the regular requirements under this provision. Yet surely this is exactly the
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kind of special provision which, if properly used, would allow universities to
recruit outsnating foreign acadeinics in support of high international standards
about which they express 'such" concern. Similarly, regional offices of the
Employment and Immigration Commission may exercise discretion in allowing
exceptions from he policy requiremcnts when a proposed appointment is at "a
senior level", or. hen a university may have "particular staffing difficulties:Ina
special field,.for example in aspects of veterinary medicine. So far, little use has
hen made by the universities of these provisions for allowing exceptions from
the requirements of the Department's policy. In these: and Other ways,
universities have not yet explored the range of possibilities within the policy.

The policy exempts short-term arrangements involving foreign faculty such
as those for visiting and exchange professors, guest lecturers, and graduate
assistants. There have. however; been a number of sharp disputes between the
Department and various universities about t he granting of visas or entry perinits
to some academics in these categories who have been invited for short visits by
Canadian universities. While it was the understanding of the academic
community that the new regulations did not require work permits for visiting.
professors or guest lecturers coming to Canada for only a short visit, visas have
been denied to some distinguished scholars. A Nobel Prize winner, invited to
deliver a memorial lecture at one of the country's oldest universities, was hassled
and delayed inexcusably on her arrival at Dorval Airport. This is clearly an area
in which agreement is needed about 'definitions and procedures. What, for
example, is the definition of "short-term" in such short-term visits? It would not
be unreasonable to suggest that it be defined for such purposes as-anything less
than a course load for one academic term and that no work permit be required
for an invited academic visitor making such a short-term visit.

For cases in which entry is none t he less denied by government to short-term
academic visitors, there is still no agreed procedure for review, or.to enable the
invited scholar or those extending the invitation to 'appeal the decision. Is it
really, for example, at hreat to Canadian security to allow professor X to attend

/ a Pugwash Conference or professor Y to give a memorial lecture or professor Z .
to read a paper on grasshoppers to the botanists of Saskatchewan? At present
situations of this sots are a source of continuing conflict between the
Immigration Department and the Canadian academic community. It is time for
the Depailtment to es tablishan independent review mechanism to hear appeals
in such cases, as recommended by the Canadian' Association of University
Teachers. The establishment of an independent body to hearsuch appeals would
be consonant with the recommendations of the McDonald Commission.23 It .

would also be in keeping with Canada's obligations to ensure the free passage of
hinia fide visiting scholars under the terms of the Helsinki Accord.24

In addition to such short-term visits, there would be value in the creation of a
category of longer-term but non-tenure-track visits and

.

ex hanges..-Such visits,
for a number of academic terms or even for a period of on or two years; might
often be 'in the best educational and cultural interests of this country and its
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universities, as well as being of interest.to some foreign scholars. Appointments
of this kind for a somewhat longer duration might be arranged under the
academic and cultural agreements that Canada now has or may negotiate in the
future with other countries. -Such agreements should include reciprocal
provisions for Canadian faculty members to have similar, opportunities for
longer-term non-permanent appointments at the universities of other countries.
The creation of a category of longer -term visiting academic, opportunities
should, thus, not be the cause of any reduction in the career and employment,opportunities of Canadian scholars, On the contrary, the creation of such
posi ns would enlarge the career opportunities of many Canadian academics.

There is also a need for a consultative committee to which the Department.
of Employment and Immigration could turn for comment and advice on the
implementation of policy and on the formulation of future Policies that are of
concern to the academic community. The government needs' such a body with
which it cap discuss, on a continuing and knowledgeable basis, the problems of
definition, procedure, and possible exemptions 'which are involved in its policies.
The consultative committee might also provide a review mechanism to advise
the Department on appeals that may arise in some of the cases in which
permission to proceed with.the appointment of a foreign citizen to a full-time
position is denied. Such appeals there will be,and a mechanism which can enable
the academic community to feel that its coriceQ.s and point of view have been
heard will be required. More broadly, a consultative committee would provide
an avenue for the Department to communicate on a regular basis with a body
repreentativ'e of the academic community. Abuses of government policy may
exist and will arise. The Department will need advice on how.best and:mOst fairly
to correct such abuses, without creating new problems and unnecessary friction.

Nor are all the problems on the side of government policy and practice.
Universities need to work together to ensurethat ground rules which they have
set for themselves are observed, in spirit as well as in fOrm.Th ose institutions or
academic departments that go too far in developing skills for getting around the
rules do a disservice to the rest of the academic community and, ultimately, to
themselves. While nearly.all full-time academic vacancies are now, at last, being
advertised, as the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada has long
recommended to its members, a proportion, of the non-tenure-track

_

appointments are still not being advertised, Yet, in the current economic climate,
at many universities most of the new academic appointments being made are of a

on- tenure -track nature. The temptation always exists, because of convenience,
o lack of time, simply to appoint someone one knows, or feels comfortable with,
or who is already near at hand. Universitief do have an obligation, particularly
under present conditions when so many highly qualified graduates are available,
in many fieldsoo ensure that all academic positions are advertised. In situations
in which the requirements of time necessitate- an immediate appointment to fill
an unexpected gap, such an appointment should be made only for the
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completion of a course or t I.rm, while arrangements can be'made'for the post tct ,
be properly advertised. ,

A more difficult problem for the universities is how best to ensure tha
advertisement of academic positions is not merely a pro forma exercise. t I

.apparent that hiring networks, or habits, are still at work, although on a reduce
scale, and that many appointments have been virtually pro,arrangedbefore the
advertising is plpced. Job descriptions are tailored to suit the preferred candidate
and the reality of a genuinely open competition does not exist. The recruitment
of at least some of the numerous faculty from other countries that is occuring is
the result of such pre-arrangements. Some knowledgeable observers suggest that
as much as one-half of tht academic hiring that now goes on is pre-arranged in
this fashion.

4. Universities will need to guard against such abuses and, indeed, to monitor
closely many aspects of the recruitment of faculty, both those resulting &dm
public policy and those arising from policies they have set for themselves. lf, for
example, such monitoring can establish, after a year or two:s experience, that the
new government policy is resulting in increased costs or harmful delays in
staffing, then it would be reasonable for the universities press for
modifications in the policy through the mechanism of the proposed consultative
committee. There is, unfortunately, no escaping the fact that all this will
sometimes result in workloads that arersornewhat heavier and routines that are
often tiresome for academic administrators. In the long run, however,
establishing the definitions, procedures, and mechanisms that are required may
reduce workloads and strengthen the position. of the universities. The
development of appropriate policies and mechanisms may restrict somewhat
administrative' discretion in the universities, but, properly done, it need not
involve any infringement of academic freedom. On the contrary, it may enhance
it.

The essential task for the universities in the controversial area of faculty
hiring is to work out reasonable policies that can be applied in a reasonable way.
The closest approximation to this deSideratum so far provided is the statement
of Guidelines on Canadianization and she University prepared by the Canadian
Association of University Teachers (Appendix I). Unfortunately, this
thoughtful document, approved by the council of the C.A.U.T. in 1977, has not
received much attention or support from universityl'administrations, or even
from the C.A.V.i's constituent- faculty associations on their individual
campuses. In fact, it was probably the failure of the academic community to take
the Guidelines seriously that paved the way for further government intervention
in the form of the new policy announced in May, 198t. It maybe useful,
therefore, to review these Guidelines and to see what action has been taken along
the lines they proposed.

Guideline I, recommending that there be no distinction in treatment
between Canadian citizens and those who are already landed immigrants at the

82
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4

, date of application for a university post, continues to be observed in practici.;.ag?;
it Was

itr
before the guideline was, written,

Geideline. 2; piled for the qualifications relevant to an academic gpening
and the relative. importance,of each to be clearly stated, anti fo(thp,"&e,,
qualificiitions'not to. be of iki):11). a nature as to place.Canadian gradtfates
unfair disadvantage Phis guideline has.Perhaps been-obkrved to a4ater egtent
than used to be :the Case. None the less, the approach to jobWetinitiorit,,.
recommends is .tilldi,ften not ,folloled, particularly in thcfacultieOf arts. The
qualifications releriltint to the ovening and their relative importance are
frequently noe'clearly. stated.. Failhre,4p do this is unhelpful to candidates.,Th
other instances, as noted,,earlicr, the qualifications are stated in such a Way as to
facilitate a pre-dr .v ged appointment,'oP,the selection of a preferred indiVidual,
In some cases, in. the statement of desired qualifications has put
Canadian candidates at an unfair disadvantage.

Guideline 3 recommend d that the position and the required qualificatiOns
be draWn trrf attention of Canadian applicants "by appropriate'prncedtireSN,
such as wi . a Yertisoment, letters to Canadian guiversities, etc.ly'at is, there ,
Aliquld be active search.ror qualified Canadian fadidates." As poied,:earlier

,

there been anienormais adyance hilhe advertising of full-time tenu'rertrac,
appointments:'evertlieless, many n6n-tentire-track appointme S tire: still rk
being advertised. The larger ..,point.-raised in the eline,, ho ever, is ti, \...
recommendation that there beitetive search forquali d Canadiari.Ca'ndidateS;10,.,

lie,

It is a measure of the,f4et that this has often not heen.ilie case, that the Mipistei",
of .El''irployricatt and 'I iritihrolOn thought it necessary to Vioduce the ne .41.,

.:, ,policy requiringuniVersities. tb seek. ankrevaluate Canaclian.tandidates. efor
directing their recruintent e.,ffoi'is.:to, other. countries. ; . :::,.. 4

. ,-,,,:3A , '
Gqicleline, 4' called; for each: ..ilniyersit 7 to estab1§h> 0 ivrsitp-wile ,,,

appointments revi&wrncomitteeThe? dt4ies of ihe,committe iMcitild; inClude;..r
apiing.the preSident on allfaPpointments; .reporting araiii4i r7tdithe s'eniori,
academic hody'of,the university orfrpah appointments and iti4 iieri'edck4a; ii;,.

v adijeyeti,;to;,:iilli' In particular{. ensuring.- 4t theAlfalifications.,41.4tedWerei,/,'
4,:...i.,, view, 'adecti'ately. advertised in Canada; rkSuringtthat:theiegpidelinescwere.

,,. leaSonah'le'and.t,heselection pr.ocedures fair,,aod that an active effort was made,: .'
to recriiitreanadiahs. The department make an appointment of a non.-
Canadian should be charged with Making the case forth the appointment to the
satisfacifori of this committee :..' :::. "-- ' *-,

This propbsal for the es;tablisah t oGla,uniyersiy-,Avi e appointmentsAn t 'd
. .review committee was central do the GtOeliri'e,6i'pposeiffiy the.CA.U,T. Only

one or two of the seventy tanadian: universities and degiee.-granting 011eges,,,
have acted on the recommendation iirthe:.,half-decadersitice the proposal was
made. In the absence of such a univeisity-*ide appointments review committee,
individual departments have often. followed differe.4i'Pracedures' in fagultY
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recruitment and practised markedly varying degrSts of openness and
thoroughness in their search for qualified Canadian candidates. Mdreover, the

or aeadeinit bodies of many universities irlave lacked any overall picture of
t has been Occurring in their institutions yt!itltregard to the proceditres being

folloWed,. the criteria being used, and the Selections being made in the area of
facully appointine,nts, Many well-meaning faculty inembers dismiss the absente
of such knowledge about what is happening with the comment that the president
or dean or some other administrative officer is dealing with it But the fact of the
tiiiitter is that the president and senior administration, without the aditite and
support of a university-Wide appointments` committee; are often 'unable
to ensure that fair and appropriate procedures. are being f011owed. Indeed, in
some situations in which they may weltdoubt that the reality of due procesS and,
of an'operi active search is being observed, they simply lack the means to come to
grips with the abuses involved, Many department chairmen and senior
professors, who have been doing pretty muchas they please in the absence of a
university appointinents review mechanism, arc) not diSposed to support, the
establishment of such a,body.

Guideline .5 was addressed on the same subject to universities With a
;

unicameral system of government, where it has. met with much the Same fate..;:'
Guideline 6 recommended that the appointment be offered to the best-

qualified Canadian who meets the stated requirements, unless, the university-
wide review' committee, or if it does not exist, the senior. academic body, is

persuaded that, the appointment of a non-Canadian is justified. While there has
been much talk and some movement in the direction of appointing'ili,e, best- 4

. qualified Canadian who meets the stated reqiiirements, the fact that only OneOr
two universities have established university- wide appointments: "review
cOrmnittees means that few universities haveanApparatustodetermine whether
the'o opointmt of non-Canadians in specific instances is justified. Nor has the
senior acadeinit body been used as suggested, to exercise this functiOn in the

k

absence of a review committee,
Guideline 7 recommended that once:appointed:the nationality of the

faculty member should not affect .the terms and conditions of employ erit
including; for example, academie freedom, salary, promotion, and tp,flute..In
general, thiS..ha; continued to be.,the practice of Canadian universities; as it was
before the guideline was written, Mine the less, the question has aroused fierce
debate. On the one hand, there are those who feel, as does the C.A.U.T., that
once fore'fgn academics are adMitted to Canada, and allowed to hold teaching

,

posts,1 'ere should be no discrimination against them in their employment rights
and rig t...tb participate fully and on an equallooting with Canadian faculty
member in, the academic life of this country,. At the ether. end of the spectrum,.

.there are t ose who argue that all academiclappointinents in the case Of nOri-
catizelis should:be.short-term o'nly, and .not leading to a permanent positionin a
Canadian-university, Those holding this view oppose, in particular, the granting
of tenure tonon-citizens, arguing that the granting of tenure involves,a long-7
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term commitment by Canadian' institutions and Ca nadia ittiociety, financial an')

Otherwise, to the individuals concerned. In such situations, they argue,; there

should he a reciprocal obligation on the part of the individual receiving tenure to

be or to become a citizen.
The' Commission concurs with the view that once they have been

appointed, individual faCulty members of Canadian universities should not bey

discriminated against on the grounds of citizenship unless'a'special arrangement!1

about the short-term nature of the position has been rnade at the time of
appOintment, as is done irip number of other countries: The right time to sort out
the question of citizenship is prior to making appointments. Once a

university has made such an appointment, it has a (tabligation to treat the faculty

member concerned with fairnesS and impartialgi, regardless of nationality,
-provided that the responsibilities of the individual' are proncrly discharged. The
Commission does,.however, recognize the feeling held by many Canadians that

it would b6 an appropriate and welcome step, if continuing and long-term
crnbers.of faculty from-Other countries were to seek Canadiancitizenship, and

it''draws this feeling' to the attention of faculty members who are at present
citizens OfttOther countries. In particular, the Commission notes the strength of

the feeling that the granting of tenure involves, or should involve, a reciprocity of

commitment and that there is at least an onus On faculty members who are not

Canadian citizens to give serious cOnsideration to applying for citizenship when ,

they are'applying for or receiving tenpre at a Canadian institution. Such a step

would be timely and Widely appreciated by many Of their Canadian colleaguef$:.

preamble to the C.A.U.T. Guidelines_ urged that ".acadetnil

professional, and government agencies co-operatswin . the preparation,
-publication; and annual, revision of nye- to ten-year !Objeetions-of.,pOsitiOns,

available and sof graduate degrees granted in each academic,disej:Pline*
44 Canadian univerOties." As the C.A:U.T, noted, these projections. would gNe

individual stude6t4 better opportunity to plan future careers, and universitie
better opporturiiiflo encourage dianadian talents in areas of projected needs

through the development of adequate graduate programmes in those pre .s;

Nothing has been done about this recommendation. The Commission haf,,in

. every chapter in this. volume, drawn attention to the absence of s.14et data and to

the need for them. Recommendations on this point have been, made in cl;apter

two on "The Need for Adequate"Statistical Information." 15'

No one, arid least °Nall a teacher, should object to the participation:in
Canadian university teaching of a ,reasonabfe;urnber of citizens of other
countries: On the contrary, there is mucKt9Abe,,,gailied from this.. In certain

departments, for example those teachingW010"0444ges, history, the artsi;'
and culture, it is of course part iculhr,ly desira,* t h j. h participation: It is
matter of balance. Isthe present prOportion antciiiiiraft(tion of foreign faculty in
reasonable balance? Within that question, theitt,..a''secOnd question: are the,;'

very real potential-advantages of having an international element in, the faculty
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ecr

of C'arufan universities being obtained when so many of the foreign faculty
Member arc citizens of just one other country?

.., As suggested in this and other chapters of 't hiS volume, as well as in the two
earlier volumes of 7'o Know Oursolvt:s, thereifird many considerations to be
;borne in mind in developing policies, and .pri#d?res for faculty recruitment

. ;which will ensure,amongother things,,tlfat canitc(lan candidates receive fair and
e:.(itiitable treatment : These.corksideratiOns inelude;'

, '',
7'4. : t ... .. I I

the need to assem ble:*t he data and to prepare the analyses required for the
planning of rational policies and programmes,concerning faculty recruit-
ment and highly qualified graduates, andto.do So,on an on7going basis;
the need to ensure that qualified Canadian .graduates havefair access to
academic positions in thei own country;, !'
recognition that every ac deniili 1,ns for the
content of curriculum a fOr.the Srientation of research, an, to ensure in
facility appointMents'that adequateateentiOn'.Will,bc given i teaching and,
research: to Canadian need:S. ind'CircurriitipideS;..
t ed to recognize and to-horionii tl7e,ib igdtions'ihat xist:Mregardt6
citiz of :othef .countries who now Pi)ointin nt6 a,Caitadlacny
ur versities;' . , ,' Let '

the need for balance int he cOmPosition9,kirtretri4.igir f culty.kcsenccand,
,
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.
o, these ends, the Commission recommends:

that, the Department of Emplbytnent and Immi on, c on-
,

St !Olive Committee on Academic Relations to p rov ids klis for the
iiientent to exchange views and to seek comment andadvieean'aregu-

,h tls,'Ivitliii.l?i)dy representative of iheacademicleoirinitinity,. that the'
bepak010e.a0hp eomment and adViee of the Consultative CoMMit-

,

tee;b4,qntheimplementation of current policy and on tia'fOrmUlation
of any'rkW policies; that the Department discuss with the Consultative
Commnie6, an a continuing bvis, 0ic problemithatpay arise from its :
policies .,concerning definitions,. prOtedures, and ecmptions;

, .....__ .

2 thatthe Consultative'Com mince, or a panel of theComMittec, be Aced
to serve, further, as a review body io advise the Minister on appeals that
,may Oise 'in some of the cases in which permission to proceed with the
"appointment of a foreign citizen to a full-time academic appointment is
withheld' by the Department; or in which a Canadian candidate feels
unjustly treated; .d

3. that work permits not be required for scholars invited to Canada on
shOrt-term visits as-visiting or exchange professors; external examiners
and supervisors, and guest lecturers; that a short-term visit be fiaed for ,

-these purposes as anything involvihg less than a course loa for one
academic term;

'.that the Department of Employment and ImMigration establish an in-
dependent review body to advise the Minister,incases where entry Or a :

. work permit has been denied to scholars invited to Cangda; for a short-
term visit; ;.

thaticonsiderat ion be given to the develollent of a category ofxeci" cal
longer -term, non-permanent' academic visits and exchanges W e

.oniversities and colleges of other countries; that the provision dot such
er-ter2.1 visits be:.'negotiated in appropriate instances through the
min ols.the academic and cultural agreemenls that Cana. la nowhas dr

witty 'negotiate in'the future yikli leither.c:tru-htries.;
6. ', than all academiePositionth;fenUre,trhck and non-tenure-trackobe

:advertised in an openQyay; that ; ti :tiitiSris ip which the requireMents

' of time necessitate an immediate \nitmentioifill an unexpected gap,
such hppOintments be only for the'com*tion Of a courseor a terinr,:while
arrangements are made for the44.post to be properly advertised; ; - .

, that the qualifiCations relevant. to eaCti:alcadernie9penirig be clearly
Stated, and'that these qualifications not place Canadian capdiditliS atean
unfair disadVaniage; - ; ',. ,.,..-v

,
8. that, in' addition to advertising in Univelsay Affairs and whenver

possible in the aPProprate academic and professional journals; an vive
search be made'for.qualified Canadian candidates, iWFlitii, ingcomIllpfini-

cation with other univerSities and with the appropriate Canadian learned
societies.

11.
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9., that each university establish a university-wide appointments review
committee, to tidvise the president on certain aspects of all appointment*.
and to ensure, Joie redommending approval of new a ppOintments;that
the quLilIfIcat411s listet1 for the position were reagonable, that the

. / selection 'procedtires were fair 'and that an actRic effort was nirftle to .. :

recruit Canadiari candidatcs, that the committee report .0O,Such'matters ..-

on a 'Initial- basis to the senior academio.bOdy of tht,,',tniv'erSiNi,that the,

committee be elected by the senior academic body of the university and '

that a reptesentative of the faculty association sit on tlOmmittec as a
.non-voting member; . '

, , , -. .

10. that academic appointments be offered to the best qualified' Canadian"
Candidate meeting the stated 'requirements, unless the university-wide
appointm'ents review committec,is' persuaded that the.aPpointment of a
non-Canadian is jiistified in a particular instance;

II. that, once appointed to the faculty:of a Canadian university, members of
faculty who are":4,tiiens of 'other countries not be discriminated against

..

on the grounds 'oltheir nationality in the terms and conditions of their. .

employment; including-academic freedOrn, salary, promotion, and ,

tenurei'that continuing and long-term faculty members who are citizens
of .other 'countries give consideration to seekini Canadian citiv,
and in particular, to doing so whon they are applying for or re#:(

r . tenure at a Canadian institution; , . ,/, '.,.....),1,--,.:,,,...

12. that the universities, *colleges, and professional aid learned societie...,
Work closely with the proposed Canadian Centre for Educational Stat
tics to develop annually revised five- and ten-year projections of poOL
available and of graduate degrees granted in the highly quit'

.
manpower field -.',;,, , : . . ,,

4,
.0.
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C,. complex than the shortages and the citizenship qUestions of the past.
amnia now faces a series of human resource problems that arc even more

, Many of tlicse are the result of conditions created during:the period of grbwth,
from 1945 to the'mid-1970s, Our present ability to respond'to these problems is
very timely affected hy the soltitio'ns we chose when at qMpting to solve the
Petibleins of th& einlier period.

itA. SOME traucATIoNs OF THE PRESENT
0.1' SITUATION FOR 'CANADIAN STUDIES'

With regard to .Canadian studies, the Commission's first two volumes.?
argued for "a reasonable balance" in the curriculum and scholarly, activities,of
our postsccohdary iiistitutloi to allow sufficient attention to be given' hi
teachingand research to the particular problems and to the physical, historic&
and contemporary,circumstances of this country. That this was not the case in

Irtianyfacultics and disciplines in 1975 was dernonstrated by the CoMmissiOn in
ies'review of the university curriculum at that time. A subsequent study by one of

. the autluirs orthis volume, commissioned by the Department of the Secretary of.
State, found that there has been some encouraging progress in the development
of Caliadian studies since the appearance of Volumes 1 and 11 of OM.
Commission's 1Wit, especially on the part of government departments and .
agencies end nongovernmental voluntary organiiations. Nevertheless,
although a growing riumbentfuniversities and colleges aripeat to have take he

Commision's first two volumes seriously, there is still:much that needs to be
(tone if Canadiangt41.44n1.-nrc.to have adequate Opportunities to now
thems,elves and tlieir.

04
It is gorpg to be difficult; howeyer, to improve much further or faster on the

,....state of teaching and research 'about Canada because of the human resource
problemS that at present plague Canadian universities'. These difficulties are
eOmpounded by the acute financial problems faced by our universities.

.4,4e In ortjer, then, to appreciate some of the,reasons why Canadian studies are
*1 underdeveloped in many disciplines and departments, it is important to

4.; examine a numberaf issues relate_d to the health of postsecondary education in
kttfiada:. These may at firSt...glance, seem somewhat distant from the
Commission's central Concern ,,with -the' state of teaching and research about
Canada. 13u these problems, `perfaininito thelerteral state of Canadian
educatiqn, hive a direct .effeet'on theeurrent conitition and ,future prOspectsaf..-1: ,

Canadian studies. ),. '

In the late 1970s, enrolmeiAl:.began to level off at Canadian universities,

^

. .

breaking .fromthe pattern of soaring growth that had marked.the preceding
fifteen years. At many, institutions there was a declinein the' rate' Of growth, and
at some there was even an actual drop in full-time, enrolment:. Despite the
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increase that has been evident in theeur/y 1980s, deniogrophers expect to see a
prolonged enrolment decline in full-time postsecondary education in t lie years
following 1983.2 There tire two major causes of this, change. The first is

demographic; the completion of thcpaissage atilt, post-wax baby boom ihrpugh
tittiversity. The second is both social and demographic; the change in the rate of
participation in university,iducation by the age group (18 to 24) that Juts

. traditionally provided the bulk of university enroIntent.
At the same time, the universities are suffering from financial crises brought

on by this eurolm'ent situation, by the rising costs of,,operaticin, and by the
increasing disinclination of governments to 'fund uttiVbrsities on the scale
required to meet thete rising costs. At ninny institutions reductions in staff have
occurred or are projected. Canadian faculty salary scales, although not high in
comparison to those of some other professions and vocations, are higher than
those in litany parts, of the United States. The financial implications of this
situation tire compounded by the fact that, because of the age-structure of the t
present professoriate, the distribution of professors within the academic ranking
system at Canadian universities is moving increasingly towards the higher end of
the salary scale: 3 In addition; there is currently an ItOswingatilhe undergraduate'

'level SlictiOt§'0f: high prOftsStonal CduCation, wheYeas the sometimes
less costly tuts and science faculties hdyc experienced decline in en rdl ments
and now constitute a smaller proportion of the total university enrolment than
was the case in the early 1970s (Table 15). et? -

Because of these problems concerning both enrolment and financial
constraintS,-there is little room for growth or change in the professoriate. The
number of new or replacement positions available each year is perhaps one half.

:"*". of what it.was a decade ago and, consequently, there is less ?acuity mobility. 4 The
large current professoriate, in the main hired during the late 1960s and early
1970s, is effectively blocking the introducfion !f much' new blOod into the
system. The universities, in terms of manpower, are silted up. of surprisingly,

:we are beginning to see a decline in some areas of graduate en °Mint, although ':
there are still large numbers of graduaie;'sludents in the soc. I. sciences even

though the university hOlds out little promiSe for their clkiftiY`ment. The decline
in Ph.D. enr9Iments is particularly pfbnounced in the natural and applied
sciences where it dropped from over 4,0001,q, 1970-71 to less than 3,000 in 1980-
81. The number, graduate students at the',Oni-fOral level in Canada was actually
lower in 19842,.than it was in 197142Trable. 22). . : , ^

Many qildqinng ;concerning . the arrangements for ',foreign students in
Canada and their place in Canadian higher education need,; to be e'xa'mined,;
QuestioAsEdut the need for, and supply of, highly qualified Araduates are
celiteat*Our foreign student policies or lack of them. What are Canada's
responsibilities for the preparattori,of human resources for developing nations?
Fewer tlian three per cent of our, foreign visa studenNcome from twenty-five of
the least developed countries in the world. 5 The bulk of foreign students now at
Canadian universities come from developed nati"Ons..with developed University-



`TABLE 15

FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE ENROLMENT BY FIELD OF SPECIALIZATION

SELECTED YEARS 196141963 TO 198141982

1962,61 1967.68 912.71 1977.78

'

r ,

1980.81 19811 :I

.

:14ecialitioion Total 'Percent , I Mal ,Peicent Total Pierceill Total. Perecil 'IM' rVQreon1 Tutal Perctli.

",

Arts 4 Science 70,827 51,1 131,088 111,1 . 150,177 12,1 155,014 (16,1,1 11/1300 :. T., Il$.1 .i'l$041,1 i',:!11,',

6,, ' ei,(11t;#. ;' ,I (!'44,' 11; :
Commerce and , ,1,0,,, ,,,, ,,I.ii,,,,,, ,,i4 , 1

1°'

1311%1;08 trt:4:0 't l';'

Administration 7,851 5,9 11,381 5,8 22,266 7,8 31,49 ,10,3 42,308 ".".".; 12,5 15,913 11,9

.i.
Education 16,061 12,1 '28,101 12,3 36,110 12,9 11,645 13,4 36,071 10.7 37,42.1 10,6 LI'

..-.''.

Engineering and
,

Applied Sciences 15,950 11,0 23,280 I10i 25,656" 9,0 31;911 10,5' 111,14r 1E4 39,875 11.2

Fine and .
fo

1

Applied Arts , 419 0,5 1,938 0,8, 4,005 3,2 11,863 3,6 11,102 3,6 12,711 3.6

It;

Ilea 1th Sciences ':10,179 7.7 13,010 5.7 108 6,5 21,086 6,9 22,237 6,6 22,701 I 6.4 'i'i ,9

P,

Law 2,891 2.2 5,067 , 2.2 8,134 2.9 9,451 2.8 9,741
16

2,9 9,718 2,7

Others ! 7,173 . 5.4 9,319 4.0 10,028 3,5 13,724 4,1 14,657 4,3 14,128

.

b.

lInclassified 1,026 0,8 2,105 : 0,9 4,213' 1,5 6,487 1,9 9,856 2.9 11,755 13 .

t
1

(iKANI) TOTAL 132,681 , 100,0 219,299: '100,0 ip4,897 , 100,0 333,500 100,0 337,915 100,0 354,152 , 100.0 1...

co

Includes dentistry, medicinenursing,,,, pharmacy andNother health sciences, .

Includes agriculture, household spien,ce, religion and theolniy, veterinary medicine, and environmental studies,

Source: S\ mimics Canada. Tabulations pripared for the Commission, 1983,

11'.1
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systems and they constitute a significant proportion of the graduate and post,
doctoral student . population in Canada. Questions about differential fees'1:.

'policies; ind a hont the value of having aninturntional stntlent presence on our
camp uses, need a inorc`informed and sensitive consideration than they have so

far received, "i'he manlier in wIfich foreign students tire selected and the way in
Which they are received and iiiifilsted (Mee in C'a'nada dourly require attention,,.

There are still serious questions to he raised about our continued
importation Of foreign profesSors, especially at a time when many well-qualified
Canadians are,ayailable..Asfeported in the preceding chapter, More than one in
four of the new or replacement appointments being made by Canadifin
universitics_p__to ciOens of other countries, There tire, as well, legitimate_
quest ions to be asked ahoutthe extent and nature of the inflttenee of the United
States on'.thc Canadian university system.

As if these and similar problems were nett enough, fundamental issues about
the national need for highly qualified manpower must he addressed as soon as
possible. The federal government has set a gross expenditure target for research
and development (R. and D.) of 1.5 percent of our GNP. Success in Meeting
such tin-gets depends upon the availability of highly qualified personnel.,GiYen

. the decline in doctoral student enrolments in the natural sciences and
J-.,'engineering, and given *lime that it takes to produce a Ph.D. and to prepare ..

:.

the courses and programmes required to make such production pli)ssible in the,. '
first place, it appears likely that we shall not be able tomect the narittpower

":requirements of the national targets for R. and D. A crisiS'in national:heeds for',
university-trained highly qualified manpower is just aroUnd,the,corner.

An enrolment increase in the 1990s, as a consequence of the "baby boo&
echo", is expected by many experti. While- this demographic bulge may be

'', smaller than projected, it will come, at a time when a high proportion of the:,
,:ciiirent professoriate will begin to retire:Vale currcntloW:',Oroduction of Ph.D.'s :,-,

.., .

.continues, we shall not have enough wall-qualified Canadians available to
assume the new and replacement academic positions that arc expected then to..

o en up. Through lack of foresight, on the part both of goycrnmcnt and olthe
ademic community, Canadian universities will again have to imporyiniversitY '

teachers on a large scale from other countries, thus reinforcing and recycling all.
the attendant problems of dis uilibrium in our university system.

These crises and problem_ me looming but most of them already upon _.

us, haveorepted within the univ ity community a loss of self-confidence which
is in itself idamakqiig and frustrating. The public, also; has less faith in the
university thaff&h,4itchrring the .golden years of t het 960s. Excessive faithin the
university systems breeding expectations that cannot befulfilled, does no service
to higher education. But the extent ,o1 the uncertainty a,bo e value of a ..
university education that now a ppears to bc prevalent in semi arias should'`.
bc.cause for concern.

All of,these problems related to morale, clod'
constraints, lack....of mobility, job Shortagtetli..,.

epee, enrolment, financial
lavaration of doctoral
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graduate's, national goals for rZ, nail D the expected baby -hoom echo, and Ow.
'impact i,l these on university staffing,. point to the need for a thorough review of
the sitateof Canadian postsecondary .eiltication, Problents in the health of the
pOStseerinditry 4stein haye,'Iq turn, direct implleationx.for (Imitation studies,
There still, fur example, he pressure for.fitOeitil eutlarcks to he directed at,t he
iicw attil'etnerging interdisciplinary prtigeaMmes. that kitten relate to teaching
and d esearth. a bout Ca nadajlie look of ncadentie job Mobility 'and the scarcity
of new university jobs means that ninny Canadian scholars, many of whm have'
demonstrated in their grnduate work an interest in Canada' for exceeding the
interea-of previous generations of Canadian schtilars, are going to be frozen out
of therm iversity during the coming decade, lf, in the 1990s, we are again lining to
have twit ely on a massive importation of foreign faculty to staff our universities
because of our picsent short-sightedness, the implications. for (lie development
of teaching and research about Canada will he substantial.For reasons such its
these, the onititissitui has turned its attention to it number of postsecondary
educational issues.

TrIE RIDDLE Oi''FIQItOLMEr TS

On one occasion, in a burst of agreeable frankness, Statistics Canada in its
annual publication, :1(1ance Statistics (?/* Education, entitled the section On
en tOlittent projections "Your Guess is its Good as Mine."^ Noting that 'projecting
enrolments in institutions of higher edacatioti ha's never been easy, their analysts
Observed tall'it_is now tnoredifficult than ever bifore. Not only are the numbers
of 'students in doubt, but even the trend, up or dOWn, is'uncertain. At the core of
the uncertainty is the fact that the baby boom generation has now completed its
passage t Itrough:t lit I K to 24 age range, the age i'ange during which people have

hitherto, most likely. to attend ,a pOStsecondary institution. The
Cortivission's. review of what is unfortunately,ithe still quite limited literature
on tlits subject, indicates that enrolments declined in thc late 1970s, have risen in
the early 1980s,rind arc expefeed to have peaked in the 1983-1984 academic year,
When the baby booiW gener4o4 will have had its fullestimpact on enrolments.
Demographers expect.4`ufecfine in enrolments after 1984, although the
magpitude of the deelfneAd the areas 'in which it will occur continue to be

3 debtted.
The Commission is not equipped to develop its own, additional, perhaps

competing set of populatiOn and enrolment* projections. RatherP it has

at tempted to exaMine.brieny in the following pages some of the current studies
and projeciions. these subjects. The purpose of this:review is, tflistimlo,alert
readers uVihe-.camplexityah0 uncertainty of .the:O.rojections and,secondit to
point out that, while the arojections,cited differonmanypoints, they agree on ,
the broad direction of the trends. Taken together011ey provide us with the best
current guess at the enrolment prospects of universities and colleges in Canada
to the end of the century.-

"4
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I'luleCIinns of postsecondary enrolment have not been as accurate as those
lig the clew:nary and early secondary grades, where attendance is mandatory
and -enrolment projections are virtually identical to population projections,
Neyoad ells age to which he.hoolattentlance is compulsory, the decision to attend*

un 00001.1mml io0s influenced by a broad range Orators that isyvary
iss greatly in significance frO.M person .to person and fromone regionlo another,

Such factors include ecanOmis cotiditiOns, political and administrative
the status value of a degree, family and peer group preSsures, differing
perceptions of the intrinsicyaluc of higher education, the cost of an education,
social and sexual mores, and sheer whim, Some oft he variables arc impossible to

and Most defy orderly prediction.. r ,.
As StallsM' Canada notes, a rise in postsecondary enrolt#rt could

6. forecast a(totig as the number of 18 to 24 year olds was inrett4titillitlly.
Conversely; when the sharp drop in the birthrate that occurred in the 1960s
appears in the university/college age group, demographic factors willdetermine
the direction of postsecondary enrolment trends: "Decline is all but inevitable:1
Or Is -it?

'Ts arils the end of the 1970s and In the early,1980s, the number of 18 to 24.'
year olds reached a plateau. Non-derriographie factors have now become the
main it, lucnce on postsecondary enrolment. But the extent, ands -even the
klireet ion,' of their influence is uncertain. In large part, the level of postsecondary
enrolment.will reflect the rend amongst the 18 to 24 year itgegrOup, sines, inor'
than 80 per.Cent of the full-time students are in this age bracket." At this 'Mint fn

our history, the non - demographic patterns of this group appear fairly volatile. A
brief. .discussion of the employment iSSue illustrates the point.

Statistics show that university education increases the likelihood of getting
a job.'' The rate of unemployment for university grad mites is less than half that of

lecondary school graduates. Furthermore, because educational prerequisites for.
mvst jobs hive risen, university graduates are now being- hired for,work that
once may have'requircd no more than it. high school 'diploma.

The-.ctirrent high levels of unemployment may have mixed conscqucncc for ,

postsecondary enrolment. Students may stay in school or college because they
think they can improve their chances in the labour market by-doing so. On the .

other hand, with uneMployment at a high level, they may.take wont when they
eltriTget it, regardless al what paint t have r led in their formal-education,.
considering themselves lucky hi hairsun emplo ment.

With an eye on the job market, students may opt for community college .,

rather than university, but they May have diffictin obtaining admission to the
programme of their choice. If applications.to Ontario community colleges for
016.1981-82, 1982-8.3, and, 1983 -84 academic years arc any indicator, this is a real
.poSsibility. The colleges were .sWamped with 'many more,applications than they
had places. Will students not accepted for the community college programme of
their choice take another :-programme, for hxample general arts orscience-in a

96,
I
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universitY,or will they wait in hope of being accepte the following yedV Or will.
they simply put asidethe idea of further educatio and. try to get a job?

As general arts dehrees have become less va ed in the job market, some
secondary schookgraduates have decided not to proceed to university. Others
have turned to professional, career-oriented dis iplines, such as engineering or
blisiriess administratiOn. This has meant a slowing of growth and sometimes
even a drop in enrolment at the undergraduate level in full-time arts and science
courses in several of the past few years (Table 15), Dips in the arts and scienc(
enrolment have not necessarily been matchedby a corresponding increase in the
enrolment in iprofessional programmes,i, in part because places in such
programmes are frequently 'restricted. / .

Clearly, when non-demographic ftietorre dominant, it is impossible to
project accurat6ly"what will happen tO enrolments. As the Statistics Canada ,

analysts point out,,a projection is only/as good as the assumptions underlying it.
And the best assumptions are those that can be baged on a quantification of the

t xtent acid the direction of the imp4t that has on the rojection. But
in this case, the projected variabl , enrolment, is affected by n - quantifiable
factors, and it, is not possible to oresee hat educational choices students will
make. Unless demographic faq ors again become the prime determin'ant of

,,

enrolment trends, postsfcondafy enrolment projections will remain little more
/than informed guesseS.

Many of the differences in enrolment projections result from different
assumptions about 'participa/ tion rates ';which are calculations of the proportion,,
of a given age group thatfrill or may participate in theievel of education under
censideration. As wigt enrolment projections, variations in the ways
participation rates are alculated can cause serious problems for the researcher
and the readeri.11n hi report, Canadian Universities 1980 and Beyond, Peter ..

Leslie devotes a seqion to participation ratesand enrdlment forecasting and
concludes that liewould be happy if the reader were convincedof the unwisdonik,
of assuming that jenrolmehts will follow whatever demographic curves som
researcher has put in front of hini."10 --

'a

The signsifiCance of the paticipation rate for Canadian postsecOndary
education is iy(istrated by Table 16 which shonan increase in thi; rate from
11.1 per cent in 1962-63 to 19.9 per cent in 1975-76 for the 18 to 24 *age gal . The
increase inihe participation rate actually had a greater effect on ful -time
postsecondary enrolment during the period of growth than had the baby'boom
itself. It sihould be noted, however, that the participation rate-for this agegroup J

has remrineci at about the 19 per cent level since it peaked in 1975 -76.. It should
also be noted that the partjciPation rate for full-time undergraduate enrolment°
in.s.the' 18 to 21 age group hfiS declined somewhat since 1975-76, as has the
part,iCipation rate for full-time graduate enrolment in the 22 to 24 age group,
whereas it has continued to increasefor full-time non-university postsecondary

' enrolment. . k.

/ 97
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University enrolments in Canada since 19.20, provide a! picture) Of
remarkable growth (Tables 1 and .17).. Over the sixty-year period,
undergraduate enrolment has increased some fifteenfold, whereas theCanadian
population increased only threefold. The growth in university education in
Canada, however, was primarily a post-Second World War phenomenon,
largely concentrated in the 1960s when the annual rate of increase exceeded 12
per eent.

The dra'matic growth of postsecondary enrolment in the 12(i0s was the
result of special circumstances, created by the cOnfluencefeconomic; social, it
and demographic forces, combined with a rare burst of academic energy. The
first pressure wasThe presence of the baby boom moving into the elementary and
secondary school systems in the T950s and early 1960s, Since the early 1950s
school enrolments had been rising at an unprecedented pace, causing an almost
insatiable demand for new teachers. This, in turn, increased postsecondary
enrolment since universities were the principal supplier of new secondary school
teachers as well as of many of the elementary school teachers. It is estimated that.
between 30 and 40 per cent of all university graduates during the 1960s entered
teaching," The next pressure was. of course, the arrival of the baby boom in the
universities. The 18 to 24 age group, the source of about 80 per cent of full-time
university students, grew by almost tine million, from Jess than 1.8 million in
1962-63 to more than 2.6 million in 1970-71, an increase of some 50 per cent in
less than ten 'years. But even more important than thiS rapid increase in
population was the increase in the postsecondary participation rate for this age
group, which grew from 11. I per cent to 18.1 peP cent during the same brief
period (Table 16).

In 1972-1973 Canadian universities experienced a slight drop in full-time
undergraduate enrolment. The decrease was marginal and it was followed by a
renewed expansion which peaked in 1976-1977.12 The tremor of 1972 was not
recognized for what it was, and universities were unprepared for the decline and
levelling off both in enrolments and in participption rates which have occurred,
particularly at the full-time undergraduate level, since the mid-Seventies. In the
two-year period, from 1976-77 to .1978-79 'total full-time undergraduate
enrolment dropped by 9,000 from about 335,500 to 326,500. (Table 17).
A,Ithough this trend was then reversed and the Climb in 'enrolments resumed,
these oscillations in enrollment and participatiomates wersignals that the
period of growth wys coming to an end, unless the universities developed
programmes to atfeact more students from age groups and parts of society in
additiOn to those upon which they had traditionally drawn.

, Sex and citizenship have each been significant factors in. thef enrolment
changes of the past decade. In the to 24 age group, the male participation,rate
in university education declined from 15.2 per cent in 1970171 to 13 per cent in
1981-82. By contrast, the female participation rate increaseckrbin 8:3)per apt to
I] per.cent in the same period (Table 16). Whereas men accotiiited for almost
two-thirds of the total full-time univttsity enrolment in Canada iW'I970-71, the
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i
percentage had dropped to an estimated 5,5

.
per cent by 1980-81. Since 1974-75,

the number of foreign visa students at the university level has risen rapidly from
19,840 to an estimated 35,500 in 1982-83, Thus, the increases in the female
participation rate and in the number of foreign students have played a key part in

ksustainin university .enrolments. Both these factors are examined in greater
detail in s bscquent chaPters,

While there may still be sonic growth in the short-term, it ,is clear that our
Universities face a longer-term prospect of a decline in full -time enrolments into
the 1990s. What is not clear is the magnitude of the decline, or exactly when it
will commence. Whatever their other differences, however, all the demographic
studies examined by the Commission seem agreed that a decline will occur after
1983 if universities continue to rely for their enrolments on the age and socio-
economic groups that have beef their traditional constituency. It is imperative
that universities now focus in tin, r planning on this prospect of declining full-
time enrolments. .

To this end, it may, be hefp ul to examine, briefly some of the possible
enrolment scenarios for the next .twenty to twenty-five years. In preparing
enrolment projections, assumPtiokmu4 be made about the fertility rate, the
survival rate of individuals within a given age group, gross immigration into
Canada and gross emigration from Canada. The ensuing projections will differ
greatly depending on whether one assumes that these factors will remain
constant, will decline, will increase, or will alter in some mix of trends. A
comparison of three reccnt,studics illiktiqtcs this pout', while providing three
different predictions for,niversiPy Otolment in the fature.

In the first, the authoi ,Pavid FO6t, works with four alternative projections.
He provides the folio ing brief description of their characteristics .(or
assumptions):

In the "no chang " projection, fertility rates are held constant at their.
estimated 1979 1 vels, survival rates are held constant at their 197.
levels (theiatest)year for which such data are available), gross immi-
gration to Can da is held constant at its post4var average level of
140,000 personS per year, gross emigration ltom C nada is held On-istant at its Mo e recent estimated averiage level of 7,000 persons per
year and int r-provincial migration is held unc anged from the
average 191-79 patterns;

in a "lowe i. gross immigration" projection, gross immigration to
Canada is/educed to 100,000 petions per year with all other charac-
teristics remaining unchanged;

in a "return interprovincial migration" projection interprovincial
migratin patterVs are assumed to return to their average.1V66-75
patterns with.all other characteristics unchanged;

i o

9,9



,TABLE 16
,

FULIAIME POSTSECONDARY ENROLMENT RATESiliY RELEVANT AGE GROUP AND

BY SEX, 1962.1963 to 198N982

,
,

Acialemic 4 1, Non. Under. Graduate Total Unison)), '', Total Post. 1824

Year , , university , graduate 22.24 18.24 Secondary' Age Group

18.21 18.21 ,. Male Female, Total . 18.14 (Thousands)

1961.63

19641

1964.65

1965.66'

1966.67.

196'8

)968.69

1969.70

1970.71,

1911.72'

1972.71

1973.74

1974.75

1975.76

197(7

1977.78

',,1978.79

5,1 12,5

5,0 13.1

5,0 / 11,9

5,0 15.0

5.9 15,6'

1,1

1.5

1,8

2,2

2,4

7,1 16.4 2,7

8,9 .16,4 2,7

9,4 114 3,0

10,6 17,6 1,

11.2 18,5 '3,2

11,9 ' 11,8 1 '

12.1 17,8 3.3,

12.1 , 184) 3,2

:12.5 7 ty 3,3

11'.5 I.6 3,1

13,2,' 11,2 , 3,1 ,

3,1 ,

3.1

3.1

NSA

13.4 , 17,5

1979.80 , ii)13.3 17,4

1980.81 , 11,6 17,7

1981.820 11.7 I 17.8

1

11,1 1,710,1

11,9 4 1,848,8

12,5 1,941,7

11.4 2,039,5

,14,2 2,191,7

15,4 2,288,8

164 2,413,8

11,3 1,5!1,1

15,2 8.3 11,11 /o6/3.9

15,4 8,7 11.0 18,5 2,688,8

114,8 8,7 \ 11,8 18,8 2,729,61

14,6 9,1 11,9 19.1 2,799.2

'144 , 9,6 12.0 193 2,891,7

14,6 , 10;1 12,4 1,19,9. 2,975,5

14.,1 10,5 12,4 19,8 3,046.7

136 10.4 12,0 19,6 3,123.6

12.9 ! h, 10,1 11,5 19,3 3,201.0

12,5 , 10.1 , 11,4 19,1 3,258,9

12.6 10.6 11,6 19,5 3,295.0

11,0' 11,0' 12,0 19,6 3,325.1

'preliminary

Kealey and von ZurMuehlen, Fulltime enrolment trends at Canadian universities and their impliea

ti,dns for the eighties, Ottawa, Statistics Ca)ada, 1981, p*,,, 9; and fuither tibulajions provided by StatisticCanada

td the Commission,' 1983.'
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TABLE 17

CANADIAN' UNIVERSITY -ENROLMENTS
1960-1961 TO 1982-1983

Academic Years Dull -time
U ndergrad mite

Full -'time
Graduate

U ndergraduate
and Graduate
Past -time only

1960-61

1961-62

107,211
121,283

6,518
7,347

1962-63 132,681 8,43.6 43,990

1963-64 146,827 11,133 56,925

1964-65 63,802 13,797 63,749

1965-66 187,049 17,196 73,023

1966-67 210,618 19,719 84,789 ,

1967-68, 229,299 24,187 97,864

1968-69 239,723 26,120 101,666

1969-70 263,915 30,231 122,006 '
11270-71 276297 33,172. 156,57.6

1971-72 287,118 35,908 , / 155,387

1972-73 284,897 37,507 152,981

197344- 294,976 37,148 161,164

1974-75 309,171 37,815 170,249

1975-76 330,537 39,879 185j54
1976 -77 335,559 40,947 196,957,,

1977-78 333;189 40,996 21 1,692,'

1978-79 326,520- 41,453' 216,341

1079-80 329,591 41,768 229,8(16'

1980-81 337,915 44,702 245,128

1981-82. 354,752 47,159 251,851

1982-83*. 379,956.< 48,850 /58,100

*:,Preliminary

Source:. Statistics ,Canada. Tahulatiohs
1983.

*

prepared for the Commission,



'TABLI 18 ,

TOTAL UNIVERSITY ENROLMENT, 1914.1 981 TO 1901190

c Enrolmento PortAinie EnrOlmento Total Enrolmento

linder Graduate Total' tinder. Grad ate Total Under. Graduate Total

graduate , graduate

198041 117,900 44,100, 382,00 .213,000 12,000 115,00 550,900

198I , 354,500 47,200 401,700

190011 379,900 '48,900 428,800

I 91$3.10",," 161,600 48,311 411,900 235,100,

4

1984.85"1 357;400 48,500 40,900 242,600

220,600 11,100 515 ,100

225,900 32,100 251, I00

33,00 261i,700

t1600 271,200 60

,Figures rounde

'Preliminary,

Projected,

to thelearest 100,

,

Sourc Statistics Canada. 'Advance statistics of education, Otlowalljable

,prepared for tlie Commission Statistics Canada 1983 0

-4,

76,700 627,600

79,400 '654;500,

81,000 686,vu0

81,900 680,600

83,100 683,100
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CHART 3

TOTAL, FULIAIME UNIVERSITY .NROLMENT,'
CANADA, 1969-70 TO 1984-85
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CHART 4

FULL -TIME COMMIT 'QTY COLLEGE ENROLMENT,
CANADA, 969-70 TO 198415
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1
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Statistics Canada. Advance Sta auks of educOon. tattawa,":1982,
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in a "further, westward Tovement" projection, interprovincial migra-
tion patterns are assuhkil to reflect an evn greater westward move-
ment of the Canadian ip'opulation than i? cpnlained'in the 1976 -,79'

* . .patterns. 11
c )

f . ,.

From his review of the data, Dr, Foot concludes that we need tolemaer our
view of the declining enrolment problem, Ile suggests -141 there will he (nines
in enrolment but that they tatty not be al marked as was thought in the mid-
SeVept

,4% University
the

can be expected to folloW, a "wave-like" pat-
tern over the next"two 'decades. ncrease4 of approximaiely 5 percent
into the early to mid 1980's due to demographic chilpges alone (t hat is
at constant enrolment rates) can be anticipated, The hawk 'single
age cohort (the 19 year 'olds) has just entered the university source
populhtion in met provinces and can be expected to remain therefor
at least the next three to four yikirs, and the cohorts following arc
still relatively large (for example, currently there are approximately'
450 thousand 15 year olds in Canada), So t hedownt urn is not Lis
mincnt as would appearto he the current perception in sonic places.'
Beyond the peak, full time enrolment iniCanalla is expected to
decline about I 7'per cent to a trough in the late 1990's dlto demo-
graphic

.

graphic developments alone. Thereafter the children .o Vie baby
boom generation of the late 1950's and early 960's can he expected
to increase. university '.entolments in thil f rst decade of the next
century. Overall, a 5 per cent. followed by a 17 per edit
decrease over the next 20 years,' Ithough not necessarily cheourag
ing, could not exactly be &scribed as "catastrophic" . .. the inclu-
sion of the relatively older pint-time. population improves the out-

.' look z, .. Overall, total university enrolment in Canada can be expcc-
ted to rise by 6.6 percent ever the next 4 yezirs.then:decline by 9.tt per
cent over the su bsequent 14 years due to demographic developments
alone. A net loss of 3:2 percerit over the next 20 years would appear to
be an administrativelrmanageable" magnitude for.most university
planners and policy decisions. Of Purse, full -time equivalent enrol-
men ts'would involve a somewhat greater net loss but again the mag-
nitude (somewhere in thciange Of approximately 3...to t2 percent).

4would 'still appear to administratively "manageable".14
-'

In Canadian. Universities 1980 and Beyond, Peter Leslie reaches a
somewhat different conclusion. provides what he calls "a range of plausible ,

forecasts" in order to obtain "a sense of the variety of situations which -may face
the univ,ersitics ovet theext two deeades."15 In discussing enrolment\prospects,
he notes thaestimates Of future demographic trends are subject to greater error
than many people apparentily'suppdse. Second, while par ption rates cannot
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he limn ipula Wilt,at they may be substantially affected by policy, aril changes
in the university participation rate ought not to be treated as if they were inflicted
upon poor mortals like intivt!rs'ity registrars and deputy ministers of education
by the whims of fate,"1.6 Changes the level of tuition lees, for example, may
well all5e1 the paiticipation sate.: Leslie's conelusinn is that ...enrolments are
likely to. decline, perhaps drastically, in most regions of Canada,"17

A third projection of enrolments especially int he I 980s, appeared in several
Statistics ('unada publications in the late 1970.s. 1:or example, the projection

. presented itiNrirolSchoob-- brio the I.abotir Force assumed a deciine in the
partieipat it4 rate of 18 to 24 year olds in Canadian post secohdary leXluyation
from the high of 19.9 per cent in 1975-76 to 17,4 per cent in 1986 becausii

. 4

'(I) a lahour market surplus of postsecondary graduate in some dis
apd consequent unemployment and decreasing wages rein- .

*tine to other'Workers; (2) a diMinishing.demaml for teachers into the
1680s as elementary...secondary enrolment continues to decrease, and
(3) continuation of the recent drop in the total proportion of govern-
ment expenditures' allocated to education (from 22.2% in 1;70 to
17M% in 1975).18

. . .

.'ntatistii:beanatla analysts projected a slowly.increasing 18-24 age group
41.2% Per year) that, combined with a falling participation rate, would result in
more ot:,less stable enrolments at the postsecondary level t3etween 1977 and 1982
of abou(613.000 students (both grad tiate and .undergraduate, both college and
university` The subsequent, deMographic decline in the, 18-24 age group is
expected, in. this projection, to eadse enrolment to drop to about 550,000 by'
.1986, whertit "is likely to continue into the early 1990s. " 'they note,.'howevere'
that hccause\thcy excluded part-time students from their calculations, /heir
projections are not comprelvsive. Their projections, for full-time university
students only,\showcti a peak of 383,000 in 1983. (both graduate and
undergraduate) pith a decline to 356,000 by 1986.

. Despite theii\diverSity, several points of consensus can be found in these
varied projections.' Stable or declining enrolments will severely lithit the creation
of new faculty positions in the next few years, at a time when there will also be
cotnparatively few faCyty retirements because the professoriate recruited during
the. period of cixpansion is still relatively young. Indeed, many universities may
well fate the prospect of laying staff off. The implications of this:situation are
immense for the present gthiteration.of students and young graduates who art'
interested in pursaing.eareer,,s in,colleges anti universitics'in Canada. There are
profound implications also t orithe future state Of leaching and research in and

About Canada. 1 -

The problems of coping with enrolment decreases are compounded by the
. fact that demographers expect that there will be an upswing in enrolments in
A Canada in the mid-to late 1990s, or even sbmewhat latct, as David 6ot Argues.

I. Sometimes called the "baby-booth echo", this phenomena is as shrouded in
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controversy as are the questions about the phibable declining enrolments in the
intervening years.

.

Another Statistics Canada study anticipated that the IN to 2.1 age Kinip will
peak. in every province during the I 9HOs and then diminish until the niid-I990s
(1992 in Alberta; 199H in Newfoundtand),19 'this study concludes that the low
point in the postsecondary age group tor Canada will be reached in I 99frand that
there will he an increase of (p.4 per cent in this population 6601 between hen
and the end of the century. , .

There are, t a course, other interesting and differing projections fir the up-
swing in university evrolment tliatis expected in the late 1990s or by the turn of
the century. But theft, is no certitude about which, if any, of these projections will
he realited. We cannot, however, adopt a."whatever will he, will he" attitude.
There is far too much at stake for Canada, and especially for those who will Want
postsecondary education at that time. It we are to be prepared to IlleCt4:11111O11111.1

, needs in every field, including teaching and research about Canada itself, we
"mist make sensible, educate() guesses now about what is likely to occur andllien
plan and prepare accordingly.

The 'Commission's review of the literature leads it to conclude that the
universities can expect fulktime enrolments to decline from the mid-19H0s to it
low point in the early to mid-1990s, In all probability, there will then he an
increase, perhaps more modest than is heing rooit.cted at this point, in the years
immediately preceding the turn of the century.

Data limitations are frequently used as a pi ctext for delaying analysis and
decisions. But in this case the lack of precise information or the unreliability of
certain data ought not to serve as an exeusefor inaction. Available information
clearly indicates that the universities will soon face a series of enrolment
difficulties of some magnitude, even though specific. figures may he
questionable. Enrolment is the 'lifeblood of any educational institution.
Demographic trends determine the sin, of the potential population to. he
educated, and, hence, the potential magnitude of the educational establishment
itself. As the baby boom children worked their way through the systcn ,

expansion of services and facilities was necessary at all levels. The abrupt change
in the fertility rate* Its already affected the elementary and secondary schools,
resulting in the first enrolment declines .since the 1940S. Soon the results of this
change will appear at the postsecondary -level as the troughs and crests of the'
population waves break against each level. The steady enrolment growth caused
by the baby boom presented serious problems. In the eyes ofsome observers,
however, the population age waves created by the alterations in fertilityrates will
produce difficulties much harder to manage.20

Within the broader implications for teaching and research of these
questions about the 'sheer numbers-of students who will enter -Canadian
universities, thi. e are some important and more specific quest ion4 with respect
to Canadian stu ies, at both- the undergraduate and graduate levels. Some of
these relate to e patterrPof discipline or faculty choices that students are
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making. Questions about graduate enrolment totals and patterns will be
examined in the next chapter, It is worth noting herc,'however, as one of the
Noblems for Canadian 'studies, that enrolment trends at the undergraduate level
indicate a movement toward professional and joh oriented programmes aid
away from the arts and science disciplines in which much of the teaching about
Canada's history, culture, institutions, and physical circumstances takes place,
Between 1967418 and 198 F,82, the proportion of undergraduates in arts and
science, fell from (t8 per cent to 45 per cent (Table 15). Even with the substantial
inerease in undergraduate arts ond science enrolment that occurred in 1982-83,
this proportion is little changed...

The *bat in enrolment patterns awayfrom the arts and science faculties has
in addition, implicationsTor the career prospect4 for.highly qualified graduates
and faculty members in these fields, As will he seen, a high proportion of
Canadian graduate students are clustered in the social sciences and humanities,
especially at the Bk.!), level (Table 22). A significant number of these. studies
show. hope to teach in a university. With both declining university enrolments,
and a decline in the proportion of the student body enrolled in the social science
and hum niticsrdepartments at the undergraduate level, in particular, the
likelihood of an increase in tl?e number of newly created positions in arts and
science, fac'ulties is remote. Further, as demonstrated in a subsequent chapter
devoted to the age-structure of the professoriate, there will be fcw replacement
positions open in the 1980s and early 1990s.

There are also substantial financial implications for the university in this
shift in enrolment 'patterns. the professional faculties arc frequently more
expensive to operate than the social sciences and the humanities departments.-
The shift in enrolinent to these faculties will often result in higher costs for the
university.

The reasons for the shift in enrolments arc complex, Salary levels for
graduates with degrees in such fields as business, law, engineering. medicine, and
most professions, arc higher than the remuneration that can be gained,, on the
average. with degrees in such fields as chemistry. English, history, or sociology.21
As the Globe and Mail put it in thc headline for a feature story on this topic,
"Desire for Security Drives Students to ,the Professions":22 But many other
factors arc playing a part in the change in enrolment patterns, including the
direction of public opinion and of studcnt counselling, changes in student
interests and expectations. and the growing importance attached td professional
qualifications and credentials.

1 0 "/
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C', Iiiii REI.ATIONSIIIP OF uNIVERSItY FINANCES TO
Illi MAN RESOURCE QUESTIONS AND TO TUE

DINITOPM ENT OF CANADIAN STUDIES
the interdependence of the 111111'0-0y and the society in which it k located

,pros ides the basic rationale for Canadian studies at Canadian universities, The
i most s alai and compelling Argument for Canadian studies, not only at the

tinker sity.but al every, level of-Canadian education, is the importance of Nell.
knowledge, both for the individual and for the community. MelliberS of this
%newly need to know and to understand themselves: who t hey are, where they are.
in Ink and space, where they hike 'been and where they are going, what they
posses!4, and what their responsibilities are-to themselves, and to others, The

.0".. UniVgrNitY is the central vehicle for Canadians in this essential A arch for self-
knowledge,

lit Its CIMPICI 'MI" I he Rationale lot Canadian SiildieS".iii Volume I of to
Know thine/14'1, the,Conitsion has explained why, in its view,Cnniulian
studies ate important for Canadian universities and for Canadian society, Such
studies are, Or should be, ii vital element in the university's service both to
Canadian society and' to the international community. Canadian universities
have it particular obligation to engage inCanatlian studies because no other
university system on earth has in the same-way and to the same extent the
opportunity. the resources, and the responsibility to. learn and to teach about
this' society, including its place in and. contributions to the wider world,
Conversely. Canadian liniOrsities. as the principal centres for research and
critical thought about the Canadian heritage.- are important to Canadian
studies. I he difficulties that beset universities in our society pose. in turn. serious
problems for the development of our capacity to

r
kno 1 helves,1

Any decline in enrolments oany rise in costs wi icerbate the already
serious plight of university finances. Qf these two prOblems. the 1161, the
prospect of declining or oscillating enrolments1 seems to attract most ifflen'tion
at present. But the second, rising costs, will became increasingly important and
increasingly visible through the 1980s and into the 1990s.

1 he current method of financing higher education, based mainly on studen't
numhers, was extraordinarily attractive to most universities during the heady
days of the expansion occasioned by the baby boom. Public expenditures on
university education rose dranwically from 1960-61 to 1982-83 (TAW 20).

In this climate of acceleTating growth, it Was perhaps, narurAl that
universities should fall in with government proposals that their has guidingik,
should be calculated through per capita formulae in which .student. *came
fractured entities known as WIN (Basic IncomeOlnits). Only a few Voices were.
raised in warning that, by following this route, the universities Were building,
themselves into a corner from which it would be difficult to escape iniihe future
when the era of .massive enrolment growth came to an end.. Only a few
recogniied, 'too, that a system of public funding of higshb1 education based on
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numbers m well prove to be in conflict with the
knowledgethat are at the heart of higher educatioii.A.

Instead, universities accepted, and indeed ..promoted, .the simplistic
that maximum-progress will result from maximum educ4tion. They

ac-ceptecLand promoted the tendency on thpart of goyernments,based.on,this
assumption; to.try to make up for lost time bx ru.shing4i4,4tpp dollars ipto higher,
education in the hope of a bigger and quicker pay -off in the101icinterest. There
was tittle assessment of the harm that could result froM rAfg th;crest of publie
pressure aimed at a vast enlargement of the postsecoiitary system, on Shene
notice and over a comparatively brief period of time Universities did of course,
'benefit enormously ,from the great flood pf public support and g vernment
funding t at inundated them in the 1960s and 1970s. FlOwever, a strong case can
be made ,hat the universities and colleges of Canada were also done a good deal,-
of har by this well-meant flood of public money and public support: in

,

particul by the expectations and demands that came with this support. When
the eco only receded in the 1970s, there was a marked change in government

.

spendin priorities and a reduction in their financial support that has threatened
the bala ce, the well-being, and even the survival of the universities. In lending
thernselv so readily to the notion that they could be used as instruments of
economic evelopment, the universities had "badly compromisedt heir vital role'
as islands f culture and critical thought in a materialistic socTerty'",.2

The la e increases in university enrolments during the 1960;s-Snd 1970s,
A.arising from the growth in the size of the 18-24 year old population, were further

accelerated by a rise in the participation rate (Table 16). The. participation rate
jumped in large measure . because the Universities did a very successful job of
selling the notion that education was an investment that would pay off in the
market place, both for the individual and for society. The then-prevalent theory
of human capital held that an indi'vidual's earnings depended on the amount that,
he or she had invested in acquiring skills for the work place. These skills were 4

considered to be of two types, job experience and years of formal education.
Emphasis,was placed on the latter. It was thought that by providing wider access
to education, each person in society could maximize his or her opportunities for

-employment and for a higher standard of diving. .

Like many forecasts, this one was partially true. But a great deal depended
upon how it was presented. Excessive emphasis op the personal economic gain
that would result from more education would set the stage for many personal
disappointments and do a disservice to the deeper values of higher education.
None the less, it appears that the education-for-personal-economic-gain
argument was supported by the experienceof many university graduates in the
1960s and early 1970s, and thus came to be widely accepted. Since that time,
however, the direct economic rewards of 'a university education havsomewhat
lessened.

The growth in the proportion of the working population having a
postsecondary' education is responsible, at least in part, for this turn of events.

es of scholarship,apd
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' As the number of job seekers with bachelor's degrees has increased, their labour
market posittomappears to have deteriorated. A .eomparison of starting salaries
in indtistry'Ior graduates with bachelor's degrees shows that in 1965 aAraduate's
average starting wage was 10 per cent more than the average earnings for all -
industrial workers. This premium peaked in 1968 whenstarting salaries for those
with a bachelor's degree.were 18 per cent above the average earnings for all
industrial workers. By 1977, however, the starting salaries of new graduates with
a bachelor's degree were 12 per cent below the average industrial wage.24 A
similar trend hasbeen eyident in the United States, where findings indicate that
the social rate of return for male graduates of American four-year colleges-
increased from 10.5 per cent in -I959 to 11.1 per cent in 1969 and then fell to 9.5
per cent in 1972 and to 7.5 per cent in 1974.25

The expansion of university education and the development of the
community colleges created a 'qualifications spiral' in which more academic
credentials were required to obtain employment in positions that had previously
been accessible without such - qualifications The numerical result of this
expansion is evident in Statistics that show that by 1977 almost one in every three
Canadian workers aged 25 to 34 had graduated from cdllege or university,
compared with one in kw aged 35-44, one in 5.5 aged 45 to 54, and one in six
aged 55-64.26 Employers have long used educational qualifications to screen
prospective employees. Throughout the first half of the century a secondary
education was considered sufficient qualification to guarantee employment. By
the mid:sixties almost any university degree was considered an automatic ticket
taa job, while high school graduation meant less and less on the labour market.
Today the spiral has gone even higher; bachelor's degrees in general arts and
science are less valued in the labour market than they were only a decade ago.

This abrupt change 'has left some students saddled with attitudes and
expectations that do not fit the reality of the job market. Studies and surveys by
Statistics Canada, and the Department of Manpowey and Immigration have
indicated for some time that "significant numbers of Xudents have expectations/
that are out of line with labour market reality."27 Evidence indicates that alrnot
all students attending postsecondary educational institutions do so in large part
to 'enhance their career and income opportunities. For many, it is their prime
motivation. Various studies of the job placement records of university graduates
within a few years of their graduation show, however, that the reality of today's
job market comes as a severe jolt to many of them. Many graduate earn less,
particularly at first, than some tradespeople, and many are having t accept jobs

that in their view, do not make proper use of their qualifi tions.28 One
American study has suggested that an income levelling betwee lue and white
collar workers is developing as a result of the apparent surpl s, at least in job
market terms, of highly educated people in the United Staf s. 29

The growing gap between labour market realities and the expectations of
university and college graduates has led- to some /disenchantment with
education. This disenchantment is in turn, responsible icy part'for the reduction
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in public support for, and aid to, the university. The large increases in
educational spending are not seen to be producing the predicted economic
returns to society or, in many instances, to.the individual. A 'reyiew of the levels
of public spending on education generally, and on university education in
particular, provides a measure of t4 expectation. It shows that expenditures on
education per capita of the Canadian population have ri4,0.dramatically over
the fifteen years from 1967 to 1983 .(Table 19). But it :also. reveals that the
percentage of the GNP devoted to education peaked in 1970 and has fallen in the
1980s.

At the postsecondary level the large increases in expenditures occurred
during the 1960s. Whereas the GNP rose anndally by about 8.4 per cent between
196'0 and 1970, university expenditures rose 21 per cent each year, reaching a
high of 2.09 per cent of the GNP by 1970 (Table 20). University expenditure as a
proportion of the GNP declined fairly steadily throughout the 1970s to 1.5 per
cent of. GNP in 1981-82. Similarly, university expenditures as a per9entage of
total educational expenditures climbed from 16 per cent in 1960-61 to a high of

TABLE 19
EXPENDITURES ON EDUCATION IN CANADA,

1967.TO 1983'

Year

)

Percentage Percentage Percentage S per capita of Expenditures

'-' of of GNP of population on education

government
1 persopal in Canada 0000.000)

spending income

1967

1968
1969
1970
1971

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979 f
1980
1981"
1982 I
1983

21.1
22.2
22,1..
22.1
21.0
19.5

. 18.7
17.1

16.6
k 17.4

17.8
17.1

16.7
16.0
N/A

7.6
8,0
8.3
9.0
8.9
8.2
7.8
7.5
7:8
7.9
8.3
8.0
7.7
7.7'
7.8

N/A

9.9
10.4
10.7
11.5

11.3

10.4
9.8
9.5
9.5
9.7_

10.1

9.7
9.5
9.4
9.4

N/A

247
279
315
360

388
398
434
495
570
655
746
784
852
940

1.072
N/A

5,025.5
5,777.1
67:4.66726.01

8.359.3

891657756.67.

11,061.4
12.926.3
15,092.3
17.364.3
18;456.0

222%24271. 6r

26,016.9
29,038.5
31.877.0

Source:

Revised
Preliminary
Estimated

Statistics. Canada, Advanced statistics of education. Ottawa, 1982, Tables 13. 14. 15, p. 24-29

(Cat. 81-220); and further tabulations prepared for the Commission. by Statistics Canada.
1983.
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24.7 per cent:: in 1967-68, dropping thereafter ,to an estimated '18.9 per cent in
1982-83 artd4§.8 per cent in 1983-84 (Table 20). A financial analySis,,of the
university .-syst!em Odtario indicates that between .1970'771 and 1980-8,1
university operating 'grants per full-time equivalent student'declined in real
terms in that province by about 17 Per cent. In the 64 years from 1978-79 to
1981782 governthvit budgetary expenditures ;declined' bY .4 to 5 pctr, cent in,E

'..Ontario, but university operating grants declined in real terms by 12:to 13 per'
lent:36. . .

the .prospect of slight grnyt no 'growth, or declining enrolments points
to the probability of further shr. ing in the real income ofAniversities, both in
fees and in grants.' Financing :f' Inulae that universities welcomed during the ./
years of enrolmentzgrowth Willbecome increasingly bdrdensome and restrictive.
Unfortunately, such formulae have often become 'embalmed in provincial
operating grants which are simply alloeated among the universities accordingtn

'historical ratios. Consequently, universities find themselves barely able, if at` all,.
to,keep.up with spiralling costs that are due only impart to inflation. As noted in
a later chapter, an increasing propOftiOn of university?tidgets will have to be

-
spent on academic salaries, and benefits, because of the changing age and rank
structure of the incumbent professoriate.

The consequences for the universities of this financial situation have been
disruptive and could 'become even more drastic: larger classes; slashed library
budgets; shelved research prOjects;.and buildings, laboratories, land equipment
visibly deteriorating." Universities. .will of necessity become increasingly

. preoccupied with financial. nuestion.s, as the growing spate of conferences,
articles, and studies on these questions already attests.

Professor Peter Leslie has painted a stark picture of the prospects for the
. universities of Canada in a section of his.Study entitled "Pibblerns of No Growth

or Shrinkage'. 31 As he notes; universities experience difficulties of adaptation in
the current financial squeeze which are not experienced. to the same degree by
business corporations or public bureaucracies. This is due to the nature of the
tasks in which universities are4engaged and also to the way in which they are
staffed and At uctured. It is difficult for a university to,reallocate resources.'
because the human and physical capital that has been acquired by the university
during the period of growth cannot be moulded into new forms overnight, if .
ever. "An astrophysicist cannot be retrained to teach molecular biology, and
only the simplest forms of equipthent can be used for any purpose but the
specific one for which they were deSigned and built".32 A situation of no growth
creates acute staffing problems. Few or no younger faculty are hired, the
circulation of senior faculty among the universities slows dramatically, and the
aging of the professoriate without new infusions of talent can lead to a lessening
of institutional vitality in many situations. As university incomes drop in real

the pressure to utilize the greatest.possible portion of available funds for
faculty salaries is intense: Already there are very few universities in Canada that

' have not cut back their budgets for equipment, supplies, physical plant and
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.
aint nanee,. with a consequent deterioration of laborptory facilities, library.

oservices,.and other resources that are required by both faculty and students if
.7 they are tic) work effectively. i

There are other pr.oblems as well. Those universities most vulnerable to
eclining enrolments may try to c'ampenste by recruiting students wIr in an
artier periCid-might not have been acceptk for univ isity. In part this may be

achieved by lowering university entrance standar, s; but its other aspect is'the
tailoring ofuniNeoity curricida to suit kssentially non-acadernic and even anti-.
intellectual ibstei"."33 This may 4e a 41-t.of th rea4n for the ',unexPected
enrolment increases in the early 1980s. Thp drive o attract- students can take
some strange forms'and can be damaging t 'tlie im e of the university in the
community and, indeed, to the r lity o tIte university 'itself. gkhe'student
recruitment techniques.being adopte some universities, for example the use

. , of radio jingles'and life-style advertisi to sell postsecondary education in the.
same fashion

...
v s ,beer or blue-jeans, are inappropriate for institutions that are

committed to / the advancement of knowledge and the promotion of critical:
thought': Indeed, one might argue that sucti conduct is a betrayal of the
university's own gold to foster individual growth against the m*sures to
conform whichithreaten td. suffocate us. :- %

As Professor Leslie also notes, financial restraints can hye deleterioui
effects on academic freedom and . research. Fiscal copstraints, with Mei}

.....
consequences of depressed academic salaries and a severe shortage of research
funds, can and predictably will restrict the range of scliolarly. enquiry, and
direct it towards unpromising and intellectually parren objectives."34
J The effects of no growth are characterised as '1-'hp Sclerosis Scenario" in the.

Leslie Report: 7.rlf conditior do not change, and retrenchment becomes a. ,, . z
permanent condition, it eve tually may be discovered that-the universities have
suffered (to use a medical analogy) sclerosis: a morbid hardening of Vie tissue,"35
This kind of academic sclerosis has direct consequences for Canadian studies,
including ao,rincapacity to develop new disciplines, to establish new faculties,
depa,rtments, or programs, and inability to follow up promising lines of
research."36 r g

0 ,

In the, chapter on curriculum in Vblurhe I of To_Know Ourselves, the
Commission on Canadian Studies has already noted that: :^.

There is both need and opportunity, for greater activity in this field
ii , (of Canadian studies) at universities in every part of Canada. It is

, now time for a major expansion in the attention given to Canadian
,.

studies to mgetthe interest and the needs at both the undergraduate
and the graduate leyels. In the Commission's judgement, deliberate

, .. action py, the universities, by funding agencies, by learned societies
and' associations; as well as by individual schblars and students, will
be required to ensure that adequate and sustaineeraitention is given
in . the university curriculum to subjects of particular Canadian
interest. It is no longer, good enough to rely on some natural .un- ..

Absuit Canadian Higher Eduation; 1561985 99
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EXPENDITVRES eN UXIVERSITY EDWATIONt.FROlvi1960-19b1 TO 1983-1984

1

RELATED CERTAIN SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS Sr :,
ri

Etpenditure on 1.

University Ed,

1$'0001

I, percentage Populatio; , . s,.// 1 Expenditure. t,, ,University,

of ;total . of Canada ( ,Per Cap0 ., .',°"11 Expenditure'

Educational ,.$ As.a Percentale of'
. , ,,

0 r ''
Expenditures '. :/', . The GNP '. c

i' k

1960-61 272,940

1961.62 f 1.310,629

1962!63 378,695

,1963.64. 461,397

964-65..4, 591;326 1

964 .. 736,583

1966.67, ,991,6471

67.68. 1:243,411

68.69 . .1359,97!,

1 6970 1,603,781

19 0.7.1 .1,790,812

. 19 1772 1,864,V7.

19i 2.73 1,867,841

1.74 2,029,910

:75,, 1,372,111

76 2,760,542

77 a., : '2,976,710

191778 .,. 3,377,985'

1,1978 79 , 3,624.705

1979. 0 ...3,948,532

1980 I 4,437,704 r

1981: 2* 4,960,911

1982'3" 5,503,599 i
1983.8 *** . .5,999,411!

16.0

16,1

.18.2

15,9

1

20,7

21.

23:9

24,7

23.5

24,2

23,3

'22,3

21.2
.

: 21,4

21,4

19,7:r

°19,4

1911

17,870,000

.18,238;300,',

18,5g3,000

18,931,000

',19,291,000

19,644,000

20,014,9*

20,378,020 ,

20,701,000

21,001,015

2197,000

`1, 68,300

21,801;300

22,043,000

22,363,900

I; .22,697100

' 22,992,600

2,24F,000 r

,23,534,000'r

, 4,769,000'r

24,058,000 r

24,343,181

us

Revised

Prelimfnary

Estimate

Fotecast,'

19,6 r

19,0.

18.9

18,8

15.20

1,06

203$ bi

2138

31.05

37,54.

49,71

61.01

65,571

71.19

83,88

86.52'

85.57

\ 92,50

1105.93

121,98,

129.69

144.72

'154,84

166.73

185.58

203,79

.70

:78

.1'00

.1.17

1,32

1.60

1.88

2.01'

2.09

1,98

1.76

L65

I,6p

1.67

1.56

1,61'

1.58

1,50

1.51

ekg

Sour: StatistIcs,canada. Advance statistics of education: 1982.8j:Dtta4, 19112,1F*15(Cit. 81.220); andiother tabulationS preriared for the Comisseo

anida, t983.
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..
guided proCesg of self - correction to remed? the neglect of Canadian...
studies as,so many have done in the past.37 7: .

The danger )'or 9nadian studietin°Professor Leslie's sclerosis(scenario is
that in his peridt oyitttle or no growth the likelihood of a major develOPment in

. ...!anadiart sfudies.6°' remedy the past neglect° Of research, teaching, and
publication. about Canada is greatly reduced...In Tact, far from such adevelop-,,.
ment claiming, teaching and research in the field.of Canadian studies may he* .

reduced. Unfortunately; the current period of sUbstantial develop-tient:in:
anadian studies, and in the research and publication on which it must be based,

began at precisely the same time as the finanCial-eprolment-inanpower-aging
crises descended On the university. While much hati."hsen dope since the release of
the first two volumes of this Commiss4on's 'study,ti. 1976, progress is slow and
change dif ult. The financial sitation will mae progress dnachatige_even
more difficult achieve. Yep, much moreneedslo be done if we are to provide
the opportunities our society requires to come tp:knOw and, to understadd itself
and its place in the, world. ,. ... dir ,: T,:,

.. -
.Insome.of our postseCondaryinstitutiOns,ike Com 'sSion's recornmenda-

tions abliit Canadian studies,.. and the develi$ t of su h studies, have been
., %7.,.s . -discreet) y ignqrted or dealt 'with only,Cosine Thecornrnisdion must

failure
',...reiterate its concerns' about, the continuing some ofthe universities of

this country to give Canadian studies the reasonable amodnt of attention that ..
such studiog merit. All too often the content of the curriculum,still reflects.
Insufficient awareness of the major problems and opportunities (fiat confront uS',
as a society, nor does it give adequate reeognitionto the need to. examine the
particular history, institutions, and circumstances of fhissociety. It is also still
true that in many disciplines the u iyersity.curriculum is not sufficiently attuned

he Canadian contoxt in which. is being taught.
The current economic difficulti faCed by the university ought not to be

usedas,an excuse for continued neglect of Canadian studies. Theyleveloprnent of
such studies depends on theavailability of highly educated and well-qualified
teachers and reseaichers. Indeed, the future of Canallian society dePends, more
than anything else, on the quality of its human, resburces..Canada,cilps:to have
available an adequate supply of highly qUalified graduates'witik.sepSitivity:td,
and a knowledge of, Canadian society, its problems and its prospcts.., 4
;40.... Canadian studies ae also important for the-university in that the university
needs to explain its purposes to society in terms that society can understand and

.appreciate. The failure of .0 nadian,Universities to do this, and their tendency to
Move away from some of th iredsedtial functions, is reSponsible fiir a large part
of the crisis that these ,idstitutions face today As one obServer has..put it:

The delineation of the broad purposes of the university is an essential '
step in determining the arrangernefits for their funding. The universi-

..

ties will continually face difficulties in gaining support for their very
Valuable functions if It is not clearly understood what their functions
are. In recent years especially, the universities have tended not to ,

-101
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..'.
:lit ').,di.; express .their goals, and have moved. Sway from performing heir

FP' essential fang/ions:31i : - , , !. ..

'all itstitution in 'C n a dIan society,` the universities ought to lee the ost

1ticulate about their raison d'Etre arid'about theirlegitimate claims forhipport.
alt is noth ironic and eymptomaticof their current 'tAe that theyare havinS such :i. ,

,..,. , ,__ . .

difficulty hi presenting their own ,case: , ..
i riT'- "Tlac university's primary purpose is to pfrOvide to those members of our s

society ,with th-e capacity `for and the interest .in highefi, intely,au,a1 qui:lies,
`r7; opphrtunitiett.to engage:: in sucl-ntudies., both for their QWil g6od #nd fqr the:

general of society : Universities are. conceviedsAth,*the presert7atiojt and A
-advancement of knowledge, the attaindieric' Of. self-khowledge.,- 'end the -'

- preparation of' candidates for the 'intellectually demanding:.yocations
professions:They are the prindipal repositories of Candadasintellectuai herita '
and our central institutions devoied to free and critical inquiry. ..

The -Report of the CoMmiSsion on the,,Rationali;:aticin of. Research -in
Canadian Universities saw thg purposes of the university to be teaching (the
transmission of keowledge and culture), research (the discovery and integrating

k Of new knowledge), and service to the community.
. "Nhclc One duty of the university is to pass on knowledge and the esientials ,

of the cultutre, by teac g and encouraging cultural expression, a---ffi

'camplex and exacting e ucation task: ... : ; ,:.,

The most important part of the body of.kpowledge -hat should be
transmitted is the culture of which we are apart, and which sets most ..

of the terms of our acconaPlishments and.failures.39 . 2

. Society needs such knowledge and is nourished by it By proViding it, the
1

universities reaffirm unequivocally the importance of the university to society.
As ,,Dr Ronald Watts, of Queen's I.Iniversity .has put:it: .. .

'In society, knowledge has alWays been vitally important; indeed,
knowledge has always been pckwer. Moreover, in this highly complexf age, no society can continu be viable nor ca,n it offer a great

'culture without a strong intelle tuat and scholarly base.- Thus, the ,
relationship between the imp ty and society is clearly an intimate
one Neither can be isolated or independent of the other, for society
needs , the knowledge which universities sprearve and extend, and

..,

universities iirt iurncannot ulfill t is need without /he culture And
resources of society toPourislf.the Society and its universities' are,
therefore, interdependent.40

.

.

It has been argued by 'many .who thinkzsthat- Canadiatitoudies are too
< ,parochial anktL),,limiting for,the university, that the university is part 'cif an
'. international ,scholkrly community which oughi not to be divided into separate`

societal elements. Ilugh` MacLennan responds:
'The only way a mddern university can truly serve the international

community-is by first servtng its own community. This is true because
it is out of its own community that it grows; ,beca4e it is its owe

, , c

t
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.

community that supports it, I3ecause,no community on earth can be
loved and understood by foreigneis in precisely the same way as by
"those people who have been, borh and bred in ft, or have elected to
become permanent citizens of it because they rae and understand it,
too. Just as Shakespea're. the supreme world poet, was a profound
Englishman, so are certain universities the repositories and expres-
signs of their nation's profoundest consciencepid genius - Bologna
in Italy; the Sorbonne iFrance, Oxford and Cambridge in England,
Uppsala in SWeden, Heidelberg in Germany, Harvard and several
others in the United States, the Hebrew University in Israel. The only
way a university can become a harmonizer and a civilizer within the ,.

human chaos is byiecoining harmoniods within itself.41

Faced with crushing furancial problems, and loomings.enrolment and staff
crise-s, the Canadian university must be able to explain its value to the
community that supports it in terms that the community can unde:stand. If it
fails to do'so, it will be left without the resources that it needs to do its job or,
indeed, to sdrvive. The Commission believes that if the universities willingly
shoulder 'their responsibilities to Canadian society, including their particular
responsibilitiessfor teaching and research about that society, those resources will
be forthcoming. By becominga focal point for balanced and legitimate academic
attention to Canadian studies, amongst other things, the university will be better
able to demonstrate its true value to the Canadian community.

If e current problem's and prospects of university financing pose acute
Ilifficulties for the development of highly qualified manpower in Canada and for
the development of Canadian studies. In seeking solutions for these problems, a
strong case can and must be made for more support to be given to higher

education, by both government and the private sector. Such support is needed
because o0the importance of the universities in cultural andeconomic terms and
beCause of society's own obligation to provide the conditions under which each
of/its individual members can develop his or her capabilities to the fullest. This
caise has not yet been effectively expounded by the universities and colleges of
Canada. The development of the case will require, amongst other things. more
research into the benefits gained by society as a, whole from the creation,of a
larger pool of highly.qualified gtaduates and from}mprovement in the state 'of

our own knowledge and understanding of the society in which we live.That there
are substantial benefit 16 the Capadian community from the operation of our
universities, no reasonable person can doubt. "Universities should specify and
attempt to value these benefits since, they are the major rationale for public
support.42

At the same time, it should be clear that new directions are needed in the
financial; of Canadian-universities, in regard both to. policies and mechanisms.
The present arrarigettents>are not working well, and they will work less well year
by year in the,next phase of our acadeinic history. The restructuring of financing
techniques for Canadian universities, which is now urgently required, should

1 7
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involve a new kind of co-operation between theseveral orders of government, a
new degree of participation by the private sector, and a much greater sensitivity
to actual performance in teaching and research. The chances of our universities
and colleges the level of funding they really-require will be enhanced if
they_are *perceived to be sensitive lo and considerate of the needs and
circumstances of the society from which they draw their resources.
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ic
A. "THE PH.D. DILEMMA":HORTAGES A

/1
kID

>IMBALANCES IN THE SUPPLY. OF CANADIAN
DOCTORAL GRADUATES

T l
he great expansion of the Canadian university system in the 1960s and into
the 1970s was substantially based on the importation of large numbers of

professors from other. countries. It was argued that Canada did not produce
enough Ph.D.s to staff Canadian universities and that the Ph.D. was a sine qua
non for appointment to a university faculty. For these reasons, among others,
the rapid expansion in undergrad uate enrolment throughout the 1960s and early
1970s was accompanied by an increase which was, proportionately, even larger
in the number of graduate students in Canada. A conscious decision was made
by many universities to expand their capacity to produce graduate degrees,
especially at the doctoral level. It was believed that university expansion would
be a continuing phenomenon and that, consequently, Canada would have to
generate her own human resources to staff an ever-growing system of
postsecondary, education.

The resulting "Ph.D. Dilemma" has many sides.' In the late 1960s it seemed
that this country had a surplus of Ph.D.s in a number of science disciplines, at
least in relation to the traditional job markets, including academic posts. At the
same time, Canada had an acute shortage of doctorates in the social sciences and
humanities, which occasioned massive importati s of foreign faculty in those
disciplines. Now, as we move on into the 1980s, th reverse appears to be true.
Canada has a shortage of Ph.D.s in many of the sciences and an apparent surplus
of Ph.D.s in many of the social sciences and humanities. These Cyclical swings,
alternating between shortages and then apparent over-supplies of doctoral
graduates, are the essence of the Ph.D. dilemma'. In this chapter the Commission
will describe how these cycles have occurred and comment on some of the
implications of this situation for Canadian studies and, more broadly, for
teaching and research in Canada. .

As Table 21 indicates,, the number of Ph.D.s graduating from Canadian
universities has greatly increased since 1960. Between 1960-61 and 1972-73 the
number of doctoral degrees awarded each year increased more than sixfold, rising
from 306 to I, 929 during this thirteen-year period. However, as the table also
shows, the number declined somewhat for the remainder of the 1970s and
appears to have stabilized at the level of about 1,800 to 1,900 doctorates a year in
the 1980s. Fewer Ph.D.s were awarded in 1982 (1,820) than a decade earlier in
1972-73 (1,929).

Similarly, as as shown in Table 22, the number of Ph.D. students levelled off
and then declined in the 1970s, dropping from a high of 13,331 in 1972-73 to.
12,700 in 1979 -1980. While there has been an increase in the number, of doctoral
students in the early 1980s, enrolment was lowv in 1981-82 than it had been 2
decade earlier in 1971-72.
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TABLE 21.
EARNED DOCTORAL DEOREES IN CANADA

1960-196.1 Tk1984

Ycar Number of Doctorates Earne,d

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965:66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1974
1975
19-76

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981 I

1982 2

1983 3

1984 3

306
321
421

481

566
696
779

1,006
1,108
1,375
1,625
1,724
1,929
1,896
1,80

' 1,693
1,702 r\,..,,.
1,819
1,803
1,738
1,789
1,820
1,860
1,890

Beginning in 1974 Statistics-Canada cha ged the year basis for the collection
of information on Ph.D.s awarded fro n academic year to a calendar year.

I. Preliminary
2. Estimated
3. Forecast

Source:. Belliveau, Kealey and von Zur-Muehlen. Doctoral enrolment and
. graduation patterns dt Canadian universities during the seventies
and their implications for the eighties: a statistical documentation
by discipline. Ottawa, 1981, Statistics Canada, p. 20-21; and
Advance statistics of education: 1982-83. Ottawa, Statistics
Canada, 1982, Table 9, p. 21. (Cat. 81-220),
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In addition, there have been notable shifts in the enrolment patterns in
doctoral programmes. As Table 22 indicates, between 1970-71 and 1981-82
enrolment in doctoral programmes in the social sciences increased by nearly 60
per cent, from 3,345 to 5,319, whereas enrolment decreased by close to 15 per
cent in the humanities and about 25 per cent in the natural and'applied sciences.
After an initial drop in the early 1970s, doctoral enrolment in the life sciences

' had climbed slowly back to its 1970-71 level by 1981-82. Thus, the main trends in
doctoral enrolments have been away from the natural and applied sciences and
towards the social sciences. Whereas in 1970-71 almost every third doctoral
student was enrolled in the natural and applied sciences, this proportion had
declined by 1981-82 to less than one student out of every four. The proportion of
Ph.D. students in the humanities also declined; from 25 per cent in 1972-73 to 20
per cent in 1981-82.2

Shifts in enrolment patterns have been even more pronounced between
specific disciplines, particularly in the case of some of the social sciences that
have experienced considerable growth, although recently some of these patterps
appear to have become. more stabilized. As shown in Table 23, for example, the
total of full-time and part-time enrolment in doctoral programmes increased.

TABLE 22
PH.D ENROLMENT FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME

BY MAJOR DIVISIONS, ,

1970-1971 TO 1981-1982

YEARS DIVISION A DIVISION B DIVISION C DIVISION D TOTALS
Humanities Social Natural Life
and Related Sciences and Sciences
Disciplines & Related Applied

Disciplines Sciences

1970-71 3,088 3,345. 4.182 2,199 12.814

1971-72 3,263 3,827 4,066 2,122 13,268

1972-73 3,379 4,169 3,845 1,938 13,331

1973-74 3,401 4,369 3,541 1,810 13,121

1974-75 3,295 4,640 3,352 1,774 13,061

1975-76 3,259 4,934 3.264 .1,801 13,258

1976-77 3,084 4,951 3,183 1,808 13,026

1977-78 ., 3,067 5,006 3,112 1,832 13,017

1978-79 3,008 5,102 2,957 '1,902 12,969

1979-80 2,777 5,082 2,931 1,910 12,700

1980-81 2,671 5,276 2,962 2,053 12,962

1981.82 2,668 5.319 3,056 2,196 13,219

Annual statistical reports of the Canadian Association of Graduate Schools.
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from 198 to 336 in political science and from 308 to 440 in sociology during the
decade between 1970-71 and 1980-81. Similarly, doctoral enrolment rose from
428 to 625 in economics, and from 929 to 1,254 in psychology. In the ,same
period, the 'number of doctoral students stropped from 642 to
mathematics, from 1,032 to 647 in chemistry, from. 721 to'.475 in physics, andll"
from 1,462 to 1,178 in engineering. In the humanities,. enrolment in such
'disciplines as English, French, and history increased to mid-decade and then
declined. The doctoral enrolment in English, for example was 680 in ,I970-71,
peaked at 835 in 1974-75, and declined to 633 in 1980-81. In classics, English,
French, history, and philosophy, in biology, botany, and zoology, in
mathematics, chemistry, and physics, and in engineering, there were fewer
doctoral students at Canadian universities in 1980- 1 than there had been in
1970-71.

As shown on Table 24, there has been a very large increase in the number of
foreign students who are full-time doctoral students at Canadian universities.
This number more than doubled in the nine years between 1972-73 and 1981-82,
rising from 13.1 per cent to 27 per cent. Thus, foreign stiklents constituted over
one-quarter of the full-time doctoral enrolment at Canadian universities in 1981:
82. Conversely, the proportion of full-time doctoral students who were:
Canadian citizens or permanent residents fell from 87 per cent in 1972-73 to 73
per cent in 1981-82. Since the number of doctoral students was virtually the same
in 1981-82 as in 1972 -73, this means that the number of Canadian citizens and
permanent residentsetaking doctoral studies declined significantly during this
period. Asurvey conducted by Statistics Canada has found that eight out of ten.
foreign doctoral students plan to leave Canada on the completion of their
degree, whereas one out oi eight of the Canadian citizens or permanent residents
plan to do so) Thus, no matter how desirable on other grounds, as will be.
discussed in a subsequent chapter on foreign students, the increase in the
proportion of foreign doctoral students has meant a decrease in the number of
Ph.D. students who will be available for work. in Canada.

In 1981-82, foreign students constituted more than one-third of the doctoral
enrolment in mathematical and physical sciences (37%) and more than,50 per
cent of-the doctoral enrolment-in engineering. Between 1972-73 and 1981-82, the
proportion of foreign visa students increased from 12 per cent to 20 per cent in
the humanities, from 11 per cent to 26 per cent in the social sciences, from 14 per
cent to 25 per cent in agriculture and the biological sciences from 21 per cent to
50 per cent in engineering, and from 13 per cent to 37 per cent in mathematics
and physical sciences.

In some years during the 1960s as many as three out of four doctoral degrees
were in the sciences, but this proportion declined gradu4lly during the 1970s, so"
that in 1981 fewer than one-third were in the natural and applied sciences. The
increase in Ph.D.s awarded was especially marked in the social sciences and
related disciplines which rose from 334 in 1972 to 608 in 1981.4 As shown
Table 25, the drop in such disciplines as chemistry and physics, both importint



TABLE

FULL. AND PART.TIME DOCTORAL ENROLMENT BY FIELD OF STUDY

AND SELECTED DISCIPLINES, 11970.71 TO 1980.81

1970.71 1971.72 1911.73 191344 1914.75 1915.76 1976.77 1971.18 197849 1919.89 191041

1No. Index No Index

Education 814 100

Fine and Applied Arts 72 '100

Classic;

English

French

Other Languages and

Literature

History

Philosophy

Religious Studies

Other Humilities

Suhatal Humanities

99 100

680 M

343 100

264 p
515

463 100

261 100 v

100

, r

2,144 I00

Anthropology (incl.

'Archeology) 156

Management and

Admin.yidies 64

Economic 428 '

Geography I95'
Law '66

Political Science 198

Psychology 929

Social Work 28

Sociology 308

Oilier Social Science 271

Sublotal Social Sciences 2643

Total Human Sciences 6,333

Agriculture 269

Biology, Botany, Zoology 823

Other Biological Sciences 130

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

No Index No Index No Index No, Index No Index No Index No, Index No. Index No. Index

1,183' 135 1,211 105

91 126 '94 I31

981

69

94

166

372

113

96

91

113

108

1,082 114

82 114

BP 89

821 111

405 118

254 96 293 III

539. 101.. 551 101

460 99 501 109

312 117 323 111

158 140 157 139

2,915 108 3,141, 115

171 110 165 '106

85 133 104 162

488 114 482" 113

225 115 250 118

64 91 63 95

218 130 338 171

1,018 110 1,095 118

34 111 36 129

334 108 408 132

, 255 94 322 119

2,932 III 3,263 123

6,943 110 7,572 120

251 96 248 92

195 91 693 84

182 140 112 132

82' 83 76 71

793 111 831 123

313, 103 343 100

300" 114, 324 113

551 108 523' 108

479 103 463 100,

298 Ill_ .273 102

186' 131 116 129

3,041 III 2,981 109

1,346 ,154 1,137 164 1,149 114. 1,418

98 136, 93 119 106 147 108

16 11 10 71 71 76 , 10

823 121 181 115 114 III 111

331 96 322 94 319 93 299

292 III' 269 102 .296 108 269

162 109 135 104 ' 104 98 473

418 103 060 99, 432 93 417

219 82 218 104 177 104. 134

132 117 112 108 116 103 114

2,913 106 1,837 103 2,763, 100 1,598

113 III 196 126

103 161 110 172

581 136 599 140

143 115 138 112

60 91 61 92

294 149 305 114

1,111 127 1,208 130

37 131 40 143

445 144 481 116

334 123 280 103

3,448 127 3,518 133

1,769 123 1,864 124

214 BO 1760' 65

730 89' 680 83

188 141 166 128,

217 139 222 142 228 146 124

132 206 121 . 189 146 218 165

623 146 632 148 659 154 629

18yd,13 137 112 235 121 226

1132 44 67 56 85 46

316 160 311 160 318

1,31 141 1,335 144 1,333 143 1,113

'44 '157 61 218 45' 161 46

515 '167 109 165 559 181 545

318 117 374 138 367 .135 374

3,712 142 3,851 146 3,945 149 3;846

8,099 128 8,218 130 8,163 129'

230, 86 260 91 245 91 245

688 84 642 78, ; 678, 81 706

195 150 225 173 193 148 139

167 1,548 171 1,619 192

150 112 116 118 164

71 18 19 75 ,76

101 633 93 633 13

81 300 81 .253 74'

102 349 132 341 129

.92 451 89 448 .. 87

90 474 102 455 98

88 231 87 244 91

110 182' 161' 204 181

95 2,104 99 2,613 91

144 219 140 242 155

258 200 312 218 341

141. 635 148 625 146

116 ,217 III 227' 116

10 53 -80 48 93

161 319 161 336 179

.137 1,289 139 1,254 135

164 54 193 56 200 .

177 441 145 440 143

138 243 90, 245 90

146 3,676 139 3,691 140

126 8,040 421 8,141 129

91 . 241 90 272 101

86 734 90 169 93"

101 151 116 180 138

a.
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.v TABLE 2 (Continued)

FULL:. AND PARTTIME DOCTORAL ENROLMENT BY FIELD OF STUDY

AND SELECTED DISCIPLINES, 1970.71 TO 1980.81

Sokol Apiculture

010101141 Science!

Engineering

Health Seim

Mithenintio

Chemistry

(knit
Physics

Other Mat Wiles &

Physical Stirlen

Silh.totol Matheniatics

& Physical Sciences

'Total eiences

Total

Not Specilied

Grand Total

Source.

197041 191141 1971.73 1071.74 1974.73 ,197516 191671 101111 1918.79i 197941 108041

No, lodtx No, Index No, Index No, Index No, Index No, loden No, Index No, Index No, .Index No, Index i No, Index

1,138 100 1,214 100 1,113 90 ,1,132 91 1,012 93 1,113 90 1,117

1A; 1,423 97' 1,440 98 1,335 91 1,178 . N7 \1,151 86 1,157

791 100 686 97 646 91 586' 74 , 538 .71 589 74 513

642 100 '659 103 672 105 3914 93 543 113 143 ,115 547

10)2 loo 961 9t 899 86 763 74 693 66 659 61 644

244 100 255 104 142 99 241 99 153 104 269 110 260

721 100 697 91 RI NI 3011 . 70 496 69 499 69 492

104 100 91 83 117 111 140 135 117 , .112 133 128 92

2,743 100 2,1661 97 2,501 91 2,251 82 2,091 16 2,092 16 2,035

6,234 100 6,004 96 3,701 91 5,304 85 4,950 19 5,046 81 4,997

12,561 100 11,947 103 13,111 106 13,073 104 12,814 102 13,145 105 13,115

56 100 53 95 131 271 61 .109 302 539 37' 66 45

12,623 100 13,000 103 13,414 106 13,134 104 13,116 104 13,182,, °104 13,260

91

86

73

NS

61

107

68

89

74

80

105

80

105

1,116 90 1,090 191 1,116 91 1,211

1,243 95 1,164 NO 1,016 74 1,118 NI

614 18 702 99 760 96 804 102

DI 92 4115 16 465 72 306 49

644 61 615 61 653 . 647 63

251 103 ' 134 96 163 109 144 100

475 66 476 66 467 65 475 66

. 10 67 64 62 Ill Ill 233 224

1,969 12, 1,884 69 1,910 72 1,905 69

4,942 79 4,940 71I 4,912 79. 5,108 82

13,105 104 12,950 101 12,912 103 13,249 106

66 118 '63 112 36 100 33, 59

13,111 104 12,913 102 13,018 103 13,182 103

Belliiico, Kelley and on ZurMoehlen. Doctoral enrolment and graduation patterns at Canadian universities during the seventies and their impliraiitho for the Oink(1 statistical

review by discipline, Ouivil, Statistics Canada, 1982, p. 35; and further didn prepared by Statistics Canada for the Commission, 1981



TABLE 24

LEGAL STATUS OF FULIAME DOCTORAL ENROLMENT

FIELD OF STUDY, 19143 TO 1981.1982

Percentages

Education

Pine and Vplied4Arts

Humanities

Social Sciences

Agriculture & Biological Sciences

Engineering

Health Sciences

'Mathematical & Physical Sciences

Total

Number Reported

Canadian Citizens Pprmancnt Resideos Foreign C eats

1972.73 1981.82 1972.73 1981.81 11972.73 1981.81

69.9 75.1 21.1 9,6 9.0 15,3

75.9 68,9 22.2 17.8 1.9 133

56.4 69,3 31,4 10.6 12.4 / 20.1

59.9 64,3 28;5 9.6 11.6 26.1

53.0 70.1 32.9 4.8 14,1 25.1

33.8 39,4 14.9 10,5 21.3 50,1

61.3 763 30,2 6.5 8,5 17,2

45.4 56,7 41,6 6.4 I3,0 36.9

53.0 64,3 33.9 8.7 13.1 27.0

NIA 6,515 NIA 880 NIA 2,737

Source: .Belliveau, Kealey, and von Zur.Muehlen, Doctoral enrolment and graduation patterns at Canadidn universities

during the seventies and their implications for the,eighties: a statisticil docuinentation by discipline. Ottawa,

Statistics Canada, 1982, p, 13; Statistics Canada. A statistical portrait of Canadian higher edumioryOttawa,1983,

Table 16, p. 40.



TABLE 25
EARNED DOCTORAbbEGREES BY FIELD OkSTUDY AND SELECTED DISCIPLINES,

No.

1969.70 71 1971.73

lotto 19 rIadex No. Index
1972-7.1

No. Index

1969-70 TO 1983

1974 . 1975' 1916

...,No. Index 0,, No, Index No, Index

I'ducation 78 7713400' 1442 122 1511 120 /166 172 223 137 204 1

Fine and Applied Arts
/ 3

6' it ,....6 .100 5 113 4 67 7 117 5 03

Cla gl ics
English

4
50

73 1 14. 467 7 233

64 120

' 7
66

233
132

.

7

79
233
161'

10 333,
79 161

French IS III 1 III 21 117 25 I19 27 ISO 19 106
Other Languages and Literature 22

,20
-211 ,100.L.17 61 23 02 42 ISO 32 114 33 110

i . .

'Minty 29 36 100 49 136 33 97 47 .131 61 169 33 133-
Philtgophy

. . 22 '34 100 , 31 91 43 126 50 147 '44 129 33 97
Religious Studio ',I2 14 100 15 250 25 179 25 179 18 li9

Ilumanille,
.. . .

2 2 , I -

Sub-total Ilumitnitie, 154 102 100, 21)2 III 2211 125 264 143 : 277 152 2411 136
, J

Anthropology (incl, Archaeo ogy)
. 6 7 00 4}. 57 I% 143 '15 214 9 129 22 314.

Management and Admin. Studies 1 4 00 6 107 250 10 230 19 475 12 300 '
Economics 1.4 24

,,,I50
00 21 -.01 39 162 39 162 52 217 77 321

geography 14 IN 00 22 122 24 133 . 31 172 39 217 211 156
law
Political Sciences

3

7

15

,9
00 10

00 16 /7*.9N
5 33

20 222
4

19

27
211.

7

20
47

222
9 60

19 211
Psychology 06 119 00 109 92 121 102 133 112 140 124 .153 129
Social Work 2 t 00 I 1V,, 6 600 1 100t 7 700 . 5 ..500
Sociology 6 .9 00 IS 166 23 255 31 344 41 455 44/ 511
Other Social Science, 27 23 00 27 117 .., 32 139 42 183 30 130 39 170

Sub-total Sntill Science, 166 229 00 231 101 s 290 . 127 325 142 372 162 410 179

Agriculture 67 52' 46 100 113 04 139 49 107 . 39 05 39 115

Biology. Botany, Zoology 126 159152 100 105 442., 90 152 100 ,.159 105 12511 112I
Other Biological Science, 42 3N 100 29 76 .37 97 46 121 43 113 35 92

Sub-total Agriculture g
& Biological Sciences ' 233 236 100 240 102 251i,, 106 247 105 241 102 199 N4

No, Index No1.91M7illit No, Indy, No. 1111611 . No'dienn. .4 o '
In No,

den

1977.' 1979 1980 19111 191121 19031

173 225 137 206 193 230 203

'11 103 7 117 I 1 IN) 9

3 100 7 233 II 367 It)
64 137 ' 74 151 112 167 63

'34 109 111 100 27 150 16

35 125 37 132 29 1134 32

52 144 40 131 34 .130 39
35 103 40 141 56 165 41

29 207 26 186 17 121 26
1 1 15 15

236 141 239 142 291 160 242
.

15 214, 24 343 23 329 19

10 250 19 475 IN 430 16

54 225 60 230' 60 230 62
30 167 31 172 RI 136 24
5 33 4 27 6 40 3

25 270 26 209 30. 333 19

142 119 169 142 AM 1211 104
8 .1100 4 400 ...1 300 3

43 477 57 633 ' 44 344, 58
25 109 29 126 26 113 IN

357 156 423 INS 397 174 403

' 50 ft19 51 110' 49 107 49
137 '90 146 96 147 97 120
41 ION 42 1,11 2N 74 , 41

22N 97 239 101 224 95 210

21.6 199 200 195

130 7 3 5

167

137 lr
67
96

105

121

136

133 291 300 310

271

400
2511-

133

26
211

155

300

644

176 414 . 420 430

107

:79
ION

119 219.. 225 230

128
.

KKR

024[312'$571



TABLE 25 (Continued) (

EARNED DOCTORAL DEGREES BY FIELD OF STUDY AND SELkiEbDISCihINES,

1969.10,TO .1983

19470 1910.11 1911.11 19117,1 1974 1915 1916 1911 1910 1919 , 1980 1081 19111 1011

No, In' No Indio No kiln Na, kW No, Indy( No, WA Nn, ndon No Indo No Indok ' No, kW No Indio 84 In Na; In'INn' Int

14111(64 100 n+ 100 161 116 199' III 301 131 111 101 199 04 203

95 V 100 151 106 110 125 153 108 111 06 101 14 103

Mulhemmiio

Chcmility

licoolgy

P4sio

Oho, 1t1dilioninlio A

Socncti

61,011emoiln A

ScIrnoil

I oial lin Iludy)

I. PrCliminury

2. EsIonaIrd

61 05 100 97 114 N 111 101 118 91 108 li 14 98

109 111' 100 111 91 113 93 . NO 111 10 69 151 64 111

17 18 100 41 113 39 101 10i 19 A ' 119 m 48 116 .41

111 116 100 111 91 150 110 129 95 109 79 91 i,f,1 . 90

6 18 100 11 III
t

10 101 ,14 111 11 15 1 I 39 19

416 520 100 524 ,99 551 101 414 90 112 110 1110 12 )69

1,155 1,615 100 OA 106 1,929 119 1,896 111 1,840 113 .1,691 104 "1,101

90 124 100 131 1111 191 115

14 125 09 IN 94 117 96

115 91\ 101 61 11 46 54

49 U 13 55 , 110 46 145 60

114 51. 119 46 111,, 41 I 1 1

0 91 10 , $8 65 63 46

611 11 46 11 6.1 38 116

10 195 13 321 61 334 61

105 1,019 111 1,801 III 1,118 10?

in

110, 120 110

108 '110 110

118 110 310

1.799
1,0211 I,NMI

krolry,ipl von Zur.MochIcn, entointrni and gradualion palierat ai Canadian uniktiiitt during ihe mitnilex 0141110 implicaihmliir the eighihr; a dom.

thino, Slolisila Canada, 1981 p. 51; and ilbulailom provIdcd by tilallotica Canada to the Conindolon, 1981; doll for 1981, 19111, 1981 from Ailtioncenalhila of

edmaihin, i981.83, Mom, tilullrllea Canada, 1982, 'rabic 11, p, 11, (Cal, 81110),
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to our scientific wick industrial research capacity; hasthe n precipitous. The
number oldoctorates owarded in chemistry declined froni 2 1 in 1970.71 to 145

in 1980, and in physi4 from 136 to 63. By contrast, the rnimber of doctorates
awarded in education; grew from 77 to 205 during tIt' same period. The
proportionate increases', in doctorates awarded was even higher in some of the

social sciences: in sociofagy from 9 to 58; in economics from 24 to 62; t'i,'pOlitical

science from 9 to 19.
Dpring the university hiring boom of the 1960s and the early 1970s, Canada

relied heavily on the inttiort of Ph.D.s in such discipline§ as sociology and
economics and was relatiVely less dependent In the seiences,lilthoughstill hiring
extensively abroad in the'sclareas, too."As Table 5 "Origin of Bullied Doctorates

by Country and Selected isciplincs, 1973" shows, 78 per cent of the Ph.D.s in
centeconomics in Canada, an q7' per cern of thc doctorates in sociology, at that

time, had been earned at f .reign universities. Obviously, there has bccn progress

in devtiloping qui' own pr 'fictive capacity in these areas and it ought now to be

possiblb: for Capada t bc less dependent on imported- highly tlualified,
manpowCr in th disci Ines.

Projections r doe( tdegrees co, tinue to forecast growth in the numbers

to be awarded in a hu tics and sofial sciences; and little change in the ntim-

bcr to be awarded )n th0-11 sciencesand natural and applied sciences. Thtis, the

current and prof tcd supp y ot:IPh.D.s is reheating a cycle of surpluses and
sbortages. On thc he hand'd.the humanities and some of the social:Sciences may

be faced with in easings rplu'ses, at least in relation to the traditional job
markets, especially, if PRP. holders in these areas continue tOodk to the
universities for employment. On' the other hand, it seems highly improbable that

4 the scicnccs and!. some, applied social sciences, such as management and
administrative studies, produce4nough doctoral graduates to"meet the
projeCted needs for highly qtfalified personnel in these fields. ?"-

The survey c'anduCted by Statistici Canada of the postgraduatic0 plans of
1981 Ph.D. graduates conf s this prognosis.501 the doctoral graduates in that

year 19 pe cent in the hu an t s.andr10 per cent in the social sciences Were not

employea seeking w s t the time of their graduation, as opposed to about

4 per cent in thematics d the physical sciences and i e health sciOnCes and

less than cent' in engineering and the applied scien s. Of thoSe Who had

found e a much higher proportion in the umanities 00%) and
social sci i"...."0)--had done so in universities and other eqiCational
institutions t the case in engineering and applied scienC4025%),
mathematics and t e physical sciences (38%), and agriculture and the,biological
sciences (43%). e dependence of many doctoral raduates on 'traditional
academic job markets is further reflected in the :Ft that of thas.,?; not yei

employed 94 per cent in the humanities were seeking work in the univerSities; as

opposed to 54 per cent in agriculture and the biological sciences, 50*;Cent in
engineering and applied sciences, 60 per cent in mathematics aO''Pihysical
Sciences and 50 per cent in the social sciences.
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The Ph.D. dilemma of a ink-match between the supply and demand for
doctoral gradnates.continues unabated, altliough.the terms of thedilemma have
changed from the 1960s to the 1980s. A review of the enrolment data in
Canadian doctoral program meS,points to the absence of Jong-term and orderly
planning in this field anal underlines the need for such planning. Canadians are
still a long w y from realizing the fundamental importance of highly qualified
manpower to the well-hely and progress of almost every facet of the life of their
society. Both mom grialuates, and more balance in the production of graduates,
are needed if this country is to meet its present and, future requirements in
teaching and research and, indeed, in many other areas of activity.

B. AVOIDING THE LOSS OF AN ACADEMIC
GENERATION

The preeeding review of some of the shortages and imbalances in the supply
of Canadian doctoral graduates, and the examination in the next chapter,of
problems arising from the ageistructure of the cu rrentprofessoriate, point td the
conclusion that Canada may find itself, because of lack of planning and
organization. unable in the short-terM to make full and proper use of thestalents
of many capable and highly qualified graduates. In particular, many of those
whO aspire to an academic career in university teaching and research may be
denie the opportunities that, with more foresight, could well be theirs.
Irom Ily, in the longer term the country's needs for doctoral graduates in many
fields including university teaching, may not be met.

The reasons for this situation are many and complex, differing in their
causes and in their effects from discipline to discipline.lt4oreover, the patterns
that emerge are not precisely the same in all sections of the country.
Nevertheless, some general conclusions cffn be drawn from an examination of
the available evidence and from the experience to date. If appropriate and well-
concerted action is undertaken without further delay, it is still not too late to
prevent the wastage of an academic generation', with the loss tli/s implies for
many gifted individuals and for society as a whole.

In most of the social sciences and humanities, there are large numbers of
well-qualified Canadians interested in university teaching and research who are
now excluded from university teaching. This is not the result of any plot against
them; it is the consequence of demographic factors which were not generally
foreseen and over most of which postsecondary institutions have little 8r no
control.

The first of these is the fact that recent and current doctoral graduates in the
social sciences and humanities are coming, on to the academic job market at a
time when enrolments in the arts generally are levelling off after a period of
decline (Table 15) and when at least some projections anticipate the possibility of
further decline in these areas. Secondly, these graduates are following, in a
chronological sense, a large number of academics who were hired by the
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universities When expansion was the norm, 'Hie current professoriate is large and
it is made up primarily,olpersons in their middle years; Clive!' current economic
and enrolment conditions there is little likelihood 01...extensive new hirings in
these academic areas.

On the other hand, in the sciences and in disciplines Snell as mathematics
and computer science, as well some professional areas such asJapisiness,
management and administrative Studies, the situation is the reverse, There arc
too few qualified Canadians available for the university positions that are open.
Given the strong student Alemaild in some professional areas, the human
resources required for teaelting.in these areas are spread-desperately thin. The
difficulties of this situation are increased by the fact taint, at the Sallie time, there
is a pressing need in the sciences and in many of the professions for highly
qualified personnel to meet the wider needs of society, including the attainment
of the, national goals set for research and development, a topic'dealt with in a
subsequent chapter. `N.

The Ph.D. graduation patterns have contributed to the shortages and
imbalances in the supply of highly qualified personnel. .As Table 25 illustrates,
there has been a decline in the number of doctorates in some of the very fields in
which Ph',I),s are now in high. demand. Conversely,' and paradoxically, there
has been an increase in the production of doctorates in those fields in wgIch there
is an apparent oversupply of graduates, at least in relation to the academic job
market, The lack of equilibrium is clear.

As far as the social sciences avd the humanities are concerned, there are
only two long-term solutions to this dilemma. Canadian universities can severely
reduce the numbers enrolled in doctoral programmes in these fields, or new job
opportunities must be found for doCtoral graduates both in the academic world
and, by radically changing attitudes and employment patterns, in the nob-
university labour market.

If Canada decides that the best way to alleviate the problem of a supposed'
over-production of doctorates in the social sciences and humanities is to limit
admissions in order to bring supply and demand into better balance, it must
realize that there are a number of dangers inherent in such a plan. For example,
as shown in the next chapter dealing with the age-struCture of the present
professoriate-, the replacement requirements for university professors in Canada
will increase very substantially in the 1990s. The present levels of limited
production of doctorates:even if maintained, will not be sufficient to'meeet his
longer term need. A cut in the production of highly qualified graduates, because
of the current short-term situation, would virtually ,guarantee that Canada 1
would, again in the 1990s, as in the 1960s and. 1970s, have to import from other
countries large numbers of university teachers and of highly qualified viduates
to meet a great many needs, including those, of research and the educational
system: Canada would once more be in the position of having to recruit highly
qualified personnel from other, oftertless-developed, countries having denied to
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its own capable young people tut opportunity to obtain the qualifications and
experience required.

Moreover, cuts made now in our doctoral programmes might damage or
destroy the capacity of our post-graduate educational system to prepare highly
qualified manpower, just at the point when the country is beginning to benefit
frcini its huge national investment in the creation of this system. The health and
quality of the broader educational system would also be damaged by cuts in the
graduate programmes. Post-graduate education is important to the intellectual
vitality of Canadian scholarship and to the development of academic disciplines.
At a Ow when the professoriate could stagnate due to lack of mobility, few
infusions of younger talent, and lack of. fresh opportunities, post/graduate
programmes provide a much needed source of intellectual stimulation which
cannot readily be found in any other kind of teaching.

There arc many other considerations of course, and one of the more
obvious of these is that if the universities fail to deal with the current problems of
imbtilance in the production of their graduate schools then governments, in the
name of society, may intervene even more sharply to direct the useof the limited
financial resources available for the develoriment of Specialized manpower.
Such state intervention might appear, for a while, to work to the advantage of
the sciences and engineering, given their importance to the attainment of
government goals for R and D and the present undcrsupply of doctorates in
those fields. Conversely, government intervention to this end would probably
have adverse effects for the humanities and social sciences. The .larger truth,
however, is that such state intervention could well be disastrous for the health
and .freedom of post-graduate education, whatever the field, Some short-term
problems might be solved, but at the expense of academic freedom and the long-
term well-being of the university system. If governments attempt to adjust the
policies and priorities of Canadian universities the consequences could be grave.
It would be infinitely preferable for Canada's postsecondary institutions,
recognizing that the dollars available to support the expensive educational
establishments created over the past thirty years are limited, to work with one
another and with government to remedy the current short-term labour market
imbalances and to meet the long-term need for highly qualified persOnnel and
for a strong Canadian postsecondary educational system.

Events arc moving at such a pace that the universities and cilleges may find
that there is little time left to make their case with political decision-makers or
with the public. In some provinces, preliminary considelation is being given to..
the possibility of more direct governMent control of university finances and
programmes. The federal government; too, in reviewing lts programmes of
support for higher cducation is being urged by some to consider a more direct
use of its financial power as a means of shifting and shaping university priorities
in order to address ',emus manpower problems. The very policies and
instruments that helped to create the higher education boom of the 1960s,
including formula financing, provincial and national student awards
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programioes,, government contracts, and the operations of the granting councils,

as/Welil as tiliviSive new direct financial grants, could all he used in such a way as

tit eAtice'stodents into some fields or to discourage them from entering others.

, whether* not this best related to their own interests and eapnbilit les. The chief

victims of such dirigivine, in addition to the students themselves, are likely to he

the humanities and sociafsciences, and the spirit of free inquiry.

The present apparent imbalance in the production of doctoral graduates,

resulting in an apparent oversupply of Ph.D.s in the humanities and social
sciences, poses a serious threat to graduate work in these academic fields and to

those who work in them. With this threat in mind, the Commission would like to

make three points. First, the importance of maintaining the post-graduate
training capacities of our universities cannot be overstressed, even in those areas

in which there are at present apparent imbalances of supply over demand. It
would he a monumental mistake to shrink the system to such an, extent that
during the next ten years graduate programmes in those fields will languish or
disappear. If that happens we shall not be able to meet the increased demand for
Canadian professors which will become acute in the 1990s. Nor will our
universities be able to meet the broader needs of society for graduates and for

research in these areas. Graduate programmes need a certain critical mass of

faculty and of students to thrive intellectually. The notion of a community of
scholars is inure than a platitude. The term is an expression of the need to haven

community that can provide the opportunities for the critical discussion,
intellectual challenge, and co-operative endeavour that are necessary for the

communication and advancement of knowledge.

Second, the importance of the humanities and social sciences to society

generally, as well as to the universities, needs a fresh emphasis. The development

of graduate programmes and the preparation of highly qualified manpower in
these fields is a contribution to the well-being of the whole of society. This will be

even more evident as society comes to recognize that graduates in these fields can

make and are making contributions to society not only in acade* but in
government, business, and industry .and, indeed, in almost every area of the
community's life. The value of their contribution cannot be readily quantified by
cost-benefit analysis, nor can it be measured neatly as a social investment. It
should be self-evident that the development of such a pool of talent benefits the

whole of society. Governments, businesses, industries, and Canadian
endeavours in every field need to be encouraged to use the talent our universities

generate, not as failed academics or cast-offs, but as valued contributing
members of society. In short, we need to educate Canadians about the value of

education, not only in an economic sense but in social, cultural, and intellectual

terms.

The third point that the Commission must make is that, while much can be

done to avoid the loss of an academic generation, it is important for those who
pursue.graduate studies in some fields to look soberly, at the academic job.
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market and in doing so to tailor their expectations to existing realities. As a
knowledgeable observer has noted:

Seeking jobs outside the academy can he a devastating experience as
oodofie the unemployed student flounders in an environment foreign to his

background and interests. The first priority, therefore, should
perhaps he a concerted effort to make all students admitted to
humanities graduate departments aware that they may not find
academic employment, Without extolling excessively the virtues of
non-academic work or advocating it as the new norm, we need never-
theless to instil an awareness of the rtal employment prospects in our
students from the start and to fiptl'Ways to prepare them psycholo-
gically for their permanent departure from academia. For as long us
academics and students refuse to admit that the outside world exists
in a meaningful way rather than as aids aller until academic work
turns up, then our future studedts will constitute an "overeducated"
and underemployed intellectual proletariat.^

This must lead,-of course, to a :Atli mg o he value and importance of a
Ph.D. and of an M.A., and to a review f the curricula in both undergraduate
and graduate programmes. Given the rc lilies of the academic job market, it
may he appropriate to adjust and develop t curriculum and programmes in
sonic of the humanities and social sciences. Among the kinds of changes that
could be considered arc the development of joint programmes with schools of
business, increased emphasis on applied skills such as editing and translating,
and the possibility of including basic courses in management and administration
in undergraduate programmes. Such changes will 'have 4o be introduced in a
manner that will preserve the disciplinary base of a student's education while at
the same time providing wider career options and the development of additional

eirketable" skills.
Two basic challenges must bc met in the current situation. First, ways must

be found to avoid the potential weakening and even destruction of graduate
studies that the present job crisis could occasion. As the acaOcniic job market
tightens, it is entirely possible either that students will begin to turn away from

-graduate studies in the humanities and social sciences, or that the state will
intervene to halt what it secs as the overproduction from these graduate
departments and to channel funds into other areas where the demands for highly
qualified graduates are more apparent at present.

Second, ways must be found to ensure that the young scholars interested, in
university teaching, and research who are the current "oversupply" are not
entirely lost to academe. Statiitics indicate that graduates require an average,of
about five years. folloWing the completion of their undergraduate degree to
complete the requirements for a Ph.D. degrce. Students in the humanitiesand
fine and applied arts, showing a median of six years of registration, require still
longer.' Thus, a large number of students are already "in the doctoral pipeline"
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in addition to the many who have been awardeii.their over the past few
years in these humane subjects, We need to develop plans which will ensure that
the knowledge and abilities of graduates who arc now being trained in these
held% will not he squandered, .

beyond (his, we need, despite present discouragements, to he preparing
now the increasing numbers of highly qualified graduates who will be needed to
meet the requirements of our society in the not .loo-disla HI future. To take WI

' one example, it requires a decade normally, including post-doctoral 'work, to
train a university faculty member." Consequently, the time to start that process
to meet the projected acute needs for such -personnel in the -1990s is -now,
Surveying the consequences for higher education of the threat of declining
enrolments combined with mounting economic problems. the Science Council
concluded at the end. of the 1970s that the 'stage was se( "for a series of events
which, taken together, could very well cause irreparable damage to the quality
and effectiveness of university research in science and engineering".91( in no way
takeS away from the seriousness of the threat to science and engineering to
suggest dint the dangers in the present situation are even greater for the
humanities., social sciences. And related fields.

There arc no easy answers to these problems. No matter what is done, there
will he casualties in the academic skirmishes that will have to he endured over the
next few years given (he conditions in which we find ourselves, the following
chapter explores possible ways and means of alleviating the problems arising
from the age-structure of the professoriate, a question that hears directly upon
the problem of finding opportunities for current doctoral students and recent
doctoral graduates. Obviously, arrangements to facilitate voluntary early
retirement. to encourage mid- career changes, and to create fresh opportunities
for members of the current professoriate can have an effect on the job situation
for younger schohars by opening up positions othetwise closed. However,
consideration /should also he given to initiating new programmes that will
provide opportunities to make use of the education and talent of young
graduates, as well as of scholars in their middle and senior years.

C. THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL STRATEGY AND
SOME PROPOSALS

A review of the imbalances and roller-coaster data in Canadian post-
graduate education points to the absence of lorig-term and orderly planning in
the whole field of highly qualified manpower and to the urgent need for more
and better planning in future. It also underlines the fact that Canadians arc still a
Jong way from realizing the fundamental importance of highly qualified
'Manpower to the well-being and progress of almost every aspect of (heir society.
The development of a wider public, understanding of the vital role played in
society by higher educatiori should now bc the first priority of the universities
and colleges of Canada, With such a wider understanding would come a
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recognition that, far from permitting any reductions and cut-backs in this area
the country should be pursuing a policy of steady and well-planned expansion in
post-graduate work and, indeed, in the entire range of postsecondary education.
More graduates and more balance in the production of graduates are needed if
the country is topeet its requirements in teaching and research and in a great

an_y otherareas of activity Thecase-must_be_made_for_t he_Value-to-society-as-a
whole, as well as for the individuals concerned, of a better educated citizenry.
Within-this broad er-a rgumentrt he-point-mittalso-be-mad e-that-t here-imnuch to
be done in teaching and research about Canada itself in order that the country
can manage its affairs to better advantage and contribute more fully to the
international community of knowledge.

To this end, the Commission calls fora n onal strategy for higher
education and research in which the universities and lieges and the federal and
pro.vincial governments and their agencieS must ea lay their appropriate, co-
operative mile. The O.E.C.D. Commissioners in their perceptive repbrt on
Canadian education have commented upon the remarkable absence of such a

. strategy and the even more remarkable absence of any infamed. public
discussion of the situation. '0. It is time for this extraordinary situation to be
remedied.

The proposed national strategy for postsecondary education and research .

should have three principal objectives: first, to foster a better and more wide-
spread understanding of the value of higher education; second, to seek a fuller
participation iri postsecondary education by Canadians, in particular by those
age groups and parts of society that have hitherto been under-represented; third,
to develop a nation-wide support system for post-graduate education that will
meet the future requirements of an increasingly complex society.

The first two objectives go closely together. Increased public awareness of
the value and significance of higher education has become, in the present
economic and political circumstances, a pre-condition for fuller participation in
university and college education, and for further development of the
postsecondary system. Such a development would be in the general public.
interest. It would also be in the interest of individual citizens by opening up the
opportunity for them to pursue their own development, through education, to
the full extent of their interests and capabilities. The resulting expansion and re-
energizing of the educational system would, in turn, open up many opportunities
for those well-qualified graduates who under present conditions, face the
prospect that their education and talents will be largely unused. Canadian
postsecondary education can and must be put in motion again. But in order for
this to happen, the case for higher education must be made by the universities
and colleges and by those who should speak for them to the public and in
government.

A master plan is needed to improve postsecondary enrolment levels and to
provide greater service through higher education to many different groups in
society. The defeatism engendered by such newspaper headlines as "66% will
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disc6er university degree useless, report says" must be dispelled.!! The
discouragements and unceftain ties reflected in the wavering participationlite of
the traditional 18 to 24 year old clientele must be countered. But beyond` this it
is time for a wider conception of the clientele for universities and colleges -- not 2-
just the well-scrubbed (or elaborately unscrubbed) 18 'to 24 year old progeny of
the well-to-do and middle-classes. To a much greater extent than is now the case,
higher education can and should be opened up to the disadvantaged, to the less
well-to-do, to women, to all age groups, to the Native peoples, to the cultural .

minorities-, and to the many other groups 'and elements in society that are under-
represented in our postsecondary institutions. There is need for continuing
education, adult education, and professional and vocational re-education
programmes on a scale as yet unimagined by our postsecondary system. In order
to meet these needs, the universities and colleges will require the services of many
of their graduates who are at present unable to find employment opportunities in
teaching and research.

It is.surely no longer possible to ignore the evidence that the present patch-
work of student aid plans is not adequate, that proportionately far fewer
children from low-income backgrounds are receiving the benefits of higher
education. A recent study at the University of Toronto, for example,
demonstrated that fewer than $ per cent of the University's students come from
families in the lowest-earning quarter of the population. More than one-half the
students from the metropolitan Toronto area are from families in the top
income-earning quarter of the population. There is now a plethora of studies to
confirm this phenomenon at many universities and in all regions of the
country.' 2

In the face of this fact, the Commission calls fora comprehensive, nation-
wide postsecondary student assistance programme. The programme should
make it possible for all those with the requisite ability to pursue their studies in
their field of interest wherever in Canada these studies are offered. Such a
programme should recognize the basic educational rights of Canadians to equity
and to reasonable access to postsecondary education, regardless of their place of
residence or socio-economic background. It is time the Commission believes,
for a genuine national, effort to remove the social and psychological barriers, as
well as the economic barriers, to higher edOcation. To this end,'the Commission
recommends a National Postsecondary Educational Opportunities Programme,
initiated and funded by the federal if goernment following appropriate
consultations with the provinces and with the universities and colleges of
Canada. Initially, the. Programme should bring under one umbrella the various
student loan and grant prograrrunes-of the federal government, increase the
present loan limits under the Canada Student Loan Plan, and add to this Plan a

provision for federal grants. The Programme could be planned and
administered in association with the several provincial student aid plans.

Despite jurisdictional sensitivities, the National Postsecondary Education-
al Opportunities Programme should not be unwelcome to the provinces since it
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would respond to the needs of their students, help them to reduce some of their
student aid costs,. and bring a badly needed measure of equity and
rationalizationio the crazy-quilt pattern of student aid across the country. The

`introduction of such a Programme would mean that the proVisions to facilitate
the national mobility of students recommended by the Commission in Volume I,
in its-comments-on-jhe-desirability-of-a-more-national-approaCh-tci-cross
registration, would be supported by a national student assistance scheme
operating equitably- from-coast -to-coast. The-financial ;provisions -of -the
Programme should be accompanied by provisions to ensure adequate
counselling and inforthation services to meet the social and psychological
problems that are now operating as deterrents for many of those who have the
capacity to benefit from higher education.

As part of National Postsecondary Educational Opportunities Pro-
gramme, or as an alternative to it, there may be proposals for the federal
government to make special loans or grants to students in certain academic
fields, effectively creating a differential fee level in order to attract students into
those faculties and departments where there is a perceived national need for
highly qualified manpower. The Commission wishes to sound a note of caution
about this approach to the problems of student aid and manpower planning.
Such proposals, if pressed very far, could distort the balance and development of
Canadian highereducation and would, treat students simply as a human capital
commodity to be shunted around as short-term needs, professional fashions, or
political expediency might dictate. The notion of monitoring and signalling
areas of need for highly qualified manpower is a good one. But it should not then
be tied to a system of economic incentives and disincentives which wpuld
interfere with the basic eduCational rights of the students or compromise the
academic freedom of the universities.

The third major component in the national strategy for higher education
should be the development of a nation-wide support system for post-graduate
education and research that can meet the future requirements of an increasingly
complex soda's,. One of the objectives of this component in the national strategy
should be the opening up of employment opportunities for the many highly
qualified graduates who at present face the prospect of being unable to apply
their knowledge and skills in a useful way, to the best advantage both of
themselves and of society. At a time when the loss of a significant portion of an
academic generation is being so widely predicted, and feared, a well-planned

-nation-wide support system for post-graduate education and research would
need to call upon the talent of the country to achieve its objectives.

Again, as with the first two components in the national strategy, the goal of
developing a more comprehensive and rational Canadian support system. jor
graduate education and research would call for a more real and continuiu
gonsultation aild co-operation between the universities and colleges and the
federal and provincial governments and their agencies than iS now the case. A
consultative fora(' is -required for this purpose. The Commission would
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therefore;, propose the establishment of a Consultative Committee on
Postsecondary Educationin which representatives of the federal and provincial
governMOis and of the postsecOndary institutions meet at regular intervals to
discuss problems and to explOre the possibility of plans and programmes that

meet'eet the growing needs of CanadianS in the fields of higher education and
research. 4

In making this proposal the Commission is aware, of course, of the,'
existences of a- variety of interprovincial, federal-provincial, and academic
organizations that work to this end, including, for example, the Council of
Ministers Oil Education of Canada and bits and pieces of federal-provincial
consultative apparatus, as well as national voluntary associations such as the
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and the Association of
Canadian Community Colleges. The plain truth, however, is that these bodies
have not yet developed pr.ocedures and mechanisms remotely adequate to meet
the needs of the country for serious and continuing consultation and co-
operation in the field of:higher education. It is time for this fact to be faced and
fora fresh start to be made with a new mechanism that allow§ the common
concerns of Ca nadiansIn this vital area to be discussed in a sensible way with all
the relevant players at the table.

Many of the ingredients of a national support system for post-graduate
education and research ate already in place. This isIerhaps particularly the case
in the sciences, thanks to the foresight and tenacity of the National Research
Council and, more recently, of the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council.13 Despite the achievements to date, however, there is room to review, to
reassess, to expand, and to supplement the programmes now in place for the
support of postgraduate education and researcht in the sciences. N.S.E.R.C.'s
extellent university research fellowship programme, for example, was able to
make awards to only 62 candidates out of nearly 300 applicants for 1982-1983.
Some of the universities are showing increasing reluctance to participate in the
programme because of their own financial constraints. The financial value of the
fellowships has not been sufficient in many instances to compete with salaries
paid to graduates in the private sector in such fields as engineering. It may be
necessary to consider ways and means to make the programme more attractive
both to individual scholars and to the universities. Similarly, N.S.E.R.C.'s
imaginative programme of industrial research fellowships, designed to expand
industrial R and D,facilities and capacities, may need more support to make it
more serviceable both to researchers and to corporations. So,,too, it may be
necessary to review'the level of financial support for N.S.E.R.C.'s programmeof
Visiting Fellowships in Government Laboratories.14.

The. Research Associates Programme of the National Research Council,
established in 1975 to replace an N.R.C. postdoctoral programme dating back to
1948, provides welcome opportunities for recent graduates to gain experience in
N.R.C. laboratories for periods lasting from two to five years. For 1982-83, there
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were nearly 1,000 applicants for 50 awards..There may be'a case for broadening
the prograMMe to include other_ appropriate government laboratories, in
addition to those of the N.R.C.

Extensive and elaborate though it is the programme of grants and awards
available from the Medical Research Council of Canada. .support graduate

,

education and research is still 'far from adequate in many fields.15 The
comParative absence of health sciences research relating to -the North, for
example, has been noted in volume I of the Commission's report and
elsewhere.'6 The growing vigour and resources of a number of provincial health
sciences research agencies point also to the importance of co-operative
arrangements in this field.

In the humanities and social sciences much less has been done than in the
sciences to support graduate studies and research. The need for a nation-wide
support system for graduate education and 'research in these fields is
correspondingly greater and even more urgent. The dimensions of the imbalance
in the support given >to the human sciences as opposed to the nadiral sciences
have been noted by Andre Fortier, former President of the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada.17 In the universities 2.5 times more is

. spent on the natural sciences than on the human sciences. At the same time the
natural sciences receive about six times more outside funding than the human

-... science. Yet a much larger proportion of the sociat. sciences and humanities
. ,

reSear h is done in the universities than is the case in the sciences.
. .$uch discrepancies in the support, given to the humanities- and social

men sas nop keg to the natural sciences are noted not in any carping spirit or
to talc anythi g'' ay frorn.Thel-IMPortancezild,,dieitr,needfolitiOre,suOpolt of
the natural scien es, but simply to underline the partieulpr need for a'major
catch-up in the s pport given to the humanities and social sciences. Although the
fact may be som imes less obvious to government and the public, our society is
full as much in need of research in these fields as in the sciences. Indeed,- our
a ity to cope with developments in science, technology, and the material world
will depend upon the knowledge, understanding, and skills developed in the
humanities and social sciences.

There are a number of programmes that urgently,need more support than
the S.S.H.R.C. istet present able to give to them, as well as a range of desirable,
new programmes, which would do much to Serve the public interest by opening
up opportunities for highly qualified graduAes. First amongst these is the need
for more support for independent researc'h,A. r free inquirylo enable competent
scholars to pursue research interests which in-their own professional judgement
and the judgement of their peers meet valid academic criteria. But there is'need,
also for more support for post-gradtiate education itself and for the further
development of programmes that will foster the skilled and qualified human
resources the country.so badly needs.

The .post- doctoral and doctoral programmes rof the Council merit
enlargement. It, is not, merely that some who deserve such fellowships do not
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always receive them. There are many more who 'wOtild benefit from the,
opportunity if encouraged to apPly.rThe Special M. A. SchOlarshiPPrograMme;.
for the human sciences is presently limited to one hundred awards
over 60,000 students completed their .13ach8lor's degree in:The hu'mansciences
(education, fine and applied arts, humanities and social sances):at Canadian
universities in 1980, representing 70 per cent of the total of Bachelees,and
professional degrees awarded.

Among possible new programmes, consideration shoutd be given to the
creation of a Research Associates Programme that would plaie highly 'qual
graduates in support positions in postsecondary and inttrea tfistit s.!8 It
would also be timely to establish a programme in th .hu nities'and social'
sciences parallel to the Industrial Research Fellows ' Progr.amme
N.S.E.R.C. to foster the development of research :p vity nd research
infrastructure outside the universities. Such a PriV to :Sear. ResearCh
Fellowship Programme would support both research an theIgO6[1use of highly yt
qualified graduates in corporations, organizations, and reaSof.activitY wheke.
there has been as yet little understanding orthe role and Mile esearch in'the
humanities and social sciences. It would also be a o us ul Step tOords.,Y'
broadening among university graduates the conception propriatefielc,4,- .

beyond academe, in which to apply their knowledge and
v

COnsideration should be given, as well, to the creation o pro,gramme of
Prestige Fellowships for more senior scholars in the huM and,
sciences, analogous to some of the opportunities that .ex I for
outstanding scholars in the scientific fields.

Consciously, or unconsciously, programines to support rese rch andthe"
fostering of highly qualified manpower at the post-gOduate ley have been
limited in most instances4o those who hold a university appointMent. ,

to broaden this concept, and to broaden the-clientele, by bdening(aPPr Hate
,

programmes to qualified, independent or private scholars Wh,y ha no
current association with a university. Indeed, some'of those ight
contribute to research and to society through such opportunei may nev have
attended university or had anything directly to dp pbstpecOndary
institutions since their student days. Unfortunately, .academic snobbery. and:..
academic self-interest work against the allocation of slitiprt 'to those who are' 1`.
not university-based, no matter how considerable their. prOinis and:talent:,

A number of new initiatives should be considercd,that *oil brings Up pOrt
to bath the natural and the human sciences. The Possibility f establishing 4,...
National Research Pool for Canada on the ;Norwegian, model, dserves.
exploration. Under this plane a number of doctoral students identifiEd by the
universities would be selected and posted each year to Orr tbn:r
academie institutions, government, and . the 'private sect '6. 3 e Natio
Research Pool would be financed by a Variable mi'x ofePhblid f4rida, and t nds.
from the organizations, institutionsorporationscdiretly b fittiti

,.--- .
this service. .

..0 , . 1,
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It is time, also, to give serious consideration to the Centres of ExCellence
idea, drawing for example on the current Australian experience with this
concept. 19 National support for a limited number of carefully selected centres in
various fields of research would make possible a concentration of effort to
achieve the highest levels of excellence and foster the development of additionat
research' teams to meet the challenge of the highest international standards. The
creation of such centres would provide new openings for some'of the brightest
minds in Canada while enabling the country to contribute more both to its own
benefit and to the international pool of knowledge.

There may be room for som wider application, w4fh the co-operation of
government and the private -gictor, of the concept of five-year term
appointments that has recently been initiated in the humanities at the University .
of Toronto through the assistance of a $720,000 grant from the Andrew J.
Mellon Foundation. "A programme of this sort would make it possible to bring
some new faculty into the universities at a time when there are otherwise few
openings.

More better, and more current information about research needs, research
interests, and research activities is badly needed. The more ready availability of
such information would bd of assistance to those now engaged in research and
would help n?any highly qualified graduates who want to find opportunities to
apply their skills and to pursue their research interests. It would be in society's
interests;aisvell as being in the interests of the research community, to develop a
programme to support the preparation and publication of a series of guides to
researchers, research interests, and current research activity in a broad range of
research fields.

Finally, it may be suggested that in all such programmes as may be
advanced through a national strategy to foster higher education and research, an
adequate share of the resources should go towards the study of Canadian subject
matter and the Canadian dimensions of research questions. There is no need to
become jingoistic or to wave the flag over research activities. But it is surely not
unreasonable to ende,aiour to see that appropriate attention is directed, inter
alias to questions of Some particular concern to the society that is funding the

A national strategy for higher education and research is desirable in itself on
many counts. The current prospect of the wastage of the knowledge, skills, and
capabilities of a large part of an academic generation underlines the urgency for
co-operative action by governibents and by educational institutions to put such
a strategy in place.

The Commission therefore recommends:

I. the establishment of a national strategy for higher education and research
in which the federal and provincial governments and the representatives
of the universities and colleges each play their appropriate role;
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2 that the national strategy for higher education and research have three
principal objectives: first, to foster a better and more wide-spread under:-
standing of the value of higher education,and research; second, to bring
about a fuller participation by Canadians in the opportunities for post-
secondary education; third, to develop a nation-wide support system fOr
postgraduate education that can meet the current atid future require-
ments of an increasingly complex society;

3. that the national strategy include the preparation of a master plan to
improve pOstsecondary enrolment levels by opening up theiipportunities
of higher educafion to a much greater extent than is now e case to the
many groups and elements in society that are under-reprp ented in the
universities and colleges of Canada; ,,!; ,

'01 .c,

ti4. that the national strategy recognize the need for continuing education,
adult education, and profeSSional and vocational re-trainin6n a scale
not yet envisaged by our pOStsecondary system; g91

5. that a comprehensive, nation-wide postsecondary stud t ssistance
programme be established to make it posSible for all those aving the
requisite ability to pursue their studies in higher education h t this pro-
gramme recognize the basic' educational rights of Canadia its o equality
of opportunity and to reasonable access to poitsecondab education,

Iregardless of their place of residence or socio-economic bac ground; that
the programme embody a genuine national effort to rem ve the social
and psychological barriers, as well as the economic 'barrirs, to higher
education;

6. that the proposed comprehensive, nation-wide postsecondary studenta
assistance programme be in the form of a National Postsecondary Edu
cational Opportunities Programme, initiated and funded tty-the govern-
ment of Canada following appropriate consultations withithe provinces
and with the universities and colleges; that, initially Programmel
bring under one umbrella the various student loitin grant pro-
grammes ofthe federal government, increase the prgen't loan. limits
under the Canada Student Loan Plait, And add to th'',INaiita provision

ad-
ministered in association with the several provincia iiirtidelit aid plans;
for federal grants to students; that the Programme planned and ad-

that the financial provisions of th4 Programme b 4.4pmpanied by

meet the social and psychological problems that ar npypperating as
measures to ensure adequate counselling and info aeon services to

deterrents for many of those who havk'thecapacity to i-,,etiefit from higher.
education; that the Programme include a provision for grants to disabled
students and allowances for studentS with dependent:, cliildren;.

7 the establishmenfof a Consultative COmmittee on Post'secoildary Educa--
tion to provide a continuing forum for representativesipf the federal and
pro.vindial governments and of the p4stsecondary instttcitions to meet at
regular intervals 'to discuss problems and to explore the possibility of
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plans and programmes that can meet the growing needs of Canadians in
the fields of higher education and research;
a review and re-assessment of the programmes now in place for tilt
support of post-graduate education and research in the sciences, includ-
ing consideration of an increase in the number and in the financial value
of the university research fellowships offered by N.S.E.R.C.; more sup-
port for N.S.E.R.q) programme of industrial research fellowships; a
higher level of financial support for N.S.E.R.C.'s programme of visiting

I Fellowships in Government Laboratories; the possibility of broadening
the Research Associates PThgramme of the National Research Council;

9. a review of the programme of grants and awards available to support
graduate education and research in the medical scienees and allied fields;

10. a review of the ileeds in the humanities and social sciences for more
support for graduate education and research, incldling: support for
independent research to enable competent scholars to pursue research
interests that in their own proiessional judgement and the judgement of
their peers meet valid academic criteria; support for research in selected
areas of national interest; possible enlargement of the post-doctoral,
doctoral, and Special M.A. Scholarship Firogrammes of . the
S.S.H.R.C.C.; the creation of a Research Associates Programm'e and of
a Private Sector Research Fellowships Programme by the S.S.H.R.C.C.,
consideratiori of a programme of Prestige Fellovvships by the
S.S. R.C.C.;

1 I. consideration of a number of new initiatives to support the role of highly
qualified manpower in Canada, including: the possibility of establishing
a National Research Pool fOr Canada, on the Norwegian model; the pos-
sibility of establishing a number of Centres of Excellence, drawing upon
the current Australian experience with this concept; 'the possibility of
some wider application, with the co-operation of government and the
private sector, of the concept of limited-term academic appointments;

I 2.' development of a programme to make information more readily avail-
able about research needs, research interests, and research activities in
Canada, including the preparation and publication, at regular intervalg,
of a series of guides to researchers, to research interests, and to current
research activity in a broad range of research fields;

13. that, in all programmes advanced through a national strategy to foster
higheieducation and research, appropriate attention and an appropriate
Mare of the resources go towards the study of Canadian subject matter
and to the Canadian dimensions of research questions, when applicable.

Full bibliographical information for citations may be found in the bibliography.
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The most serious problem facing Canadian higher education is the
prospective aging of university faculty; its greatest challenge, to

avoid the loss of an academic generation)

A. THE AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
CANADIAN PROFESSORIATE

It is not an exaggerationo say that it will be a disaster for Canada, and for
many of its ablest young people, if this country fails to take action to avoid the
loss of a significant part of an academia generation. Yet, the data clearly indicate
that this is the prospect confronting Canadians, unless well-planned steps are
taken to avert it. At the pres'ent time and for years to come there will be few
university teaching and research appointments available. This situation is
unfavourable both for the quality of teaching and for the quality and scope of
research: Our universities and colleges will remain intellectually healthy only if
they are refreshed and challenged by the jostling of ne *colleagues and new
ideas. ..,

Current economic conditions,at many universities have created a climate
that often discourages a strong faculty commitment to academic and related
public service responsibilities. Cutbacks and the threat of more cutbacks have
produced a situation in which the faculty are suffering from a kind of seige .
mentality, focussed on job security and dete'riorating working conditions, that is
not conducive to effective performance. Moreover, the increasing stagnation
associated with the lack of growth in-our utiiversities and colleges is not only
unhelpful and 'demoralizing for the faculty in place, it is also a disheartening
denial of opportunity to capable graduate students. Beyond this, an atmosphere
is being created in which many promising undergraduates no longer wish to go

4 on to graduate studies or aspire to careers in teaching and research.
In the sciences, as noted in the preceding chapter, the problem is a do le

one: there is a shortage of young scientists in many fields but there are fa..
university jobs available for those of them who wish to pursue academic careers.
There are many employment opportunities of other sorts available, however, as
the projected shortfall in Canadian research manpower over .the next fifteen
years demonstrates. .

In the social sciences and Altlimanities the picture is somewhat different. As
with the sciences, there are few jobs in the university for young scholars in these
fields. But, far from there being a shortage of young Ph.D.s in the social sciences
and humanities for employment outside the university, there are large numbers
who face the prospect of thwarted ambition and of underemployment despite
their advanced educational qualifications and their original hopes to engage in
research and higher education.

Recent Ph.D.s and students currently enrolled in graduate work are being
caught between two demographic trends. On the one hand, they are part of a
generation currently following behind a huge population bulge that has
substantially strained the resources of Canadian society. On the other hand, they
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are in the vanguard of a population cohort which is much smaller than the one
that preceded it. In terms of opportunities within the educational system, the
demands for their services will be less than for the preceding generation of
university graduates Unless there is a change in the circumstances of our teaching
and research institutions which will increase the demand for their skills. Those
who now occupy university positions are growing older and a higher percentage
of the professoriate is tenured. Because these tenured faculty are concentrated in
their middle years, there will be limited attrition of university facult. embers in
the years immediaiely ahead and, therefore, limited possibilitie for the
appointment of new professors.

In response to the unparalleled increases in university enrolment arising
from the baby boom, the number of full-time equivalent university teachers
increased from just under 10,000 in 1962-63 to over 40,000 in 1977-78. As Table
26 shows, Statistics Canada estimates tl)at the number of full -time, equivalent
teachers reached 41,222 in the 1981-82 academic year. The number of fujl-time
teachers alone increased from 8,000 in 1962-63 (Table 3) to about 32,500 in 1 79-
80 (Table 9). A good part of this growth is attributable to the expansion f
professional and graduate education during this period. Despite the larg
increase in the number of students, there was a substantial decline in the student-
teacher ratio from 15.6 down to 10.8 in the years between 1962-63 and 1978-79.
The estimated student/ teacher ratio for 1981-82 was I I.8'(Table 26).

As a consequence of this dramatic increase in the number of university
professors, the age structure of the full-time Canadian professoriate has
assumed pronounced and unusual characteristics. In 1979-80, the majority
(58.7%) were between 35 and 49 years of age, and nearly 90 per cent (88.2%) were
younger than 55 (Table 27). Only 4.1 per cent were between 61 and 65. The
preliminary figures for 1982-83 simply show this age-structure moving on, in
step with the passage of time: only 3.1 per cent were younger than 30; only 13.2
per cent were younger than 35; only 5.6 per cent were older than 60; and only 14.8
per cent were 55 or older. In 1974-75, 60.8 per cent were in the middle bracket of
the age structure, between 35 and 55; by 1982-83, 72 per cent were in that
bracket. Thus, nearly three-quarters of Canada's full-time university teachers
are bunched together, between the ages of 35 and 54. In 1973-74, by way of
comparison, 32.5 per cent of American faculty were older than 50, compared
with 14.1 per cent in Canada.2

The° implications of this bunching in the age structure of the Canadian
professoriate are even more striking when the situation is examined in specific
fields' and disciplines. Table 28 provides information on the'age distribution by
teaching fields at Canadian universities in 1979-80. Fewer than 2 per cent of the
full-time faculty members in the humanities were less than 30 years of age. The
figures for education (3.7%), agriculture and biological sciences (4.0%),
engineering and applied sciences (2.9%), health sciences (3.7%), and
mathematics and physical sciences (3.4%) tell a similar tale. At the other end of
the age scale, less than 10 per cent of full-time faculty were 55 or older in the
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TABLE 26

ST T/TEACHER RATIO AT
CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES

1962-1963 TO 1981-1982

Year Full -time. Full-time Student/
Equivalent Equivalent Teacher
Enrolment University Ratio

Teachers
(in study) (in study)

1962-63_ 155,7.81 9,983 15.6-
1963-64 176,935 11,406 15.5
1964-65 198,849 13,256 15.0
1965-66 228,585 15;106 15.1

1966-67 258,600 17,992 14.4
1967-68 286,107 20,878 13.7
1968-69 299,732 23.580 12.7
1969-70 334,815 27,299 ., 12.3
1970-71 361,661 30,755 11.8
1971-72 374,823 33,654 11.1

1972-73 372,673 0. 34,669 10.7
1973-74 385,844 35,512 10.9
1974-75 403,589 37,428 10.8
1975-76 431,400 38,125 11.3
1976-77 440,158 39,560 11.1

1977-78 444,749 40,209 11.1

1978-79 440,087 40,806 10.8
1979-80 447,981 41,004 10.9
1980-81 464,241 41,188 11.3
1981-82* 486,491 41,222 11.8

r* Preliminary.

.

Note: e student-teacher ratio includes part-tinie teachers converted to
full-time quivalent by a ratio of 4 to I. The number of part-time
teachers has been estimated. Full-time equivalent enrolment data
for undergraduate and graduate students have been derived by
using a 3 to I ratio for part-time students.

Source: Table prepared for the Commission by Dr. Max von
Zur7Muehlen, based on data provided liy Statistics Canada for
full- and part-time enrolment and full-time staff. 1983.
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TABLE 27 I

AGE DISTRIDUTION (*.FULL-TIME UNIVERSITY TEACOERS,:FOR SELECTED YEARS,

19564957 TO 1982.1983

Agr Group 1956.57 1968.69 1911.12

N. 24 IA 1,6 0.9

25 20 103 15.5 13,8

PIO 19,3 22',1 23,6

Sulgolal (1034) .1 11.2 39.8 38,1

35 . 39 19,1 20,2

.40. 44 16.2

,20,1

14.9 15,6

45 . 49 11.1 10,8 11,1

Sub "foIal (35.49) 47,1 . 47,0

50 . 54 9.4 6,11 7,1

I 55 . 59 ,
6,7 4.6 4,6

IdI . 5,3 1,0 2,11.

'tiubl'olul 150.64) 21.4 14,4 14,1

Total (Peron!) 100,0 100.0 100,0

lout Number Reporied 1,1170 18,556 , 26,675

Nol Repelled 113 99

Older Iho h4 84 196 200

(irand ,,1,914 18,865 26,911

Median Age NIA 38 38

1914.75 191546 1916.71

110 percept)

0.4 , 0,1 0,4

1,7 6,9 5,8

22,1, 11.4 19,9

30,8 18,7 26,1

21,9 ; 113---- 22,6

17,3 17,5 18,1

12,6 sl1,2 118

51,8 go 51,5

9,0 9,3 9.1

3.2 5,7 6,1 .

1,2 3,1 3.5

17,40 18,3 19.4

100.0 '. 100,0 100,0,

29,672 ,10,498 31180

75 61 '138

212 225 230

29.959 10,784 31,648

19 19 .40,

1911.18 . 1918.79

0,1 0,1

.5,2 4,5

18,0 15,7

23,5 20.4

23,4 23,7

18,1 19,2

144 11,9

56.1 51,11

10.0 10,7

6.6 7,1

3.8 4,0

20,4 21,8

100,0 100.0

3095 3231

, 37 411

,5

235 .240.:

32,161 12,645

40 41

\

1979.80 19811.111 191114 1981.81

0,1 01 0,2 0,2

3,9 1.4 3,1 2.9

'11.1' 121 11.0 10,1

18,1 15,8 141 13.1

21,3 11,5 20,2 18,6

19,9 21,0 115 22,0

15,5 16,2 168 11,6

38,7 58,1 58,5 58,1

11.3 12,1 12,1 ,13,11

7.1 8,1 9,2 9,2

0,1 4.1 5,3 3,6

23,1 15.5 21,2 20.6

100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0

32,500 25.513 15,113 18,196

243 Ill 177 114

32:803 15,684' 25,890' 18,310'

42 .42. 41 44

' Infermalielo.00t au.a6ble fiir. Quebec in9tilntians, and far.1982.11),.sarne athc(uniiiersiliel'as welt

Sairree: Max van Zui.Muillien, 'The rhatiging':prO of full.'hinte,flicuki.ai (median universillei,thlawa; SIdlislici Canada, 1983; Table 2,p,.
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social sciences. About 15 per cent were 55 or older in the humanities, and about
11 per cent in mathematics and the physical sciences.

Table 29 provides information about the age structu're of full-time
university teachers in 1979-80 by selected discipjines. Only 2.6 per cent of those
teaching modern languages were under 30 years of age, 1.8 per' cent in
philosophy, 1.6 per cent in religious studies, 1.1 per cent in history, 2.6 per cent in
classics, 1,2 per cents in social work, and 1.7 per cent in physics. There were no
full-time university teachers under 30 in library sciences. Table 30 indicates the
total nunili'05.0 full-time university teachers by selected disciplines in 1980 in
each year of age from 56 to 70.

!ctit From information provided by Statistics. Canada it is also possible to
determine the actual and projected age distribution of full-time' university
teachers by academic rank.) The median age of full professors was 49, of
associate professors 42, and of assistant professors 36, in 1980-81. Close to 50 per
cent of the associate professors and over 75 per cent oftthe assistant professors
are younger than fdrty. In 1979-80, 30.2 per cent of the teachers at Canadian
universities were-full professors, 39.7 per cent were associate professors, only
24.7 per cent were assistant professors, and only 5.4 per cent held rank below
that of assistant professor. The two senior ranks accounted for about 70per cent
of the Canadian professoriate. It is projected that by 1990 more than 4 out of
every 5 full -time university teachers (80.7%) will be at the two senior academic
ranks. Nearly 40 per cent of all full-time faculty members will hold the rank of
full professor. Les than .20 per cent will be in the' junior ranks of assistant
professor, lecturer; and instructor. The proportion of full-time faculty in the
junior academic ranks has already declined from 56 percent in 1967-68 to 26per
cent in 1982-83 (Table 32).

This bunching of faculty in the two senior academic ranks for such an
extended period 'of time will have financial as well as scholarly implications for
the universities. As the Science Council predicted in 1979, "faculty membwill
undoubtedly continue to 'progress through the ranks' requiring ever larger
proportions of the budget for salaries, and leaving ever smaller amounts tocover
the non-salary items needed for good teaching and good 'research."4 The
financial impact of a continuing trend in this direction, simply because of the age
structure and rank distribution of the professoriate, will be severe on a university
system that faces the prospect of limited growth for more than a decade, with all
the attendant budgetary pressures. Expenditures needed to keep up the physical
plant, the libraries, and the research facilities of these institutions will suffer, as
will the level of expenditures on the development of new fields and programmes.

The; median salary for all ranks of full-time university teachers nearly
quadrupled between 1967-68 and 1982-83, rising from $11,403 to $42;622 (Table
33).5 At the full professor level, the median salary reached $54,354 in 1982-83.
The salary increases gained by the Canadian professoriate outstripped the
increases of many other educational systems. For example, with 1967-68 as a
base of 100, full-time university salaries in Canada reached 298.7 in 1980-81,



Teaching Field

Education

Fine and Applied Arts

Ilumanities

Social Sciences

Agricuhure and
,

Biological Sciences

Engineering and

Applied Sciences

Health Sciences

Mathematics and

Physical Sciences,

Others

Total

TABLE 28

AGE STRUCTURE OF FULLiTiME UNIVERSITY TEACHERS

BY TEACHING FIELD AND AGE GROUP, 1979,1980

Younger 30.34

than 10

115 377

(37) (110)

71 247'

(4,7) (16,2)

10b' 524

(1.9) , (9,4)

502 1,566

(6,1) (19,6)

91 344

(4,0)

72

'(149)

,234

(2,9) (9,6)

116 613

(3.7) (1'18)

145 521

(3,4) (12,2)

67 '151

(9,2) (20,8)

1,347 4,577

(4,1) (14.0)

35.39 40744

686 1)05

'(11,9) (11,3)

.315 282

(20,6) (18,5)

,

1,256 1,114

(225) (21,1)

2,129 1,385

(26,6) (17,3)

51.8) 407

(21,7) (17,7) .

, 482 583

(19.8) (23,9)

0
1,020 , 932

(2IA) , (19.5)

1,042 982

, (24.5) (23.1)

156 108

(21,4) (14,8)

7,586 6,458

(23,2) (19,7)

Note; Percentage in brackets shoWs the age distribution,

45.49 50.14

551 402

, (17,7) (12,9)

246 182

(16.1) (11,9)

966 ' 702

(17,3) (12,6)

966 669

(12.1) (8.3)

351 282 212

(15.5) (12.7) (9,2)

419 .322

(17.2) (13,2)

763 601

(16.0) (12,6)

674 439

(15.8) (10,3)

86 11

(11,8) (9,N)

5,030 3,670

(15,3) (11.2)

55.59 60 and Sub. Not Total number

older "' total reported (in study)

150 141 3,129 N 3,137

(8,0) (4,5) (100,0)

Ill 72 , 1,526 5 1,511

(7,3) (4,7) (100,0)

489 , 359 5,576 N 5,584

(8,8) (6.1) (100.0)

491 299 8,007 14 8,021

(6,1) (3.7) (I00,0)

III 2,306 2,306

(4,8) (100.0)

214 1 112 2,418 2. 2,410

(8.8) (4,6) oao,o)

409 261 4,775

(8,5) (5,1) (100,0

186 171 4,760

(6,7) (4,0) (100,0)

49 40 . 728

(6,7) (5,5) (100,0)

4,784

4,265,

735

2,511 1,566 32,145 , 58 32,803

(7,7) (4,8) (loom

Source: Max von Zur.Muehlen, A profile Of fulkline tegrhersat Canadian O niverlillesi patiglealtevkiyfortheelghtlii,0104,. Statillidcanak1.982,,Table A, I

revised .1983,
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TABLE 29

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF FULIAINE UNIVERS Y TEACHERS BY TEACHING FIELD

AND SELECTED DISCI? NES, 19794980

'Teaching Field and , Younger 3014 15.19 40-44 , 45.49 5054 55.59 60 and lotal Number
Selected Disciplines than 30,

more reported

Edti Cation , 3,9 ' 11,2 21,9 19,2 11.50.114...11 4,6 100,0 1168

Music 5,0' 16,6, 18,1 16,4

Fine and Applied Arts (i 4,9 16,0 21,9 19,6 15,7

Subtotal Fine and Applied Arts 4.9' 16,2 20.5 18,4 16k ..2
Classici 2,6 8,6 26,0 21,2 173 6,1 9,1 9.1 100.0 231

History I.1 10,5 27.1 21.5 '15,6 10,5 '8,0 5,3 103,0 1,017

Library Science
11,3 11,5 15,6 11.5. 27,1 , 13,5 12,5 , 100k 96

Mau Media Studies 4,5 21,2 19,0 12,0 13,9 12,0, 6,1 10,1 100.0 158

Modern Languages 2,6 .9,2 22.0 21,0' 17,5 12.7 11,8 6.2 100,0 7,807

Philosophy.' 1,8 9,1 24,7 21,9 16,0 Ilk , 11,2 5.1 100,0', 624

Religious Studies 1,6 5,2 15k 22,8 22,2 15,5 9,8 1,9 100.0, 554

Sub.total Humanities 221 9,5 22,6 21,0 17,2 12 5 8,7 6A 100k 5 641

Anthropology & Archaeology 1,6 19:4 27,7 16,0 13,2 11,3 7,0 2.9 100,0 372'
Commerce and Ilusinets

Administration 10,5 21,5 26,1 15.0 10,3 7.1 5,8 6 3,7 \ 100,0 1,585

Econiimics 8.7 19,6 22,6 18,3 12,8 , 6.7 7.2 0,1 100,0 996
Geography 4,5 17,4 29.1 19,3 10,8 8,5 6,6 0 3,8 100,3 649

Law 12,6 , 24,8 26,1 12,7 11,2 `401 3,5 . 2,9 100,0 62$
Political Science 3,4 19,8 29,1 17.9 12,0 1,0 6,5. 4,3 100,0 714

Psychology 5.5 20,8 27.7 18,2 11,8' 8,8 4,7 2,5 100.0 1,310

Social Work 1.2 9,0 25,4 18,4 16,0 12,2 09,6 7,3 100,0 343
Sociology A 4.7 20,2 27,2 i 11,9 , 12.2 8,71 5.5 3,6 100,0 .889

Sub.toralSociaf Se'Res , 6,6 19,7 26.5 , 17.2 12,0 8,2 6,0 3.8 100 0 8 133, .

I6A 8,0

6,9

6.2

3,9

100,0, 548

1000 992

103k 1,540
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TABLE"

(cont'd)

Teaching Field and Younger 10.14 3549 40.44 45.49

Selected IlisciplIne1 than 30.

Agriculture 3,2 12.3 11,9 15,5 17,4 12,0 15,0 6,7 100,0 314

Biology 15 11.2 23.1 10,5 16,1 11,6 7,8 4,1 100,0 683

Botany 4.0 13,3 113 24.9 11,6 , 13,9 ,11.1 0 1000 173

household Sciences 8,0 .9 15.5 10.1 12,9 ' 13,8 11,1 3,1 100,0 225

Veterinary Medicine 8,6 9,7 19,7 9,6 156 9.6 ,, 7,1 6,1 100,0 198

Zoology I 1.2 3,4 244 18,2 11,5 '16,0 11,0. 1.3 100,0 275

Subotal Agriculture t,

& Biological Sciences 4,1, 15.1, 21,6 17,7 15,4 12,2 9d 4.8 100,0 2,315

.

Architecture, 1,9 11,4 19,0 23,8 1 12,9 IS,2 11.0 4.8 100,0

Engineering 2,9 9,2 20.0 , 23 8.4 4.6 100,0

Engineering Science 5.5 14;5 14,5 38 5,5 3.6 100.0

Forestry 6,4 8:5 19,1,' 16.0 15,0 1.2 100,0

Sublotal Engineering and

Applied Science 3 I ....4:_1
19,9 238. 17,1 , 2 8.7 4,5 1000 , 2 162

1,0 12,0 111,0 18,7 11,9 16,4 11:1' 7,0 100.0, 316 I,

0.9 11,4 18.6 24.1 19,1 13,1 8,8 3,4 ', 100,10 559,:i1 '

12,0 16,2 22,1 17.3 117 9.1 , 3,0 3,6 ' .o ic,6e6,\.,

lo 11.8 22.9 15,0 10.4 11.8 1,8 8,5 .0

3.9 12.8 21,3 19,5 ' 15,9 12,6 8,6 /., 3,4 : 1010 da...,4791.

, I v 1

'.. i.

(0 13,5, 27,9 214 14,7 9,6 6,3 1.9 100,0 1,2,4! -
, i .

2.4 9.4 22.1 24.2 17.4 ' , 11,8 ;,3 \ 4,8 1010 t ,

4.8 11,4 18.6 , 23,1 ' 18,4 ' 11,4 .6.0 , 5,3 160,0 , 'f #:,,,' 419'1 '

1,7 6.9 20.9 1,9 19:1, 10,9 11,''. :,10.0' " ti.6 '100,!):A , '',933') 4

,h 1 136 ''3.6 ,! 13.0 i' 1 ,iipp, i 415.1 : 10:2 ',

I i 2

I;)

f)entisiry

Medicine

Nursing

Pharmacy

'Sub.total Health Sciences

Mathematics

Chemistry'

Geology and Related

Physics

Subtotal Mathematics &

Physical Sciences

Note; ,Subtotals and totals include othir disciplinel which are not Identified,

Source; Table repp for the Commission by Stalls

h
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''AG4'OF L- UNIVERSITY.TEACHERS BY
TeACIHING 4LD.A BY SELECTED DISCIPLINES IN

a 1980 CI Y, AR OF AGE FROM 56 TO 70.

57 5N

1. 6,
:....... ,.....--_{,t . 4: %,

' -I ''' 'i Philic Iducation .' i 5 4 9

sa . ',I'docation . '," 51 39 47, ,,,, ,,,,,.....2 Sub -1411 liducatio 56 43 56

Mut 't , k 1tS,4 :gb 6 11 It

OtheKnessnd aphliedal s , II N II
- Subotal Mitt and.hp i lied aria 17 19 19

'

'Modem es

ecOrdt science..

6 4 5

64 59 43
16 19 IS
6 2 2

,-..'',, Linguislim 2 I 3

'.4. _.,... , flit , 1 4 1' ,,,- ( 1- hilosiiph 17 13 12

''''''11...2.4;.... hell studies ' .12 7 0,,
3 2- 01 .r.hurrianities

. r .. SOT:IMO Humanities 127 112 91

3

7 (Anthropology and archaeology 7 0 5

Coameree and husinen
4 s hninistration 20 19 16iiI

..V' Economics 17 17 14

Geography II 6 9

3 N' 5

Political science 13

Psychology 22 13 -13..;

- Social work . 12 N 6

.,Sociology 13 IS . 10

Other sochil.sciences , -6 4

Sub-total b'ocial sciencei . 120 111 09

oSgriculture 6 6 9

Hiology ., . 19 11 7'
Botany, -I 4'3
Household sciences 5 . 7

.... Veterinary mediiine 2 3 4

Zoology . . 7 3 4

Other agriculture and
,... biological sciences 6 4 5

,,, ..,., ,Nultiotal Agriculture and .

biological sciences 44 36 39

Aithdecture 5 3 II

Forestry 4 5 3

Engineering 45 30 33

ti bti-total Engineering &
. applied science 54 46 44

Dentistry 6 7 7

Medicine IN 11 11

Pharmacy -. 0 .4
Other health sciences 76 74 64

Subtotal health sciences 103 92 06

Mathematics
Chemistry.
Geology and related
Physics
Other mathematics and

. physical sciences
fibkota1Mathematics &
. pgsichl sciences'

\Toia 1.

Not specified

' ' Grand Total

IS 21 13

IN IN 15
6 N 7

13 30 12

9 N "0

61 05 55

502 544 479

15 II 14

597 555 '493

59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 6N 69 70 71
and

.

older

N 7 2 5 5 I 0 0 0 0 0

43 33 20 20 12 , 22 17 II 3 2 0 0

51 40 30 23 17 27 IN II 3 2 0 '0

6 3 0 0 2 2 I I 0 '0
13 7 II 5' 2 4 6 I 0 I 0 0

19 12 19 13 II 9 II I 1 tl 0

4 4 5 3 ' 0 2 5 0 0 0 0
50 55 30 36 35. 30 24 N 4 6 I I

17 IN IS II 12 7 6 I 3 1 0 0
2 4 3 '0 0 I 1 I I

I I I 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 0

2 I 2,403 I I 0 0 I

9 11 5 5 5 3 3 4 4 '0
9 10 13 0 4 '. 7 .3 5 3 1

2 0 2 0 .I I 0 I I 0
96 104 N4 69 64 53 4N 26 17 I 3

3 3 .2 2 4 1 I 2 0 0
. .

26 IS 16 IS 7 II 2 3 3 2 I

.0 9 10 7 7 9 7 2 1 I

N 11 7 5 4 .6 3 3 0 )
4 I -1 2 5 5 I 0 '..4ss

10 1 1 4 12 7 5 4 3 I 0

II 15 6 3 7 4 5 1 4 1

N 7 5 5 4 4 4 2 3 0
N . N . 9 5 N 7 -,2 3 I 1

6 9 6 4 2 .2 4 2 0
92 91 74 59 52 51, 37 22 13 I

II 13 I I 2 7 I I I 1

II 9 II 9 7 4 -2 0 1

2 2 2 7 3 0 2 0 0'
5 1 3 -2 2 1 I 0 0
2 itY 51 6 3 0 2 1 I

5 5 3 3 0 0 3 I 1

.

3 2 7 2 3 -2 3 3 2

39 32 Al 31 25 10 14 ,- 6 ,6 0 0 1

2 2 3 '1 0 3 2 .0 0 0 I' .0

2 3 0 3 0 0 0 . I 0 0 0 0

35 32 22 19 IN 13 13 7 4 1 I 0

39 37 25 23 IN 16 IS a, N 4 1 2 0
6 7 9 6 N 4 4 't7 0 0 0 0 0

II .4 10. 2 5 2 5 0 0 0 0 I

I 2 5 3 3 I. 0 '0 0 .0 0

30 61 56 34 29 36 32 14 13 6 4 1

60 76 77 47 45 45 42, 14 13 6' 4 2

14 12 6 N 10 N 6 -6 I I' 0 0

N 7 10 12 7 6 5 3 .1 0 0 0
7 I 2 7 0 3 3 4 0 0 0 0

21 14 10 7 7 4 1 I 0 0

5 /I 2 4 4 I I I 2 0 0 0

55 42 30 30 20 26 '23 IN 7 0 0

459 435 301 303 260 240 205 ION 64 31 14 7 1

IS 10 7 6 5 3 5 I 0 I 0 0

474 445 MN 309 265 243.210 109 64 32 14 7 I

u'npublished data pros ided by Statistics Canida. 1903.
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TABLE 31

PERCENTAGE OF FULL-TIME UNIVERSITY TEACHERS
UNDER THE AGE OF 40 BY ACADEMIC RANK,

TOTAL CANADA: 1978, 1979, 1980

1978

% under
Age 40 Riink

r. 1979

% under
Age 40

1980

% in % under
Rank Age 40

% in
Rank

Full Profe4or 7.5 27.0 7.5 , 28.1 7.2 29.4

Associate
Professor 41.7 37.0 39.1 37.1 36.2 37,7

Assistant
Professor 74,2 2d.6 71.9 23.3 70.5 22.1

Rank Below /
Assistant
Professor 83.1 5.5 81.4 5.3 80.1 5.1

Others* 59.0 i 5.9 57.9 6.2 53.7 5.7
/

* "Other" refers to ungraded staff.

Source: Data and tabulation provided by Statistics Canada; 1983.
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TABLE 32 ,

ACTUAL AND PROJECTED ACADEMit K
DISTRIBUTION OF UNIVERSITY TE S:

1956-1957, 1967-1968 TO 1989-1990 (PERC NT ES)

Academic
year

Actual

Full.
Professor

Associate
Professor

Sub-total
2 Senior
Rank

Assistant
Professor

Ranklbelo* Sub-total
Aisista0 ; 2 Junior
Profess)? r Ranks

956-57 28.1 24.1 52,2 28.6 19,2
967.68 18.5 25.2 43.7 37.0 19.3
968-69 18.5 26.3 44.8 37.9
969-70 18.6 26.8 45.4 38.0 11 67:6
970-71 18.8 27.2 46.0 37.7 1 6 3
971-72 21,3 29.1 50.4 37.4 12.2
972-73 21.7 29.9 51.6 37.2 11.1
973-74 23.2 32.5 55.7 34.7 9.8
974-75 24,5 34.2 58.7 33.2 8.1
975-76 42.0125,7 35.6 61.3 31.3 7.4
976-77 wr'26.7 37.1 63.8 29.9 6.5
977-78 27,8 37.8 65.6 28.1 6.3
978-79.. 28.7 39.3 68.0 26.2 5.8
979-80' 30.2 39.7 69.9 24.7 5.4
9t10-81* 32.3 39.4 71.7 23.0 5.3
981-82* 33.5 39.2 72.7 22.2 5.1

Projected

1982-83 34.2 39.5 73.7 21.5 4.8
1983-84 34.9 39.8 74.7 20.t 4.7
1984-85 35.6 40.1 75.7 19.7 4.6
1984-86 36.3 40.4 76.7 18.8 4,5
1986-87 37.0 40.7 77.7 17.9 4.4
1987-88 37.7 41.0 78.7 17.0 4.3

1988-89 38.4 41.3 79.7 16.1 4.2
1989-90 39.1 41.6 80.7 15.2 4.1

11'1

t..k

47.8
56.3
55.2
54.6
54.0
49.6
48.3
44.5
41.3
38.7
36.4
34.4
32.0
30.1
28.3
27.3

' 26.3
92-5.3

24.3
23.3
22.3
21.3
20.3

, 19.3

of Preliminary

Note:

Source;

It has been estimated that 0.7 percent of the university cohort will be promoted
from associate to full professor, and 0.3 percent from assistant to associate
professor. Under these assumptions, the two junior ranks decline proportionately.

Max von Zur-Muehlen. The changing profile of full -line faculty at Canadian
universities. Ottawa. Statistics Canada, 1983, Table 3, p. 8.
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whereas on the Higher Education Price Index for the United States salaries
reached only 238.3 (Table 33).711n Canada, full-time university teacher ere, on
average, somewhat better off in'real income in 1982-83 thin in 1967 -
from a base of 100 in 1967 -68, the consumer price index rose to 303.
whereas the salary index for full -time university teachers during the
rose from a base Of 101) in 1967-68 to 374.2 in 19K2 -K3 (Table 33).
. This information provided by Statistics Canada does not, however,
compare academie salaries to salaries paid in other sectors of Canadian society,
There is considerable recent literature published in Canada,,on the topic of
academic.. sa laries .somc of which deals with that comparative aspect,? Such
comparison with other vocations and professions does indicate that somehow;
even in these difficult times of retrenchment, the means must be found to better
compensate university faculty, in working conditions and in opportunities for
professional growth as well as in financial terms. The faculty represent,
collectively, a large past investment in human. capital and an immense
intellectual and 'social resource. It is only common sense that this resource
should he used to maximum advantage by making it, possible for faculty
memlidh to use their abilities to thc fullest.

The point made by the data provided by Statistics Canada remains clear,
none the less. As the age structure and the rank distribution of the Canadian
professoriate shifts to the senior ranks with the higher salaries that these
command, the costs of university education will increase substantially', and the
financial flexibility that universities require will be lessened. It will not ,be
surprising if tensions develop as the members of the academic generation unable
to find jobs in university teaching watch the present professoriate growing older
and richer at what they maywell perceive to be their expense. Such feelings will
be further coloured by the perception, that many of those growing older and
richer within the tenured system are froth other countries. There are the
conditions here for a social, as well as for an academic, problem of considerable'
proportions.

The present age structure of the full-time professoriate in Canadian
universities, thus, contains within it the seeds' of both soc land academic crises..
At the root of these potential crises is the limited av ability of replacement
.positions. The number of replacement positions depe ds on three main factors:
retirement, mortality, and mobility. Because of the current age structure of the
faculty, the potential retirement rate at Canadian universities over the coming
decade will be exceedingly low. Indeed, it is estimated that in the five years from
1983 to 1987; only 5.7 per cent of the full-time teachers will reach the normal
retirement age of 65. This means that during this half decade only 1,881 full-time
university positions will open as the result of senior scholari reaching retirement
age (Table 34). .

This, of course, assumes that professors'will retire at age 65. In practice,.,
many do not; theY continue their duties on a part-time or special contract basis
for a humber of years. In 1980, there were 453 full-time university teachers aged

Wor
tin I982-8
amc pert d
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di4011.TIME UNIViRiT? TEACHERS DY ACADEMIC RANK,'

1961.1968 TO 1982.1983

Academic Ilarik 1961.68 1968.69 196940 19411 1911.11 1911.71 1911.14 19141 1915.76 1916.11 1911.78 191849 1919,0 190,811981.81" (981.83"

1RS.0..1014.f.1".*1441...*ml,

r,t
`(Coucnt dollun)

l'olarolmor 11,081 MI6 1101) 11:9E1 11i119 '4950 25,2(X) 21;100 , 11,500 34;100 36,500 19,100 41,500 44,194 49,95.

606* 11,998 IOW KM NM 141 WS) 181550 200) AM ANA Al 29,550 AW AO AW 4M
Prolowi

Alkoot WN 12,701 UM WM KM 161000, 18,550 ,20,0 flia 411X1 1W 10 NO AO
Ih okotot

bidadow

MOm 1,990 00 MAC 111,121 WM WM 12,850 KM AM A150 KM AM 20,904 11,540.26,012
Profeilor

4

10,115 11,581 ,14,050 11,545 0,011 11,900

1001 11,411L 11,214 11,21)5 14,248 .15,084 16,18X1

Sotto

(l owl) 100,0 107,1 ,

Como Price

Index (Colrodr

19671 1181.0 104,0

Higher Education 100,0 106,0

Price lode,'

for I lit 1.S.

(Kent 'Likud, 11,S, Government)

Information not available for Quebec irolittniont, and for 198240 some der oolversilles as well,

i,Sotirct Siotistics Oath, 731;arlierr In onlverlintr,, 19794910, Ottawa, 1981, 'ruble 11, p. 60.61, (Catalogue 81.141); Slitlitici Canada. Troche:31n unlveriiiin 198041..

011mvir, 1982, Table 4D, p, 4041 100 81.2411; and additional information provided to the Comniitsion by Statitticd Canada, 1983.

116,3 , MI 112,3 140,3

108,8 112,4. 115,6 121,2.

1112 121,0 , 128,6 115.0,

13,01X1 15,150 11,550 19,75(1

17,150 18,950 22,350 11,900

150,4 166,1 196,0 218,4

110,2 14,5, 160.1 112,1.

141,0 : 153,1 166,1 117,2

160

77,310 241090 76,375 26,,444 3) 111 NIA

11,150 19,400 11,800 31,1161 33,661 .42,622

'64

239,0 251,8 118,9 798,7 3)9,0 )74.1 0.

to

1859 202.5 .221,0 241,5 174,0 303,6

188,1 201,3 116,9 118,3 NIA NIIA
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65 or older (Taft30), There are, 'moreover, thereasing signs of a movement
away from compulsory retirement at age 65 ton more flexible approach. owards
retirement 'a rra ngements, A recent series of decisions in the courts and by human
rights boards of inquiry point in this direction in Canada, as do similar trends in
the United States and elsewhere. Recently, for example, the Manitoba Court of
Appeal upheld the decision of.a lower Court. that a collective agreement clause
requiring faculty at the University of. Manitoba to retire at 65 is invalid and
violates the province's !human Rights Act. In doing so, it sustained the decision
that a professor of educati4a1 psychology, who had been at the university since ,

1968 and'who had reached the age of 65, could not he forced to retire because "no
employer. may refuse to employ a person solely on the, basis of age, no matter
what the -age may he. Mandatory retirement at 'age 65 Jis No considered .,
discriminatory under human rights legislation in New Brunswick, In Quebec,
Bill 15, which came into effect on I April, 1982, specifically prohibits mandatory
retirement at any age. As the result of this movement` ohar discrimination on
the basis of, age, the number of replacement positions available at Canadian
universillies (hiring the next decade could be even fewer than they are now
projected to he.

In addition to the 1,881 replacement positions projected from 1983 to 1987
resulting-from faculty retirements at age 65, it is forecast that approximately 825
more positioris will be available over this five year period on account of.
mortality (Table 34). Consequently, retirement and mortality together will open
up an estimated 2,7(8) replacement)vositions between 1983 and 1987, or an
average. of about 540 openings per year.

'-qiyen the expected circumstance of decline or limited growth in full-time
enrolments in the period after 1983 or 1984, and the increasingly higher costs
associated with the age structure of the tenured professoriate, many universities
are. as a-matter of Policy, filling any replacement openings with temporary, part -
time, or short-term appointments, rather than with tenure-track app'ointees.
While such a policy may be understandable under current conditions, irshould
also be understood that it is contributing to the frustration and uncertainty
'among promising Oung scholars and causing many of them to tUrnawayfrom
research and graduate work. It should be rcmcmbcrcd too, that about one-
quarter of university appointments are still going to non-Canadian academics;
so that while the number of replacement poSitions projected averages'about 540

per year, the actual number of university openings for highly qualified young
Canadians may be in .the order of only 405 to 435 positions a year, unless
government and the universities are able to work together to increase both'the
total number .of appointments at Canadian universities and the proportion of
these appointments going to Canadian graduates.

The third variable affecting the number of replacement positionsavailable
is mobility. 'Although no systematic attempt has ever been made in Canada to.
find Out what happens to university teachers who resign, evidence suggests that,
due to strained labour market conditions, mobility between universities and
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TABLE 34

PROJECTED REPLACEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR vuLL-TIME UNIVERSITY TEACHERS, 1983-1991

Yea, ltctile
meats
(No,)

Retire- Mortality
meat
Rate

Mortality
rate
OD

Total,
Replace.

morn

ttcrince.
meat
IWO .;

(IA (No,) V;;,) 4

9(43. . 265 65 0.5 , 430 1,3
109, ,9 65, 0,5 474 1.4

9145 .2 65 0.5 553 1,7
H6 .4 65 0,5 610 .1,9

(HO 474 .4 65 0.5 639 1,9
9M4 493 .5 65 0.5 , 6514 2.0
9449 555 ./ 65 ' 0.5 720 2,2
990 597 .H 65 0,5 762 2.3
991 650 .9 65 0,5 1415 2.4

Note;

Source:

This projection is based on a stock figure of 32,950 full-time university teachers in
1980..H1 'and assumes /cm net 'mobility, The mortality rate is an approximation.
based on the median age of fulkime faculty in 19140 and mortality rates for that age
group in actuarial table's. The stack figure is held constant for the projection,,
period, an assumption which needs to he qualified if the universities, for financial,
demographic and other reasonti, reduce the, total number of full-time faculty over
the next 9 years,

Max von Zur-Muchlen. Me changing profile 414114/me faulty or Canadian
universities. Ottawa, Statistics Canada, 19143, 'fable 7, p. 15.'S

other employment sectors may be declining.s No sustained attempt has been
made, however, to trace and assess the mobility of full-time university teachers
following voluntary separation and termination of employment.

,'n examination of previous employment data (that is, information on what
university teachers were doing before they took up their present positions)
indicates that for new hirings and replacement hirings iai 1977-78 those who
came directly from graduate schools, including post-doctorals, accounted for
about 20 per cent of the total (Table 35).

D.uring the ten academic years reviewed in Table 35, from 1972-73 to 1981-
82, on the average well over 2,000 new faculty were appointed each year, for an
annual turnover rate of about 7 per cent. The projections for the five year period,
from 1983 to 1987, are for only 540 replacement positions per year, or an average
approximate annual turnover rate of only 1.8 per cent. The implications of these
comparisons both for those young academics seeking first-time employment and
for the health of the university community are immense. The comparison may be
even more striking if replacements are not in fact appointed to the replacement
positions identified in this data. There is already a good deal of evidence of a
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total freeze on hiring at /many universities or in specific faculties and
departments.

In addition, it is important to realize that over the ten year period noted in
'rabic 35 the number of new appointments that were the result of inter-univertity
mobility (that is, movement of a professor from one institution to another)

increased to over 50 Peri cent of Wrings. The number hired directly out of
graduate schools with a completed or nearly completed Ph.D. averaged 21 per
cent. New graduates ohtained only one in five of the new or replacement
positions opened during the decade from 1972 -73 to 1981.-82. Despite the fact
that those were years (i,r still some expansion. PhD, graduates were already
experiencing difficulty in Sraining full-time positions, Data for the previous
employment. of all .fult-time university staff for the years'078-1981 shows a
similar picture (Table 36).

Statistics Canada I') reports that at the discipline level close to two-t Writs. of
the new or replacement positions in many of the social sciences and humanities
were filled by faculty ;Moving froin one university to another during the decade.
from 1972-73 to 1981-82 (Table 37). Thus, in many of the social sciences and
huthanities the job prospects for graduates seeking employment in.the university
were fewer, than the gross statistics in Table 35 would indicate, By contrast, of the
teachers appointed during this period only 36 per cent in architecture, 44 per cent,
in management and administrative Audies, 39 per cent in law. 28 per cent in
'nursing, 33 per cent in pharmacy, and 46 per cent in social work, had previously
been university teaehers,

All of this indicates that the job placement prospects. for university
graduates interested in university teaching are bleak indeed. The number of
Canadian Ph.D.s projected to graduate between 1983 and 1987. approximates..

4'1,170 per year, excluding foreign students, for a total of about 5,900 new
Canadian Ph.D.s over the five year period." As Table 34 indicates, there will be
about 2,700 replacement positions to be filled, due to mortality and retirements,
over the same fiVe year period. The historical experience suggests that only
about orie in five Of these replacement appointments, or about 550 appointments
in ,university teaching, will go to doctoral or post-doctoral students completing
their studies. To' put .it simply, Canada will be producing about ten new Ph.D.s,
for each replacement position likely to be open to the new academic generation
from 1983 to 1987.. The picture brightens somewhat for the years from 1988 to
1991 when 'a total of abOut 2,955 openings are forecast, averaging about 740
vacancies per year. But at the present rates of production and of placement of
newly graduates Ph.D.s, there will still be more than seven' doctorates being
produced for every faculty replacement position likely to be open to them in the
years from 1988 to 1991. .

While debates may be waged about the accuracy of such projections, the ..

anticipated imbalance between supply and demand for Ph.D.s, at least in the
field of university teaching, is so apparent that one cannot dispute the overall..
conclusion, The cumulative surplus of Ph.D.s available for and aspiring to
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TAKE 35

PREVIOUS 11MPLOYMENT SECTOR OF NEWilY APPOINTEP FULIAINIE
UNIVERSITY TEACHERS 19724973 TO 198I1981

COMPARED WITH ALL UNIVERSITY TEACHERS

IMPIIIYMI'Nf 1110 1971,14 1471 1975:1,6 1116.11 1111.111 1001 117001 11481 1014 ten 'kg
SECIOR

Total

lin study)

11111vetxty 820

17,1

.,,,,,,,,r,,,,,,,,,1044 negra=ortazar2x,rowerlootatimompo.r7orripprermgrom Mama= oftvwook

861 181 . 451 191 411. 1,144 1,0.11 118 807 ' 4,317
195 11,1 1,1 14,0 12,1 12,11 112 , 1211 14,3 11,9

(Ober 116 15 41 61 51 53 111 102 6'1 116 181
:

11,1 111 4,8 14 , 1,9 '2,N 511 111 4;1 1111 4,1

S101111 108 442 430 411 378 181 , 401 145 161 115 1,187
19,1 '151 11,1 2111 10,6 10,4 , 181 1711 1713 '14,5 21,0

llrnith Sciencts 101 01' 124 116 134 114 0111 101 112 1,191
5,8 11,1 610 611 ti,3 1,1 1,2 6.1 .6,6 N,2 6,6

liovrtommil and 16 16 111 91 119 I N 144 8,1 , 11 1,011
M1itaty 4,4 414 6,0 1,1 7,1) 6,1 7.1 714 515 1,0 6,0

Industry and 89 101 148 111 120 141 171 145 150 '111 1,101
Sell Employed 511 5,8 717 6,1 6,1 7,1 7,1 711 9,1 , 8,1 711

Ober 01 14 41 42 48' 61 70 41 39 N) 132

3,4 111 11 111 1,11 12 1,1 1,9 4,0, 1.0

SnIsitmal 1,110 1,714 1,931 1,811 1,816 1,871 2,184 1,03 1,111 1,487 KM
100,0 100,0 100,0 10010 .100,0 100,0 100 0 100,0 100,0 103,0

Not Reported 166 191 311 131 326 111 216 215' 348 4014 3.167

10EAL 1,306 1,411 2,114 2,148 2,161 2,106 2,4 2,160 1,863 1,891 11.111

Source: Max on lur.Muchlen and io,Annelielliveau;
ArtYrit'qihoffullirpaladianunlyarityteurherriasiatirtkalpottraitsOttocSigt4C0

Canada, 1980, p, 111,,and tabulations prepared by Statistics Canada for the Commission, 1981

1
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TABLE 36

PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT SECTOR OF FULL-TIME
--UNIVERSITY TEACHERS: 1978-1979, 1979-1980, 1980-1981

Previous Employment 1978-79 1979-80

Number To Number

Univer:sity 13.278 46.8 13389 46.7.

Other 2.162 7.6 2,126 7.5
Education

-Student 6.693 23.6 6.722 23.5

Health 1.269 4.5 1,337 4.7
Services

Government 1.986 7,0 2.000 7.0

Indust ry & 2.200 7.7 2.229 7.8
Self-Employ.

Other 784 2.8 743 2.6

Sub Total 28372 100.0 28,546 100.0

Not Reported ° 4.273 4.257

Total 32.645 32.803

* Excluding universities in Quebec. for which data not available.

1980-8P'

Number %

11,158 48.2

1.538 6.6

5,431 23.5

'1,567 6.8

1.744 7.5

Source: Data provided to the Commission by Statistics Canada.
CA r!

1983.

university teaching in the humanities and social sciences alone, between 1977-78
and 1981-82, has been estimated to.be 1,250.10 At present, and for the next terfto
fifteen years, many in a generation of young scholars will not be able to find
employment in the university sector unless deliberate measures are taken, in the-
interests of society, to open up such opportunities fnr them. This is not a happy,
"prospect for a growing number of doctoral graduates and for many promising
undergraduate and post-graduate students who may turn away from the carver
which they have been considering in teaching and research. The loss will be ours
as well as thOfs.

keThe social and economic costs resulting from this situation could be
normous. For the universities, the potential loss of a significant portion of an

.academic generation has far-reaching consequences for the health ancLvitglity of
the institutions themselves, and for the development of Canadi scholarship

,

for the rest of the century. For the individuals, the costs are stag{ for
those who decide not to pursue their education further in t of such I'
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TABLE 37

TWO PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT SECTORS OF NEWLY
-APPOINTED FULL-TIME UNIVERSITY TEACHERS IN

SELECTED DISCIPLINES,
1972-1973 .TO. 1981-1982

Discipline or
Academic Field

Previously employed
in University Teaching

1972-73 to 1981-82

Previously Registered as
University Students

1972-73 to 1981-82

Total
(in study)

Percent Total
(in study)

Percent

Architecture 45 (36.0) 9 (7.2)

Anthropology and
Archaeology 185 (60.9) 76 (25.0)

Chemistry , 194 (56.6) 74 (21.6)

Classics 63 (61.8) 16 (15.7)

Management and
Administrative
Studies 778 (44.0) 382 (21.6)

Dentistry 88 (40.7) .39 (18.1)

Economics 526 (60.3) 1,79 (20.5)

Geo'graphy. 254 (63.7) 88 (22.1)

Geology 109 (45.6) 55 (23.0)

History 319 (6E0) 103 (19.7)

Law 240 (39.0) 15.7 (25.5)

Nursing 243 (28.4) 114 (13.3)

Pharmacy 29 (33.3) .18 (20.7)

Philosophy 184 (68.7) 73 (27.2)

Physics 155 (54.2) f.68 (23.8)

Political Science 300 (59. I ) 133' (26.2)

Psychology 505 (50.6) 268 (26.9)

Social Work 138 (46.3) 32 (10.7)

Spciology 456 (61.1) 190 (25.5)

Soui'ee:

Note:

. Max von Zur-Muehlen
dian university teachers

\ further tabulations pro

, Table 36 identifies the

and Jo-Anne Belliveau. Three decades offull-lime Cana-
: astatistical portrait. Ottaw, Statistics Canada, 1980, and
vided by Statistics Canada to the Commission, 1983.

other employment sectors.
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discouragements and for those who, having persevered, find little opportunity to
engage in an academic career despite the personal and financial sacrifices that
they have, made during their years of preparation. For society in general, too, the
costs are enormous: the Ph.D. is the most expensive educational investment that
our society makes. To make these kinds of investments and then to be unable to
realize the dividends, is a situation that will not be tolerated for long- either by
society as a whole or by the individuals concerned.

The ramifications arising from the present age structure of the professoriate
cut a very broad swath. As Professor Peter Leslie has noted, we are heading
toward a situation that 'can only do far-reaching damage to the university itself:

a situations of no-growth may mean that few or no younger faculty
are hired, that the most able youth no longer go to graduate school,
and' that the circulation of senior facility among the universities slows
considerably. In these circumstances, demoralization can easily set
in. and scholars who under more favourable conditions would be
productive researchers and stimulating teachers may lapse into
mediocrity)! At.

Professor Leslie suggests that the problem of the lack of replacement
positions could be even more acute that the statistics noted so far would
indicate. In doing so, he refm to another study "abs given a government
security classification and therefore not to be cited.' 2 This government'
classified study anticipates that the number of new entrants into the
professoriate will decline from the 1977 level of almost 1,800 to a 1988 figure of
100 or less, in contrast to projections from Statistics Canada which indicate that
the replacement demand will be in the range of from 500 to 700 places per year in
the mid-to-late 1980s (Table 34). The classified study to which Professor Leslie
refers took into account prospective enrolment chan-ges and possible changes in
student-teacher ratios, and thus differs from the work done by Statistics Canada
bypandoning the assumption of a constant "stock" of faculty. It also takes into
account, apparently, the resignations of faculty of pre-retirement age,-a variable
not included in the Statistics Canada calculations.

Although it is impossible to predict wits accuracy the number of
replacement positions, it is clear that there will be a minimal number of new
hirings in the universities during the next decade. Inevitably, the median age,Of
the professoriate will increase steadily'. As Professor Leslie points out This may
present a particular threat the quality of research since in some disciplines the
most remarkable' advances are typically made by younger scholars."13 In
acknowledging the validity of Professor Leslie's point, the Commission
Underlines that it applies more to some disciplines than others. In many of the
humanities and social sciences, for example, scholars have often made their
greatest contribution to research in their senior years, and valuable research is
done by both younger and older scholars in every field. Nevertheless, a review of
historical statistics in regard to research productivity does confirm that in some
fields, particularly in some areas of science, there is a relatjonship between age
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and research, productivity, that many of the major advances are made by
younger scholars, and that bo'th the rate of active participation in research and
the level of research productivity decline on average, in the middle and senior
years. The age structure of the profeisoriate thus has implidations for the state of
research in Canada.

Indeed, the implications of this situation go far beyond the university and

cutto the heart of the future of the'Whole of Canadian education. There are, inter
.

aliu, significant,consequences for Canadian studies. In Volumes I and II of To
Know qrselves, the Commission has argued that the previous and present
genkkrs of university faculty in many fields have not been as attentive to
Calk.in issues and concerns as., they might have been and that as a
consequence, teaching and researchabout Canada are underdeveloped. This has
been the result of several factors:including the attitude taken in the past by, many

Canadian teachers and educational administrators towards Canadian studies,
the importation of large numbers of foreign faculty, and the custom that

') prevailed for generations of sending promising Canadian scholars abroad for
their graduate work at the cost, to some extent, of a slower development of
graduate studies and research in Canada.

For the first time in our history we have a surplus stock of young Canadian

academics trained in this country. Briefs, correspondence, and the
Commission's own inquiries indicate that it is often these young scholars who
are now especially interested in addressing Canadian studies squarely. Such
studies need Canadian scholars willing and able to pursue research, Writing, and

teaching in this field if it is to have any future. If teachers and researchers with an
interest in Canadian studies are not encouraged and supported, the problems
outlined in the first two volutnes of the Commission's study will not be
add ressed. The tragedy for Canadian studies in the present situation is that many
in the' next generation of scholars, upon whon so much must depend for the
development of the field,-are now unable to find emplia-yment in the universities.
Moreover, many of those who have found such employment are in the junior
ranks, lacking tenure and vulnerable to the pressures and squeezes that lie ahead.

The high proportion of faculty appointmen& at Canadian universities still

going to citizens of other countries also has implications for the development of
Canadian studies. On the average, more than 25 per cent of the new and
replacement appointments being made by Canadidn universities are still going
to non-Canadians (Tables 11, 12 and 13). This is at a time when there are many
Canadians, including many with doctorates earned in our university system,
willing and able to teach in the university. The rejection so often of Canadian
scholars in favour of scholars from other countries invites serious questions
about the state of Canadian higher education. In the case of those whO have
earned their doctorates at Canadian universities, this rejection casts aspersions
on the Canadian university system and on those who teach in it. If our doctorates
do not measure up to those earned in other countries, should they have been
granted? In particular, it is both puzzling and ironic that so many university
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appointments continue to go to citizens of 'other cou ries in some of ,those11
disciplines that were so heavily stocked by presumably In hly qualified teachers
imported from abroad in order to!assist in, the development of programmes.Of a'
good standard that would produce 'our own,stock of Ph.D.s:

If our universities continue to hire ahroVslkas heayily as they are.4ti doing " -,-

with more than one in four positions going tO;i1)34=Chnadians 'the n the risk r .,

of discouraging many in the 'next generatremoft,pronusing Canmli4ns.froM_
pursuing graduate studies, including and perhaps inrparticillar Canadian
studies. The decline or limited growth in graduate enrolments is not only a
reflection of a tight job market, it is also the result of a sense of hopelessness and
loss occasioned byevhat appears to be a lack of confidence on the part of
Canadian universities in their own post-graduate degrees. Indeed; in some
instances there appears to have been, whether consciously or unconSciously, an
almost systematic under valuing of Canadian degrees by Canadian universities.

There will be considerable pressures on-universities to continue to import
university teachers from other countries in large numbers. These pressures wilt
tome from those within the university system who consider it important, for
international scholarly, reasons, to have a high proportion of faculty from other
nations. The pressures will also come externally from academics in other
countries that face similar problems of declining, enrolments and aging
professoriates, although none may face the exact mixture of ingredients that are
producing the crisis in Canada. It has been estimated, for example, that between
1978 and 1990 universities in the United States will turn out 60,000 Ph.D.s who
will not be able to find employment in American colleges and universities.14 In
addition, it is anticipated that another 60,000 will have completed all of the
requirements for the doctorate except for the thesis. Despite the moves being
made to reduce drastically the number of doctorates being granted in the United
States, there will clearly be in thilnimedrateltiture-a-hige-surplus-ordoctoral

0 graduates in that neighbouring country seeking,university employment. It will
not be difficult for our universities to find elsewhere prospective candidates for
academic appointments if they choose to continue to import university teachers in
the 1980s at the rates adopted in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

The Commission has already noted that the production of Ph.D.s in
Canada seems to follow a pattern of surplus and shortage. Currently, in relation
to university employment opportunities, we have a surplus of doctoraies in
many fields, especially in the humanities and social sciences. There are more
people qualified and wishing to teach in the university system than the system
can ahs/ orb. That picture however, is projected to change dramatically in the
mid-a'nd late 1990s.

..,, iLooking ahead to 'the 1990s, it ispossible to envisage a very different f'
-'sit ation. As we have seen, the 18 to 24 year-Old population is, projected to";

eX and again in the mid-to-late 1990s. Although we do not know with certaint,Yi
ih magnitude of this increase, it is clear that there will then be a greater demand

g
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for university teachers as a consequence of the expanding of enrolments for the
first time in ten or more years.

At the same time the rate of retirement of universityteachers will increase
to about 2,000 teachers per year.is As can be seenefrom the age Profile of full-time
university teachers provided in Table 27,-approximately one-third.Of the present
professoriate will .reach retirement age between 1990 and 2000, with' most of
them reaching that point in the last half of the decade. Other estimates place, the ,

proportion of the professoriate that will'reach retirement between the years 1990
and 2000 as high as one-half:16

On the other hand, we know that the number of Ph.D.s being produced in
Canada at present has stabilized at around 1,800 per year (Table 21) and that
only a portion' of these doctoral graduates are available each year for
employment in Canada. Indications are that, given the expected job scarcit3,
through the 1980s, and unless well-planned programmes are developed, the-
number of graduates produced in Canada will'show little change. If this is the
case, we shall again find ourselves facing an acute shortage of Ph.D.s in the late
1990s. This raises the spectre of a repetition in the 1990s of the situation that .

Canada faced in the 1960s, when teachers were imported from other countries,
especially the United States, at an unprecedented rate to staff our universities.
Whether or not it would' be desirable on academic and national grounds to turn
again then to other countries on such a massive scale for university staff,
however, "we are likely to find that well much drier since the same demographic,.
patterns exist in other countries, particularly the United States."17

'Governments and the universities should consider these future. problems
now in order to design appropriate policies in advance to meet the country's
needs for highly qualified personnel when they occur. It takes time to build up a
supply of skilled graduates:No magic tap can be turned on to produce such
persons at the lastmoment when society is clamouring.for their services. It takes,
on average, five years for graduates to complete their doctorate,18 and about a
decade is "required normally to train a university faculty member."19 Post- .
graduate enrolment and-our graduate system of education should be developing
now to meet the challenge of the 1990s. 441,

The history of e.ducational planning is'disappointing,,in most Countries. This
is perhaps particularly true of Canada where, as the OECD study of 1976
showed, a striking characteristic of the developnient of higher eduCation has
been the absence of long-term planning and research relating to higher
education itself.20 Little has been done to analyse the impact of the age structure
on the supply and demand of highly qualified manpower generally in this
society, even though we know that Callada is officially an "old" country. More
than 8per cent of Canadians are now over 65. By the year 2001 there will be more
than 3.4 million "senior citizens", or J2 per cent of the population. ?' The number
of people over 65 will increase even more rapidly in the secondand third decades
of the 21st century. These trends will mean serious strains on Canada's health
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care facilities and welfare programmes. There are going also to be significant
P implications for housing, for transportatibn, and of course, for eduCation.

The study of the age structure of university teachers and its implications,
which' is the focus of attention here, should be extended to other sectors of
Canadian society. Such studies are in themselves an important field' for
Canadian studies. It is evident, for example, that the same crisis that will face
university manpower in the late 1990s will affect professional, scientific, and
managerial personnel in both government and the private sector. The scramble
for highly qualified mali$ower will be incredibly intense in Canada when the age
structure of the current professoriate and increasing enrolthents combine to
create the next crisis for the Canadian university coniffu ity.

. somq QUESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ARISING FROM THE AGE STRUCTURE

OF THE PROFESSORIATE
Each of the issues involedin the consideration of Can'ada's future needs for

highly qualified manpower is linked to the others. The questions arising from the
age structure of the profesSoriate, for example, have short-term implications for
the current apparent surplus of doctorates in many of the social sciences and
humanities, as well as long-term implications for academic hiring policies,
especially in the mid-to-late 1990s and beyond. The issues asso*ted with the
age structure of the professoriate also have relevance for the funding of higher
education, for the curriculum, and for a number of research and development
questions.

Because of the vast expansion of Canadian universities during the 1960s
and early 1970s, and the mass hiring of faculty at\hat time including a high
proportion of foreign citizens, a disproportionately}large percentage of teachers
at Canadian universities are now in the middle years of their careers. The average
age of university teachers shows some variation by field and discipline, but the
group is,.on the whole, in early middle-age. In 1982-83 the rhedian age was 44
years, a reflection of the large number of young teachers hired in the late 1960s
and early 1970s (Table 27). The youngest group of university teachers continued
to be in the social sciences, which had' a median age of 40 years in 1980 -81.. In
other fields, the median age of university faculty varied from 41 to 46 years.22

This age structure of the professoriate means that there will be very few new
academic openings due to retirements, mobility, or mortality over the next ten to
fifteen years. Other factors, such as stable OT declining enrolments in many
academic areas, contribute as well to the growing scarcity of academic posts. It
has been estimated that, over the.five years from 1983 to 1987, retirement and
mortality will account, on the average, for about 540 replacement positions pd
year (Table 34).

This situation has a number of serious implications. To put it bluntly, the
incumbent teaching staff has, the system locked up as far as employment
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opportunities and promotions are concerned. Moreover, the rank structure will
become increasingly top heavy as pressures for promotion within the system
mount. With a growing proportion of faculty in senior positions, the average
costs per university,teacher will be steadily higher than would be the case if there
were a more balanced and normal age and rank distribution.

A study prepared for the Ministry of Colleges and Universities of Ontario
presents a bleak picture for Pew Ph.D.s who want a career in university teaching.
Increasingly, the only academic jobs available in Ontario universities are short-
term, non-tenure-stream appointments. Moreover, recent graduates who
succeed in obtaining suc ments may find that their academic careers are
over after holding a seri these short-term positions, no matter how well they
discharge their duties. The authot4r of the study warns -that "they disappearance of
permanent career opportunities for young Ph.D. researchers will soon/
jeopardize the gains in educational and technological self-sufficiency we have
made over the last decade. "23

While there are few new full-time positions to attract new blood into the
,system the study found that there was little job mobility either: Job mobility to

enhance careers occurs less frequently in the univeities than in other parts of
the highly qualified labour force. The study suggests a number of reasons for
this: "Prestige distinctions are based on research and productivity rather than on
the, administrative experience and span of organizational control of the
professor. Thus the occupational hierarchy in a emia is governed by political
rather than ureaucratic principles and the pe son who changes university or
department st nds to gain little and lose in the career system."24

The low rate of career-enhancing mobility has been reduced further because
of the freeze-on graduate studies in Ontario. "Ontario deans are no longerwilling
to provide salaries for new 'stars' to bolster graduate programs. Replacement

hiring for faculty who retire or move to other departments or into
administration has also become 'lowest rank' hiring in most cases."25 This means
that full and associate rank professors who wish to move are often forced to
consider either moving to administrative positions or leaving the university.

Low academic job mobility combined with the existence of few replacement
positions, it has been argued, will cause the universities to stagnate:

the universities will be, deprived of the normal inflows of new talent
inflows that are considered essential for the creation of new ideas,,

e
challenging approaches, and the health of scientific progress. There
is .,a perceived risk that potential researchers"will be discouraged from
enrollipg in post-graduate studies, resulting in the loss of valuable
talents. There could also be repercussions on the amount of scien-
tific work carried out through thesis research.26

These comments, although addressed to the sciences in particular, apply with
al force to many other fields as well. The evidence is overwhelming that the

university system has become clogged with aging and tenured professors, and
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that it offers few new openings for the next generation of Canadian academics.
This potential loss of so large a part of an academic generation is bad

enough, but the situation is made more difficult because demographic trends
combined with student preferences are producing an imbalance in the supply
and composition of university faculty. Demand forihe services of teachers is
li in some disciplines, while in others there is A continuing potential for,

anticipated 21% decline in the 18 to 24 year old population from a
st 3.4 million in 1982-83 to a low of about 2.6 million in 1996,27 and

the shifting, composition of the student body, point to an increasingly difficult
situation, particularly in the arts and sciences. In all of Canada, a total of only
2,700 academic openings, approximately, will be created over the five year
period, from 1983 to 1987, as the result of mortality and retirements (Table 34).
A report of the Ontario Council on University Affairs speculated that if
enrolment d&lines by 25 per cent this could mean that, of the 12,000 full-time
university teachers in Ontario. alone, 2,500 might become redundant within the
sanfefive-year period. While this may be an extreme and unlikely development,
it is nonetheless clear that should university enraltnents decline after 1983 or
1984, as many projections anticipate, attrition of the professorial ranks through
retirement and mortality will not be enough to adjust the number of faculty to
the projected smaller student population.

The present and projected limitations and uncertainties about university
growth point to the need for action. First, there is a need to minimize the impact
of low mobility, few new hirings, and few carer advancement. opportunities, all
of which could lead to a stagnation of the universitysystem. Second, there is a
need to encourage and to assist those already in the system who may become
redundant in the next few: years either to leave the system early, or to re-train to
help meet the shortages of qualified teaching staff in the few growth areas that
exist or that are projected. Third, ways must be found to bring younger
academics into the academic system so that the new generation of Canadian
scholars is not excluded from participation in the life4f the university. In the
balance, of this chapter, the Commission explores a number of proposals
intended to address these three related problems.

Inter-university faculty and r
administrative visits and exchanges

The present and potential problems confronting the universities, arising
from the age structure of the professoriate and the possibility of an unchanging
faculty growing stale and inward-looking, could be lessened to some degree by
the establishment of programmef; to encourage inter-university faculty and
administrative visits and exchanges. These would provide opportunities to
refresh and stimulate academic departments by the introduction' of new faces
and different points of view, and by providing new opportunities for co-
operatiye teaching and research. At the same time, participants in such visits and

'exchanges would benefit from the opportunity to work in another milieu.
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Operating in a diffe ent environment, even fa( a short time, could provide new
academic insights t faculty members and "administrators whro might not
otherwise have the chap to gain the fresh perspectives that can reeult from such
movement. )

Give& the probability that senior scholars and administrators`will have
fewer and rewer opportunities to move because of financial restrictions, and the
growing practice of interim hiring in the lower ranks, visit and exchange
programmes could be of particular-value during this next decade. The value of
academic visits and exchanges with other countries has long been understood,
although little enough has been done about it. The Commission would now
emphasize the acute need for such visits and exchanges between postsecondary
institutions within Canada. Such visits and exchanges are needed in every
academic field. But they could often have an extra dimension of utility for those
engaged in Canadian studies, whose teaching, research or administration might
benefit from gaining access, as a result of such movement, to materials,
individuals, or situations directly relevant to their work. Such visits and
exchanges would also be of special value to small universities where there are
often limited opportunities for intellectual exchange simply because of the
limited number of faculty.

Inter-university visits and exchanges on the international level also take on
a heightened importance in the present circumstances. Unfortunately, far from
expanding, there has been some reduction in the international movement of
scholars. Yet, it is precisely when the academic commultit); is squeezed and
embattled, as it is today, that its members most need to reach out.to one another,
to work together, to gain from one another's knowledge and experience, and to
make common cause.

The Commonwealth University Interchange Scheme, for exarliple, which
for years played a vital role in linking the universities and scholars of the
Commonwealth has recently been discontinued. Some three thousand members
of faculty were given the opporttinity to visit sister institutions during the three
decades in which the Scheme operated, including more than six hundred visits to
or from Canadian universities. The moneys saved by the discontinuance of such
schemes for international university interchange bear no relationships to the
losses their closure inflicts on the research and intellectual opportimities
available to university teachers. The Commission,thaefore, recommends that
the Canadian government provide financial support to enable the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada to participate with the Association of
Commonwealth Universities and with other appropriate national associations
of universities to establish a new programme of aeatlemic visits and exchanges
for university faculty and administrative staff within the Commonwealth. The
Commission also recommends, more broadly, that the Canadian government
suppo'4t the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada in the
development of a network of international programmes of university
interchange. In doing .so, the Coinmission draws attention to the many
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partidular advantages to be derived from developing such a programme of
aCademic visits and exchanges with the community of francophone countries, as
well as with the Commonwealth.

To promote and facilitate academic visits and exchanges within Canada,
the Commission recommends that the Association of Universities ana Colleges
of Canada establish a Canadian University Interchange Programme and that the
Department of the Secretary of Stare provide the fundinirequired to meet the
costs of the Programme's establishment and operation. To this end, the
Commisgion recommends the early establishment by the Ay.C.C.. and the
Department of the Secretary of State of a working group to make specific
proposals for the Programme's initiation.

Provincial kesearch Chairs
Both the provinces and the universities could benefit from the

establishment of provincial research chairs. Such chairs might appropriately be
created in areas of pro incial concern such as education, natural resources,
energy, transportation culture and recreation, and human rights. While this
proposal was advan d with cogent arguments by the Science Council some
years ago, it has not yet received the:serious attention it deserves.28

Spreading the Acquisition of New Faculty
over a Number of Years

As noted, there will be limited room for new faculty appointments until the
mid-1990s, when there will be a sharply increased demand for university teachers--
because of the age structure of the current professoriateIn preparation for this
situation, and to avoid again having to hire large numbers of faculty from other
countries in the 1990s as in the 1960s, the provinces should now explore with the
universities arrangements that will make it possiblefor the universities to spread
the acquisition of new faculty over a number of.years, commencing well before
the heavy demands for new university teachers that can be expected in the 1990s.

Voluntary Early Retirement and
Mid-Cateer Change Options

Universities and governments in the United Kingdom, the United Seates,
and d number of other countries have devoted considerable attention to the
possible role of voluntary early retirement, as one means of 'alleviating the
problems arising from faculty' redundancy and the age, structure of the
professoriate, and the attendant problems of the denial of university teaching
opportunity, to young scholars. As has been noted, the prospects for the
maintenance of existing mandatory retirement regulations are increasingly
uncertain in the light of legal decisions and possible legislative changes in the
field of huntan rights. The prospects for mandatory early retirement are
correspondingly less. There is, however, growing evidence that a significant
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number of" faculty members at Canadian universities would be interested in
voluntary early retirement, provided that equitable arrangements could be made
and that the terms of any voluntary early retirement plan were. clear.

Unfortunately, the literature about and the experience with early retirement
plans for academics is very limited in Canada. However, some things can be
learned from the current United Kingdom experience with such plans and from
recent work done on this subject in the United States. At least at one university in .

the United' Kingdom more members of the teaching staff have applied for
voluntary redundancy, or earlyretirement, than the number required because of
cuts in the government's operating grant. By the end of 1982, some 1,800
academic and senior adMinistrative staff were reported to have left British',
universities under the voluntary redundancy scheme; 90 per cent of those leavidg
by this method have been over the age of 50.29 The compensation guidelines and
compensation arrangements for redundant academic and related staff that have
been developed in the United Kingdom may not suit the Canadian situation, but
they should be examined carefully.

The study on mid career change or early retirement in the United States
prepared by Carl V. Patton also deserves careful study." Patton stresses the
need for financial incentives to create an environment for early retirement and he
describes experiments with various schemes. One approach he thinks has
promise is severance payment to encourage teachers to leave the university for
other employment. A one-payment severance could, under some circumstances,
be mutually advantageous to university staff members and to their universities.
One-payment severance schemes could be attractive to the universities because
no long-term commitments are involved and the costs of such schemes are
known in advance. These schemes wourd, however, be still more attractive to the
universities if funds were made available to them by government to reimburse
them for compensation or incentive payments made to redundant staff, as is now

lebeing done in a num r of other countries.
Patton' also su ests that those who retire from full-time positions early

might be given opportunities for part-time employment and some of the benefits
associated with faculty appointment 'at the university.

Patton suggests_however, that early retirement has limited impact on the
age structure of academia, and that it has only a short-term effect. Those who.
retire early are not around to contribute to the retirement rate °later on.
Nonetheless, given the faculty age structure problems faced by Canadian
universities, voluntary early retirement programmes would probably prove, on
balance, to be helpful. Our universities may well be confronted with faculty
redundancy situations in some fields. Moreover, we need to open places for
young academicS. now. It is important to do so in order to bring intellectual
refreshment and change to our universities. Doing so might also encourage
graduate enrolments. A strengthening of graduate enrolments will, in turn, help
to meet the future need for. highly qualified manpower. Thus, it may be argued
that facilitating early retirements will stimulate the demand for highly qualified
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personnel sooner than would otherwise be the case, and that the difficult
problems destined to arise in the 1990s because of projected enrohnentincreases
combined with bunched faculty retirements at that time could be somewhat
anticipated and`mitigated.

.
In.view of the significance and urgency of these problem, and the lack of

Canadian literature, data and,experiei*bOut this subject,.the Commission
recothmends that. the Canadian governaient sponsor a study of the possible
merits, problems, and options involved in voluntary early retirement plans for
university faculty and staff. The study should be commissioned by the
Department of Employment and Immigration, in consultation and co-operation
with the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, the Canadian
Association of University Teachers, the Department of the Secretary of State,
and the Council of Ministers of Education. The results of th t study should be
made public and should help to provide the basis for a co-ope tive approach to
the problems of faculty redundancy, an aging professoriat and the current
denial of opportunity to well-qualified young graduates.

As with voluntary early retirement, there is still comparatively little
Canadian experience or literature concerning the subject of mid-career change
in the academic context. What, for .example, would be the possible merits,
problems, and options involved in a programme of financial incentives to foster
mid-career change? hould university funds be used to assure a faculty member

.
that university pension contributions would be continued, if need be, until his or
her retirement even though he or she leaves the university to pursue another
career? Should governments reimburse universities for such expenditures? And,
if so, Wider what conditions? How would' such programmes be administered, if
thought desirable? Should it be a requirement that the vacated position be made
available to a younger academic? And, if so, how could thiste ensured? If an
incentives programme for mid-career change were to be open to all, what would"
stop the departUre of the most valuable person or persons in a department? But if
the plan were selective, how could it be_ equitable?

The possibilities for incentives and other arrangements to facilitate mid-
career change should be vigorously explored. Comparatively little work has yet
been done on this subject in the Canadian academic context. For this reason, the
Commission recommends that an examination of the possible merits, problems,
and options involved in the development of mid-career change programmes be
included in the terms of reference of the proposed study of voluntary early
retirement plans for university faculty and staff.

In this context, the Commission again draws attention to its proposals, put
forward in the preceding chapter, for the development of a nation-wide support
system for post-graduate education and research, as part of a national strategy
for higher education.
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Reduced' Appointments
There are many; reasons why faculty m mberg might not wis to take early

retirement'. Most will have to retire on fixed cb r=::- . hey are faced
with the uncertainties of inflation, as is no t -4:!,:that is in i elf an
incentive not to retire. Beyond these and otti I eoh4
however; lies the fact that most university faculty heir Ykrork\a Alite
vocation, and not as just a job. It is understandable that theywould be reluctant
to abandon the activities to which they have been committed. For this reason,
many faculty members who would not welcome even a generous voluntary early
retirement scheme might respond to a proposal for reduced workloads under a
policy that provided for what might be termed reduced appointments. Under
such a policy, a faculty member could choose to apply for a reduction in some
portion of his or her workload, accepting a commensurate reduction in salary.
Such an arrangement might, in fact, be helpful for a variety of reasons to many
faculty members and it would, in turn, allow some greater measure of flexibility
to the university in its staffing arrangements.

Faculty Re-Train.
In management and administrative studies there le considerable pressures

for growth, and a number of special reasons why that field ought to be supported
in the next fcw years,'which are related to Canada's economic performance and
position in the world. At' the sante time, there are insufficient hunian and
financial resources available for the adequate development of faculties of
business and administrative studies. There are also shortages illedtef4
manpower in many other vocational and professional areas: Interest members
of the arts and science faculty might be assisted, through secondment and other
means, to prepare to teach in professional and other programmes where there is
a heavy present and/ or future demand for qualified university teachers:

It may be argued that those who have been educated in one discipline are
unsuited or unable to make the transition to teaching in another. Studies from.
Statistics Canada indicate, however, that many who are now teaching in career-
oriented disciplines had their graduate education in the humanities, social
sciences, and natural sciences.'' It is in the social sciences and humanities
especially that there are surpluses of young Ph.D.s in the current academic job

o market. Re-training programmes designed to accommodate both current
faculty who, for mobility reasons, might wish to change teaching fields and
recent graduates who are unable to find teaching- positions. in their chosen
discipline but who still wish to pursue careers in university teaching, would be of
assistance to many in these areas. For faculty members, such programmes would
need to include appropriate provisions for leave and for re-training
opportunities. For recent graduates, a special re-training bursary programme
would have to be established.

It is clear that more could and should be done to make possible the re-
training of doctoral graduates and current faculty interested in changing their
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many .: iy,:::!.:4iiiill,,,.(ific1- iriopppetent university:', teachers, are sheltered
pSy'ehcilogicsall-arid,..in .terms.'Of administrative 'practice .1*.the. MystiqUe of

.tpnure, if not by.itS yroelaimed intent and legal status;' Whatever their reputation..
for integrity, fOrthrightness,'aftdeven irascibility, there are, it would appea feW

. , v
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academics, or academic committees able to bring themselvhs to tell a colleague
that most difficult of truths: 'you just are not good enough, there are others who
would do the job bettcr.' That is, indeed, an unpleasant thing to say but
presumably. that Is what nietft, promotion, tenure; lining, and
academic standards arelah about. The result; of this disinclination to make tough;
(leisiOns has been the inclusion and retention in theabadethic ranks of people
who, in many instances, are.not as able to contribute as'others would be in their
place, or who in plain (act, should not be there:,

It is too easy to say yes to someone you know, and awkward to say no,
particularly if reasons have to be givcir,,, and disagreements may ensue.
Something akin to the log-rolling process that occurs in politics also often occurs
in universities when decisions are made about hirings, promotion, merit,.and
tenure. The notion that 'if you scratch my back I'll scratch yours' is no more alien
to the university than to any other community. The notion might, in fact,IA
expressed more defensively in the academic community,;, with its capacity, to
wound with wit and pen: if you don't scratch my eyes out I won't scratch yours
out when your time comes. The result is that theprinciples Of academic merit and
academic excellence often take second placeto the development of comfortable,
mutually accommodating groups 'and departments. -the losers are not only those
who might more ably have filled such pqsitions or deserved promotion or tenure,
as the case may be, but also the students 'and the community,of scholarsliipand
the society that funds them both.

A" more genuine and rigorous.procedure for the decisions' leading to
appointment, promotion, and tenure

7
i4s needed at 'many institutions. More

honest and effective ways for reaching such decisions must be found, ways which
are less susceptible to the pressures of acquaintanceship and 'self-intetest and less
vulnerable to the realities of human nature.- The 'concept 110(leniite, as4a
component of_academic freedom, is essentially sound. But iheret ares'Oarly;.:
problems in regard to its application and practice. In particular, the queStibriS
must be asked: are decisions to grant tenure re being made with adeqUate regard to
due prbcess and to real scholarly criteria? and should tenure be conferred upon
an individual forever, or should it be subject to a periodic review based on actual
performance? These questions, take on additiopal Significance. and Urgency-at a.,
time, when many well-qualified graduates ace excluded frOm pattieipationin
academic community which is steadily ag1tig..

In the light of. hese considerations, Vie Commission, recommends that the
Canadian Association of University Teachers and the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada establish a joint committee to examine and
report.upon questions surrounding the cuffed status and practice of tenure.

Even if all the options discussed in this and the preeeding.chapter were to be
implemented, they would not solve the problems, of ernpThyment for recent
en.D.s and ,for those who 4411 graduate in the next few years. Takiekt, together,
however, such:measures Could io along way towards mitigating thest problems,
while Providi`hg a number of opportunities for the university to benefit from

1 8 0
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some change and intellectual stimulation in the face of what is otl
he au increasingly static faculty situation.

The problem of the agesituett4re of the teaching prOfcssion is not confined
to universities in Canada. Community collegesnnd' schOols: face ''sintilar
prohleins, The schools have a particularly pressiniiiced fOr v iqus 'refresher..
(iptirs, In many: schoolSysteins..there,has been a decimat' I of the youngerit

personnel sine tordeeliniiig enrolments and the seniorily `proVisiOns in teachcre
union contracts. Similarly; there are fewer and fewer your% people being hired
into the systems due to low attrition rates and declining enrolMcnts. The group
involved in education has aged and the system is effectively closed, with those
inside clinging to their posts and those outside denied entry no matter how
talented or Well-qiitilificd. This, of course, has serious implicatiops for' he
current graduateSNtruniversitics. It has been estimated that 30,000 university
graduates were' hi e directly from their studies into teaching in 1%9. In 1976,
the figure was only ,,I0,000 and the trend is- downward.34 Statistics Canada
estimates that only 6,800 teachers were hired directly out of educational
institutions in 1979-80.

The.Commission is concerned that these demographic problems, affecting
all levels Of education in Canada, be addressed. Much more needs to be knciwn
about how various options to refresh teachers, or to create mobility for them,
and to open up .new opportunities, will work. We need to examine, as well, the
implications of these alternatives for education generally and, more broadly, for
society. There is a ,major job for the universities in prOmoting knowledge an
understanding Of:siich iquestions in designing programmes:to help to meet.
the problems invOlved.

The Commission recommendS:

I. that the ASsociatioli of:Universities and Colleges of Canada establish a
Canadian University Interchange Programme to promote and facilitate
inter-university faculty ancl" administrative visits and exchanges within
Canada;,

2.
L.

that the Department of the Secretary of State provide the funding.:re-
quired meet the costs' of the,,liogrannme's establishment' a
operation;

3 that the A.U.C.C. and PAPartmenof the Secretary of State establish
as soon as possible a working group to, make, specific proposals for the
Programme's initiation;
that the Canadian government, through the Detiartment of External
:Affairs,,a44:i;the Department of the Secretary of State, support the
A.U.C&itiiilie'developient of a network of international programmes .

for u ikivers,Ityhstts: and exchanges;
.that ttie oteel,,T.explore with universities the possibility of estab-
lishinekiki4,40earch chairs in areas relevant to prqincial respond
bilities;
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6.:.' that the provinces eXplq4e,now with the universities' arrit 01,4,
make it POsSible for the'universities to spread theNiequisit on,,,OhnOli,,,
faculty over a number of years, commencing well bef the:beat)y
demands fO,:new uniVersitY, teachers that can'be expected in the 1990s; . ,..,,
that the Canadian govert*ent sponsor a'StudY of the possible.Merits,
roi)lermi, tiAkirtiOris iniitiiVetiin voluntary early retirement pliins,and

mick6arder.liange Prograinmes for university faculty andltaff; that the ..
i,.studj, be .canniissioried b_y the .Departnient of Employnield and lmmi-
'' gration,in cqnsultation and'e&operation with the Association of Uni-

versities';'ianciftolletes of anada, the Canadian. Association of Uni-
-. versity,TeactierSi.'the Department of the Secretary of State, and the
CoUncil.Of, Ministers of Education Canada; tiiiit the results of the study,

be made Rublidin order to provide the basis for a co-operative approach,
:,,,,to .the problents of faculty redundancy, an aging professoriate, and the

:e ill .e.ilicalid_.ofiippOrtun' well qualified young ,Canadian i,. . . , , ..
.,"' triOtTatesr ' .',:. ( .

, , ...
.

...tliikt uniyersities'exaMine, in c se.,Opitsultatipil with their faculty associa-
yan, the,iii0614 adYantag s of a'feduded,'.1:ppointinents policy; Wt fiat t!id:Ap. .:;,.cley'elop ropOsais fqriadulty and graduate re-training
protrartnneS constiltat'on`Vit4ttirn,)TAnd the Departmentof P .

E ril p 1.411116 4mi:10111d 00; that ille:,Depart,inent of Employment and
" intlinigratipitlf Ite'cO* of faculty and traduate re=training,;

Orogra nge 4
,

; t hat t hA r Oanyn eit'.eltdeproYiSionsfor,factlty leave and
re,training . opportrqt tes,and :n'ib-training bursary programme for',

-.recent gr#tittesi'.!I ''''' -. fg: ' '.. ' 0
ttiat the.,Canadta ociatiOri.of University. Teachers and die.Asiodia-

on.Of,,bniyersiiies.a dterlleges Orer '''aa establish ajoint committee to
11'304ii ' '0 liviL ',question J,/ating to' the current.status and4.0

Z44.1:114. I Can da. l'..,
. \ 4.

)
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A t
whereas, such salaries are' paid, Mt a
giants in that country often contain a
Moreover, university salaries in the Uni
paynients for research, admiltiont
less, these differences in salary arran

/6'9

V bash!' itt-;,Canadit. in.,addition, research
lit, which is seldom the case in Canada.

More frequently augmented by additional
asses thlikis the case in Canada. Neverthe;:'

of mean the university salaries are higher in '',
the United States. As noted by'Frideres an tildenberg, at ilia university On which they based
their study, ''.'Aineeicani Otose a Canadiiin university oryithe basiS 'of.:inciettied 'status and

7. Material reviewed by the Commission includes: Ilainirini"The,iconOMiestateof theicademic
professon'.; Balzarini "Is the academa rewarded in this lifetime?'; Richard B. Bird's arbitration
report concerning Facility salaries at the Univershy of British Columbia for 1981/82; Kevin M:
Burkett's arbitration report concerning faculty salaries for 1982 at the University of .Toronto;
and Wp

Want
"Relative'salaries of faculty in Ontario and Canada in the 1960s and 1970s:

why do We atit to\ do so' badIrtTunpublished. Axelrod. Schglgts and doll6rs.
g, --iin Var-Muelilen and Bellivetk'1. .

'''', ,
.,

9. ,von Zur-Mpehlen.' Past and present graduation trends, 39. 1

10, volt Zur - Muehlen. The Ph. D. .dilemma in Canada revisited, 83.
See also Wolfe. Two years after graduation.

I I. *Leslie, 49. . .

.11 The extent, prOpriety, and consequences of such concealment of information are discussed in
Volume I of To know ourselves; the report'orthe Commission onCanadian Studies, p, 92, 118-
119, and 149, and are the subject in that Volume of Recomthendation 13, 0. 131 and
ReCommendation 7, p. 171.

13. Leslie, sti' . ,f
- 14. Steedman, I. .
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Minion Resource Questions

I n the section
of its Repbr1, the. Commission underlined the importance of the.

ction o "Science,h
in

and Canadian Stqdies" in the first

Canadian scientific and technblogi,cal community for our ability to ktiCW i

ourselves. Canada needs a strongind groWing scientific research eapacity'to "
help,'us to ,comprehend, and : to'AiVe.iit harmony with, the vast and particultir ..
physical space that we occupy o,othis 'planet and to enable us, also, to play ntir
part in the wider international community of scientific activity. In addition,
Canadians need a better understanding of the fundamental role of science and
technology in our lives, and -we need to knogAborc about the substantial and
often distinctive ,Canadiati contributions- to iciencecand technology: While
scientific principles May be international and nniversal,, the developnient and %I', i
applitiation of scientific knowledge in a given communitylSirequently theyesult
(if the articulation of specific objectives or needs, relating td conditions in that
Community. * ,, . . . .,

. . .

If the Catiadian community is to be able to efialoy science4ind technology
in the pursuit of national goals, the country must haVikboth the human and the
material resources required for the task. Yet, it is evident that Canada does not
have, and is not yet preparing, the highly qualified personnel and other resources
necessary to implement announced'public policy.decisions establishing essential
national goals for research and development.

Research and Development (R and D) is defined by Statistics Canada and
the Department of NaOnal Revenue as ..,,

systematic investigation. carried out in thernatural and engineering.
sciences by meanS of experiment or analySiS to aehieve a scientific ot.'
commercial advance. Research is original. in,,Vesiigat4n untleytaker-
on a systematic basis to gain new knowledge;: development,ls...thef..
application of research findings,43r other scientifie knowledge; for:;''
the creation of new. ori,s

,
. canny improved' products or 7+7,

processes. . A,;

t :.- ._

. For goo&nr: ill, a great deal Of. untry s progress and:prosperity in the
mbdern era depends upon the e,tent efficacirof R:,ind p.a4ivity. Research
and Development depend, itf":tqrn', e availabili0,,,Of highly qualified0-

I personnel. There is unfortunately, abunda t evidei4 that these simple truths,
arcknot yet fully grasped either by goyeinment or by,ihdustry in Canada:

Statistics indicate that there w,aia, pronounced and prolonged: decline in'the
- number of doctoral,students enrd110 In Canadian univ itit n the Wand' D-
glited sciences throughout the 1070S: The statistical r tt ,of .tht Canadian
:;t0:ociation of GraduateSchookshow a diap in the doetttr nrol int in the
natural and applied sciences in every year from 197041 Lift-49,,;8; ,able 22).
Over this decade, enrolment in this area declined by 311004eItt, tallith 'from \
4,182 doctoral students in 1970-71 to 2,931 in 1979-80. In g4t4de'siiike Sditte,,..-,:
differences, data from Statistics Canada Support this coneltiSidn,shAiiig,
drop in thictOral enrolment in mathematics and physical sciences from 2,7411i

18D
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I 97Q-7 I to I )5 in I k0-81, and a drop in the engineering doctoral enrolment
for the same rieie1 from 1,462 to 1,178 (Table 23). Moreover, as in Table
24,, more than a third of the doctoral enrolment in these two areas in 1980 -81
consisted Of studuits from other countries, attending Canadian universities on
foreign student visas, whose numbers should be subtracted from these totals in
calculating future additions of highly qualified graduates to tIU; Canadian
workforce, (liven these figures, it was not surprising that a statement on
engineering manpower by the Canadian Engineering Manpower,..c ouncil
concluded that "real shortagevof professional engineers now
regions and disciplines, and that the available; evidenec points to ,a possible
worsening of the situation".1 Despite short-tcrm problems in jobplacement, the
long-term probability of an acute shortage of highly qualified peoleSsional
engineers remains in many areas.

Fortunately,, data for 1981 -82 and preliminary, data for. 1982-83 shim, at
last, some reversed of the downward trendiu4Octoratrprolment in the sciences,

. ,pertles largely in response to initiatiyes, Natured Sciences and
Engineering Research Council with additional funddielatedlyMade available to
it by the leticiai government, It remains to be'Seen, liowever,Whether this upturn
is a short-term phenornenon or the beginning pf a new trend. Either way, it has
come "too, late to prbduce a majors improvement in the supply of graduate
students, especially al the Pli.DAevel,in the first half ofthis decaded Forecasts
by 'Statistics CanadPindic to that the number of doctoral degrees awarded in
Mathematics and .physic sciences will total 350 in 1983 as compared to 557 in
1973, and 110 in eligi eying in 1983 as compared to 299 a decade earlier (Table
25). It should' be un istakably clear that Canada faces a, shortage of highly
qualified personnel i many areas of the natural sciences and engineering.. The
shortage is Occasione of only by, t he decline in doctoral prodUction but oia by
the increasing need for people with such knowledge;.and skills.

.

The ultimate dependence of researchand deVelOpment upOn the availability
of highly, qualified peisoimel has been .stressed in a multitude of reports 'and

.analyses, in CaOda and elsewhere.1 Howtver, government and industry, alike,
haVe b'een slow to recognize that suitable persOnnel are the foundadon of Rand
D. During recent ycars, the' country has added little to Its. stock of, persons
engaged in R and D in the natural sciences and engineering, and there basin fact
been a decline in the numberengaged in R and 'D in the social so'

,.,humanities,t4 In 1977 (the most.recent year.for which comparative int rnational
,figures are available), as a percentage, of population, Canada had a Ciet.One-

.'..*fd:te.lier people working oh. R and p)than Sweden, West Ger any,.arid
,japan, and about one-half or less than the Ngt6erlands; France, and he United
W as:: y.

Indeed; the significance of R and D itself for the country's economy and for
the quality of life of its citizens is still only dimly perceived by Canadians. Yet
there have been strong advocates calling attention to its importance. The
preSident of the. National Research Council, for example, has argued that the
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coMparatively low level of Canadian R imil'1) has "handieapped: us badly in a
world trading.Seene. which is moire and more characterized by high technOlogy
products "1T,he Canadian Connell of Professional Engineers has urged that "To
meqthe challengesand opportimities,,'Canada must engage in more R andlito
ensure our teennolbgieal.CoMpetitiveness."6 The Minister ofFinlince has stated .
bluntly that "Ii is imperative forCanatla to achieve a greater and more broadly
based R and:D. effort."7' . !.

The particular importance of R and 13 for national economic and industrial
'development has also been underlined by studies of the-Research and Policy
Committee Of the Council on Economic Development in the United States
which found that companies thatinVest heavily itt developinrew products and
technologies have twice the productivity, three times the growth, nine times t6
employment, and one-sixth the price increases of dioSe businesses that make
9141 expenditures on R and D. A survey of all-1/041 States .companies with
sales of over thirty-five million dollars and R and D of at least one million'
dollars or of one per cent of, sales, showed an average expense of about 16 per cent
of profits before taxes. Canadian industry, by contrast, spends about 3' per cent
of pre7tax profits on R and D. a

Although expenditures on R and 13 performed within the business sector
are increasing, and although about twice as much was spent in that sector as in the
government sector in 1982, ,R and .D is, on the whole, a minor activity of
'Canzidian industry. Tlw vast majority of Canadian firmsilo.no R and D at all; in
1980 only ten companies accounted.for 35 per cent and twenty;five accounted
for 53 per cent of the.R and D performed in the business sector. While R and Din
all countries is performed by only.' a small proportion of ,co'rporaticknt,
comparisons with other inoustrialized countrle indiCate that the level' "of

-041441 Rand D-activity in Canada is unusua y Data compiled by the
OFg,"trklizatiOnlor Economic Cooperation and evelopment also indicates that
the level,of support prOvided to industrial R and D by government in Canada is
much lowethan in many other industrialized countries. (Table 38)7\

o.E.cp. data confirm that throughout the 1970s and into the 1980s'
Canadian expenditures on R and D as a percentage of the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) ranked well below those of most other.industrialized countries.
The percentage that R' and D constituted or the respective GDP of eighteen
countries at the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s is indicated in
TablC;: 39..Canada ranked thirteenth on the list, following. Yugoslavia and
Vinland. The level of Canadian support for R and p, was less than half of that
given .to R and Dia,,.the United States, Switzerland,: ;West Germany, and the
United Kingdom, and` than two-thirds the support given to it in Japan,tthe
Netherlands. Sweden, And Frande. figurei-also indicate that Canada
rnnlifod low on ast tabulatin& the average annual change_ in grossexpenditureS-
on eseafeh and development during the 1970s.9

Given such data, it should not be-surprising that the Ministry pf State for
Science and Technology has concluded that "Canada's productivity

18 "
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TABLE 38

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT OF INDUSTRIAL R AND D:
INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS (1979)

United States

United Kingdom

Norway

France

Germany

Sweden

.1501M4ek

Ireland

Canada .9:

Italy

Finland

Japan

Percentage of Industrial ...'.;"1
R and D Supported by

Government

32.8

29,2

23.8

21.6

18.2

12,8

11.2

9.0

8.5*

6.3

3.2 -

1.4

f

Ranking

2

3.

4

5

6

7

12

Sokirce: 4 "International Statistical Year 1979: Main.Results 1979", Group
oCjslatiofial aperd on R & D Statistics, Directorate for Science,
teelihology aid Iiklustry, OECD.' 3 March 1982.

Note: 'In 1981, the federal government funded 9 per cent of industrial R
and D. Statistics Canada. 4,11n,dustrial research and development...
expenditures, 19741o1983. Statisti4Ottawa, 1983, Vol.
7, No. 4, p. 4. (Cat.-13'-003).
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TABLE 39

Q.E.6/ DATA ON R AND I) EXPENDITURESVORA.
EIGHTEEN COUNTRIES: GROSS EXPENDITURES.12N

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AS A.PERCELIMIGE
DOMESTIC VRODUCt ." )0j,

Year GERD as Percentage
of GDP

Country

United States 1980 2.49
Switzerland 1979 2.45

Germany 1979 2.27
United `Kingdom 1979 2.20
Japan 1980 2.04
Netherlands 1978 1.97

Sweden. 1977 1.90

France 1979 1.79

Belgium
4N.1

1979 1.40

Norway . 1979 .1.37
Yugoslavia 1977 1.20
Finland 1979 1.08

CANADA 1980 1.07*

Dehmark 197.9: 0.97
sltaly ..$ 1979 0.82
Turkey 1978 0.59
Portugal 1978 ' 0.32
Greece 1980 0.18

* Note: 1980 percentage for Canada is from
review of science statistics, 1982. Ott

Source: National Researc4Ouned Of Canada,
e

Year IWO. Ottawa; 1982; 0. 19.

i89

anada, Annual
62,

urgent investment:..
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Perotlthilicc, compared with that of other Collin-ries in the 0.E,C,D,, luis been
. steadily weakened oycr the past decade" and that "our poor productivity growth

in recent years, especially sine y 1973, has severely eroded our diimpetitiyenesS,"111
'Flip trade deficit of this country in manufactured godds rose to seven and one-
half billion dollars in 1981, a seven-fold increase over the preceding decade and
one of the largest per capita deficits on manufactured goods ()laity industrialized
eiuitry.11

The statistics show as large and growing Canadian trade deficit in high
technology commodities in every year since 1968," In 1981, the negative balance
of trade in high technology commodities alone' exceeded nine billion dollars.
thus .accoutit big for more than the country's total overall deficit in the trade of .

manufactured goods, But there 'Wm also negative balances of trade la medium
technology commodities (1tYc and one-half billion dollars) and in low
technology commodities (two and one;half billion dollars).13 The general
message appears to b'e: the greater the amount of technology...required, the
greater our relative dependence on goods produced abroad. It is. a Message that.,
shOuld underline the urgent need for Caitada to develop its scientific and
technological capabilities and to devote snore attention, and financial support,
to the preparation' of the highly qualified psrsonnel upon whom these
capabilities must rest;The present situation is all the more regrettable inthiit this
country has the pat tirakand human resinirces, if properly fostered and deployed,
tobecome one of the world: leziders' in fes&irch Jind development, and,.more
briradly, in science and technology,.

.

The technological balance of,payments (that the operations relating to
the purchase and sale of technological infant-10 and know,how which arc
recorded- in a country's halanceof payments) also shows a continuing and
growing deficit that conveys the same message. Canada's negative technological
balance of payments has grown steadily from 27 million dollars in 1965 to 255
million dollars in 1980.14 Transactions in royalties and fees between Canadian
and United States companies, in particular;show a steady growth in Canadian
net payments from 261 million .U.S. dollars in 1967 to 767 million U.S. dollars in
1981.0 Payments abroad by companiesin Canada' for science and technology
information and rights (Often paid to a parent company) amount to more than
25 cent of their expenditures on R and Diki Canada:' Only 7 per cent of the
p, applications filed in Canada arc for inventions by Canadians,17

'he extent of foreign ownership of Canadiair industry and resources is a
major factor in the weak Canadianperformance in Rand P. It is not an exercise
in jingoism or nationatiOic flag - waving to point this out It is simply a statement,:
of!fact. It is a fact that fortergn-contr011ed firms perfoun significantly less Rand-
D relative to salesthan thoe tha:.Canadian-contriilled:18 It is also a fact that
Canada has conSistently' recoi-dtVo, trade deficit in 'technology-intensive
commodities. If foipign7owned comp'rtfies performed R and D at the same level
as Canadian-ownedawn, anies-, the overall Canadian gross.expenditures on
research and detiloptrien ERD) to GNP ratio' in 1947 wOUld, for example,
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have been 1,3 per cent instead of less than one. percent. MoOov tond I) in
foreign-controlled firms is not only quantitatively less tht14
ontrolled' firms, it is, also qualitatively lifeent, being directed

towards .adapting foreign technology to dOniestie needs.
NO count In these times is teClutologieall'Y 1-loweVer, there

are seriiiiiS andlegitiinate questions to he asked about the balance between a
country's reliance, on foreign. teelmalogy and the development of its own
capabilities and highly qualified personnel in this field. In Canada's case, these
questions' require urgent ,attention.

Thettnportance,OIR and is not, toorse, binned to the contribution Ii
Makes to the industrial, trailing, and economic life of a country`: Research and
develnpment in science and teehnolUgy have a large role toplay,iti resolving the
enormous and complex social problems that challenge Canadiansociety. -Many
of these problems are becoming more" acut e as a result* man's own activities
that may, for example. pollute the environment, disturb the ecology of a region,
or have adverse social or politicacor cultural consequences. The social impact of
the R and I) that promotes industry and technology may often add to th'eliciit'.`
for R and I) aimed at environmental, health, legal, and sociological questions,
Considerations about human needs, the community interest.. and the social
consequences of the development of new technologies should he an integral part

i.

of all R and IL a

liven the location of R and D may contribute to socio,economic problems.,
Over onehall'of all the R and D done,in Canada (.51%) takes place in one
province, Only 5 per cent is performed in the Atlantic region. Twenty, ?.,.
one per cent is performed in Quebec.and about 23 per cent, in the Western
province`.'''provinces. For industrial R and D, more than 75 per cent of expenditures are
made in Ontario and Quebec, and less than one per cent in the four provinces of
Atlantic Canada.2" Stich imbalances in the regional distribution of R anct Dean_ I
reinforce existing disparities employment opportunities, levels of income,
capital investment, education, and research.

,,,.There is, of course, a risk-that more significance will be attributed to R and .

7S-War to its absence, than the facts may ..warrant. The dangers ,of focussing
*-4141Xclusiveiy or too heavily on R and 'D as the creator of industrial strength and of
itSocial and economic improveriient have been Well-documented in two recent

Studies prepared for the EconomieCouncil of Canada.21 There is a good deal Of
,,evidence that the rate of diffusion of 'bestcbraetice' technology originating in
otheecount ries may be as, ormore, significant a factor thantnnovation4oriented.
R and pfin., the growth ,pf industry, t;cietwelond technOlogy..;:;tbdies of the
teOnothiCouneil have fOund t haft he tag-timnetween the'firStWorld-use of an
innovation- and its .eventual, adoption by Canadian:..comPatty is .pfteti
surprisingly long sometimes as long as ten years. "Evenfortechnical adva A ,
within Canada, the Tate of a 'on is slow compared with thit in oth r
developed countries."22 A ca city fOr social innovation in terms of siructur
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proMiares, and vislue systems is surely at least as important to the progress of
community as its capacity for technological innovation.

Care must also he. taken in prcleribing nostrums meant, to promote the
ainonnt It arid D dime in Canada, &study prepared for the Canadian Tax
Foutidotkin takes issue, for example, with those who argue that the CO1110411
tax system does not at present offer enough. Incentive to ingage in It and D,
While ..acknowledging that "Canadian expenditures on research and

development as a percentage of gross national product have been hubstantially "
bCIOW those of most developed cOuntries in recoil Years," the study:eosipludes
that "insofar as the enrporate tax system is concerned, the kontf'DIneentives
()math offers are. superior to thoseAsu, one twentj,:countries
examined (the exception is Sin OgapkA>tittthat awn-ell Nimes and It and I)
contracts are taken into account, 010'11161041in place in Canada are among the
most generous, if not the most generOus," the authors have been able to firtd.21

Clearly, comparisons with other countries must be handled with caution
and any simplistic notion that increased R and DalwaYs and everywhere leads to
significant fliprovementikin economic growth should-be rejected. R and D is one
of the major factors contributing t such growth, hut there arc many others. In
the field of public policy, there is need for an approach that co-ordinates policies
in many at'eas to achieve the objective of technological development and the
economic and socialimprovements that it can make possible. To acknowledge
these points is not to deny the assessment of the Na tiOnal Research Council that
"Canadians have been underinvesting in R and D.474 Nor does it contradict the
judgement of the Science Council and of the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council that we failing to prepare in adequate numbers thq highly
qualified personnel upon whom a high level of, It. and D. must dipend.

.-
The "grave and urgent warning" about the state or R and D,.which the

universities of Canada conveyed to government arid to the public in 1979 has
gone unheeded.23 Such response as there has been from government still falls far
short of meeting national needs. As the universities then noted, '"The
impoverishment of the Canadian scientific community during the past decade is "
extremely well doeumented.and is widely known and acknowfedged." Between
1969 and 1977, for example, federal support to universities for scientific research
declined by nearly one..,third, in 1969 .dollars.26 This deterioration occurred

! l despite the recommendations of the Senate Special Committee on Science
Policy, ,the Lamontagne Committee, that total spending on research and
development increase from 1.1 per cent of Gross National Product (GNP), the
le%7efin 1972, to 2.5 Rer cent of GNP by 1980.

It is an understatement to say, as our politicians sometimes do, that the
Lamontagne,target has not yet been met. In fact, far from moving town* this
2.5 per cent target, Canadian spending on R and.D dropped fromfr 1 per cent t6'
0.95 per cent ofGNP in the years immediately following the eppearaAec °Me
Lamontagne report. Carla& was spending nearly one-third less, in ierrils pi a

1'92 4.
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percentage of the GNP, on R and D in 1977 than it was in 1967 when our R and
1 D peaked at I) Der cent of GNP.27 1

t.

-.-.1 .
In Nimes's, .succt-ssive Canadian governments have tried to address at least

some of the questions involved in .the weak Canadian:It:and D performance.
Until very recently, however, thereJias been little effective linkage tietween the
political talk of national i and D targets and the reality" of a feeble and often
deteriorating R and D performance. When Canadian R and D was at a peak in'
1967,41s 1.3 per cent of GNP, the-federal government set 2 per cent of GNP as the
R and D national goal. R and D then declined to 1.1 pecent of GNP in 1972.
The Lamontagne Committee then recommended an increase in Canadian Rand'
D to 2.5 per cent of GNP by 1980. Five Fars later R and D hadfalien to 0.95 per
cent of GNP. In 1978, the federal-govOrtinent announced its intention of raising
expenditure on R and D from I per cent to 1.5 per cent of by the early
-1(780s. A year later, another federal goyernment raised this target,to 2.5 per cent
of GNP. Itithe meantime, the actual leVelof Canadian,R and D, unaware of all /
these good intentions on its behalf, staygd don at about the I per cent mark,28 /

Such a consistent record, for more than a decade, of adverse response to
government pronouncements thust. make. Canadian R and D well-wishers
thoroughly apprehensive about Ole declaration of any further national'R and
goals! None the less, the announcement .,in 1981 by the Minister of $tate for

- Science and Technology29 of a planning framework to-raise the national level of/
research and development in the natural sciences to 1.5 per cent of GNP by 985
was followed by a rise in R and ,D to.at all-time record of 1.34 per cent f the
GNP in 1982.39 Preliminary figures from Statistics Canada suggest tha there
may be a further increase in R and Din 1983 to at least 1.4 per cent ofibNP.51

r Thus, the goal of 15 per cent of GNP for R and D-by 1985 is not unreasonable
and it could well be attainel, provided there is a major and sust ned push
towards this objective, in' which government elicits the full par ipation of

1 . .
universities and the private sector. Even the achievement of the 1.5, er cent gOal
by 1985 will leave Canada well below ety level of many other te'chnologically
advanced countries. The French government has set a target of/2.5 per cent for
the same year. The target of 1.5 per cent must be regarded simply as an interim
goal for Canada. (

To achieve abetter national performance in R and D, /Igreater) measure of
'government suppott will be needed for such work in both i/ndustry and the post-

0 secondary institutions. The announcement of "A Technology Policy for
Canada" by the Minister of State for Science and Techology in the House of
Commons on 3 May such s pport may at last be1983, suggests that
forthcoming, at least, in more/ adequate terms tha heretofore. The policy
proposes, infer alia, increased funding for a nunibei, f the programmes of both
the National Research Council and the NaturaliSciences and Engineering
Research' Council, a strength'ening of cooperative/university-industry efforts in
research and technology, the implementation 91 a National Biotechnologicak
Strategy, the development

,
afa National Microelectronies Design Network, and

/ i 93
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the establishment of an annual fund of $1,5 million to promote public awareness
of science and technology. A special Sub-Committee of the Cabinet on
21'echnology Development has been established with the responsibility l'of
advancing to chnblogy dhclopmenis in all sectors and integrating the various
policy elements to this end. This policy,,. combined with related government
proposals in such fields as communications, employment, and taxation, could
constitute a major break-through in the level of national support for R and D. It
will be some time however, before the policy's value can be properly,pssessed.
Many of the important specifics to the general policy thrust have yet to be
worked out and much will depend on the manner of their actual implementation.

One must note, too, that a large and increasing pro6ortion of the,
government funding for R and D is earmarked for special projects or for areas
that are thought to be of strategic importance to the national interest. Such
earmarking of funds, do matter how, well intended, may upset the balance of
activities that should be maintained in a research community and may militate
against equallyvaluable research in the non-prescribed areas. Cpre funding that
is not earmarkif is needed for the basic,research that underlies all technological
advance. The erosion of such core support is already evident.3.2 If the situation is
not remedied, this erosion could jeopardize the balance and intellectual vitality
of Canadian efforts ki science and technology.

Over the past decade, university'research in Canada has been progressively
weakened by both uncertainties and inadequacies in'governMent funding. It is a
time when this country should' be increasing its support for research and for
development. But in many recent years, the level of funding has not even kept up
to the rate of inflation. the level of direct federal support for:R and D performed
in the universities in 1983-1984 for example, that was announced by the
Minister of Stat for Scierice and Technology on I March, 1983, although an
apparent dollar increase, 4as less than the rate of inflation. Similarly, the large
apparent increase in R anti D performed in the universities, from $432 million in ,
1975 to 1919 million in 1982,4asiin reality an increase to only $498 million in
1975 dollars.33 The amount of (-Rend D funded by institutions of higher
education, in 1975 constant dollars, actually dropped from $235 million in 1975
to $224 million in 1981 and $228 million in 1982.34 This deterioration has been
only partially offset by some belated additions made by the federal government
to the budgets of the major research granting councils.

The weakness in real dollar support for R and D has been aggavated by the
particularly high rate of inflation in the scientific sphere. As,a result, a very large
portion of university gcientific equipment is old, often out-of-date, very costly to
repair, and,expensive due to down-time. Indeed,; studies conducted by NSERC
haVe indicated that by 1985, almost 90 per cent of the laboratory scientific
equipment in use in 1979 would be either obsolete or inoperable "" Further
studies by NSERC suggest that a piece of scientific equipment is, on average,
made to last twelve years in Canadian universities; double the period normally.

;planned for in industry. "While this speaks well fOr the technical competence of
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the researchers to repair and maintaim the facilities, it suggests a less than
optimum use of research talents. It alsd suggests that postgraduates are being
trained for a research career on ecitlipnicint whieh is already obsolete."36 In the
view of the Canadian Federation of Biological Societies, muelfof the equipment
on whicli university bioinedical researchers must rely is not only 'obsolete, but
even haMrdous.

With lower enrOlments now than a decade ago in the science disciplines at
the doctoral lec/e1; and with increasges in enrolments in other sectors, the
universities often have to choose to favouythe numerically expa ding

0 departments at the expense of the that are contrafting. This can have the r ult
or'bringing im further reductions in enrolmen' ts 1-Wilke, natural ,iind ap led
sciences and reductions, too, in the quality of the res tt OtIportufirties that our
universities can 'offer to graduate students. AMA 6(the decline in
'financial and technical resources is that fewer;and fewe univ'ersity.scientists can
be accommodated on research projects, and research teams have been
disintegrating. The austerity of the 1970s and early 1980s and the lower levels of
financial support provided to the universities have also, of course; impeded the
recruitment of new faculty members in these fields: So.ine recent improvements.
should not be allowed: to 'obscure the fact that Cknada's,.,scicntific and
technological capacity cOntinues to be grossly underdeveloped and that it has
been damaged and Weakened by serious underfunding in the past decade.

The consequences of this 'underfunding ofrA rand D can 'be seen in the
medical sciences and in the social sciences and. humanities, as well as in the
'natural sciences and engineering.' The Cahladian ederation of Biological
'Societies, representing 3,500 professional biomedical' reseittchers across
Canada, arguei that "Persistent underfunding of the Medical Research Council
for more than a decade has seriously, impaired the nation's capacity to 'conduct
biomedical research of the highest quality." It notes with concern the
'remarkably high rate of rejection of peer-approved grant applications because of
lack of funding, the substantial reduction in the tuber of young Canadians

' seeking advanced training to undertake research, e termination of research
projects and the loss of jobs that this entails for hied skilledtechnologists, and
the premature ending of the research careers of many worthy investigators. The
Federation concludes that '"the most damaging effect of the present extreme
underfunding of the Medical. Research Council will be upon_ the recruitment of
young Canadians into the research community," and that the "resulting damage
to the nation's future research potential is incalculable." 3" The addition to the
Council's budget, announced by the gover-nment in June, 1983, goes some way'
tOwardS meeting these concerns. But Oere. is still much to be done.

When. corrections ace made to discount inflation, less funding from all
. sources was made available in 1982 than in-1975 for R and D in the social
sciences and humanities From 1971 to 141, the programme budget of the
So ial.Sciences and Humanities Research Councildeclined by nearly 20 per cent

real terms, dropping in 1971 dollars froth $18.1 Million to $14.5 million. Over

1 '9
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the same ,period, GNP 'increased by 26 per cent and the number of full-time
facility in t he sbeial sciences and, humanities in' Canadian' increased

by abotit IN per. cent. The amount allocated to graduate training in the
universities by the Council has deeretised by nearly 50 per cent, in real terms,
.between 1979 and 1982. In 1.983, theCouneilis able to assist less thtin one in five
of full-time ph,`D. students .ln Canada and less than one in a hundred full-time .

M, A. students.
The attainment of the announced national goals in R and Ddepends upon

the availability of highlyqualified!parSonnel: There arc few signs, however, that
tite,gOvernment'fully realizes the personnel implications of its public R and D

target, despite the data which flaw been made available t6 it Projections of
highly qualified,personnel requirements in the sciences, prepared by the Natural

Sciences. and Engineeringliesearch Council in '1979 .demonStrated 'that there

would be a serious shortage of highly trained research personnel in the natural
sciences and engineeang within Canada, of the magnitude of some 500

per year, unless draniatic. steps 'Were taken to remedy the situation., As the.
Council concluded, "any major move to improve the national R and D effort is

dependent in the last instance' on baying the qualified personnel to do the work

it is clear that critical shortages of research talent in the 1980s will prevent.the

0 attainment of the announced gOals."40 Such change as there- has beedin. this'

situation since 1979. has not been enough to change the more recent assessment

of the President of the Councilt hat there continues to be "a high probability of
critical shortages of research talent in this country."41 .

A further study of research manpower training needS by NSEReln 1982
confirmed that there would be a 10 to 15 per cent sportfall inthe annualsupplyOf .

new graduates at .mister .atid)doctoral levels in the natural sciences and
.engineering over the ensuing five years. It found, hoWever, that in the physical
sciences and engineering the shortfall per year is approximately 1,000 graduates,.,

or 50 per cent of supply.42 ,

In addition to their quantitative consequences in causing, an'increa$ing
shortage of highly qualified personnel., the current financial constraints may also

be .undermining, the quality or-scientific and technolOgical education. As the

Canadian Engineering Manpower Council h'as 'argued,. .

If the-best possible use is to be made of our national engineering,map-
pOwer, our engineers must receive the best possible academic prepar-
ation . .1t would be paradoxical if we were to articulate ambitious
national deVelopment goals, then strangle the vitality and leadership
out of the very institutions such as.our engineering schools ---
which can help to:Meet those goals.43,

Industryas well as government, has Much to do, towards strengthening

Canadian' R and D through the educatiOn of many more 'highly trained
researchers. As a" well-informed observer has noted, "the lack of a clear signal

from induStry that Master§ and doctoral graduates are, and will be required,
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certainly does nothing to help prompt the undergraduate to accept the economic
sacrifice associated with .graduate study.744 Yet' when the supply has been
avitila bk., industry has,shown its preference for thole with advanced degrees.
Industrialists have not hesitated to drain research and teaching talent awayfrom
Canadian universities when it suited their ;needs, without regard to the adverse
consequences of their action for the preparation of the future supply Of highly

'qualified personnel. Indeed,, industry las.so far shown little concern about the
quantity and quality of

more

future national supply of research talent, Such
improvidence is all the more puzzling when one notes that in a survey of ninety-
one of the country's leading industrial spenders on R and D, 23 reported R and
I) staff hard to find for management, 35 had difficulty finding scientists, 55 in
finding engineers, 15 in finding technicians, and 19 in findrng technologists.45

The need for much closer co-operation between universities and industry is
underlided in a Brief on Resear;:h and Development in Cana.da by the Canadian
Council of Professional Engineers which concludes, correctly, that in the'present
relationship "we have almost a 'two solitudes' situation." 46 The Brief argues that
"our industries, regardless of size, must become more involved in research and
development aqivities."47 Without disputing this, one may also argue that our
industries musrbecOme more involved in supporting the preparation, through
education and training, of the highly qualified personnel upon whom R and D
must depend.

The weak state of Canadian R and Dand the shortage of highly trained
researchers are intimately related to the short-term nod long-term imbalanceS in
the 'supply and demand for university teacheri. The combination of financial
constraints and inadequate enrolments means that there will be little demand for
new university teachers,. other than the occasional filling of dead men's shoes,
until the post -1996 period unless steps are taken to break out Of the present
impasse. Problems arising from the age. structure of the present professoriate
have been explored in a previous chapter. It may be useful, however, to note here
some! /(the consequences the situation for research and development:

On the basis of a set of estimated withdraWal rates of the current
stock of teachers (for reasons of death, retirement, migration, etc.) in
the various age groups, the number of job openings for new teachers
will decrease from the current level of about 400 per year to 250 per

,year by.1981-82. For a ten -to. fifteen year period after 1982-83, the
number of .new appointments will be very low; approaching zero
after 1985-8'6.; the normal attrition or withdrawal rate will barely be
able to achieve' the required reduction in the number of teachers in
the seconikalf of the eighties and early nineties. The most critical
squeeze will come in the mid-eighties, When the natural attrition rate
appears to .be insufficient to remove the surplus number of.teachers

- from the system. 48 9#
0

Unless remedial action is taken,, there will.will.be an almoSt complete absence of
job openings for young faculty in the natural sciences and engineering for a
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period of from 'five' to tett years from the mid-eighties to the mid-nineties. .

Essentially, the faculty now in place will remain in place, apart from retirements,.

with its average age rising steadily; year by year, StudieS indicate that, despite

many welcome exceptions, active involvement in research in the natural sciences

and 'engineering drops off dramatically us age increases,, from an '80 per..cent

' participation rate at age 35 or,undcr, to a 50 per cent to 6,0 per cent participation

rate between the ages of 35 to 50, to Only 25 per cent to 30 per cent participation

in research' by those over 50.4.9 the ..prospect is that the research
productivity of the aging' Canadian pritZSiniate will decline considerably in

. these key areas: ,

1

Deprived 'of an entire generation of young scientists and engineers,

`the quality, of teaching, research training and research itself will
suffer through the prolonged reduction in-new ideas, competent
creativity, enthusiasm And 'scienOtleentrypreneurship. Deprivation
of,new blood for :;uclt a long period of time is likely to cause

irreparable damage 'to the.- health of, the university 'research

enterprise,50 .

This combination of little,,university growth and an aging 'professoriate

means that there will be fewer opportunitid for graduate students to conduct

first ink researc.h in a highly-honed and challenging esearch milieu. In this

snuation; it is going to be very difficult indeed to meet national goals and to

provide' this country wit h,'It communhy of young scholars sensitive to Canadian

eonditions"and needs, Many of the concerns expressed by the Commission, in its

first volUme, about Science, Technology and Canadian Studies.are with us yet,

and in some instance's .these concerns have become in-o-re 'pronounced.. 5

Because'of our comparative neglect of. R. and D, and bedausealso of our

failure, to prepare the highly trained researchers upon whom R and Dtriust..
depend, the.tcchnological capacity of Canadian industry Ims declined relative to

that of our international competitors. Canada's econoniy is perilously vulnerable

in a world increasingly dominated by high technolOgy Bkes.sive reliance' on the

importation of the products of research and 4sVelopirient dOne elsewhere

. .threatens what has been termed our "technological sovereignty" and couldlimit
our freedom of action as a nation.55.1 it also'dcnies'opporttinities to,a great many
capable young Canadians and, if left long uncorrected; could affect our standard

of living. The need for concerted Canadian actipnto promote .R is made

all the greater by the faCt that in several parts of the world groups of countries,

such as the European Community,' have strengthened ;their own P and D
endeavours by entering into full or close co-operation .for thispurpOst with their

, , ,

., To a greater extent than maybe recogniZed,Cittada''s prosperity during tke

1960s :wasless a function of innovations, technologies, native entrepreneurship,

and export initiative, .than. it was a reflection of rapid increases 'in the labour

force, good absbrptive capacity, and` he good. fondle to-have. at ,hand a
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seemingly. endless `supply onatural resources to harvest, Rut that catty era has
come to an end, While we may wish to,escapeihe old image of being little more
than "hewers of wood and drawers of water";,our inattention tip the development
of a balanced research capacity, and to the highly q tat lifiedtaanbower required
to make it pqssible, mawloom us to thatlale.

The Commission cancurs with the numerous reports that. have urged the
Canadian government and Canadian industry, to address our research and
develaptiteat questions squarely, That cannot, be done, however, withaut ,due
attention to the health and 'Well-being of the university training and research
comfaunity,, and- without concern for the-developalent of the human resources
that are tln-'lbundation of It and D.,-

,may he a temptation to think that Canada can resolve its pressing.
scientific manpower problems by resorting again to the massive importation of
highly trained researchers from other countries when and as our needs require.
But there is'plenty of evidence that this option may not, in fact, be opettto, us,
The nations of the world arp jockeying for position in the high technology stakes
and they pre all. involved in an increasing scramble for the\minds and skills that
are needtd. If anything,t here are signs that, in this scramble, Canada Has been
losing,each year. sank of itS;Awn high-calibt'e human r-esonFes. because of its
failure to give, adequate subpart to research and develoOent activities One
may 'wellqu4stion, too, the propriety of 'ransacking odic , often icss-devel cd;

cauntries
for their highly qualified graduates. tither an developing our wn

programmes And institutions in order to open op rtunitics for capable yo g
anadiahs. /

Vi 'lliere are no easy Answers. What is requ) d is, first, Veeper underslandini,
of the crucial importance of R and D to1-be life of .this country and, second, a

)perly planned, and sustained comnittment to both public and private sector
bcies.that will mine Canada ab,c4in this field. In particular, more support is

*tied the education optse highly trained researchers. upon whom both
Sunda ental °and applied research depends. Such expenditures must be regArded

s a I g-termiavestment in the national interest. "The payoff will not come
qsporroW or,next week or even next year and in some cases may never come, but

unless we make that investment our future as an industrialized nation entering
'an era of unprecedented technological development will.be very bleak indeed." 53

f
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During the preparation of this volume the Commission has been asked to
explain, on several occasions, why a report (in Canadian studies contains a

chapter on the status of women in Canadian academic life, The most obvious
answer is that the current under-representation and sometiMes near-exclusion of
women from so many academic and professional fields is an itnmense negative
factor which injects unreality and imbalance into teacIfing and research about
Canada itself, livery aspect of Canadian life and every areaof scholarship and
teaching in this country stands to gain4fora the opening up of opportunities for
women in higher education. ,

.

the validity of, this observation is illustrated by the contribution that
/iwomen have made in theme areas in which they have been able to find II place in
the scholarly community. A feature of the attention now being given to social
history. for example, is the aAance niadesin the writing of the.historYof women
in Canada. I While much has yet to he accomplished In that,lield, it can be argued
that what has been done so far hits been in hirge part a result of the increased
participation of women in postsecondary education. The participation of more
women in research and university teaching is a major factor in the movement to
lilt in the great gaps in our knowledge about the contribution made by women to
historical and contemporary Canadian society.

Discriminatory ---. attitud* and practices towards women deter the
-.-:,

ofparticipation ol about one-half of the citizens of the- country in many areas of
higher education and research. Such attitudes and practices arc, in themselves, a
harrier to a better and more complete knowledge and understanding of the
Canadian experience. Canadians ea imrit truly know themselves, or others, while
this situation.eontinues;

There is another reason for our 'concern about t e status of women in
Canadian universities and colleges. Just as the Com scion argues for fair
treatment of, and equal opportunities for. the academic ncration of the 1970s
and 1980s, so too, there must be fair and equitable treat cnt of women..Women
represent a hank of talents.that must not be squandered through restrictions on
their opportunities in teaching4 research, or administration. Women' have legal
arid moral rights to participate fully in this community and to make their mark
11'
on Canada. The universities and colleges of Canada have special responsibilities
to help them to do so.

In this chapter, then, the Commission reviews the situation that women find
themselves in as teachers, students, and staff members in-Canadian universities
and colleges. We have found that there is still discrimination against women in
Canadian higher education and that some scholarly vocations and professions
contintie to be relatively closed to females. This situation is surely unacceptable.
It colours and misinforms the perceptions and understanding that Canadians
have of themselves and their country. It is a major obstacle to the development of
a full and balanced knowledge of the Canadian, experience.
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One 4)1 the characteristics of university ontAilnient patterns in the 1970s was

the marked increase in/the number` of women attending university, The
registration of [malt students in both graduate and undergraduate programmes
increased dramatically, as 'Fable ,10 demonstrates, Undergraduate female
enrolment grew from 109,736 In 1972.73 to 10.521 in IOKI.82, up by wine
56,000 or morefthan 50 per cent, Femalc graduate enrolments rose evormare
dramatically (ruin 9,120 to 17,596, tan increase of over 90 percent in the Name

perm d, The increasing participation of women in university studies thus

mini Muted significantly to enrolment growth in the 1970s,

Onnparisons with male enrolments during pie decadedrainatiie the steady
aild substantial llama of the increase in the number- of women attenditts
university. Mule undergraduate enrolments from 1972773.to.1981-82 Won at

175,161, [inked at'100,410 in 1075.76, driipped 1824462 in- 1980 -81, and rose

atwiii IQ I89,231 in 1981.82, Tlw.perceatage increase at the undergraduate level
osier the petird from 1972.73 to 1981.112 was about 8 per cent for nude students,

compared. to an increase in the female undergraduate enrolment of more 0101150

per cent. At the graduate level, the contrast is ,even more stapling. Mule
'enrolment grew only marginally from 28,387 to 291563. an increase of about 4

per cent, while over the same period kande enrolment figures climbed by more
than' 90 per cent, 'she percentage of women in the full-time enrolment of
Canadian universities has risen in almost every year since-1960-61, increasing
from 24..3 per cent in that year to 45.6. per cent it) 19%1-82.2 In 1960. 27,600

wemicn were full-time university students: twenty-two years later there were

10,000, almost a sevenfold increase,

An examination of participation rates in lull-time university education for
the 18-24 age group provides an explanation of the reasons for the change inThe

composition of the student body of Canadian universities..Between 1970-71 and

1981.-82, the male participation late for the 18 -24 age group in university
education declined from 15,2 per cent to 13 per cent, while the female
participation rate increlised from 8.1 per cent to II per cent., The total
participation rate, both male and female, for this age group has remained

relatively constant; at 11.8 per cent in 1970-71 and 12 per cent eleven years later

in 1981-82,Thus, the de line in the male participation ratejuts been virtually

offset by the increase in t c tem participation rate, as Table 41 demonstrates.

The 'nUmber of women graduating with university degrees increased
markedly, as one would expect (Table 42). In 1960-61, women earned 5.108

undergraduate degrees. 25.8 per cent of those awarded. In .1970771, they earned

25.551 undergraduate degrees, or 38.1 per cent of the total. By 1981, they earned

42.815 undergraduate degrees. 50.3 per cent of the total awarded in thai year;

The same held t roc at the graduate level. as Table 42 also shows. In 1970-71,

women earned 2,116 (22%) of the M.A.s and 151 0.3%) of the Ph.D.s. In 1981,'
women accounted for 5,055 (39.2%) of thc Master's degrees and 439 (24.2%) of

the doctorates.
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TABLE 41)

FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE
ENROLMENT BY SEX, 1972-1973 TO 19H1-19H2

i1Ntnit(iItA1)tiATtio GRADUATE*. . .

NEARS .MAIL EEM'AI,E MA1,E EEMALE TOTAL

1972-73 175,1(11 109,736 284,897 28,387 9,120 37,507
1973-74 178,051 116,7(15 294,976 27,487. 9,661 37,148
1974-75 182,211 127,12() 309,171 27,481 10.334 37,815
1975-76 140,410 140,127 330,537 28,242 11,637 39,879
1976-7 180,141 146,725 335,866 28,205 12,435, 40.640
1977-78 185,437 148,063 333,500 27,713 12.972 4005
1978-79 179,976 146,842 326,818 27,448 13,707 41,155
1979-80 079,993 149,921 329,914 26,774 14,671 41,445
1980-81 182,362 155,553 337,915 28,582 16,120 44,7702
1981.82 )89,231 165,521 354.752 29,563 17,596 47,159

4, 4

Source: Statistics Canada. Tabulations prepared for the commission,
1983.

N (Ur: Undergraduate enrolments include interns prior to 1980-81; since
1980-81 interns have been included in graduate enrolment totals
by Statistics Canada.

Using 196940 as a hase'of 100, an index can be constructed to show the
increase in the numberof degrees awarded to women at the undergraduate
11y 1978, the index had reached 186.2 and declined only slightly to 183.9 in 1980.
For mIdes, the index had reached only 116.7 in 1980 from a base of 100 in 1969-
70, At the Master's level a similar pattern appears. Using 1970-71 as the base'
.)Siar., the male index reached 117.1 by 1980, while the female index soared to
225.6 over the same period. At the Ph.D. level, again using 1970-71 as a base year
(100), they index fo dbctoratcs awarded to males decreased to 90.8, while the
index for km' ale do toral recipients over the identical period increased to 264.2.

Despite these ramatic increases in the proportion of female university
graduates, there has not been a corresponding increase in the proportion' of
womdn in academic employment. Women represented only 15.5 per cent of the
full-time teaching staff at Canadian universities in 1980-81- (Table 43). As
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TABLE. 41

FULL -TIME UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION RATE RA
THE 18 TO 24 AGE`GROUP, BrSEX, '1970,1971 TO

1981-1982

MALE FEMALE TOTAL

1970171 , - 15.2 8.3 . 11.8

1971-72 15.4 '8.7 12.0

1-972-73 14.8 8.7 11.8

1973-74 14.6 9:11 . 11.9

1974-75 14.4 9.6 12.0.

1975-76 14.6 10.2 12.4

1976-77 14.2 1,0.5 12.4

1977-78 13.6 10.4 12.0

1978-79 12.9 10.1 11.5
1979-80 12.5 10.2 11.4

1980-81 12.6 10.6 11.6

1981-82 ..13.0* 11.0* 12.0*

* indicates preliminary data

'..SOttroe: Belliveau, Kealey, and von Zur-Muehlen. tull-time enrolment
trends at Canadian universities and their implications for the
eighties. Ottawa, Statistics Canada, 1981,. p. 9; and further
tabulations provided by Statistics Canada to the ComMission,
1983.

. Statistics Canada notes, In a profession that has a history of a high proportion
of males, this represents little gain over tbe ratio of 11 per cent that was recorded
22 years earlier; 1958-59, an increase of 5 percentage points.73 At the same time,
in 1980, women constituted over 45 per cent of the undergraduate student
enrolment and over 35 per cent of the gradtrate student enrolment. In 1981,
women earned more than 50 per cent of the inidetgraduate degrees, nearly 40 per
cent of the Master's degrees; and nearly 25 peocent of the doctorates awarded by
the universities of Canada (Table 42). One can only conclude that there; is a large
pdol of well-qualified and highly. trained talent *in Canada that is not being
effectively utilized by the universities.-One mustalso conclude that, even though
women hav become a significant proportion of the 'University kudent
population, a much lower proportion of women graduates is being encouraged
to enter, or being allowed to participate in, university teaching and research.
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TABLE 42
.

DEGREES BY TYPE AND SEX, 1960 -196.1 TO 1984'

- Bactielor's & First
Professional

Masie;.'s Doctoral

.
Mile emale Total Male Female Total Male Female Tollr

1960 -1)1 r4.6Xv s.uns 19,797 1174 354 0200.2201

(91.2)
(4.247) 306

1961-62
. (72.51 (27.5) .000.0)

.11,017 6%22

20,577 11.1511 . 28335. 2601 564

16.566 6370 . 22.$36 2026 415 4441 .

(74.2) (25.11)

(72.2) 07.8) (100.0)

(100.0)

24.939

MI) (15.9)

(113.0) (17.0) (1500) (91.9) (K. I 1

(81.9) (18.1) (100.0)
2.256 499 2.755.

(91.9) (8.1 ) '000.0)
387 34

295

443

26

:141:000004.2200011)))

4111

(71.61 . (2114) 000.0) (112.2) (17.11) (1,0113605) . (92.1) (7.9)

230/3 10?-042 33055 21194 687 3.5111.t. .512
.

.

54
11005.660)(6916) 00.4) '(100.0) (10.1) (19.2) (100.0) (90.5) (9.5)

19654 , 25.501 12757.. 37,11511 3:660 '1112 . 4.472

.. 1

(KIS) (1%21' (100.0) ( KK .9) . (11.717) :I:691..79069)ik (6i.4) (32.6) . (100.0)

1966-67

1967-6s ,

. 211./1911 14.729 (413602207)

.3402 17310

(65.9)- (34.1)

43.7KK A594 1.14K

00.0) (20.0)
A214 1.051

5.742

5.265
(100.0) (91.9) (11.1)

(909°.3K1 (9.971

716

(100.0)(100.0) 00.0) (20.0) (100.0)(64.8) (35.2)
I

7.03534.494. 20.201 541695 5AK6 1.549 Id
/63.1) (36.9) (100.0) (7110) (22.0) (100.0) (92.1) (7.9)

1.021

(101/0)
1.10K

/161.6) (311.4) (100.0) (7114) (21.6)
60.523 6.613 1.1121

(100.0)
11,434

(90.7) (9.3)
1.247 I28 ,

( 10013.705)

332119 23.234

i 41501 25,551 67.052 ,, 7,493 2.116 9.609 1474 151 1,625
(61.9) (38.1) . (100.0) (7110) (22.0) ((00.0) (90.7) (9.3) (100.0),
(60.6) (39.4) (75.2) -VAX)

...110d02707)

(90.7)

,.....(41603) 001 720143%73 211.543 72A16 7.725 ,Z..,.52

(100.0)

1060342515 211.099 . 70664 7,757 2.114(;" 1,712 217

43314 '.. 31,067 74%51

(60.2) (39%) al` (73.2) (26.8)

7A26 2.770

(100.0)

1662 234 ,.
( 1110000K .90061'

(100.9) (KICK) (112)

(5115) ''. (41.5) (100.0) (72.8) (27.2)
.10.196

(87.7) (12.3)

44.904 35%50 110354 7.949 3.111

(100.0)

1.544 296 IMO
(55.6) (44.4) (71.8) (2112) (100.0) (81.9) (16.1)000.0)

,44346 3%546
(100.0)

. 1.030 3.525 11555 4375 31K 1693 !.

45.721 41.635' K 7,356

(69.5) (30.5)

11.4911 3%77

(100.0) ,i. : 1.2) (18.8)

12.375 . 1396 306

(5331 (46.3)

130
152.3) \ (47.7) (100.0)o . (68.7) (31.3) (100.0f13", (112.0) 111.0)

1100.02)

197.8 ,/ 46011 43.271 8.4116 4.151 12.637 - 1.4118 ., 33189,/i12
(1041.) 01.11) 4112) (100.0)(51.5) (48.5) (100.0) (67.2) (3,2.11)

.1979 44.302 42.1128 17.130 7.903 4,441 123,,Lt 51

..t
I434 369 15103

(100.0) (100.0)

86.410

(64.0) (36.0)
. .

.0 00.0)

1980 43390 42820 7.771 A654 .:k., 12,432

(79.5) (20.5)(50.11) (49.2)

(50.4) (49.6) (100.0) (92.6) (37.4) 7a,13.I,(100.0) (77.0) (210)
1.339 399

(100.0)

1961 42,112 42%15 114.927 7,8411 5.055 ,,,,t2.903 1377 439 1116

1982 , 42185 43A05

1149.7) (50.3)

115.230

OAK) (39.2) . (100.0) (MA (21.2) (100.0)

7%10 5.230 13.040 .1,1.520 450 1120

(100.0)

1983 42940 43.930 116.1170 7%65 5.335 13200 , 1.370 '490 1.860
I,

1914 44%40 45.520 90760 7.900 5480 13 380 1.360 530 1190.

indicates preliminary or projected data
. . ...

\
4 `a

Max von Zur-Muehlen. Past and.preseht graduation trends at Canadian universities and
implication's' for the eighties, with.special emphasis on women and on science graduates,
Ottawa. Statistics Canada, 1982, p. 12: Statistics Canada. Advance statistics of education.
/982 -83. Ottawa. /982, Table 9, p. 21 (Cat. 81-220): Statistics Canada. A statistical portrait of
Canadian higher education,. 1983.. Ottawa, 1983, Table 18. p. 42.

1962-63

1963-64

1961-65

1970-71

1971-7:1

1974

'1975,

Source:
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TABLE 43

F L-TIME FEMALE UNIVERSITY TEACHERS AS A
PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL BY TEACHING FIELD

.,;r FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1960-1961 'TO 1980.4981

Teaching Field

Education

Fine and Applied Arts

Humanities

Social Sciences

Agriculture and
Biological cicnccs

Engineering and Applied
Sciences

Health Sciences

Mathematics and Physical
Sciences

TOTAL

1960-61 1965-66 1970-71 1975-76 1976-77 1977 -7K 1978-79 1979-80-1980-81'

28.7 25.9 20.1 23.5 23.1 23.3 23.6 24.0 24.0

.15.2 14.0 14.6 19.3 20.5 20.6 19.0 19.5 21.4

107 6.0 16.9 16.4° 17..1 18.1 18.1 18.1, 18.7

8.4 H.6 9.3 11.9 12.4 13.1 13.3 13.5 14.1

19.0 17.0 15.9 '15.7 16.2 16.2 15.4 15.6 16.3

0.9 0.7 0.6 . 0.9 1.0 1.2 # 1.3 1.3 1.3

23.4 27.2 20.9 22.3 22.K 23.3 22.9 22.9 23.4

3.9 4.7 4.4. 3.6 3.7 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.7

11.4 12.7 12.8 14.0 14.4 14'.9 14.9 15.0 15:5

Source: Statistics Canada. A statistical portrait of Canadian higher, education, 1983. Ottawa. 1983.
Table 2K. p 52.

The reasons for the low proportion of women in university teaching are, no
doubt, many and varied. But the data point, inescapably, to the eaconclusion that
conscious and unconscious discrimination arising from habit and attitude
continues to be a major factor. Women continue to be concentrated in the lower
academic ranks, while men move on to become full or associate professors. In
1980, for example, only 5 per cent of full professors were female, whereas nearly
40 per cent of lecturers and instructors were female. This pattern of female
under-representation in the senior academic ranks doels not show any significant
change ove0he last 20 years:4 In 1960-61, 4.2 per cent of the full-time, professors
at Canadian universities were women. Twenty years later, in 1980-81, this figure
had risen only to 4.8 per cent. It is sometimes argued that the reason women are
concentrated in the,lower ranks of the faculty is that they interrupt their careers
to have families. This is of course a factor. None the less, the promotion of
women is rarer whether or not they have occasion to htrrupt their academic
work for maternity or other family responsibilities.

Similarly, of university teachers with doctorates, 41 per cent of the men and
only 16 per cent of women were full professors in 1980-81. Thirty -three, per cent
of the women with doctorates were at the assistant professor rank compared to

-20 7
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about IS per cif the men.5 Women faculty members also remain clustered in
the traditionally female teaching fields of education, tht fi-pe arts, nuirsing, and
some of the humanities. Ev,en -in some of these fields, such as education, the
percentage of 'women teachers has, in.fact, declined since 1958-59 (from 29% to
24%) although their representation is still:high in comparison to other fieldl.

Women are conspicuously absent from. the faculty in edgineering and in
mathematics and thephysical sciences,where the.co'nstitute only I.3'pbr cent
and 4.7 per cent, respectively, of the teaching,staff (Table 43).

- o
o

In a study prepared for t1 fi1/4.14.c.C.,:f.Dr. Monica Boyd found that t
salary gap between men and women in universities,_ reported to have b
closing in the 1970s, had in fact been widening ln 1972-73, the median salar
male university teaChers was $3,250 higher than that of female teachers.Ey 1977-

78, the median salary of male teachers was about $5,000 higher than the median
salary for female faculty. In her thoughtful study, Dr. Boyd speculates on the
reasons for this pronounced differenciin the median salaries'of male and female
university teachers. Salaries at the junior levels, where women are clustered, are
lower,than as the higher ranks. Because of the demands of the wife and mother
roles, women may not be as likely as men to publish, and this lack of publication
may fesult in lower salaries tor some female faculty, Perhaps a more valid
cOMparison than median salaries would be a comparison of the salaries of men
and women with similar' degrees, acadeMic rank, and fields of study.. As Dr.
Boyd points out, however, one very quickly runs out of female faCulty memberi
to compare with male faculty membersin some fields' and at the higher ranks.
NeVertheless, when Comparisons could be made, the report indicated that

men continued to earn less than men with thaainesqualifications. In 1972-73,
who earned their doctorates between five to nine years earlier earned a

dian salary of $17,050. Women with the same qualifications earned $15,625.
Three years later, the.salary for men with doctorates earned five to nil* years
earlier had increased to $22,400, while for women holding the same degrees for
the same le th of time it had increased only to $20,900. At all ranks, in all fieldS;
whatever th age, highest degree earned or years since the degree was awarded,
the Boyd re ort revealed that women faculty members earned substantially less
than men.

The Co mission has seen no evidence that would indicate that there has
been a .chang in this situation since the Boyd study was completed. On the
contrary, the most recent data available from Statistics Canada on the salaries of
university-teachers indicates that in '1980-81 and 1981-82 the median, salary for
women in every academic rank was lower than that for men (Table 44).
Moreover, the median salaries paid to women faculty members were lower in

total in every academic field and in almost every age group within each academic
field (Table 45). This disparity appears also in a university -by university review
of the median salaries paid to male and female faculty (Table 46). In all of the 42
'institutions surveyed the median salary_fc>r women full-time teachers was lower
than that for then. On average, for these42 universities and colleges, the median

2 08
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M3DIAN SALARIES OiONAIERSITY TEACHERS
' SEX AND ACAD1 -MIC RANK, 1980-1981.

-

Male r .FeMale

Full professor
Associate professor.
Assistant professor.
Rank, below`,-

assistant professor
Other

$45,483 $43,294
34,873 33,620
2.7,738 201P

22,465 21,301

31;801 24,934

Total

Full professors with'
senior'administrative
duties .50,087 46,319

Source:' Statistics Canada, Teachers in universities: 1980-81, Ottawa, 1982,,
Table 4D, p. 4041 ( 'tat. 81-241), and unpublished data provided
by Statistics Canada, 983. _

,

MEDIAN SALARIES'OF UNIVERSITY TEACHERS BY
SEX AND ACADEMIC WANK, 1981r1982*

Male. Female

Full professor l ''' $49,803 " $4

Associate profes thr 37,821 .,,.

367:04;24

NAsistapt professor . 29,694 28,568

Rank below
assistant professor 24,046 21,000

Other 34,368 27,987'

- .

Total / .39,973 . 31,998

Full professors with
senior administrative
duties ,54,216 49,984

* Excluding Quebec for which data not available.

Source: Statistics Canada, Teachers- in,universities: 1981-82, (Ottawa,
1983), Catalogue 81-241,Table 4D, pp. 40-41.
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TABLE 45

SALARIES' F TACHERS N UNIVERS TI S,'

, BY 'AGE, SEX;,AND'Flp,DS

TOTAL CANADA, 1980181

P

SocillSacncrt Altic.!eid rnionterIng 114411h Milh.ind.,

and App. S. Proftilions .P651,,tie,

75mhe r . 8 6310
.

Ntuber Man N unIr M6146
1P

17t1 M n N147g4, ,M, ido N unlber Mien Number Main NumI b r M.on' Nunbet Wax Numbk Moho

I 101A1.' ,.M.9 1114 116113' 1045.1111,468 ^, 4,16/ 5.14:4i6.' 6014 .04.949 1,964,111,1444' 2,151.510,1141 1,864 540,657 1,981511,200 l' SKI 111,1211 21.307 536,190., 5

, 2

r1 1
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TABLE 46 .

'M EMAN s-S A LARY OF FOLL4IME UNIVERSITY
TEACtIERS BY UNIVERSITY' AND BY SEX, 19814982

-6 Meincirial
ditiiversity of PriAce
Edward Island

Dalhousi
Mount t. Vincent
College of Art & Design
St. Francis Xavier

. St. Mary's
Cokkgeor Cape Bieton
Ce cal' Univ'rsity of.

Scotia
Satnte-.Anne a -
St. Thomas
Mount Allison
Univelsity of .:
New Brunswick
Moncton
Breit.

CalieGu 11,

Lakthead
Laurentian
McMaster
Ottawa

ro
!Queen's .

1=1;Ryerson
To

t==s CZE
W2:2- Trent

CE
Z"Vaterloo

r-' Western
Windsor

te--J York4= &E) Wilfrid Uurier
rt..n_ri -Brandon
a;Sr ManitobaV

Winsipisg
SasXateliewan
Regina
Alberta .

Calgary-
Lethbridge
University of

. British 'Cott'
Simon Fr
Victoria

TOTAL=
-Notes:

*

1.
2.

Source:

Male

34,050

33,301
31.714
36.043
28.218
29.347
3'2,430!-
33,144
31.707

1'414 0
25,05A
30.879
31.433

38,334
33,364
35,780
36.843
39.384
34.9*74
34.754
42.189
39.920'
40.300
41.676

At 41,845
35.554

1--$' 44.310
38',7
39.168
37.775
36.15/
30.816
39.810
33.842

111138,855.
43,890
43.384
40.995

Female

29.200

r .

44,281
43.607
42.046

.966
26.853

.28.521'
24.720'
24.282
26.795
29.601
30.140

29.722'
26,289

O

28.809.
29.795: '1
29.880.
29.639
31./b4
n.386
27.963
31.459
30.781
311.4CM3

29.900
38,744
34.092
31.654
27.722

.

3)73
3 13
25.965
32.752 '..
26.252
33.982
32.925
35.579
34.342
31.363

33.424
35.273
15:108

39.973 31.498

Excluding medical/ tal faculty.
Frequency is too small to be statistically significant.

.
Affiliated colleges have been -exluded from catculations for parent institutions:.
Excluding Quebec. for which complete data not available.

Salaries and salary scales teaching staff at Canadian universities.
1981182. Ottawa. Statistics Canada. (Cat. 81-258P and 81-258S): Tettehers.in
universities. Ottawa. Statistics Canaria, (Cat. 81-241) and data provided by '
Statistics Canada. 1983. r *T.

Mediae} Salary of' .

Femiles as a Per-
centage- of the,

-Median Salary of:
M_ ales la Total

85.8 33.350

32.737
3341:072172

26.436'
27.482
31,414
32.991

41,212
25,050

96.3 v , -30.845
816 29.963-

84.7
79.1
/47.6
82.7
82.6
89,3
95.0

75.2
89.3
83.5
80.4' ?).
79.2.
81.2

/4115'74..6
77.1%
75.4.
71.7
92.6
95.9
71.4
71.5
76.2
87.0
90.8
84.3
82.3
77.6
79.5
84.7
81.1r 79.2
76:5

75.5
80.9

.

37.011
32.65I
35.020
35;892
38,508
34.44
34,243
41.449
38,383
3'p.200
39,713-
40.291
35,550 --
43.341
37.348
37.665
36.759

30,68
38,9 t:
31,624

o 42,527
38.576
42.478
42.959
10,403

42.482
42175
41.156

80.0 38.666
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...t -

,,'salary for Women academics was only 8.0 per otpf the meLlian salary earned by
the male professoriate: Preliminary data for ,0-83'inidicates little change in,
this. situatiOri: , 1 2 . 11.,i< . .", : : , ,

Differences in the rates o pay, the relarNely small number. Of warien in the
upper academic ra ks, and theb set that w n are virtually absent fpom senior
university adminis 'ration, are alkPoints that drew considerab ntion within
both the academic and human right communities during Os. As a
consequence, there,- rk;A3r.05!1 r of in-house reports commissioned by
'universities4cross anada to assess e.statiti of wognen at tlieir,own institutions ..

,

Iii, addition, a nu her ofprofe) nal' and scholarly' brganizations Airected
, attention to these p es. Th .0'1,1 Ruck studies is extensive; Only a feW will be

, : , ,.
mentioned in this t,' t iiti.or de examples of the nature and extent of
the Work done ese topi6 970s and early. 1980s.

.0.
The 'AssocAn-Of,' ersities and Colleges of Canada, for example,,

established at tte rf ttie Status of Women in UniverSities early, in the
, 1970s T group, Women and the Universities, appeared in

25. I' nges in the universities' attitudes towards Women
t$ portunitieS for equal participation by women in

I..' The Secon d fiVori of the Committeeon the St.atus-of
.1;. 4 published in 1077. It recommended; among other

i'rjr; :,'
, job' Stereotyping and of differentials in salary gild

,0jo0:-T ti,
sex. It also called for the elimination of all university°0i,,,,.

ent"krpea tires which discriminated on the basis ol marital status. It
-,-

ed:;that ,woinen hould he considered for, and appointed to, high. level
4StratiVe posilio s. .Rank and Salary Differentials i,n the 1970's; .A

kCs riSon of Male a d Female All-Time Teachers in Canadian UniverAties,
ii, . by Mr oon ca 'Boyd was published by the A.U.C.C. in 1979. ftileges

owed 'that women sti 1 on tituted only a small proportion of the full-time
,,,,.:ii,i06iversity teaching staff men were found to be concentrated in the lower

4, ', ^ /inks and their median salaries were lower thdrf those received by their male .
,.4 colleagues. Professor B d concluded that theoverall rank and salary status of ,

°'1..i)-% female faculty relative to male faculty had changed little during the 1970s.
JillMCCalla Vicke s examined these issues, on behalf of the Canadian!

ASsociation of Universit Teachers'(CAUT) in But Can You Type? Canadian
Universities and the StatuS of WOmen. Jointly published' by CA UT and Clarke
Irwin in 1977, this study found that sexual stereotyping was onlYone aspect of
the probltrii of limited participation by women in university profesAonal
Programmes. Itwas difficult for women academics to pursue 'their own cause

® aggressively bewiause by usually lacked security of rank oytenure, or even a full-
time job. Dr. Vic ers argued that only government interientictiiwould force the
universities to to positive steps tows d equal_bpporttinit for women in

, academe... . :40- ..- ,,,,

The Canadian Federation of University Woilien spOnsbred an early study
in '1967, of women university graduates in continuing education fflnd
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employment. Another study, The, Potential 'Partiiipation of Women in
Uni'Versity Affairs, which appeared in 1976, urged universities to take seriously .)
the need for female role models to (encourage women students to pursue and
complete their career preparations.

te,report done for the Council of-Ontario Universities (COU) by L.C.
Payton concluded that women do not have equality of participation with nien as
students at any level in Ontariouniyersities. Entitled The Status of Women in

.

OntarioUniversities: A Report of the council Of Ontario Universities, this study
also noted that there were not only fewer women than men teaching on `a run-
time basis in Ontario universities in the mid-seventies, but that their average"
salaries in most cases were below the average salaries for men. Nor had women
on the teaching staff been promoted to higher academic ranks_as often-as men.

A number of similar studies were completed during the decade. All of them
7. pointed tq subsrantiapy the same conclusion. Women in academic life were not

being treated with fairness and justice. As a result, it may be that university
careers appeared less attractive to qualified women br, even more damaging,

. women students may have decided not to pursue academic careers beyond the
bachelor's level bectau,se of the lack of a female presence inothe professoriate or in
'graduate studies in many fields. Some of the other organizations sponsoring
studies ,on this subject were the Canadian Teachers' Federation, La Federation
des associations de professeurs' des tiniversites du Quebec, and Quebec's Conseil ,
du statut fide la femme. \

. The ih-housetworts prepared at many universities provide an additional
and very interesting overview of the status of wen at Canadian universities in
the perizbfrom about 1974 to 1982. They die replete with recommendations to
amelip,rZtetite situation .that women in the university setting faced, both as
students arid as faculty membec,s. From a review of this literature, it is clear that
universities were AtspondinE tb pressures to examine their structures and,.
procedures' with a' view to determining the nature and extent of sex

9P, discrimination and to elimin ting itWhat is remarkable to the Commission is
that this spate of studies and ec&ninendations appears to have had such little
effect on-hiring, promolion, t nure, and saiaw differentials.

A brief review of some of t ese in-hottse university studies provides a sense
o t h e extent of the problems aced by. women in Canadian universities in the
1980s. At least 32 major university studies, as well additional suliplementary
reports, were commissioned in the 1970s and earlys1980s. Many of these were
prompted by International Women's Year in 1975, as well as by the growth of
female enrolments in postsecondary education. Itiias only natural that, as motie
and more women enrolled, in universities and colleges, questions were raised
about the treatment of faculty, staff, and students onithe basis of their sex.

Acadia University established a Committee on the Status of Womenunder
the.cnairmanship of Lorette Towes. The group's report, which appeared in 1978,
indicated that only 17 per cent of the full and part4ime faculty At Acadia were
women, that proportionately more men than women rgceived -tenure stream
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appointments; and that there was de facto discrimination against women in
university promotion, tenure, and salary scales.

%The University of Alberta .Task Force report (1974) concluded that the
average salary of a male faculty member was $2,661 more than that of female
faculty member with the same characteristics, i.e., age, Ith*est degree, years of
service, discipline. The publication of a later document, University of Alberta
Awards. Adjustment meomen (1977-1978), provided a study, of almost 300
eases. It concluded that ,Women were consistently paid lds than men and that
low salary at hiring seems to have been the major problem in a number of cases.
The discrepancies between the salaries of males and females further illustrated
the disadvantages experienced by women on staff.

.

The Presidential Advisory Committee on the Status of Women at the
University of Calgary (1977) found that a $2,661 salary differential between men
and women existed in 1976. In February of that year there were only two women,
out of forty-four members, on the General Faculties Council, and the report
concluded that women had not progressed in significant numbers to the highest
ranks'in the University. A subsequent study, done at the University in 1980,

.showed little change in the status of women.
At Laval, Au ii;thinin: Le rapport du comite d'etude sur la condition

feminine a l'universite Lava/ (1979) compared salary levels for men and women
by rank between 1975 and 1979. The report indicated that, on the average,
women with comparable scholarly background, experience, and age were paid
less in*every category. Between 1975 and 1979, however, the salary differential
had been reduced at the full professor level from 9.2 per cent to 4.1 per cent; at
the associate-professor level, from 6.5 per cent to 1.4 per cent; at the assistant
professor level, from 5.1 per cent to .1 per cent; and for lecturers from .6 per cent
to .7 per cent.

Similar studies were made at many other .universities. A review of these
studies indicates, that the situation described in the few examples given above
was typical at most of the universities of Canada, although not many could
patch the progress made at Laval in reducing the salary differential between
male and female faculty members. Reports were completed at the following
universities in addition to those already cited: Brandon, Carleton, Dalhousie,
Laurentian, Lakehead, Guelph, McGill, McMaster, Memorial, Mount Allison,
Ottawa, Queen's, Regina, St. Francis Xavier, Saskatchewan, Simon 'Fraser,
Trent, .the Universit of British Columbia, Universite de Montreal, the
University of New Bru swick, Universite du Quebec a Montreal, Universite de.
Sherbrooke, the University of Toronto, the University of Victoria, Waterloo,
Western Ontario, Windsor, Winnipeg, and at York University in. Toronto.
Despite the damning evidence and many constructive recommendations ;
provided by these studies, and some advances which have been made, the
information assembled by. Statistics Canada and presented in Tables 44, 45, and
46 shows that wage discrimination on the basis of sex is still being practiced at
Canadian universities.
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Unfortunately, attention to the concerns of women in the university seems
now to have abated. Very little current research is being done on the statusof

'women in Canadian acadeinic life. The new programme of support for research
on the/heme of 'Women and Work', announced in the Spring of 1983 by the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council, should help to foster some of

`VW research that is so badly needed in this area, Much-remains to be written, for
example, about "the ways in whi accepted ideas and practices systematically
discourage women whose abili ies are identical, to those of their male
counterparts from achieving their goals."7 Default assumptions,8 attitudes,
financial questions, and the impact 'of public policies all need examination, as
does the relationsAip between equality of opportunity in education and equality
of opportunity in the labour force. The Commission urges that more attention
and continuing attention to the status of women in Canadian higher education
be encouraged and supported. In the Commission's view, the under-utilization
of the talents of the educated female population, and the discrimination against
women in universities, whether practiced consciously or unconsciously, is a
national disgrace.

Studies in other countries with which Canada has close educational links
indicate similar patterns of discrimination against women in higher education.
The Equal Opportunities Commission (E.O.C.) in the United Kingdom, for
example, has collected statistics compa'ring the position of women alid men in a
variety of academic and other jobs in Britain's universities.9 The picture which
emerges from their, report is one of women clustered in the lowest salary grades,
in both the teaching and the non-academic fields of university work. The E.O.C.
found that women constitute 10 per cent of academic staff, with an 82 per cent
concentration in the lower paid lecturer grade. Similarly, only 26 per cent of '

university administrative staff are women, and they are under-represented in all
grades above the bottom two. Although women make up'44 per cent of senior
library staff, only 8 per cent are in the higher grade III and IV posts, compared
with 27 per cent of the men. Whereas men working part-time at universities
might often be consultants or visiting teachers, women working part-time at
universities frequently have no other paid employment. The E.O.C. noted that
there were no women in the chief administrative post (Vice-chancellor or
equivalent grade) of any university in Great Britain. The American Council on
Education has also pointed to the need to combat discrimination against women
in many areas of postsecondary education in the United States.

Discrimination against women ii Canada is, of course, not confined to the
universities. As the Parliamentary Task Force on Employment Opportunities in
the 1980's, chaired by Warren Allmand, has noted:

The last decade showed a remarkable increase of almost 28 per cent
in the participation rate of women in the labour market. The 1980's
will show a further large increase in women joining the labour force.
Women have distinct problems both in joining the labour force and
in remaining there. They face a barrier of discrimination in getting
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referred to training programmes for occupations which have not
been traditional work for women. Far too often they must endure
the problem of job ghettos low skill and low paying jobs.

There are also indications that women are paid less.than men for the
same work. Experience seems to account for only a small part is
gap in earnings. Further disruptions, in offices due to the i rearing
use of microelectronic equipment will also affect women and.Create
further imbalantes. Furthermore, parents have the added problem of
inadequate day care services; and since the care of children has usual-
ly been viewed as the role of the mother, women are more unfavour-
ably affected. Without greatly expanded day care services, many
married women will be unable to work or if they must,.their children
will not be properly cared for.")

The literature on the subject indicates that there are inequities in the relative
situations of men and women throughout our society. Women's earnings,
working conditions, benefits, access, to advancement, distributidn in types of
occupatioRs, and rates of employment differ from those of men and are almost
consistently found to be inferior.II This is the case regardless of educational
achievement or qualification in almost every facet of our society, and it is a
feature of life even in academe where, one would have assumed, the notion of
equality of the sexes would by now be a normal part of a civilized intellectual
environment.

A "study prepared for the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of
Women sums up the current position of women in the paid work force in blunt
terms:

Women in the paid work force are disproportionately ghettoized into
low-paid, low-status jobs with little hope of advancement and a
future which for many offers only more machines and more tedium.
Teaching and nursing are the only two occupations with higher pay
prestige that have ,been available to women. But most women are
clerical workers in offices and banks, salespersons in food and
department stores, service workers in hospitalsabotels and restau-
rants, and production workers in factories. They are paid on average
half of what men earn with a work status to match)?

The vast expansion in part-time work in our society has been a mixed
blessing for women. On the one hand, it has certainly opened up opportunities to
gain income for a great many women. On theother, it has often made it easier to
sustain outdated stereotypes of their limited capabilities and of the work that it is
appropriate for them to do. In 1981, there were 1,477,000 part-time workers in
Canada, of whom 72 per cent were women. Studies, indicate that the
employment conditions for such jobs frequently include lower rates of pay and
fewer benefits, proportionately, than full-time work, in addition to inconvenient
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hours, overwork on demand, and insecurity.I3 The importance of the trend to
part-time work is demonstrated in elementary and secondary teaching where the
number or part-time teachers employed by school boards tripled during the
decade from 19V-73 to 1981-82. In 1981-82 the `typicar,part-time teacher was
female, 36 years of age, and teaching in an elementary school. Ninety per cent of
part-time teachcrs werelemale (15,193) compared with 56 per cent of full-time
teachers.14

Discrimination against women in the work force, and in particular in the
professions, has deep roots in social attitudes and in the law. In preventing Annie
Labgstaff from becoming a member of the Quebec Bar in 1915, for example, Mr.
Justice Saint-Pierre said that for a woman to be a barrister would be "nothing
short of a direct infringement upon public order and a manifest violation of the
la'w of good morals and Public decency."15 Such curious legal views were
reinforced by medical texts and bizarre lore about the health needs and nature of
women.I6 Judge Rosalie Abella concludes that the laws of property, support,
and custody have "created a systemic and generic dependency from which one
can hardly expect to see a tradition of equality developing."17

The history of Canadian higher education provides many reminders of the
strong opposition women have had to overcome in their movement towards
equality of opportunity in education. Other universities were slow to follow the
pioneering lead of Mount Allison which accepted its first woman student in
1862. "The attempts of women to enter the university were attended by fierce
public controversy over the probable deleterious effects study during puberty
would have on their health, on their future roles as mothers, and on the male
students who would be in close proximity to them."18 Women have had to
struggle long and hard for admission to oui- universities and, then, for admission
on an equal footing to some of the bastions of professional education within the
universities. This struggle has clearly some way yet to go.

Ironically, the achievement of equal educational opportunity (to the still-
limited extent that it has been achieved) has not resulted in equal labour force
opportunity for women. Today, it is not clear how much more opportunity there
is, despite all the changes which have taken place in the educational system. It is
still true that the higher the level of educational attainment, the lower the
proportion of females. "No matter which male domain they have entered, female
graduates earn significantly less than males. The opportunity as measured by
salary is unequal."19 Although education has helped women to gain jgb status, it
has not brought them commensurate income. "Women earn far less than men
for every year of education they complete, and the ratio of male to female
earnings has not improved over time."20 Moreover, unemployment rates for
women graduates have run twice as high as those for men and afar, higher,
proportion of female than male graduates hold part-time jobs. A survey of 1981
doctoral graduates found that the proportion of women (14%) still seeking work
at the time of graduation was almost double that of the men

21 7

( 8 %).21
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The fact that even higher education does not provide women with much
respite from inequality or discrimination in the workplace was documented io a,
study prepared for Statistics Canada in 1980. Entitled Higher Education-\:
Hired?, the report begins_

A college diploma or university degree is no guarantee that a woman
will achieve equality in the labour force, Women are not.eaearning their

'credentials in "elite" fields such as medicine, engineering, law or
business. They are clustered in traditional, female-dominated areas
that lead to low-paying jobs with few chances for advancement and
little prestige.22

In An Endangered Species: Women in Management in the 1980's, Professor
Olga Crocker provides a provocative review of the circumstances that
professional women face in Canada, including academe.23 Professor Crocker
examines three main issues in her paper:-the extent and forms of discrimination,
on the basis of sex, in both the public and private sectors in` Canada; 'the
alternatives available to organizations, including universities, if they are serious
about eliminating discrimination on the t?asis of sex; and the benefits of non-
discriminatory practice for both the organization concerned and the society at
large. She concludes that, even though the percentage of women in the labour
force has risen, the percentage of women at higher levels has actually declitisQl
business, the, majority of women are concentrated in entry-level jobs, a few are
found in first-line supervision. At the top are those who have inherited the family
business. "In the middle ranks, women are almost extinct." 2' In her view this
situation is the result of a tradition of employment' and promotion
discrimination against Nvonen. She challenges universitieS to 'help to change
these pradtices but observes that, to date, "In most Canadian universities little or
nothing is being done to -end discrimination."25

Universities, both as places of education and as important social and
cultural institutibns in our society, have responsibilities that go beyond those of
business organizations or government departments. As institutions of higher
learning they ought to set an example and to plovide at least some measure of,y,
leadership to other institutions, both through their research on matters affecting
women and by their treatment of women. There can be no question that women
ought to have social, economic, political, and cultural equality with Merlin our
society. But they do not. Universities ought to be in the forefront of change in
respect to the status of women in our society. But they are not. Evert in terms of
their own treatment of women, universities have sustained and perpetuated the

tus quo, as their many in -hduse reports on the status of women Make
abundantly .clear.

One of the greatest failings ot the universities, and one of the ways in which
they are helping to pCrpetuate the status quo, is that they are not preparing
women for all sorts of vocations beyond those traditionally considered
"feminine". The fact that women- in management in the 1980s could be written
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a bola as an "endangered species" is as much an indictment of the university as it

is of government and of the business community.
Despite the increases in the number of women attending universities, there

instill a 'ghettoizing' of females into certain academic areas, For the most part,

these are areas in which there is at present little job opportunity or mobility in
university teaching. Theytare also, in general, areas that are not as high paying as

those dominated by men (Table 47). Males outnumber females in the sciences,

commerce and business administration, engineering, dentistry, medicine, and

law. Most of these areas are accorded more money and/or preitige than those

areas in which women outnumber men: fine and applied arts, humanities,
education (for teaching large)y at ,the junior levels), miscellaneous health

professions, nursing, pharmacy, library science, and household science. These

latter tend to be, on the average, lower paying professions with lower social

status and less influence. The differences in salaries between professions, and the

fact thatayen within the higher status areas women are lower paid than men, on

the aveine, are illustrated in Table 48.

The difference in the degrees of participation-of men and women in the
scientific professions in Canada is en ormous.26 In a statementof concern about

the science education of women in Canada, the Science and Education
Committee of the Science,Council has noted that few girls study sciences and

mathematics in Canadian schools and that there is little evidence that enough is

being done to correct this situgtion.27 The Science Council is concerned not only
about the effects on the live's and careers of women themselves, but also about

the consequences for the scientific and economic healthof the country in this age

of high technology. The number of girls studying physics and mathematics in

Canadian high schools is less than half the number of boys. As the Council notes,

the absence of girls from science classes today will lead to a corresponding

absenceof women from professional science tomorrow. The products of science

and technology invade and shape our lives. If women are to help mould our
society they must be well represented in the professional scientific and
technological community. The absence of women from science education now

is therefore, of central importance to the status and role of women in Canada in

the future. For these reasons, educators,. researchers, and policy makers, must

ensure that there are no barriers to girls receiving a first-class education in the
sciences, mathematics, and technology. Parents and teachers should ensure that

girls with an inclination and the ability to study science are encouraged to do so.

At present, women constitute less than 2 per cent of the engineering
profession in Canada. As Table 47 shows, this situation will be perpetuated with
.little chi'nge in the near future. In 1981-82, only 8.4 per cent of those enrolled in
undergraduate engineering courses and only 10.6 per cent of those enrolled in
undergraduate applied science and engineering courses, overall, were women.

Thus, unfortunately, there will be, very few women with the requisite
background to enter the profession over the next few years, and there will be'
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TABLE 47

FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE ENROLMENT BY FIELD
OF STUDY AND BY SEX, 19811982

Field of Study.

EdMiation

Fine & Applied Arts

Humanities

Social Sciences:
Commerce & Business
Administration
Law
Other Social Sciences -

Agriculture & Biological
Sciences: ..

Agriculture
Household Science
Veterinary. Medicine
Other Biological Sciences

Engineering & Applied
Sciences:
Engineering
Applied Sciences

Health Sciences:
Dentistry
Medicine
Nursing
Pharmacy
Other Health Sciences

'Mathematics & Physical
Sciences:
Mathematics &
Computer Scienc6
Other. Physical'Sciences

Unclassified

TOTAL

Male Female Females
'as % of

Total

Total

11,514 25,907 69.2 37,421

4,799 7,915 62,3 12,714

9,862 13,993 58.7 23,855

54,841 ,, 44,647 44.9 99,488

28,829 17,084 37.2 45,913
5,837 3,881 39.9 9,718

20,175 23,682 54.0 43,857
.

'9,346 10,405 52.7 19,751

2,972 1,716 ,36.6 4,688
93 3,180 97.2 ' 3,273

533 509 48.8 I/ , 1,042

5,748 5,000 46.5 `, 10,748,

35,641 4,234 10.6 It. 39,875
32,160 2,966 t 8.4 35,126

3,481 1,268 26.7 4,749

8,366 14,335 63.1 22,701

, 1,540 451 22.7 1,991

5,106 3,199 38.5 8,305

162. 6,155 97.4 6,317
974 1,744 64.2 2,718

584 2,786 82.7 3,370

e

. 16,270 6,358 '28.1 22,628

10,298 4,709 31.4 15,007

5,972 1,649 21.6 7,621

38,592 37,727 49.4 76,319 -

189,231 165,521 46.7 354,752

Source: Information provided by Statistics Canada, 1983.
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TABLE 48.

MEDIAN SALARIES,
BACHELOR'S. AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE

RECIPIENTS EMPLOYED FUL -TIME BY FIELD°
OF STUDY AND BY SEX, 1978

Field of Study Median Salaries

Males Female

Biology $14,010 '$11,460
Household Sciences 13,680
Education 15,780 14,850
Engineering 17;680
Fine Arts 13,660 12,800
Health Professions
Medicine & Dentistry 21,330 15,500
Nursing 14,690

Pharmacy 17,740 17,630
Rehabilitation 15,740

Humanities
History 14,100 13,030
Languages 15,190 13,790

Mathematics/ Physical Sc. 15,170 J3,850
Social Sciences .
Business, Management 15,120 14,030
Economics 14,250 13,640
Geography . 14,960 13,790
Law 17,470 16,640
Political Science 14,280 12,920
Psychology 15,480 13,400
Social Work 1'5,860 14,750
Sociology 15,010 13,760

General 13,850 12,990

Overall Median $15,390 $14,150

Source: Statistics Canada. "Sex Differences in the Employment Charac-
teristics of Bachelor's Degree Recipients" Service bulletin:
education statistic's, Vol. 2, No. 5. Ottawa, 1980, p. 6.
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virtually no women in the senior ranks of the next academic generation in the
engineering disciplines. In this situation, engineering schools need to take
deliberate action to encourage the 'presence of women. As' the Canadian
Engineering Manpower Council has noted, however, "Simply graduating more
women from engineering programs will not ease the shortage of engineers if
these women find their career paths blocked by anything except their own
inclinations and abilities."28 Unfortunately, there still are many discriminatory
attitudes and practices in the workplace which must be overcome. In this
situation, the profession must make it a top priority to work to overcome sucii
discriminatory attitudes and practices and to promote engineering careers for

women as widely 'as possible.
Women represent an enormously important potential souree of highly

qualified personnel for Canada in many areas, in addition to the sciences. The
Task Force on Labour Market Development has estimated that women will

constitute 65 per cent of the expanSion in the Canadian lab:Mr force in the
1980's.29 Yet, all surveys and studies make clear that the abilities and skills of.
Womenare being grossly under-utilized in some of the key growth areas in our
national life such as science, technology, and the Professions. In fact, the
evidence makes clear that to the extent that women are being trained for jobs in

this country, they are being oriented by education towards low paying, low
status occupations, or for fields in which there is currently and will be for some
time to cgme a mis-match of supply and demand, particularly in academic job
opportunities. The process begins long before young women enteruniversity, of

course, but the universities and the school systems could do far more to
encourage capable young women to move into those academic and professional
areas that have been hitherto thg preserve oLmales in our society.

In terms of Canadian higher education, a nuin6er of steps must be taken to
open up opportunities for female Students at both the undergraduate and post-
graduate levels. Steps must also be taken to stop discrimination in the hiring and

treatment of female faculty and staff. The present widespread and blatant
discrimination in salaries and wages must stop, and be replaced by fairness and
justiceregardless of sex in employment opportunities and remuneration, and in
the awarding of promotion, tenure, and administrativeoffice. Women who have

the requisite qualifications, experience, and capabilities should not 'be made to
feel that the upper ranks of the university community, or of business or
government, are virtually closed to them because of their sex. Nor should female
academics have to consider that the only place for them is in the junior ranks or
in part-time positions in the academic world.

Women academics are treated as members of an unacknowledged ghetto,
open to exploitation through ad hoc and low paid arrangements. More work
needs to be done to document this particular situation and to examine its
implications. There is, indeed, need for "a whole new kind of research" about a
great many aspects of the status of women in Canadian higher education.30 But
the need for further work, and for continuing research, must not be used as an
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1:7

excuse for failure to take corrective action now to remedy the many abuses that
are patent and only too well documented. Universities and colleges have very
nearly, buried the real injustices concerning thcir treatment of women beneath an
avalanche of well- meaning reports. Having salved their collective conscience
with this plethora of documents, they are now tending to return the issue to the
bottom of their agenda. It belongs at the top.

In attempting to address the problems of the status of women in higher
education? many universities and colleges have appointed 'special Women's
Affairs Officers to advise thcir bards, senates, and senior administrations,
While this has been genuinely he pful in some instances, the ComMission has
observed, with regret, that it h ftcn proven W bc little more than a gesture, an
exercise in tokenism or window - dressing. In some instances, indccd, the
existence of such Women's Affairs Advisors and offices has provided an excuse
for the rest of the university or college to carry on with its general neglect of the
status of women and to continue practices that are effectively discriminatory.
With this experience in mind, the Commission cautions against the dangers of
labelling certain issues as `women's issues' when they are, in reality, questions of
justice and fairncss which ought to be dealt with as general problems of concern
to the entire academic community and not segregated off into some corner where
they are treated as simply the concerns of women. As long as issues are treated as
if they are the concern of a minority only, they will not be adequately or
effectively dealt with.

The universities and colleges of Canada must approach the problems posed
by the current inequitable treatment of women in higher education as questions
of central policy which are properly the concern of the whole institution and of
everyone, in it, and not simply the concern of those who are adversely affected by
such discrimination. On questions of hiring, ,promotion, 'and tenure, for
example, it ought to be a matter of institutional policy that all candidates and all
staff members are treated with fairness, not because they are women or men, but

cause they' are all members of the academic community or aspirants to it. Male
students and faculty members will do well to remember that they, too, are the
victims of educational streaming. Stereotyping channels them towards the
traditionally male-dominated academic fields, thus restricting their options as
well.

One sign that there is more awareness of some of the sex discrimination
issues at the universities is the increasing recognition now being given to the issue
of sexual harassment. It is, of course, not a new phenomenon. his an old
phenomenon that is at last receiving some of the serious attention that it
deserves. The C.A.U.T. has developed some guidelines for the handling of

'Iseval harassment problems. The Commission urges every university and
college to use them as a base in developing their own proceduresfor dealing with
the issues involved in sexual harassment cases. ,

Sexist\ language is one form of sexual harassment. In its way, it contributes
to the more overt and institutionalized forms of sexual cliscrimination.31 The
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Commission recommends that tutt4ersit ies and colleges review their policies and
publications and that, they adopt a policy of eliminating the use ofOxist
language from their official business, including its use in offi'cial publkations,
advertisements, and job descriptions.

Finally, the Commission notes with pleasure the development of accreciAted
programmes and courses in women's studies at a number of universities send
colleges. There is room for more of these programmes and courses, and they
do much to focus attention in teaching and research on the contribution o
women. They can also help to make amends for the past neglect of thiS- 4
fundamental dimension of Canadian studies, In addition to the development of
women's studies, specifically identified as , such, it is as important perhaps -.1.
even more important that proper attention be given to the role of women in all
appropriate areas pf the curriculum.

The university:the Commission believes, must prOvide some leadership to
society.by encouraging women and to consider work in any academic field
that interests them, including those from which they have thus far been
traditionally, if unofficially, excluded. University and college admissions
counsellors, and school guidance officers,. should encourage youhg women and
memo develop their talents in whatever academic areas these may exist. If, for
example, the interests and abilities of a woman student point to the sciences or
professionst she ought not to be automatically channelled, either overtly or.by
less obvious pressures, into the arts. This is a complex matter, of course. Critics
of this statement simply point to the career choices that women students
themselves make as a result of their own prejudices or preferences. That, we
submit, is part of the problem. Because. of years of conditioning, by society and .

by the educational system itself, young people, of both sexes, often do not see
that there are real choices for them to make. Remarkable progress has been
made in .some areas, it is true; there are now many more female students in
professional faculties than 'ever before, for example. But that is not enough.
Admission into the lower -paid ranks of professions is no substitute for equality,
and it is no substitute for the provision of full opportunities to women who wish
to work in this community and to contribute to it. Universities and colleges have
a responsibility to demonstrate to ociety, through their own actions, that equity
is possible and that opportunities st uld not be denied to people because of th6ir
gender.

Until women are permitted to participate fully in the academic community,
that community will be less than it could otherwise become. Nor will it be ,
possible for Canadians to have a reasonably balanced knowledge and
understanding of themselves or of the national and international societies within
which they reside.
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The Commission recommends;

I. that Canadian universities and colleges stop discrimination in the hiring
treatment of female faculty and staff;

2. that universities and colleges approach the problems involved in correct-
ing the current inequitable treatment of women in Canadian higher
education as a question of central institutional policy which is pioperly
the concern of the'entire institution, and of everyone in it, and not simply
the concern of those who are adversely affected by such discrimination;

3. that the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and the
Cianadian Association of University Teachers establish a joint committee
to propose guidelines and procedures designed to ensure fairness and
equality of opportunity in treatment in the universities for men and
women in hiring, promotion, the awarding of tenure, and selection for
administrative office;

4. that the Association of Universities and -Colleges of.Canada and the
Canadian Association of University Teachers establish jointly a pro-
gramme to monitor, for at least the next five yearsperiod, the treatment
by universities of women members of faculty and stiff, both full-time and
part-time, in academic, administrative and support work;

5. that the Department of Employment and Immigration Canada make a
grant to the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and/or
the Canadian Association of University Teachers to meet the costs of the
proposed monitoring programme;

6. that the Association of Canadian Community Colleges, working with
appropriate agencies and departments at the provincial level,
establish mechanisms to monitor the treatment of women rrito4kmunity
colleges and to develop guidelines and procedures to ensure fairness and
equality in the treatment of teachers, staff, and students regardless of sex;

7. that a properly funded research institute be established to promote con-
tinuing research about the status of women in Canadian education and,
more broadly, about the status and experience of women in Canadian
society;32

8. that the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and the
Canadian Association of University Teachers establish a joint working
committee to take the lead in the planning and jrrangements for the pro-

, posed new research institute, and that the Department of mployment
and Immigration Canadaand the Department of the Se retary of State
provide core funding and assistance to the project;
that the Association of Universities, and Colleges of Canada and the
Association Of Canadian Community Colleges urge their member insti-
tutions to eliminate employment practices that discriminate on the
grounds of maritalstatus;
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10, that the Ashooiation of Universities and Colleges of 'Canada and the
Association of Canadian Community Colleges actively*ncourage their
member institutions to appoint appropriately qualified wotgnen to admin-
istrative posts, policy making bodies, and senior academic posilions;3$

1 I. that the Association of Universities and Colleges of Cahasla and the As-

.
sociation of Canadian Community Colleges ensure that women are ade-
quately represented on their own councils, committees, g,a staffs;

12. that Universities, colleges, and school systems take more deliberate
steps to encourage feniale students with the ability and interest to do so to

pursue their studios in those areas that have hitherto been largely the pre-

serve .of mal? students, in addition to those other areas to which women
students have thus far been traditionally, if unofficially, restricted;

13. that educators and policy-makers ensure that there arc no barn rs,at any
level of the educational system to block qualified female stud nts from
receiving an education in whatever their field of interest may 44 includ-

ing t e sciences, mathematics, and technOlogy;

14. that rofcssional and vocational facultiesjind denartme t in which
wom n students are appreciably under-represen (in Bing, for
example, apphed science and engineering, law, medi e, de i ty, com-
merce and business administration, and journaliS ) tak liberate
action to assist and encourage the enrolment of wsomo oth the
undergraduate and post-graduate levels;

15. that universities and colleges review their student c, u'nselling arrange-

ments to ensure that adequate guidance and assistance is bei given to

female'emale students who may wish to pursue their studies atthe gr' uate level

and in academic areas that have tended to be regarded as male preseives;

16. that each university and college provide appropriate lay care facilities or
arrangements to ensure that no student, male or female, is disadvantaged .

through lack of access to such services;'
17. that national professional organizations, such as theCanadian 4:Council

of PrOfessioilargngineers, for example, make it a top priority mqve
the discriminatory attitudes and practices which §till block ca cti".
paths of women in the workplace;

18. that universities and colleges use the guidelin'es he handling f sexual
harassment problems developed by the C.A. s a base in developing
their own procedures for dealing with the olved in sixual
harassment cases;

19 that universities and colleges adopt a policy 'of ting the use of
sexist language from their official business, includin its use in official
publications, advertisements, and job descriptions;

20. that encouragement and support be given ta the further development of
accredited courses and programmes in women's studies, and that due
attention be given to the role of women in all appropriate areas of the
curriculum.
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FOREIGN STUDENTS, CANADIAN
SELF-KNOWLEDGE, AND KNOWLEDGE OF.

CANADA ABROAD



Stone OleAtIon:v Itolonce

()reign students play lin imPortant role in pr/mirjing knowledge about
Canada Amur!, They also contribute to the knowledge and understanding

that Canadians have both of themselves and of the rest Cif Ilie world,
The,.quest for self-knowledge in any socisty ought not to be search that

blinds tit i/ens to the realities of the wider internathnil etimmunity. Canadians
need to be more a wale (a and to know 111(11.0 about the World outside Canada, To
know ourselves, we must know others,

It may not he possible for all Caudillo students to see many ot her countries
at first lona Hut it should he possible, thanks to the presence of foreign
students, for many Cantidion students to learn from personal contact about
other countries, other cultures, and other ways ordoing and seeing things, In this
process, they may often find that the subject about which they learn the trios( will
he themselves and their own society. The presence of foreign students, bringing
with them their different heritages and perspectives, provides an opportunity for
Canadians to broaden their outlook and to enlarge their knowledge. of
theitselves and of others., Moreover,.when foreign students return to their own
countries they carry with them some knowledge of Canada which will play its
part in the promotion-of a more informed understanding of this country abroad,
This will, in turn, facilitate the development of Canada's international
economic, diplomatic,. and cultural links.I As the Massey-Levesque
Commission observed ttiore thatAbirty years ago, "the promotion abroad of a
knowledge of Caliada'is not a luxury but an obligation, mid a more generous
policy in this field would have important results, both concrete and intangible.

Foreign students can play a key role, in particular, in the opening up and
maintenance of` atradats links With the international scholarly and professional
communities. Their presence is in itself an expression of the international
character Of knowledge and oft he university. Their experience and associations
in Canada will, one hopeS, 'pave the way for future en-operation and
collaboration in research and in a variety of other fields to the benefit of both this

. .

country and their own.
While the whole broad range of knowledge in Canada, Canadian self -

knowledge, and knowledge about Canada in other countries stands to gain from
the participation of foreign students in our higher education, specific
programmes of teaching and 'research about Canada may benefit in particular.
Wit hinCanada, such programmes are enriched by the differing perspectives that
foreign students can bring to them. In other countries, students returning from
study in Canada can bring their experience and knowledge of this country to
support the development of Canadian studies programmes in their own.. The
ComMiSsion notes with pleasure the substantial and varied developments in
Canadian studies in other countries'in.recent years. Since the release of the first
two volumes of I heCommissiOn's Report, which contained an extensive section

on 'the state of Canadian studies abroad, there has been a dramatic increase in
the level of foreign scholarly activity and interest in the study of Canada,. and
also in the level of support for such study. There are now eight associations or
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societies for Canadian studies outside of C'anadic in various parts of the world,
including the Australian and New Zealand Association for C'ondion Studies
and similar bodies in Britain, France. (iermony, Ireland, Italy; .Japan, and the
lulled States, These associations are linked together through the International

Council for ()inaction Studies, here are, 14s well, centres or programmes dealing
with the study 1 Canada in a growing list of countries, including Algeria,
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, I:inland, Holland, India, Israel, Norway, the
Soviet I 'Mon, Sweden, Switterland, Thailand, and Upper Volta, Ilds increasing
interest in the study of Canada abroad opens up considerable opportunities for
Canadian universities to host foreign studenis and foreign faculty who have a
pailicular interest in learning, teaching, and research about this etiumry.
Canadian scholars and institutions have as iimeh to gain from this process as
hove tar visiulrs.

A. THE PRESENT POLICY VACUUM

The Commission would like to .make two basic points with respect to
foreign student policy, First, this is now a large question and an important one
for Canadians. In the 1982-83 academic year, there were about 65,000 foreign .4
students in Canada, over 35,000 of them in our universities.' Second,
Canadians are currently spending, in t?e university sector alone, more than three
hundred million dollars a year, excluding fees, on the education of these students
in Canada.' It should he possible to achieve a much more balanced approach to
policies affecting these students and to reulite more sensible results from the
expenditure of this money than is presently the case. In this chapter we argue
that a truly national foreign student policy needs to be established, and that it
must be developed as part of an overall national strategy for higher education, as
well as being part of our country's approach to academic and cultural
diplomacy, .

Little II,' gilt has been given by political and educational leaders in Canada
to the develo ment of appropriate policies for this country with respect to
foreign students. The Canadian Bureau lot-International Education (C.B.I.E.),
baSed in Ottawa, and a few others have indeed worked hard to draw attention to
this aspect of eanadian higher educatialut,- so far, their efforts have elicited
only a mild stirring in the national conseence. It continues to be true both of
governments andef educational institutions that they have not yet come to grips
with the issues involved. They have not thought through the objectives on which
foreign student policies sh6410 hebased, nor have they worked together to put in
place the programmes needed to serve such objectives. Because of this lack of
thought and lack of leadership, the admission and treatment of foreign studentS

4n-Cana da-i s---a---d i sj o in t ed,hap hazauLaperatiarLit_shauld_therefore_be_no____
surprise that the results of the operation are often less fair, less productive, less
balanced, and less appreciated tioth at home and abroad than might otherwise
be the case. As a recent study has concluded,
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'I he present hodge-podge of policies regarding foreign students does
not serve well the interests ()film students themselves, their host hist'.
f,taityt, the varinul governments, nor, in the end, educatio0

Yet the foreign student qitestion is a significant one for Canada, as it is for
the countries from which these students come. It is as important for our
educational institutions, for the Canadian students enrolled in them, for
Canadian society as n whole, and for ClaundteN place In the world, as it is flit the
foreign students themselves, that sensible and balanced policies be developed for
the selection and reception of students from usher countries. It is no longer
possible to treat the questions arising IYom the foreign student presence in
Canadian higher education as minor points to be sorted OW on the sidelines after
hours, Staffing, enrolment, funding, equipment, facilities, and highly qUitlined
manpower planning are all affected substantially by the foreign student factor, It
hits become a pervasive factor that needs to he taken into serious consideration
in many aspects of educational planning and educational policy, It is also a
major factor, both short-term and long-term, in Canada's international

relations.
For other countries, aswell as for Canada, the, foreign student question is

becoming a major issue in public policy. The report on foreign students in the
United States prepared for the American Council on Education, for example,
concluded that "the education of many thousands of foreign scholars, seientists,

professionals, and other potential leaders clearly engages vital national
interests." and that "one way or another, foreign students have and will
cont Mile to have significant effects on the fabric of higher edueation."^ Yet, as
the report also noted with concern. "a national philosophy or polity on foreign
students scarcely. exists."' Another study of foreign students in American
colleges and universities, aptly entitled Absence 1,f Decision, found "ignorance
and myth abounding," and the scene."marked more by an absence of decision

than by any distinCtive pattern of decision making within or across
institutions."' The authors concluded that serious inquiry into issues related to
foreign students was long overdue and that "the potential costs of inattention

are, we think, considerablc,"'" As they report, there is no dodging the issue:

During the 1980s and beyond the foreign student in the United Stales'
is likely to become an increasingly significant force in economic,
educational, political, and social terms. Up to now absence of
decision has more often than not charlicterized the approach to the
issue. This is a luxury. like many others, that we arc no longer able to
afford. r'

Throughout the world there arc now estimated to be approximately one
million students taking part in higher education in a foreign country: The
number has quadrupled since 1960.12 This massive movement oistaints poses
many difficult questions concerning costs and admission, in particular for the
live countries in which foreign students arc mosif heavily concentrated: Canada,
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i(
France, Germany, the United States and the United Kingdom. Together, these
five-countries take approximately 60 per cent of all foreign students.

Current, economic conditions, both within Canada and internationally, are
adding to the pressures and strains caused by this large7scale international
movement of students. In times of recession and financial constraint it is all the
more difficult to cope with the costs and other problems involved in the
international movement of students. Yet, it is vital that these problems be
handecLvvith_sensitivity,imagination, and foresight in a world that desPerately
needs a better degree of knowledge and understanding between cultures and
between nations that are sometimes on the brink of conflict.

In this situation, when large numbers of people, large sums of money, and
large international andeducational issues are involved, it is(no longer possible
for a country like Canada -- which is now one of the major players to leave
foreign student questions in a policy vacuum. The confusion, uncertainty,
misinformation, and lack of balance,that result from an absence of policy about
foreign student. questions are wasteful of time money, and energy, and are

epositively

harmful in many instances to Canada's international relations and.
ducational institutions. Many questions require sensible answers, and these

answers are required without more delay.
The questions being asked abaut foreign students are legion: who are they?

why are they here? is bringing foreign students here the best way to help them
and their countries? where do they come from? how many are there? is their
number increasing? what are they studying? at what levels in the educational
system are they 'studying? and at which institutions? are they ,reasonably
distributed geographically, and by field of study, and amongst our educational
institutions? are. Canadians being denied places in their own educational
institutions in order to make room for forcign students? are foreign students
being properly looked. after while they are here? are we making the most of the
opportunity while they are here? who is responsible for foreign student policy in
Canada? what does it all cost? are we helping those who most need it what is the
benefit to Canada? These and similar questions concern not only foreign
students. They touch upon the nature of our universities. Indeed, they touch
upon the very nature of our society and its relatiOnship to the world.

Unfortunately, firm and reliable data on which to base answers to many of
the questions about foreign student policy are-often lacking or incomplete. This
lack of information is in itself one result of the policy vacuum that exists in the
field. Specific examples of the laCk of data about foreign student questions
needed for both educational and public policy purposes are noted in this
chapter. Thest include lack of researched information and analyses about the
numbers, , origins, distribution, personal characteristics, socio-economic
background, finances, activities, and costs of foreign students in Canada. Nohe
the less, it is,certainly possible, drawing upon, the information and experience
that are avairahle, to identifj, a nUmber of the major .issues and to suggest
posiible approaches to answering the questions they raise.
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B. SOME GENERAL POLICY QUESTIONS

The first wiestion requiring an answer is not however, one that depends on
data for a reply, so' much as upon judgement. Why should Canada accommodate
foreign students? Or to put the question more neutrally, should Canada take
foreign students? And if so, why? The same primary question must also be
answered in the broader-international context. ShoUld the countries of the world
make, the effort to accommodate substantial movements of students across
international boundariesT-And:lf so, why?

The answer usually, given to the question 'should Canada take foreign
students and, if so, why?' points to a moral obligation that the country may have,
to do so. This moral obligation argument has two parts. First, it is said that there
is a debt, to be paid. Many Canadians have in the past benefitted from the
opportunity to study in other countries. Now that our educational system is
fairly well developed, we have a moral obligation to repay the past generosity of
other countries by opening the doors of our educational institutions, in turn, to
foreign students. Second, the moral obligation argument continues, as a country
that is comparatively well-developed and rich in resources, Canada must do its
share to help the less developed countries by providing educational
opportunities for a portion of their students. Depending on the occasion and the
speaker, this second moral obligation argument may be embellished with
references to Canada's responsibilities for the promotion of peace and world
understanding.

The moral obligation arguments for-receiving foreign students do have
validity. But there is some danger in testing the case for foreign students too
heavily on these arguments or in pushing the arguments too far. In times of
economic constraint such arguments lose much of their appeal, no matter how
valid. MOreover, there is a risk in the moral obligation argument of striking a
note of condescension, of talking too muck about 'helping those less fortunate
than ourselves'. In the same vein, the Canadian version of the moral argument
will often affirm that our country is in a special position to do wonders in regard
to foreign students because it was never itself a colonial power, never subjugated
other peoples, never indulged in racial oppression and so on In a world that is
increasingly sensitive, to the problems of cultural minorities and to the plight of
aboriginal peoples, it would be wise to avoid such pious, self-congratulatory
rhetoric. Thelhistory of the Indian andAnuit peoples and the experience of many
other minorities in Canada may suggest to onlookers that it is myopic clap-trap.

Without at all discounting the validity, of the moral argument, it would
perhaps be more effective, more realistic, and more honest to respond to the
question 'why should. Canada take foreign students? with the answer: because itstudents ?'
is in the country's own best interests to do so. It is in fact, immensely helpful to
Canada to have a reasonable proportion of foreign students in our educational
institutions. There are clear political, economic, and educational, advantages to
be derived from a foreign student presence, provided appropriate thought and
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care are devoted to their selection and distribution, and to their treatment while
they are here. Thisargument in favour of foreign students on the grounds of
enlightened self-interest has been well and frankly put in a study published by the
Overseas Students Trust in the United. Kingdom.13In the longer term, trade and
international relations benefit from the friendships and associations that result
from the education of foreign students in a country. In the shorter terM, there are
economic benefits from the income generated here by foreign student
expend itures.

But surely the most immediate and Important reason for redwing foreigti
students is the tremendous potential eduCational value of their. presence.
Canadians need to be more aware of and to know more about the world outside
Canada; and with this knowledge will come, as well a better knowledge and
understanding of their own country.'In Canada, as in the United State., forsign
students are all too often "an_ unrealized, underutilized, and unintegrated
resource for relieving the startling lack of knowledge among domestic students
about international matters."14Through the contribution they can make, both
inside and outside the classroom and laboratory, and through the particular
knowledge and expertise they bring with them, foreign students can improve the
quality of the educational experience offered by Canadian institutions.

A's, on the grounds of enlightened self-interest, as well as of moral
obligation, Canada should indeed welcome foreign students. In fact, the
presence of foreign students is probably of greater importance to our own

,education than it is to theirs.
Enlightened self-interest, as well as moral obligation, also provides an

answer to the other primary question that looks at the broader international
' context of foreign student issues: should the countries- of the world make the

effort to accommodate substantial movements of students across international
boundaries and, if so, why? Again, the political, economic, and educational
arguments are clear-cut and compelling. To these may be fairly added, without
risk of the charge of rhetoric when speaking in international terms, that the
international mobility of students is one of the foundatitin stones of a peaceful,
'stable, and increasingly interdependent world. The conclusions of the
Consultative Group on Student Mobility within the. Commonwealth apply to ,
the whole globe, to the commonwealth of learning as well as to the
Commonwealth of Nations:

We ateunanimously of the opinion that student mobility within the
CommOnwealth is of crucial importance to each member country'
and to the-Commonwealth as a whole. We are strongly of the view
that any society is enriched by an understanding of the cultures and
circumstances of others. We believe that this understanding can best
be gained by personal experience. We are convinced that student ex-
change provides unique opportunities for sending and receiving
countries to benefit from the sharing of such experience.15
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Another primary question about foreign itudents is who in Canada is
responsible for foreign student policy? Indeed, gi4n, the balkanization of the
country in the field of education, are we ciPablejlit developing any agreed
policies or common approach towards this imiortant aspect of our international
relations?

A case can be made, depending on one's prefereince, for foreign student
matters to be the primary responsibility of the 'individual educational
institutions, or of the provincial governments, or of the federal government.
Many academics, for example, have tended to see-foreign student questions as
essentially questions to be decided by our educational institutions. While this is a
self-comforting and acadeinically impeccable view, it is hopelessly unrealistic in
today's world. As the Comniis'sion 4on Foreign Student Policy acknowledged,
"educational institutions have not addressed the issues raised by the presence of
foreign students with the care that they might have."16 As that Commission
further noted, although, "some Canadian postsecondary institutions have
attempted to come to grips with foreign student policies, ... they have suffered
from a lack of clearly articulated principles and coherent well-reaioned models.
This has left a policy vacuum which has been filled, in part; by governments."

Nonetheless, the Commission on Foreign Student Policy, ever hopeful,
sticks with the view that foreign student policy is primarily the responsibility of
the educational institutions. Its recommendations, therefore, are initially
addressed to these institutions, on the grounds that they are the bodies most
directly affected by and concerned with foreign students. The Commission on
Foreign Student Policy does suggest that "it is time 'for Canadian post-
secondary institutions to examine their own policies on foreign students", and
cautions that if these institutions do not address the foreign .student issues
"governments will take the decisions out of their hands."18

The reality is that the inability of Canadian postsecondary institutions to
cope with the large and costly problems involved in foreign student affairs has
left a vacuum, with the consequence that the country lacks any adequate or
coherent approach to these problems. It is neither surprising nor to their
discredit that our educational institutions have been unable to resolve the
problems inherent in developing appropriate foreign student policies. They lack
the legal, financial, and administrative resources to do so. The only effeetive
capacity for policy making in this complex and costly area lies with government.
It is unhelpful to assume that our universities and colleges, individually or
collectively, have now or have had for years, such capacity. In tbday's world, the
primary responsibility for foreign student policy lies with government. No other
body has in these times the legal, financial, and administrative resources needed
to develop and apply such policy.

However, governments, too, have failed to develop cohaent policies for
foreign students in Canada. The federal government, mindful of provincial
sensitivities where education is concerned, has tended to deal very gingerly with
foreign student questions, working at the problems around the edges and usually
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only when it could not escape doing so -- for example, when questions of
immigration, visas, employment, and foreign aid were involved. The provincial
govcim s, for their part, have often played the role of dog in the manger
failing tvvodc together to develop policies for foreign students but warning the
Tederti. ent away from the area on the grounds that education is a
provincia onsibility. In so far as they have responded at all to the need for
policies fttr-foreign students, individual provinces (or a group of provinces in the
case of the Maritimes) have gone their separate ways. The. Council of Ministers
of-Education, as presently constituted, has shown itself to be utterly ineffectual
as a vehicle for developing any common or coherent policy in this field.

The answer, then, to the question 'who is responsible for foreign student
policy in Canada is that no one knows and, also, that no one has cared enough
to take any effective steps to provide a better answer. The result is the confusion,
uncertainty, disjointedness, and irrationality that mark this country's handling
of foreign student question. Such a situation cannot be allowed to continue.
because of the disservice it so often does'to foreign students, as well as to our
educational institutions and to our international relations.

Common sense would seem to suggest that the primary responsibility-for
foreign student policy should lie, indeed lies inescapably, with the government of
Canada. As the thorough study completed by Peter Williams concludes,19 while
foreign student policy is multi-dimensional in nature, such policy lies more in the
area of foreign than educational policy `From a71practical point of view, it is the
federal government that has respoitsilhili Qraild control over the movement of
foreign'%ationals in and out of thit .cOu try. een,in4hiivicler context of our
international,relations, it is the government of nad'a tfiat. ust takethe Major
role in kvelqping,foreign student policy. If it does not titer will be no coherent
Canadian Tolley in this important area.

To make this point is not to suggest an elusive or ev n a dominating role
for. the federal government in the field of forei student policy. What is needed
is a national approach to foreign student questions in which the federal and
provincial governments work together with representatives of the educational
community. A proposal to this effect is presented at the conclusion of this
chapter.

In the develOpment of a national approach- to foreig.n student policy,
consideration should be given to the question: is bringingioreign students to
study in Canada the most effect' way to help them and to further the
development of the countries from'Oich they come? Might it be better to put the /
money and effort involved into helping to develop educational institutions in the
countries concerned? Much more could often be accomplished by spending in an
economically less-developed country the large amount of money it takes to bring
a student to Canada in order to educate him or her here. A good deal of work is
needed to find the right balance between these two approaches to helping with
the education of foreign students and to ensure that by taking foreign students
we do not, inadvertently, retard the development of educational institutions in
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some other countries. Studies are also needed to see whether, over a period of
timeNour provision of places to foreign students in Canada may, agaip
inadvertently, con:Iribute to a brat drain from their country of origin.

The Australifin Universities evelopment Programme, developed by the
Australian, Vice-Chancellors' Committee, seeks to mobilize the resources of
Australia's 19, universities to help strengthen universities in' neighbouring
developing countries. The Programme concentrates on staff development, training,
and research in universities in the developing countries and aims to proVide aid
which will allow universities and academics in developing countries to improve-
their own capacities in teaching and research. The Programme has been supported
financially by the-Australian government, through the Department of Foreign
Affairs and the Australian Development Assistance Bureau, from its

commencement in 1969.

C. A PROFILE OF FCLIGN STUDENTS IN CANADA
Some of the other questions being asked about foreign students and foreign

student policy are at least at first glance, of a more factual and statistical nature.
But behind the statistical question lie other questions that are often of a non-
statistical nature. In this field, as in every other, the final_ question and the last
decision must always entail a value judgement: For example, how many foreign
students are there in Canada? Are the nymbers increasing? I-loW many should
there be?

First, how many are there? As Table 49 indicates, there were 65,007 foreign
students in Canada in the academic year 1982-83. Of these, 18,696 were.in
primary and secondary schools, 7,503 were in postsecondary non-university
educational institutions, and 35,505 were attending university. An additional
3,304 foreign students were in training in hospitals, religious institutions,
language schools and other unspecified locations.

Second, the total number of foreign students in Canada at all levels has,
indeed, increased substantially in recent years, rising from 47,914 in 1980-81 to
65,007 in 1982-83 (Table 49). At the university level, the foreign student
enrolment increased from just under 28,000 in 1980-81 to over 35,500 in 1982-83
Table 50 provides further evidence of the growth in the number of foreign
university students in Canada, from just under 20,000 it! 1974-75 to more than
35,500 in 1982-83, an increase of some 79 per cent in less than a decade.

Statistics Canada analysts anticipate a further rise in the number of foreign-
students at the postsecondary level because of the dramatic increase in the
number of such students at the elementary and secondary levels of Canadian '
education. It was found that a large number of these student§were registered in
Grades XII and XIII, or their equivalents, and that "Since the main purpose of
these students is to qualify for postsecondary education in Canada ... it is likely
that most of theni will attempt to enter Canada's postsecondary institutions i
subsequent years."
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As Table 49 acknowledges, the data about the numbers of foreign students,
although remarkably precise, are not quite firm. This paradoxsis explained by
problems of classification. Moreover, there are differences in the data relating to
foreign students, as well as to many other questions, between Employment and
Immigration Canada, Statistics Canada, and the educational institutions. Table
56 illustrates this point by providing an opportunity to compare the number of
foreign students reported by the immigration file with the number of foreign
students reported 'by the universities themselves. Such differences arise in many
instances from lack of an agreed set of definitions of foreign students and the
absence of a common approach. In addition, there is evidence that particularly
in the field of foreign students, the data are often incornplet, because ofIthe
difficulties involved in collecting information. Nevertheless, after examining
these points, the Commission is satisfied that the data contained in Tablet 49 and
50, and in other tables presented in this chapter, provide a reasonably accurate
statement of the position and that the essential facts and trends are correctly
reported.

The third question about the number of foreign students, how many should
there be?, is a matter of opinion and of judgement, rather than of statistics. This
Commission offers two observations. First, an examination, of foreign student
data from some other countries suggests that the foreign student enrolment as a
percentage of the total enrolment at Canadian postsecondary institutions is not
at present unreasonable when compared with that of such countries as the
United Kingdom, France, Germany, the United States, Austria, Switzerland,
Australia, and New Zealand. There are, however, questions about the composi-
tion, distribution, academic level, and field of study of these students that need
some serious consideration. Second, one of the elements in a national approach to
foreign student policy, as proposed in this chapter, should be an on-going search
for dfair and sensible balance in the number of foreign students, as a proportion
of total Canadian enrolment and also as to countries of origin, field and level of
study, and distribution within. Canada. Foreign student questions a almost by
definition, complex and delicate. Rather than beginning by establishing ficial
limits or quotas on the numbers of foreign students, it would be better to llow
the motto of York University and 'to try the way, to seek an acceptable ba nce
by the application of positive policies rather than by imposing arbitrary fi res

and percentages at the outset.
Foreign students total about 5 per cent of full- and part-tiMe university

enrolment in Canada; this percentage has grown slightly from 4.1 per cent in
1975-76 to 5.2 per cent in 1982-83. Foreign students comprised about 8 per cent
of full-time enrolment in 1982 -8 compared to about 6 per cent in 1975-76
(Table 51). By way of comparison, and depending upon definitions, foreign
students constitute about 20 per cent of the ,enrolment in higher education in
Switzerland, about' 13 per cent in France, aboUt 10 per cent in Austria, and about
10 to 12 per cent in the United Kingdom. Again depending upon definition, they
constitute about 5 to 6 per cent of university students in New Zealand, 4 to 5 per
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REGION Primary and Secondary

1980

1981

Atlantic 329

Provinces

Quebec 1,055

(8,1)

Ontario 8,124

(62,6)

,. Prairie 1,610

Provinces 0111

British 1,828

Columbia (14,1)

TOTAL 12,976

(100)

TABLE 49

BY INTENDED TYPE: OF EDUCATION AND REGION***

1980.81 TO 1982.83

Post-secondary Nonuniversity

Trades and Other

Total!'

/
1981. Percent. 1982 Percent. 1980 1981- Percent. 1982 Percent. 1980. 1981. Percent. (982 Percent. 1980., 1981. Percent. 1982. Percent.

1982 age 198) age 1981 1982 age 1983 age 1981 1982 age 1983 age'. 1901 , . 92 age 1983 age.

Change Change Change Change Change Change Change Change

198081 1981.82 1980411 198142 1980.81 198142 198081 1981.82

1981.82 1982.83 1981.82 1982.83 1981.82 198243 198142 198243
, .

395 20,1 , 411

(2.2) (2.2)

.

4.1 .216 210 2,8 116 16,2 2,252 2,414 7.2' 2,600

(3,8) (3.3) (2,3) (8.1) (1.3) (7.3)

905 1,024 13.3 1,199 11,1 6,689 6,862 2,6 6,782

116.0 (16,1) (16.0) (24,0) (20,8) (19,1)

1,219 15.5 1,24) 2.0

(6.8) (6.7)

11,976 41,3 12,412

(66.8) (66,7)

2,117 29.1 2,247

01,81 (12.0)

2,221 21,5 , 2,323

(IN) (12.4)

17,922 '3117 i 8,696

(100) (100)

4,2 2,680 3,252 21.3 4,361 34,3 13,138 17,188' 30.8 18,747

(47.2) (51,1) (58.2) (47.2) (524 (52,8)

6.1 .1,174 1,172 .0.2 1,149 2.0 3,141 4,1g . 9.6 4,754

(20.1) (18.4) (15.3) (13.4) (12.5V (13.4)

4.6 699 709 1.4 612 13.7 2,025 2,415 19,3 2,622

(12,3) (111) (8,2) (1.3) (1,31' (1.4)

4.3 5,674 6,367 12.2 7,503 17,8 27,845 32,979,,', 184 35,505

(Re) (100) (100) (100) 1100) (100)

University figures based on data provided in Table 50,

These totals include as well a category of 40 iher students" who arc mostly in hospitals, religious institutions and language schools, and approximately 500 student!

University level but unspecified as to location,

Data based on valid authorisations as of December I of each year cited..

Source: Max von ZurMuehlen (Statistics Canada), Table prepared for the Commission, July, 1983,Data is from Immigration File,

1

7,7 2,718 3,022 611.2 -3,292

(5.7) (5.1) (5,1)

1.2 9,069 9745 ql 7.5 10,012 ,3,0

(18.9) (16.5) ,f, (154).

9,1 24,279 32,703 ti'34,7iisj 36,837 12.6

(50.7) (55.3) A .1,', 156.7)

16.0 6,819 7,682 ,;)+12.71 12,0

(13,0)

8,9

(14,2)

.191

( 13.2).

'8,6 k029 5,943 1,tfl , 9,214 4.9

(10.5) (10,1) (9,6)

7,7 47,914 59,095
63,007 10.0

(100) (f100) 4 6 (PA'

2 4 U

per year who are al the



TABLE SO

FULL- AND PARMIME FOREIGN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS BY REGIO

19741975 TO 1982-1983

Year Atlantic Index, Quebec' IndeA Ontario Index, Western Index TOTAL ' Index

Provinces Region

.D

1974-75 1,576 100,0 4,820 100.0 9,654 100.0 3,771 100.0 19,841 100.0

1:

1975.76 1,829 114,6 5,780 ! 119.9 9,794 I 5 5,185 1418 22,78 114.9

1976.77 1,86 116,6 7,540 156.4 10,507 108.8 6,31) 167.6 26,219 132.1

1977.78 2 0 127.8 6,863 142.4 10,323 106.9 6,820 180.9 26,046 131.3

1Q78.79 2,109 132,1 6,644 137,8 10,24 109.0 6,481', 171.9 25,760. 129,8

1979.80 ;2,094 131.2 6,586 136.6 11,157 115.6 5,847 155,1 25,684 129.4

1980.81 2,252 141.1 6,689 138.8 13,138 136.I, 5,766 152.9: 27,845 140.3

198142 2,414 151;3 6,862 / .142.4 17,188 178,0 6,515 1718 32,979 166.2

1982.83 2,600 162,9 6,782 140.7 18,747 194,2 7,376 .195,6 35,505 178.9

Source: Max von Zur.M uehlen (Statistics Canada), Table prepared attic Commission on Canadian Studies; July, 1983.
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' cent in Aust?alia, about 2 to 4 per cent of students in higher education in the
United States, and about 5. per cent- of total enrolment in postsecondary
institutions in the Federal Republic of Germany.21 In India and Malaysia, the
percentages are in each case about 0.3 per cent of the total university student
population. Foreign students comprise slightly more than I per cent of the
enrolment at the University of the West Indies and slightly less than I per cent at
the University of Guyana.

While an average of about 5 per cent of full- and part-time university
enrolment in Canada being comprised of foreign students does not seem
excessive, in light both. Of world conditions and of the advantages accruing to
Canada, there are some large questions to be,asked about the make-up of our
foreign student body. Moreover, not far behind the statistically answerable .

questions: who are they? and where do they come from? lurk the more d_ifficult
questions: who should they be? and where should they come from?

It is true, as the Canadian Bureau for International Education has noted,
that "there are students in Canada from nearly every country in the world."22 As
Table 52 indicates, using C.B.I.E. data for 1980, Canada attracts students from
some 174 countries and from all the major areas of the globe. A closer
examination ofthe Table raises questions, however, about a lack of balance in
the spread of countries and regions from which these students come to Canada.

TABLE 51

FOREIGN STUDENTS AS A.PERCENTAGE OF THE
FULL-TIME AND OF THE PARVTIMECANADIAN

UNIVERSITY ENROLMENT,
1975-197670 1982-1983

YEAR

1975-76
1976-77
1977 -78

1978-79
1979-80
1980-.81,

1981-82
1982-83

As % of Full-time -A As % of Full- and
Enrolment. Part-time Enrolment

4.1

4.6
4.4
4.4
4.3
4.4
5.0
5.2

6:2
7.0
7.0

.7.0
6.9
7.3
8.2
8.3

Source: Max von Zur-Muehlen (Statistics Canada), Table prepared for
the Commission on Canadian Stiklies, July, 1983.
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Area

---TABLE52

-os

Africa (47)t

Americas .& Caribbean (48)

Others

Area subtotal

Asia (24)

Hong Kong

Malaysia

Others

Area sub-total

Australasia (II)

Europe (30)

Middle East (14)

Grand Totals (174)

GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN, BY CONVENTIONAL

GROUPINGS

,/
Secondary % of column Postlecondary %of column Co ' - ,ck of column

i ..i
./ . total0, total

194 (1,8%)

853 (7,9%)

1,300 (12%)

2,153 (19,9%)

4,100 (38%)

2,45I (22.7%)

795 (7,4%)

1,346 (68.1%)

84 '(.8%)

712 (6,6%)

299 (2.8%)

10,788 (100%) ''

total

3,973 (11.9%) 167 19.5%)

4,168 'i(12.5

4,303 (12

8,471 (

!Al

1,660 (7.3%) '

3,599, (10.8 %)

3,892 111%)

15,151 1,6q) 22,491 (51.1%)

259 343 (.8%)

3,301 (9.9 %) 4;013, (9.1 %)

2,04 (6.3%) , 2,383 (5,4%)

33,329 (100 %) '44,027, (100%)

Note Numbers in brackets indicate the number of countries in each group.

Source: Commission on Foreign Student Policy, The right This: the 4ori ihr6nuission un.Threikn student policy, Ottawa,

1981, Canadian Bureau for International Education, p. 29, Table 3,
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The great majority of foreign students in Canada come from a relatively few
countries and they are not as a i`foup, representative of the full international
community. For example, nearly one-quarter (23%) of the foreign students at
Canadian postsecondary institutions come from one place, Hong Kong. There
are nearly twice as many students from Hong Kong as there are from 47
countrics,in Aft' put together. There are more than twice as many students

as there are from the more than 30 countries of Europe put
t, there are almost as many students in Canada from HonkKong

the countries of Africa, Central and South America, and the
Caribbean put together, even though there are students in Canada from'94 of

3.
these countries.

Another I I per cent of the foreign students in-Canada are from one other
country, Malaysia, so that more than one-third of all the foreign students
attending Canadian postsecondary institutions are from just two sources, Hong
Kong and Malaysia. To draw attention to this fact is not to deprecate the value
or propriety of having a substantial representation of students from these two
countries, but simply to point to the extraordinary imbalances in the foreign
student body in Canada which result from lack of a coherent approach to foreign

student policy.

Not only is the foreign student body in , Canada profoundly
unrepresentative of the geographical breadth o_ f the international community, ,

but these students come overwhelmingly from the more well-to-do countries of
the world. As Table 53 indicates, well over one-half (54.2%) of the foreign post-
seconflary students in Canada come from 50 high-income countries, while barely
one-tenth (10.4%) come from the 40 poorest countries of the globe. As Table 54
indicates, less than 3. per cent of the foreign university students in Canada come
from 25 of the "Least Developed" countries, using the standard United Nations
definition for this term. In 1982-83, only 779 of the more than 35,500 foreign
university students in Canada were from these "Least Developed" countries.

It would perhaps be unwise to press the point too far. There are some rich
students. in poor countries and plenty of poor students in so-called rich
countries. None the less, the high proportion of foreign students coming to
Canada from the high-income countries, and the very low proportion coming
from the low-income countries, does raise the question: are we giving help to
those who most need it? Or, indeed, to those who most deserve it? Unfortunately,
there is little information available about the financial circumstances and socio-
economic background of the foreign students in Canada. As the Canadian
Bureau for International Education has observed,

The social and economic background of foreign students is the
subject of considerably more speculation than informed analysg.
Stereotypes abound: the starving African student, the rich Ameri-
can, the student from Hong Kong with a car and house, the son of the

oil sheik. ?3
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. TABLE 53

FOREIG STUDENT ENROLMENT IN SECONDARY
.AND P ST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS BY

GEO RAPHIC ORIGIN CLASSIFIED BY
LEVELS OF INCOME'

High income countries (50)7
(GNP per capita over US

52.500)
Hong Kong 4.1 t t (38%)\ , OPEC (6) 3 (.3%)
U.S.A. 8 (7.9%)

Others 1.50 (14%)

6 (60.2%)

S ndary % of Post- % of Sub-group % of
column Secondary column 'total column

°total total total

Middle income countries
(84)(G NP per capital
between US 5400 and

.497

52.500)
Malaysia 2,451
OPEC (6) 411
Others ' 1.094

3.955

Poorest countries (40)
(GNP per capita below

US 5400)
OPEC (I) 60
Others 275

335

GRAND TOTAL (174) 10,788

Source:

Note I:

Note 2:

(22.7%)
(3.8%)
10.2%)

( 7%)

7.660
4.168

250
5.940

(23%)
(12.5%)

(.8%)
(17.9%)

18.018 (54.2%) 24,515 (55.7 %)

3.599 (10.8%)
3,499 (10.5%)
4.690 (14.1%)

.11.767 (35.4%) 15,723 (35.7 %)

534 (1.6%)
.2.920 (8.11 %)

3.454 (10.4%) 3.789 . (8.6%)

33.239 (100%) 44,027 (100%)

Special tabulation. Employment and Immigration Canada, March 5:1981 of Student Author-
izations valid December 31, 1980.
Classification of income levels derived from In the Canadian Interest? Third World Develop-
ment in the 1980's. The North-South Institute. Ottawa, 1980.
Numbers in brackets indicate the number of countries in each group.

Source: 'Commission on Foreign Student Policy. The right mix: the report of the Commission on
foreign student polity. Ottawa. Canadian Bureau for International Education. 1981. p. 28.
Table 2.
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TABLE 54

FOREIGN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN CANADA.FROM 25

OF THE "LEAST. DEVELOPED" COUNTRIES,
1979-1980 TO 1982-1983

Country of Citizenship

Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Brunei
Laos
Equatorial Guinea
Haiti
Botswana
Burundi
Central African

Republic
Chad
Ethiopia
Gambia
Guinea
Lesotho
Malawi
Yemen
Mali
Niger
Rwanda
Somali Republic
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
Uganda
Upper Volta

TOTAL

1979-80

7

129
II

1980-81

4
171

15

f981-82

2

193
21

1982-83

2

198
27

.0 0 0 0

,. 1 0 0 0

134 130 93 58

19 28 39 42
7 7 5 8

12 8 12 12

5 3 4 0

21 27 28 21

3 I 2 5

,-...\ I 2 5 8

42 39 20 18

27 26 32 26

4 2 5 , 2

52 36 30 32 '1

32 29 35 . 25

22 28 26 33

2 2 7 9

14 19 22 23

20 19 12 8

92 122 148 160'
55 49 44 39

16 17 34 23

728 784 819 779

Note: The standard United Nations definition of "Least Developed" is used.

Source: Max von Zur-Muehlen. Foreign students in Canada. 1981-82; updated
for the Commission. July. 1983, by Dr. von Zur-Muehlen using immigra-
tion data.

24i
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None the less, it is valid to ask the question: are we helping to provide
education for the needy and deserving 'from around the world, or are we
attracting to our educational institutions, in large part, simply those who can
pay? This question should be high on the agenda of those responsible for a
foreign students policy for Canada. Such informhtion as is available suggests
that "most come from advantaged, urban backgrounds, like their Canadian
counterparts, and have a relative or friend who has previously studied in'
Canada", that "the bulk of foreign students are the children of entrepreneurs,
businessmen or professionals", and that they are "for the most part individuals
from advantaged socio-economic backgrounds".24

There are also questions to be asked about the distribution of foreign
students within Canada. Are they'-distributed in a reasonably balanced way
geographically, institutionally, and linguistically? Is there some appropriate
balance in the way they are spread out across the regions and the provinces of the
country, amongst the educational institutions of the country, and with respect to
the two official languages of Canada? The answer to each of these three
questions is that there is not.

As Table 49 indicates, in 1982-83 over one-half (52.8%) of the foreign
university students in Canada were in one province, Ontario. More thin one-
half (58.2%) of the foteign students attending community Colleges were also in
Ontario, as were two-thirds (66.7%) of the foreign students attending prithary
and secondary schools in Canada. The province of Quebec had just over one-
third the number (6,782; 19.1%) of foreign university students that there were in
Ontario (18,747; 52.8%). The four Atlantic provinces had about 7 per cent of the
foreign university students, the three prairie provinces about 13 per cent, and
British Columbia: about 7 per cent.

As Table 50 indicates; this imbalance in the distribution of foreign 'students
within Canada is a matter of long standing. In 1974-75, for example, 48..6 per
cent of foreign university students were concentrated in, Ontario.- Moreover, an
examination of current trends suggests that the imbalance will continue and
perhaps become even more pronounced, unless corrected,by the development of ,

some appropriate policies for the selection: distribution, and assistance of
foreign students.

As Tables 55 and 56 demonstrati, the imbalances between educational
institutions, in foreign student enrolment are even more pronounced than those
that exist between provinces and regions. In 1980-81, the foreign student
percentage of full-time enrolment ranged from a high of more than 20 per cent at
4 universities to less than 2 per cent at many others, and from a high of nearly 10
per cent at one community college to less than I per cent at many others (Table
55).

Mine recent studies at Statistics Canada suggest that the imbalance
between universities in their full-time foreign student enrolments became even
more substantial in the case of some institutions in the, two subkquent years
(Table 56). In 1982-83, over one-quarter of the full-time enrolment of one
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university was"'comprised of foreign students. Within Ontario, with its sixteen
provincially-assisted degree-granting institutions, nearly one-half of the foreign
students were enrolled at three universities, Toronto, York, and Windsor, The.
University of Toronto alone, had one and one-half times as many foreign
students as all of the twelve universities in the Atlantic region put together. In the
prairie provinces, with a total of nine universities, more than 30 per cent of the
foreign students reported by universities were enrolled at one institution, the
University of Alberta. g z!.

The imbalance is also pronounced in the.differences in foreign student
enrolment between anglophone and frail phone universities. In. Quebcc, the
proportion of the full-time enrolment made up of foreign, students at thc two
major anglophone universities, McGill and Concordia, was amongst the highest
in Canada in 1980-81, in each case exceeding 20 per cent (Table 55). Nearly 70
per cent of the foreign students in the province were at these two institutions. On
the other hand, the proportion of full-time enrolment made up of foreign
students at the two major francophone universities was much lower, in the range
of 3.5 per cent at Laval and 6 per cent at Montreal. In .1980-81, less than one-
third of the foreign students in Quebec were enrolled at the francophone
universities. This picture had changed somewhat two years later. In 1982-83, the
proportion of foreign university students in Quebec at McGill and Concordia
had dropped to' 55 per cent. The proportion of the full-time enrolment made up
of foreign students had increased to 4,4 per cent at Laval a91 to 6.3 per cent at
the University of Montreal. None the less, well over ode-half the foreign
university students in Quebec were still attending the Anglophone institutions.

These imbalances -- geographical, institutional, and linguistic raise
serious questions about the distribution of foreign students within Canada.
These questions need consideration in the context of the development of a
coherent foreign student policy. If one of the chief values of a foreign student
presence is MC improvement of the educational opportunities available to
Canadians -by the addition, through personal contact, of an international
dimension to their experience, then it is important that such students be spread
in a reasonably balanced way throughout the country. The heavy concentration
of foreign students in certain regions, at, certain institutions; and in certain
programmes, is defeating this purpose. The concept of "the right mix" for
foreign students applies as much to their distribution among Canadian regions
and universities as to an appropriate variety in their backgrounds and countries
of origin.

One may wonder if tbe, growing tendency in a number of countries to admit
large blocs of students from another country on contract will help either to
obtain a good mix in their foreign student population or to facilitate the
opportunities for such foreigri students to cometo.know the students and people'
of the host country. The 1970s saw three large programmed movements of
students into Canada, from Venezuela, Nigeria, add China. The students' costs
were paid by their own governments through contracted agents in Canada. The
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pros and cons of such contractual programmed movements of students need to
be weighed carefully, perhaps all the more so because they lend themselves to
government manipulation and can be attractive financially even when they are
not so attractive academically. , ,

Large-scale influxes of students from one source can creatcpacademic,
psychological, and social ghettos unless very special care is taken with their
reception and distribution. If such contracts result in self-contained "rent a
campus" or "rent A prograinme" situations, rather than in opening up wider and
more balanced opportunities for the students concerned to come to know the
host country, then such an approach may not be the best way either to assist
foreign students or to achieve the benefits that can result from their presence.

Similar concerns,and questions arise about the distribution of Canadian
students outside Canada. How well are the horizons of Canadians being
broadened by the range of countries abroad in which our students pursue their
studies'?flow diverse are the perspectives and experiences that such students are
gaining for themselves and also bringing back to enrich this country? As. Table
57 indicates, the range and number of Canadian postsecondary students abroad
are still severely circumscribed. Of a total of 18,092 Canadian postsecondary
students reported to be outside Canada in 1979, over I5,000(83.6%) were in the
United. States. Another 1,748 were in France (5.3%) and the United Kingdom
(4.4c/). There were,. then, fewer than 1,300 Canadians pursuing postsecondary
,studies in all the remaining countries of the world.

Progrmmes and arrangements to encourage and assist Canadian students
to range more broadly in pursuit of further education abroad might well
constitute part of a national approach to foreign student policy. The academic

I and cultural agreements Canada already has with a number of countries might
provide a framework within Which to begin working out,this particular aspect of

li a foreign student policy.
There were incidentally, some 4,000 American po'stsecondary students in

Canada in 1980 (Table 52) as opposed to some 15,000 Canadian postsecondary
students in the United States. Although numerically fewer, the American
students are in proportion to the populations of the two countries,"a much more
considerable factor in the foreign student question. in Canada than are the
Canadian students in the foreign student question in the United States.
Canadian students in the United States constituted about 4.5 per cent of the
foreign postsecondary students in that country in 1980-81,25 whereas American
students constituted about 12.5 per cent of the foreign postsecondary students in
Canada.
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TABLE 55

POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS WITH THE LARGEST
FOREIGN STUDENT ENROLMENTS, 1980-1981

Institutions Province

uNivaisrrits
University of Tnronto
McGill UniVdrsity
Concordia University
University of Windsor
York University
University of Alberta
U. of Western Ontario
University of Manitoba.
University of Ottawa
Simon Fraser University
University of Guelph
University of Waterloo'
U. of British Columbia
Carleton University
Universite de Montreal
McMaster University
Universite'Laval
Queen's University

COMMUNITY COLLEGES'
George Brown College
Algonquin College
Humber College
St. Clair College
Dawson College
Centennial College
St. Lawrence College
Mt. Royal College
Northern College
Fanshawe College
Grant McEwan College

Ontario
Quebec
Quebec
Ontario
Ontario
Alberta
Ontario
Manitoba
Ontario
British Columbia
Ontario
Ontario
British Columbia
Ontario
Quebec
Ontario
Quebec
Ontario

Student
Authorizations

Valid
Dcc. 31, 1980

2,869
2,495
2,142
1,331
1,247
1,196
1,132
1,072
1,052

997
905
841
826

^796
f716
678
541.

515
21,351

Ontario
Ontario
Ontario
Ontario
Quebec
Ontario
Ontario
Alberta
Ontario
Ontario
Alberta

297
257
220.
94
83
51

49
19

II
05
00

1,886

As % of Total
Full-time
1980-81

Enrolment

10,6
20.1
22.3
21.6
11.9
7.6
8.3

10.0
10.8
23.8
10.4
5.9
4.9

10.6
6.0
8.0
3.5
5.3

7.8
3.5
3.0
4.8
2.8
3.4
4.1
4.6
9.7
1.8
6.0

Sources: Derived from the.Commission on Foreign Student Policy, The right mix:
The report of The Commission. Ottawa, Canadian Bureau for Interna-
tional Edncation,.1981. Table 5, p. 33; and Statistics Canada and
Employment and Immigration Canada special tabulations, 1983.
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TABLE 56

UNIVERSITIES WITH LARGE FOREIGN STUDENT
ENROLMENTS, 1982-1983

Valid Student As % of Visa Students As % of
Authorizations Full-time Registered at Full-time

Immigration Enrolment Undiversity as Enrolment
Canada, Nov. 30, ** cported to 4.*

1982 * State. Canada ***

University of'Windsor 2,325

Simon Maser University 1,187

McGill University 2,714

York University 2,325

University of Guelph 1,305

Carleton University. 1,156

University of Ottawa 1,486

Concordia University 1,331

University of Toronto, 3,783

University of Manitoba 1,344

McMaster University 956

University of Western Ontario 1,306

University of Alberta 1,556

Universite de Montreal 950

University of Waterloo 1,068

Queen's University 721

University of British Columbia 1,095

University Laval

28.0

21.4.

15.9

15.5

12.6

12.2

12.1

11.3

10.9

8.8

8.6

7.6

7.4

6.5

6.6

6.4

5.3

**
***

Sources:

2,171 26.1.

NA

2,630 15,4

2,339 15.6

1,308 12.6

1,198 12.6

1,610 13.1

1,126 9.6

3,940 11.3

1,430 9.4

988 8.9

1,305 7.6

1,472 7.0 .4

918 6.3

1,021

762

911 4.4

825

Student Authorization information derived from the immigration file
Full-time enrolment information is preliminary
Reports on' visa sfudents from'the universities include both full-and part-
time students. Typically, hoWever, relatively few, foreign visa, students,
register as part-time students. For example, al thellniversity of Windsor
only 61 of the reported 2,171 studenti are Rart-time.

. .

Revised statistics from statistics Canada, A statistical
Canadian higher education from 4he 1960's tkj the 1980's. Ott a, 1983,
Table 13, p. 37; also Unpublished data prOvided to the Commi n frOm
the Post-Secondary Education Section of the Education, Science and
Culture Division, Statistics Canada, July, 1983.
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ABLE S7 .,
, ,-.

. CANADIAN POSTSECONDOY SWD
BY CDONTItY09.7.210,7, AN

host Coui1try

The United States
France
Germany
United Kingdom
Italy
Switzerland
11clgium . ."
Austria .;
11K Vatjoiti.
Au?lralia'
oroce.."
Japan'
Denalar
Volan4

,New Zcitland
'Areltiml. 1

brae! .

'Other C'ouniries;

i972;: 1976 . "
11,120 ' 77.5.

, 765 6.2 1,0 1/ 0'
. 167 1.4' 'YO

1,035.1)

liti 0 9'
'.115 0,9 .1 .66 .

'0.3 . 51

110 0,9 '1 123,

2 0.1 , 35.
1'8 k 40

''*(41
k%

19 .6.C j 37

9%107

14.134

-1 GI Al, '

.

.%.

0 83,6
, 95,4 5.3

311 1.7

794 4.4
93 0,5

-99 0.6
0,3
0.2
0.5
0,6
0.3
0.1.

1 58'.
44

0.5 81

0.9 105

52
O.S 26
0.2 23 0.1
0.3 50 0,3
0.2 20 0.1
0.3 57 0.3

NA

98.5 17,897 98.9

208 1.5 195 1.1

4'14,342 100.0 18,092 100.0

vori 50 e 50 45

Ni:a*113-iitgii,L)34(1.4oks, 197'4. 1979, 1982.

D AT9FOREIGN STUDENTS STUDY IN CANADA
b WHAT ARE WHE IMPLICATIONS?

"
./ nesti ons bptit the academic level and field of study of foreign students

:::,",' alg'o/n ecl tb.. x'amined in cthisideliny oyeign student policy. How many
' ......,1 O'r,:aigo4oderits are there at the undergra atelevel in Canada, as opposed to

'''' .Alieliost-graduate el? What is an ap opriate balance for foreign student
'..'...:-.. 0.: ringibers between these two levels? At'wiich of these levels is it most helpful to

Iaeign.stndents to provide them a place at a Canadian university? Are foreign
. suldentsbontentrated in certain fields of stud? if so, are foreign students taking

ceg away from atiqdian stud'entsiin thee fieldk? Might it be desirable to seek
some better balance in t e distribution .of foreign students by field of study?

In 1981-8,4bout25 per cent of foreign students in Canada were enrolled at
, . 1-- the gr7aduati level, cogripared to about 8 per Cent of Canadian students.26 None
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the less, there were also some 20,500 foreign students studying in Canadatit the
undergraduate level, including some in diploma and 'certificate courses, As
indicated in '1;tt bit; 58, foreign students constituted about 6 per cent of the full-
time undergraduate enrolment at Canadian universities in 1982-83. In the
United Kingdom, foreign students constitute about 7 per cent of the
undergraduate enrolment and in the United States a little less than '3 per cent.

One may wonder if Canada is making its most useful contribution to
international education when some 75 per cent of the foreign university students
are enrolled at the undergraduate level -:-: particularly when substantial numbers
of these studentS' come from countries that have well-developed university
systems of their own. In the case of high-income countries, may at least be
questioned whether. Canadian taxpayers should be footing the bill for the
undergraduate education of foreign students who might receive such education
at home. In the case of less-developed countries, it may be argued that Canadian .
financial assistance could, be used to better effect by helping such countries to
develop their own postsecondary institutions, in particular initially at the
undergraduate level. If this approach is not taken, the dependence, of such
countries on fereign higher, education will be increased and prolonged. For the
individual student, too, it will sometimes be the case that it is a disservice to
remove him' or her from their own society to study at the undergraduate level in
another country. The unintended tresult may sometimes be that such students
will lose touch, with their own culture at a time of crucial importance to their
persona) development. Nevertheless, there will also be many situations in which
a place at a Canadian university provides the best or onlYchance.for a deserving
foreign student to obtain an undergraduate degree.

Such questions need to be weighed carefully in the shaping of foreign
student policy. Such a policy will need to be sufficiently flexible to take into
account the different needs and circumstances of, the countries from 'which
students may seek to come to Canadian universities, as well as the individual
circumstances qf each student.

The case -for making places available to foreign ,students at Canadian
universities is often stronger at the 'graduate' level- than at the undergraduate
level. ,At that point foreign students will have completed their undergraduate
studies in their own country and Canada will be less open to the risk, or charge
of alienating such students from their own sot ety and culture, and of retarding
the development of their own universities, by providing them a place. in our
educational institutions. .*

As Table 58 indicates, over one-qUarter of the doctoral students in.Canada
(28.5%) were fOreign.gtudents in 1982-83. Moreover,. as shown in.Table 24, there

has been a very large increase in the number of full-time foreign doetoral
students in Canada in recent yearsAndeed,."mieolthe most significant features
in graduate enrolment trends has been the relative growthin foreign students".27
The percentage of full-time. doctoral students who are studying in Canada on..
fOreign student visas alnost doubled in the nine years, between 1972-73 and

. °
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TABLE 58

FOREIGN STU NTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE
TOTAL FUL -TIME CANADIAN UNIVERSITY
ENROLMENT BY ACADEMIC LEVEL; 1972 -1973.

TO 1982-1983

Year Undergraduate Masters Doctoral

1972-73 3.8 12.1 13.9

1973-74 4.8 13.2 15.3

1974-75 4.4 16.7 16.6

1975-76 4.8 15.8 17.8

1976.77 4.8 16.1 22.4

1977-78 5.1 15.8 24.1

1978-79 5.1 15.1 24.9

1979-80 5.0 14.8 24.9

1980-81 5.1 15.0 25.2

1981-82 5.6 16.0 27.0

1982-83 6.0 15.8 28.5

Source: Max von Zur-Muehlen (Statistics Ca ), Table prepared for
the Commissi6n on Canadian Studies, July, 1983.

1981-82, rising from 13.9 per cent to 27 per cent.. By way of comparison, 36 per
cent of post-graduate students in the United Kingdom were foreign students and
about 22 per cent of the full-ttime graduate students in the United States were
foreign students in 1979-80.28

The fact that more than one-quarter of the full-time students at the doctoral
level in Canada are foreign students does cause questions to be asked such as: is
this too high a percentage? and, are there too many foreign doctoral students? It
is important for educational institutions and government to recpgnize that there
is public concern about these points and to provide clear answers to the
questions that are being asked. This Commission does not think there are too
many foreign doctoral students in Canada. On the contrary, as argued in general
teems at the beginning of this chapter, it believes that there are immense
advantages accruing to Canada from having foreign students here and that this
is particularly true if the, students are at the post-graduate level, provided they
have been chosen and properly assisted as part dl a well-planned and balanced
foreign student policy. It may perhaps be that the currettt percentage of the total
Canadian doctoral degree enrolment constituted by foreign students is a bit
high. But, the Commission believes, as it has argued in earlier chapters, that the
answer lies not in a reduction in the number of foreign graduate students, but in
an increase in the number of Canadian students doing graduate work with an eye
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to the futtire needs of this country for more highly qualified manpower, more
research, and more knowledge in many fields. There is very little evidence of
foreign students taking places away from potential Canadian students at
Canadian universities. The problem is, rather, one of encouraging and assisting
Canadian students in a more effective manner to pursue their work at the post-
graduate level, and of enabling Canadian graduate schools Ito ,expand and
develop to meet the future requirements of the nation,

It may be, however, that foreign students are too much concentrated in
certain fields and that, consequently, they are "over-represented" in some .

academic areas, as the CommiSsion on Foreign Student Policy has sUggestcd.29
Of the foreign students at 'Canadian universities in 1979-80, 35 per cent of the
undergraduates and 45 per cent of the graduates were enrolled in scientific and
technical courses, as opposed to .21:5 per cent and 23 per cent, respectively,.of
Canadian students:30 In 1981-82, as shown in Table 24, foreign studehts
constituted 50 per cent of the doctoral enrolment in engineering, more than onc-
third of the doctOral enrolment in mathematics and physical sciences, and one-
quarter of the doctoral enrolment in agriculture and the biological sciences.
Preliminary estimates from Statistics Canada., indicate that foreign studcnts
constituted 55 per cent of the doctoral enrolment in engineering at Canadian
universities in 1982-83.

It is understandable that foreign students arc "attracted to practical
programmes with good employment prospects Which provide. technological
knoWledge in demand in developing countries."31 Such heavy concentration of
foreign students in some areas has implications, however, for Canadian higher
education that need thought. Consideration needs also to be given to the nature
of the educational experience being offered to foreign students when so many of
them arc clustered in particular fields: MoreOver,-there are many other academic
fields in which Canadian universities have much' to contribute to fOreign .

students and which would benefit from a more substantial foreign student
presence. As with so many other aspects of the foreign student situation in
Canada, this circumstance points to the need for national policies and
mechanisms to attain a more reasonable balance in the composition and :
distribution of the foreign student enrolment.,

E THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HOST COUNTRY:
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE TO ASSIST

FOREIGN STUDENTS IN CANADA?
Once foreign students have been admitted to Canada it is surely incumbent

on us to assume certain responsibilities to make them welcome and to advise and
assist thcm during their stay in order that their time here can be as productive
and congenial as possible, both for them and for us. Yet our reception and
treatment of foreign students within Canada, continues to be unplanned,
haphazard, and frequently very unsatisfactory. Indeed, in Canada as in the
United States; there is some evidence that in recent years "colleges and
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Universities have become less attentive, imaginative, and organized in their
capacity to respond to the needs of foreign students on their eampuses".32 It is
not surprising that one study found that 10 per cent of foreign students in
Canada have no social contacts and think that no one in this country cares what
happens to them.''

Foreign students face special challenges when they choose to study in
another country. They need assistance in adapting to a society and culture, and
to an edticational system, with which they may be tinfciptiliar, Personal and
social alienation can result from long periods of study abiimd. Foreignstudents

ro will also be subject to a beWildering array of restrictions and regulations over
which they, have no control rand which are often. unhelpful, whatever their
original intent. his no wtinder, that dissatisfaction 80m:times sets in and that at
least some foreign students return to their homes defeated by their experience
here or without drawing from it the full benefit which it might have provided to

them and to us.
.

The treatment of foreign students on their arrival in Canada and while they
are here requires the same care and thought as does their selection and
distribution before they come to Canada. This, too, should be part. of a well-
planned and,colerent foreign student policy. Both these functions require a
national approach, in which the federal and provihcial governments and the
educational' inst it utions play their appropriate roles. In addition to the necessary
national mechanisms for developing and administering policy, adequate loeal
arrangements are needed, including' in particular a network of experienced
foreign student adviserS.

Both academie and extra,curtrictdar activities should be developed' to
encourage Canadian students and foreign students to benefitfrom each other'S

preSence. The potential valUe of foreign students as an educational resource. is

still little recognized despite the obvious value of the knowledge about, other
societies and other cultures which they bring with them. Their particUlar
knowledge and experience should be drawn upon in a more considered way by
our educational institutions and they should be properly remunerated for their
services in this capacity.

Universities should be prepared to make reasonable adjustments in the
curriculum, .4 in post-graduate regulations, or in research programmes, to
ensure that thtir programmes help to meet the special needs of foreign students.
and that they do not place unnecessary burdens upon them. GovernMent should
be prepared, as part of a sensible foreign student policy, to meet the marginal
extra costs that this may entairas is now being.done on a pilot project basis in

Australia.
Many foreign students must operate in Canada irra language not their own.

For sucifstudents, the opportunity of some second-language training should be
made available at or through the help off', the instktution thathas admitted them.
Provision to assist with the cost of such :langu4ge.inStruCtiOn, in either of
Canada's two official languages, should be ineluded'in4hAudget prOvided by
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the Canadian government to support education in t ountry's two official
languages.

,

Provision should also he made by the educational institutions admitting
kireign students for these students tallove the opportunity to take some courses

,...About the society, history, culture, or physical circumstances of Canada. The
costs involved in providing such opportunities to foreign students to learn about
Canada while they are here should he met by special grants for this purpose from
the Canadian government. .,

.

In addition, a special programme of awards should be established for
foreign students interested in pursuing studies abotit Canada in Canada on a
full-time basis. The Commission proposes the establishment of a two -part
programme:- a programme of felloWships that -.would bring soma siudents to
pursue full-time graduate or post-doctoral work in Canadian studics,'And a
programme of scholarships for sonic students at the senior undergraduate level
to spend a year majoring in Canadian studies. These fellowships and
scholarships should he awarded on the basis of academic merit tit students who
haveLdemonstrated a prior interest in Canada through work nt their home
institutions in Canadian studies or on Canada's place in theworld.1,Initially, two
hundred graduate fellowships and one hundred undergraduate 'scholarships
should. be established through this programme, to be funded through the
academic relations division of the Department of External AffairS.

The present programme of Government of Canada Ficiln. Student
Awarqs might charitably be described as bizarre in 'its lack of find lack-of
balance. These awardsare restricted to citizens of seventeen countries: Belgitt,m,
Brazil. Denmark, Finland, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary,
Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, NorWay, Portugal, Spain, Swedeni:
Switzerland, and Yugoslavia. Fourteen of.these seventeen countries are on one..
continent, and only one or two of them could be described as being a part'of the .

developing third world. This list'of eligible countries, dating frOm the mad- 1970s,
appears .siniply to Irvegrown at random, reflecting the interests of the day and
of various individuals. The lack of balance in the countries from.. which the award
winners arc..selected is matched by a lack' of balance i4their placement ih-
Canada. More than one-half the award winners go to or (Quebec),
about one-third go to Ontario, and-less than 10 per cent go to the rest of Canada.. .

It is time for this programme ofrcanadian Government Awards to be scrapped
and replaced by One 'that is more balanced .bOth in the range of countries from
which winners are selected and in their-distribution' across Canada. ',....

Early in..1983, the B ish government announced a substantial increase. in
Its financial support for the ommonwealth.Seholarship and Fellowship Plan.
This decision was all the more welcome and generous in view of the strong
commitment of the.Thatcher administration to a policy of economic restraint. It..

.would be appropriate for Canada and other Commonwealth countries to match.
this action in. support of Commonwealth 'student . mobility:.. by making x

, prOpOrtionateincreases in their support for this pioneering international foreign.
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students programme that was established largely On, Canada's initiative more
than two decades ago; .

A decisioci taken some years ago by the federal government removed from
foreign students the right to take part-time or summer employment without a
work permit. A work permit Is to he issued only when there is no qualified
Canadian available for the job. This has meant that many foreign students of
academic merit, denied even the chance of this modicum of earned income, have
been unable to come to Canada, and that, except for those on substantial
scholarships or otherwise subsidized, only the children of the very rich from
outside the count can afford to attend our universities, It has alSo prevented

nValuable no-scat mic contacts between foreign students and Canadians which.
might have been g 'ned .ih:th course. of part-time or summer employment,

oWould it not make more sense have a foreign student policythavorted out
who shou4be allowed to come to Canada to study, and on what terms, and that
then treated such students'well aad without diserimination?The point of control
should he before foreign students arrive. in Canada and not through the
imposition of punitive rules whil they arc here. If this country is sincere in its
current interest in the North-. outh dialogue and in the promotion of
international understanding, it i. time to reconsider the decision to deny to
foreign students, once admitted h Canada; the right lo seek the same kind of
part-time and summer employmel t as their Canadian classmates.

. F. COS S AND FEES
Questions about- the costs of ducating foreign students are being raised

with mounting insistence id. all the ountrics that have a large foreign student
enrolment. How in Oes it cost? Who, pays?. Who receives? What arc other
countries doing a c handling of such costs? Who should pay for the
education of foreig ntS? Which students? And how much? Are differential
fees the answer?

It should not be surprising that su h questions are being asked in Canada as
elsewhere. The number of students an the level of costs involved are such that it
would be surprising if such questi ns were' not being asked. Nor is it
inappropriate, as some internationally-minded educators and students seem to
feel, that taxpayers and governments should be taking a growinginterest in these
qUestions The Canadian public has a legitimate interest in the uses made of its
monext and governments have a responsibility to attempt to ensure that
expetures incurred on .behalf of the public, including expenses relating to
foreign students, are reasonable and put to good effect.

What does the education of foreign students cost Canada? As noted earlier,
Dr. von Zur-Muehlen estimated that, in the university sector alone in 1981, the
educatiOn of foreign students cost $250 to $300 million-annually, exluding fees.
But how much money dO .foreign students bring with them into Canada or
generate by their activities and expenditures while here? The Canadian Bureau
for internatiOnal Education has argued. that "the expenditure of money by the
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Canadian taxpayer, through grants to institutions, is roughly equal to the
amount of money imported into Canada by incoming students," The fact of the
matter is, however, that we do not know what the real financial costs and
benefits are. As with so many other areas of foreign student policy, or hick of it,
firm data based on research over a period of time to allow teliting, correction,
and analysis, are not available. There has not yet been a properly sustained
research programme to provide the data that would make possible a reliable
calculation of the economic costs and miefits of the foreign student presence ill
Othada. Indeed, governments and dm tional institutions have not yet worked
toget her to establish even the common tot that are needed to make possible the
provision of such information."

In the absence of such information, there is glowing public sup -in for a
user -pay approach to the costs of the education of foreign students Canada,
This sentiment is reflected in the imposition of differential or higher fees for
foreignstudents by six Canadian provinces: Alberta, Ontario, Quebec, and the
three Maritime provinces, These fees are 50 per cent to 700 per cent higher than
those for Canadians or permanent residents studying Within the same
prov Mee. '^ Moreover, the likely.trend is for the amount of such differential fees
to increase. The differential fees imposed on' foreign students by .Ontario, for
example, increased from 30 to 50 per cent of costs for students enrolling in
September, 1982, and were further increased to a level which represents two-
thirds of cost for the 1983-84 academic year, Prior to 1977-78, only a NO
institutions charged differential fees for foreign students,

A differential fee for .foreign university students, under various names and
guises, is being applied in a growing list of countries. In the United States, it
frequently takes the form of appreciably higher fees for "out-of-state" students.
In New Zealand, commencing in 1979, foreign students,.with certain exceptions,
must pay an additional fcc of N.Z. $1,500. In Australia, foreign students, again
with some exceptions, must pay to the Australian government each year an
"administrative services fee" of between A $1,500nd A $2,500, depending on
their field of study, before a visa is issued or renewed.n Australian students pay
no tuition fees. The differential fees for foreign students in the United Kingdom,
with the exception of students from the European Economic community and
some others, rose again in the 1982-83 academic year, Whereas United-Kingdom
and European Economic ComMunity students paid first degree fccs of £480 and
post-graduate fccs of £1,413, overseas student fccs were £2,700 in arts courses,
£3,600 in science courses, and £6,600 in the clinical years of medicine, dentistry,
and veterinary science.)" Nor are such higher differential fees for foreign
students applied only by the more economically developed countries. The
University of the West Indies, for example, except fora small quota of "specially
admitted students", charges the full economic costs to foreign students. Thus,
while a home student from the territories supporting the University would pay a
fee of Jamaica $105 in Arts and General Studies a student admitted under the
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(Ihola of "specially admitted students" would pay a fee of ,1 $1,425, and other
foreign students would pay the full economic costs fee of J $8,696,"

What is the result of the introduction of such differential, higher ices for
foreign students? The honest answer it that no one really knows, because
adequate reselch has not yet been done to provide the data on which an
assessment mild he based, In sonic countries, including the United Kingdom,
the number tfl. foreign,?tudents has wavered or dropped, as it was indeed
intended to, since the iniffitsition of differential, higher fees, But in some other
countries, including Canada, the number of foreign students has increased
despite the imposition of differential fees, This has 4aused some observers to
suggest that "such lees have so far not proven greatly deterretro and that little
has changed as the result of their imposition.

It may he true that, in Canada, the imposition oidifferent ial,higherNes on
twist' students has not yet proven a great deterrent -with respect to the total
number of foreign students coming here to study. But we do nut know what the
imposition of these higher fees has done to the socio-economic mix, to the social
and economic backgrounds from which this country is drawing foreign students.
As the:Commission on Foreign Student Policy has noted, the differential fee
"penaliies equally the brilliant poor student from a very poor country in Africa
and the wealthy student from a country that makes a policy of exporting
students for high6-. education."' Or, to paraphrase Anatole France, the law in
its majestic equality does not distinguish between rich and poor foreign students,
both are charged very high fees,42

Differential fees do discriminate in favour of foreign students from
wealthier backgrounds. They do discriminate against those in greatest financial
need. And they do so. without any regard for academie merit: In terms of our
educational system's international component, the imposition of differential .

higher 'lees on foreign students makes a mockery of this country'S claim to he .

committed to equality of opportunity intducat ion. It is no wonder that there is
widespread and growing concern, both in Canada and in many other countries,
about the consequences of the imposition, in an undiscriminating manner, of
such differential fees. There ought to be. It is doubtful that the imposition of
across- the -hoard higher fees for foreign students serves Canadian self-interest. It
certainly does not serve the dimension of our foreign student policy which is
concerned with discharging our moral obligation to assist with the edtkational
needs of less developed countries.

This would not, however, be the case if the imposition of differential, higher
fees on foreign students werc.-offset by an adequate national programme toassist

deserving foreign students. Such a programme should be flexible enough to
distinguish between the needs of the different countries from which such
students might come and also to distinguish 'between the needs and merits of
individual students making application to come. The case for such selectivity in
the application .of differential fees, and in the selection and treatment of feireign-.
students, is a strong one, and it is one to which the Commission on Canadian
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Studies subscribes. The merits of this anpibach have not been realized by
government in Canada, and the academic community has done little to draw it to,
their attention, so little, in fact, that the CoMmissionon Foreign Student Policy
Could observe in 1981 that, "this Commission is not aware of any serious efforts
by institutions to conyince governments of the need for selectivity in their
differentials."'"

This situation points again, as do so many other matters relating to foreign
stu'd&ts in Canada, to the need for a foreign' student policy a policy that can
Ve4uly national in the sense that it is shaped and supported by the federal and
provincial governments working together, with the assistance and active
participation of, representatives of the educational community. A reasonably
uniform national approach to the selection and funding of foreign students is
required to replace the increasingly complex, confusing, and inequitable way in
which foreign students are admitted to Canada and treated while they are here.
In broad terms, this CornMission viould propose a two point approach to the

funding questions involving foreign students: first, that there be established a
'-SiotAtantial national programme of selective support, for foreign students;
second, that all other foreign stunnts be treated oh an equal footing and
charged fees at a "no-subsidy' level which would cover the full marginal costs of
their education in Canada. Existing scholarship and assistance programmes for
foreign, students could be integrated with the new national programme of
support for foreign students or could be operated in co-operation with it The
no-Subsidy, full marginal costs fee level should be applied to foreign students
enrolling in future years, not to those who are at present enrolled at a Canadian
institution.

The costs of a substantial national programme cal' selective support for
foreign students will be/large. But so will be the savings effected in public
expenditures by the reduction in the current expenditures on foreign students
who are benefitting, regardless of need pr Merit, from subsidized education in
Canada t\o the amount of several hundreds of millions of dollars, despite the
differential higher fees that have been- imposed. It should be possible, for
example, to establish a major national programme of support for 10,000 selected
foreign students, chosen on the basis of merit, need, and international balance,,
and yet at the same time to save the public purse a sum in the order of
$200,000,000 a year byiceasing to subsidize other foreign students and raising the
level of their fees to cover thd full marginal costs of their education.

This proposed new approach funding of foreign students combines
equity with, ecatmy, and yet, yy ake provision for the selection and
funding of a very substantial nunfb koreign students on the basis of merit
and need. It would also provide the r ans, through selectivity, to achieve a
better balanCe in the countries of origin and in the distribution and fields of study
of foreign students in Canada.

The foreign student question, with all its complex ramifications, is now a
big question for Canada.. It hasiimportant implications for our international.
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relations, for the nature and balance of our educational institutions, and for the
public purse. The numbers of people and atilounts' of money involved are
substantial; indeed. Consequently, it has become a majorquestion in terms both
of edUcational policy ancl, more broadly, of public policy:; It can no longer be left
unresoKed in a policy ,acuuM.

Because of the absence of a foreign student policy, the admission and
treatment of foreign students in: Canada is a haphaiard, disjointed operation,
marked by frequent imbalances and irrationality, which does not serve the best.
interests either of foreign students or of Canadians. Yet immense advantages
accrue, or could accrue, to Canada from the presence of foreign students,
provided appropriate thought and care are devoted' to their selection and
distribution and to their treatment while they are here. To this end, appropriate
policies and arrangements on a national scale are required:

The Commission recommends: P

the adoption of a positive and welcoming posture, towards foreign
Students by. government: and educational institutions in Canada;

2 the development of a national foreign student policy a policy that. can
be truly "national" in the sense that it is shaped and supported by the
federal and provincial governments working together, with theassistance
and active participation of representatiyes of the educational

. .
community;

. the establishmel6 of a!hatiorial agency, a Council on Foreign Student.
Policy and Progifimmes,.charged with the responsibilify for developing
and administering foreign student policy and foreign student
programmes;

4 that the Council on Foreign Student Policy and Programmes be com-
prised:of members nominated by the federal government, by the provin-
cial governments thrOughlhe Council' of Ministers of Education Canada
and by appropriate national educational organizations;

5. that the Council be funded primarilY by the federal government,'With
support' from the provinces through the Council of Ministers of -.
Education;

6. that the Council be empowered to receive and administer grants and gifts
from the private sector as well as the public:sector;
that the adYice and assistance of the Canadian Bureau for InternatiOnal --
Education and other appropriate educaiional OrganizatiOns be sought in
the establishment of the Council; P.ti.

that a substantial national: programme of seleclie support: for foreign
students be established; tOlie funded ,thrOugh.the Council:on Foreign
Student Policyarid,Progr4innes and administered by the Council;
that existing S'eliOlafship Ce proirannues for foreign studentS
in Canada -lielIniefira'ted, w natiorial 1:1; gramme of selective
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support for foreign students, or operated in co-operation and consulta-
tion with it;
that all foreign stiidents not in Canada under the auspices of the national
programme of selective support for foreign students, or of a programme
operated in association with it be treated on the same, footing, and
charged fees at a nO-subsidy level which would cover the.full Marginal
costs of their education in Canada; the noLsubsidy, full marginal costs fee
level should apply to students.enrolling in the future, not to those Current-
ly enrolled at a Canadian college or university;

II. that the chief criteria for the national programme of selective support for
foreign students be academic merit and academic promise, but that in
planning and operating the programme the Council have in mind the
desirability of a foreign student presence in Canada that is reasonably
representative of the breadth of the international community;

12. that all aspects of the foreign student policy, including'the operation of
the national prograMme of selective support for foreign students by the
Council, have the flexibility to take into account the different needs and
circumstances of the countries from which students may seek to come to
study in Canada as well as the individual needs and circumstances of
each student;

13. that, in pursuit of the goals of ensuring a more fully international foreign
student body and of having the flexibility to give help where it is most
needed, the Council direct a proportion of the national programme of
selective support for foreign students to students from the less developed

.,,,countries; the Council should, for example,, set as a target an increase in
the percentage of foreign, students from the 40 least developed from its
present level of less than 10 per cent of the foreign students.in Canada to a
level of 25 per cent by no later than the end of this decade;

14. that a national network of foreignfiudent advisers be established by the
Council, and funded by the Council, to counsel and assist foreign stu-
dents and also to advise and assist the educational institutions where
foreign students are enrolled in regard to foreign student questions;

15. that the other responsibilities of the Council for Foreign Student Policy
and Programmes include research, monitoring, assessment and action, as
appropriate, concerning:
a. establishing a fair and sensible balance in the number of foreign

students as a proportion of the total Canadian enrolment;
b finding the correct balance between bringing foreign students to

Canada and using the resources this entails to assist with the develop-
ment of educational institutions in other countries;

c. serving as a referral centre and clearing house for inquiries from
foreign students about study in Canada, for the distribution in other
countries of relevant information about study in Canada, and for the
circulation of relevant inforMation about foreign student policy and
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foreign ''studentstUdent , program
government offices in Ca
ensuring that the distribut
reasonably balanced among
educational institutions, and
languages;

to educational institutions and to

oreign students within Canada is
gions and provinces, among the

ith respect to the two official

ensuring a reasonable distributiott of foreign students as to academic
level of study and as to academic field of-study;
conducting an accurate and sociOistilated 'public educationpro
gramme about the role of foreignAtgent policy and the contribu-
tion made by foreign students-t&ftiada;
publishing an annual report to the federal government and Council
of Ministers of Education in the form of a widely circulated public
document which would enable educational institutions, interested
members of the public, and foreign students themselves, as well as the,

governments, to know the - current facts and issues.
16. that the Council take steps to gather and to disseminate data concerning

foreign students and foreign student questions which are required as a
basis for the formulation of foreign student policy and for the planning
and operation of foreign student programmes;

17 thatihe Council assist educational institutions to develop both academic
programmes and extra-curricular activities which will encourage and
assist Canadian students and foreign students to gain from each other's

presence;
18. that each university establish a working group to examine and make

recommendations upon policies, programmes, and arrangements for
foreign students at their respective institutions;

19. that the potential value of foreign students as an educational resource,
because of the knowledge which they bring with them of other countries,
other cultures, and ,other ways of seeing and doing things, be better
recognized by the Canadian educational institutions at which they are
enrolled; that these institutions seek to draw upon the knowledge and
experience of foreign students in a more planned and considered way;
that foreign students, to the extent that they wish to participate in such
activities, be properly, remunerated for their services in this capacity;and
that the Council assist the educational institutions in making and in fund-

ing such arrangements;
20. that universities and colleges be prepared to make reasonable adjustments

in the curriculum, in post-graduate regulations, and in research activities,
to ensure that their programmes help to meet the special needs of foreign
students and that they do not place unnecessary burdens upon them; that
the. Council assist the educational institutions with the marginal extra
costs that such adjustments may sometimes,entail, as is now being done
on a pilot project basis for foreign graduate students in Australia;
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21. that the opportunity of second language training in either of Canadal.
official languages be made available to foreign students at or with the
help of the educational institution which has admitted therh; that the
costs of such language instruction be,met, through the Council, from the
budget of the federal government for education in the official languages;

22. that educational institutions admitting foreign students make provision,
forthese students to have the opportunity to take some courses apout the
society, history, culture, and physical circumstances of Canada; and that
the costs involved in providing such opportunities for foreign students to
learn about Canada while they are here be met by grants for this Purpose
from the Council to the institutions concerned;

23. that a special programme of awards be establisheefor foreign students
interested in pursuing studies about Canada in Canada on a full-time
basis; that this programme consist of fellowships to be awarded to
students wishing to pursue full-time graduate work or post-doctoral
work in studies about Canada, and scholarships to be awarded to senior
undergraduate students wishing_to spend a year majoring in Canadian
studies; that these fellowships and scholarships be awarded on the basis
of academic merit to students who have demonstrated a prior interest in

Canada through work at their home institutions; that initially, 200
fellowships be established' at the graduate and post-doctoral level and 100
scholarships at the senior undergraduate level, to be funded through and
administered by the Council on Foreign Student Policy and Programmes
in consultation with the academic relations division of the Department of
External Affairs; " 4

24. that foreign stUdents, once admitted to Canada, be allowed while they are
here to seek the same of part-time and, summer employment as their
Canadian classmates.
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APPENDIX 1.

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY TEACHERS

GUIDELIICIES ON CANADIANIZATION
AND THE UNIVERSITY.

Prearithle

One function among the many legititnately assigned to a university is to
develop an awareness and understanding of the society in whiCh we live. This
society, of course, has local and national as well as international aspects, all of
which require attention. The university thus has an important role to play in the
development of community and national identities. If we assume that university
faculty play an important or.even dominant role in the learning proces, then we
can properly expect that faculty members at Canadian universities be familiar
with the Canadian situation and, further, be committed to the development and
enrichment of the Canadian community, or engage themselves to acquire this

familiarity and commitment.
The Canadian university community must also be concerned that qualified

Canadians be given opportunities fof employment at Canadian universities.
The C.A.U.T. is opposed to the use of the authority of governments and

legislatures to enforce or encourage rules concerning methods ofappointments
within universities. If this Position is to be maintained, the following conditions
are necessary:
I. openings available at Canadian universities should be made known to

Canadians by means of advertisements in the C.A.UT Bulletin and
University Affairs, and by formal and informal employment services,
including departMents of manpower or labour. Such searches must not
be avoided or their purpose defeated by appointments made on the basis

of Rersonal contacts only
2. the appointment of a person who is not a Canadian or legally a resident of

Canadrhould be justified to khe satisfaction of a university or faculty
cOrninittee.,

The further urges that academic, professional, and government
agendes co-operate in the preparation, publication, and annual revision of fly&

to ten-yeaar projections of positions available and of graduate degrees granted in
each. academic discipline at Canadian universities. These projections would
allow individual students a better opportunity to plan future careers, and
universities a better opportunity to encourage Canadian talents in areas of
projeCted,tnceds through the development of adequate graduate; programMes in

thOse areas.
The. C.A.U.T. is always prepared. to investigate any allegations of anti-

Canadian discrimination in appointments, and to endeavour to q orrect
improPer. or unsatisfactory practices.
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For the purpose' of these guidelines, a person who, on the date of applica-
tion for a university post, is a landed immigrant or holds a ministerial per-
mit as a consequence of being a refugee or of being prohibited from
applying for landed immigrant status should not be distinguished from
Canadian applicants.

For each position a set of qualifications relevant to that opening and the
'relative importance of each should be clearly stated. These qualifications
should rot place graduates of Canadian programmes or Caimilian grad-

. uates,of programmes at home or abroad at an unfair disdr ntige.
The opening and the required qualifications should be called to the atten-
'ti'on 'a Canadian applicants by appropriate procedures such as wide ad-
vertisement letters to Canadian universities, etc. That is there be
active search for qualified Canadian candidates.
Each university with a bi-cameral system of government should establish
a university-wide appointments review committee where one, does not
already exist. In any case, the foling would be desirable arrangements
for such a committee.

i. The committee should be elected by the senior academic body or other
appropriate body and should have a clear majority of full-time faculty
members on it

ii. The committee should, in the first instance; advise the president on all
appointments;

iii. The committee should also supply the senior academic body annually
with a list of appointments made as well as its decisions as to whether
each was adequately adverti ed Canada;

iv. A representative of the facult ssociation should sit on the committee
as a non-voting participant;

v. Before reco ending any new appointments, this body should, inter
alia, ensure at these guidelines are adhered to. In particular it should
assure itself that
a) The qualifications listed were reasonable and the selection

procedures fair;
b) An active effort was made to recruit Canadians.
The department seeking to make an appointment of a non-Canadian
should be charged with making the case for the appointment to the
satisfaction of this body.

Each university with a unicameral system of government should strike an
appointments committee at the faculty rather than the university level. In
other respects, the recommendations of item_ 4, above, should be fol-
lowed, *rtiutatis mutat4S's.
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6. The appointment should be offelkd to the best-qualified Canadian who
meets-the stated requirements, unless the university-wide review commit-

tee, or if it does not exist, the senior academic body, is persuaded that the
appointment in the case of a non-Canadian is justified.
Once appointed, the nationality of the faculty member should not affect
the terms and conditions of that employment. These include, for
example, academic freedom, salary, promotion, and tenure.'
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
Thomas H.B. Symons

Thomas H.B. Symons, the Chairman of the Commission on Canadian
Studies, is the Vanier Professor at Trent University, He is the author of
numerous studies and articles dealing with educition, public affairs, culture,
human rights, and international relationS.

Educated at the University of Toronto and at Oxford and Harvard
Universities, Professor Symons was the Pounding President of Trent University
and served as its president and vice - chancellor from .1961 to 1972. He has served
subsequently as Chairman of the Commission on Canadian Studies, Chairman
of the Commission on French Language Education in Ontario, anTI Chairman of
the Ontario Human Rights Commission. He mediated the disputes concerning
French langua0, school arrangements in Sturgeon Falls, 1971, and in Cornwa
1973, and was chairman of the Federal-Provincial Task Force on Canadia
Ratification of the United Nations Covenants on Human Rights in 1975.

Professor Symons is at present Vice-President of the Social Sciences and.
Humanities Research Council of Canada and special adviser to the Secretary of
State on postsecondary education. A member of the Applebaum - Hebert
Committee to review federal cultural policy, he has been actively involved with

k the arts, helping with the work of a wide range of voluntary community and
national cultural organizations and serving as a member of both the Canada
'Council (1976-1979) and the Ontario Arts Council (1974-1976).

Professor Symons has also taken an active part in international cultural and
academic relations. He is a past chairman of the Association of Commonwealth
Universities and currently serves as chairman of the International Board of
United World Colleges.

Recognition of Professor Symons' work in the fields of education, culture,
human rights, and international relations has come from , a number of
universities and colleges in Canada and other countries. A Fellow of the .Royal
Society of Canada, he was named an Officer of the Order of Canada in 1976.

In 1982, Professor Symons became the first Canadian to receive the
Distinguished Service to Education Award of the Council for the Advancement
and Support of Education. The Council represents 2,300 universities and
colleges in the United States, Canada, Europe, and South America. Given
annually since 1941, the award is intended to recognize significant national and
international service to educatidn,'

James E. Page

James E. Page, 'rector of the Canadian Studies Programme for the
Department of the Secretary of State, has been a teacher, consultant, researcher

, and writer in 'the field of Canadian studies for fifteen years. He is author of
Reflections on the Symons Report, Seeing Ourselves and A Canadian Context
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for Science Education, as well as various articles and reviews dealing with
Canadian education, Canadian 'studies and international education.

Educateckat Queen's University and at the University of Tororit oMr. Page
was the Founding President of the International Council for Canadian Studies;
a member of the founding execative of the Association for Canadian Studies and
President of that organizaiion for four years; the Founding Director of both the
Canadian Studies Bureau and the International Office of the Askociation of
CanadialiCommunity Colleges; and the founder of a bibliographic publication
entitled Con mUnique: Canadian Studies. He is a member ora number of
professional organizations and serves on a number of boards of voluntary
organizations including the InteriratiOnal Council for Adult Education and the
editorial board of the Journal of Canadian Studies.

Mr. Page has presented special lectures and seminars on Canadian studies
and on higher,education from coast-to-coast in Canada and in Europe, Africa,
lndia,,Japan, the Middle East and Australia. Over the years he lias served as a
consultant, to the National Film Board of Canada, the. Science Council, of
Canada, the Department of the Secretary of State, the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education, and other national bodies.

In June of 1983 Mr. Page received the "Award of Merit" of the. Association
for Canadian Studies, the firs( presentation of the Award made by the°A.C.S.
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